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Described in this report are two user-oriented computer programs, f{
JET 5A and CIVM-JET 5B to predict transient, large, elastic-plastic deflec-
tions of single-layer or multilayer (3 layers or less) Bernoulli-Euler r
d structural rings which may be subjected to fragment impact (CIVM-JET 5B), or
prescribed externally-applied transient loading, and/or prescribed initial
velocity distributions (handled in JET 5A).
	 These structural ring deflections
lie essentially in one plane and, hence, are called two-dimensional (2-d). r:
The structural rings may be complete or p-^rtial; the former may be regarded
r	
x as representing a "fragment containment ring" while the latter may be viewed
as a 2-d fragment-deflector structure.
	 These two types of "rings" may be
either free or supported in various ways (pinned-fixed, locally clamped,
s' elastic-foundation supported, mounting-bracket supported, etc.).
	 The initial
geometry of each ring may be circular or arbitrarily curved; uniform-thickness
_.
or variable-thickness rings may be analyzed.
	 Strain-hardening and strain-rate
`-7
effects of initially-isotropic material are taken into account.
• An approximate analysis utilizing kinetic energy and momentum conserva-
tion relations is used to predict the after-impact velocities of each fragment
and of the impact-affected region of the ring; this procedure is termed the
collision-imparted velocity method (CIVM) and is used in the CIVM-JET 5B pro-
gram.	 This imparted-velocity information is used in conjunction with a finite-
element structural response computation code to predict the transient,, large-
deflection, elastic-plastic responses of the ring. 	 Similarly, the equations
of motion for each fragment are solved in small steps in time.
Provisions are made in the CIVM-JET 5B code to analyze structural ring
response to impact attack by from 1 to 3 fragments, each with its own size,- }}
• mass, translational velocity components, and rotational velocity. 	 The effects 2.'













The JET 5A and the CIVM-JET 5B computer programs described in this
report are additions to the series of computer programs which are intended
to be made available to the aircraft industry for possible use in analyzing
fi	 K'
structural response problems such as containment/deflection '(C/D) rings
intended to cope with engine-rotor-burst fragments.
	 These computer programs
may also be applicable (a) to crashworthiness problems which are of interest -
f ^
to the automobile, industry and (b) to nuclear power plant protective struc-
tures.
The features and capabilities of both the present computer programs
` and earlier, ones developed under NASA NGR 22-009-339 are given in a conven-
ient informative tabular summary in Appendix C together with supplementary
descriptive material.	 The reader is urged to examine the Appendix C infor-
mation in order to make an assessment of which one (or more) of these
programs might best suit his particular application, since each computer
program has its own specific capabilities and limitations. 	 With regard to	 s
K . the type of applications accommodated, only programs CIVM-JET 4B and
CIVM-JET 5B pertain to ring structural response induced by fragment impact;
the remaining computer programs cited in Appendix C deal with the transient
structural responses of rings which are subjected to prescribed (1) transient
' distributed external loads or (2) a distributed initial velocity field. 	 `	 t
,- The JET 5A and CIVM-JET 5B	 sprograms, written.-in FORTRAN ,IV, permit
one to predict the large-deflection, two-dimensional, elastic-plastic
transient Bernoulli-Euler response of a multilayera, multimaterial, hard-
bondedb ring, which may be either a complete ring or a partial ring. 	 The
ring may be subjected to various restraints and supports, including "ring
support brackets" (which are treated as "branches") and elastic foundations.
F' a:	 Thep rograms are restricted to 3 or fewer layers but the formulation
t applies to ' an arbitrary number of layers.
b:	 This means that the displacements are defined to be continuous at
't layer interfaces.
1	 ,
._	 ..	 . .......







The geometrical shape of the structural ring can be simple circular or x
arbitrarily curved, and each layer may have independently-varying thickness
along the circumferential direction.	 The material behavior of each layer
may be
--
elastic, strain-hardening, and/or strain-rate sensitive. 	 Both of
^^'
3
these programs employ the spatial finite-element representation of the ring t;
and the temporal finite-difference solution procedure. 4
The JET 5A computer program is designed to analyze full rings or
partial rings subjected to initial impulsive loading and/or prescribed
externally-applied time-dep3ndent forces.	 On the other hand, the CIVM-JET 5B
computer program is designed to analyze the transient responses of structural x
rings subjected only to rigid-fragment impact.	 These programs were written
in parallel and the main body of the program and input were kept the same
to ease the transition from one to the other by the user. 	 The following
section of the user's guide will first describe the portion of these programs`
which are the same and then detail any differences. 	 The governing equations
and the solution procedures common to both programs are outlined in Appendix A.
In the CIVM-JET 5B code for predicting the transient responses of
structural rings subjected to rigid-fragment impact, energy and momentum
considerations are employed in an approximate analysis to predict the
collision-induced velocities which are imparted to the fragment and to the
t affected ring segments. 	 The presence of surface friction between the ring
and the impacting fragment is taken into account.	 The pertinent analytical
w development and the solution methods which are unique to the CIVM-JET 5B
rf
E program are presented concisely in Appendix B. 	 The reader is invited to
`s consult Refs. 1, 2	 3, and 4 for background information and amore detailed
r,
s
description of this solution procedure.
Section 2 of this r_anort is devoted to describing the general organiza-
tion and capabilities of each of these programs.	 The ring structural
r geometry, supports, elastic restraints, and materials properties accommo-
dated will be described for both programs. 	 The initial-velocity and pre-
scribed external-loading provisions and the associated solution procedure
for JET 5A are described. 	 Then the fragment-ring collision-interaction
analysis procedure and the associated transient response solution procedure






Next in Section 3, the main programs and subroutines for both of
these programs are described. 	 Since the formulation and solution of these
ii
f programs is quite similar, many of the subroutines are used interchangeably
between the two.	 These common subroutines are described first and then any
subroutines particular to each of the programs are listed. 	 This procedure
will be followed throughout the remainder of this user's guide. 	 Included `^
in Section 3 is a partial list and explanation of the variable names used,,
` first those common to both JET 5A and CIVM-JET"5B and _then 'those variable
names particular to each separate program.
A discussion of the conventions used in JET 5A and a detailed explana-
tion of the required input and its resulting output follows in Section 4.
d Section 5 is a similar presentation for CIVM-JET 5B including only that
4
information which differs from that which is common to JET 5A.	 A complete
` listing of the FORTRAN IV code for all of the subroutines, first those
' common to both programs and then those particular to each program, appears
in Section 6.
Illustrative examples of the use of JET 5A and CIVM-JET 5B are given
in Subsections 7.1 and 7.2, respectively of Section 7.	 These examples are
presented with their associated input and output as illustrations of the
capabilities of these programs, and to aid the user in checking the adapta-
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE JET 5A AND THE CIVM-JET 5B PROGRAM)
Both of the cited programs are described briefly in this section.
Common to both programs are ring geometry, supports, elastic restraints, and
material properties; accordingly these matters are discussed in Subsection 2.1.
Features that are unique to the JET 5A code include (a) the initial-velocity
and external-loading options and (b) the associated solution procedure; these
matters are discussed in Subsections 2.2 and 2.3, respectively.
	
Since
' CIVM-JET 5B accommodates only structural response to fragment impact, Sub-
section 2.4 contains a description or the ring-fragment collision-interaction
analysis and the associated solution procedure.
2.1	 Ring Geometry, Supports, Elastic Restraints, and Material Properties
In the present analysis, the 'transient structural responses of the ring
are assumed to consist of planar (two-dimensional) deformations.	 Also, the
Bernoulli-Euler (or Kirchhoff) hypothesis is employed; that is, transverse
shear deformation is excluded.
Both the JET 5A and the CIVM-JET 5B computer programs can treat multi-
layer structural .rings.	 Each layer may be of different material, but perfect
bonding at each interface is assumed and hence the displacement fields are
continuous across each interface.
	 In addition, each layer may be of indepen-
E: dently-varying thickness; however, the total thickness remains small compared 	 -
k with the circumferential dimension of the ring.
	
The cross section of each	 ,
layer is assumed to be rectangular in shape, and the centroidal axis of a
conveniently-chosen*layer
 (see Fig. l) is employed as the circumferential
reference axis of the multilayer ring.
The structure can be either a complete or a partial ring.	 The geometric
shape of the circumferential axis of the ring can be circular or arbitrarily
t curved.	 The outward-normal direction is defined in such a manner that as one
moves along the circumferential axis in the positive n direction from an
arbitrary reference point, the outward-normal direction is always toward
one's	 left as shown in Fig. 2, where XYZ is the global reference Cartesian
c'
coordinate system wilt the X-axis pointing out of the paper.	 At any point
F: on the circumferential axis, i is a local unit vector defined in the same
F




direction as the +X axis, a is a unit tangent vector along the positive
circumferential axis direction, and n is a unit outward-normal vector which
is defined by the right-hand rule as n = i x a, 	 once the positive circum-
ferential direction is defined, the outward-normal direction is then
determined accordingly (see Fig, 2). 	 For the CIVM-JET 5B code, the posi-
tive circumferential direction must be chosen so that the positive outward-
normal is directed toward the "outside" of the C/D structure such that
fragment impact can occur only on the "inside" of the C/D structure.,'
In the spatial finite-element analysis, the ring is represented by an
' assemblage of discrete (or finite) elements compatibly joined at the nodal
stations.	 The geometry and nomenclature of a typical arbitrarily curved
ring element are shown in Fig. 3, where the deformation plane is p,C and the
F
coordinates n_along, and C outward-normal to the centroidal axis of a con-
r` veniently-chosen layer are employed as the reference coordinates of the
multilayer beam element. 	 The nodal number is increased -along the positive
circumferential direction.
". The behavior of each finite-element is characterized by a knowledge of
the four generalized displacements: v, w, 	 _ Ow/@fl) - (v/R), and X = (8v/8n)
+ (w/R) at each of its nodal stations where v and w are the reference plane
displacements in the circumferential and the normal direction, respectively;
R is the radius of curvature.	 The displacement within each finite-element
fi is represented by a cubic polynomial in p for the circumferential displacement
v and a cubic polynomial in n for the normal displacement w, anchored to the_
' four generalized nodal displacements at each node (see Appendix A and/or
Ref. 1 for further details). 	 For application to arbitrarily-curved, variable- D
thickness, ring structures, the finite elements are described by reading in
at each nodal station the global Y and Z coordinates, the slope (the angle
between the tangent vector and the +Y axis), and the thickness of each
s
r
layer.	 Within each finite element, the slope is approximated by a quadratic!
r: =
a function in fl and the thickness of each layer is approximated as being
R
piecewise linear between nodes.
As for the support conditions of the structure, these programs include
three types of prescribed nodal displacement conditions (see Fig. 4a):
r. (1)	 Symmetry*	 (v =	 = 0)
*









(3)	 Smoothly-Hinged, Pinned 	 (v	 w = 0-)
and two ,types of elastic restraints (see Fig. 4b):
(a)	 Point elastically restrained (elastic restoring spring) at given q
locations (3 directions:	 normal, tangential, and rotational)
(b)	 Distributed elastically restrained (elastic foundation) over a r^




A global effective stiffness matrix supplied by the elastic foundation and/or 1
the .restoring springs will be evaluated in the program from the virtual-work
statement for cases in which the structure is subjected to one or both of
' these two types of elastic restraints.
s
The 2-d containment/deflector (C/D) structure may also be regarded as
being supported by attachment brackets as depicted, for example, in Fig. 4c.
These attachment brackets (or branches) are idealized to behave in the 2-d
fashion shown in Fig. 4d. 	 These brackets are modeled as consisting of a
single-layer, variable-thickness, 2-d structure of arbitrary initial shape_
in the plane of the C/D, structure, and are connected compatibly with the
F C/D structure; the other end of each bracket may be supported in any of the
common fashions (clamped, pinned, elastic support, etc.). 	 The programs
provide for a maximum of five support brackets. 	 In the fragment attack
(CIVM-JET 5B) usually only the C/D structure suffers physical impact;
however, if the analyst has a physically plausible situation wherein the -'
idealized support bracket could be impacted by a fragment (such a case is
depicted in Fig. 4d), the impacted portion must be defined as the main C/D
structure since impacts on a branch are not accommodated in the program.
It ,should be noted,_ however, that the actual brackets in the bracket-
supported C/D structure (see Fig. 4c) must undergo 3-d deformation-- this
aspect is not accommodated in the present 2-d model_ 	 Finally, a support
bracket (or branch) may be attached to any nodal station of the main 2-d
C/D structure: f
Each layer of material can be of elastic', or elastic, perfectly-plastic





Ibranch can vary from the properties of the main structure. The strain-rate
effects of the material can also be taken into account. In the present
analysis, the strain-hardening material is accounted for by using the
"mechanical sublayer model" (Ref. 1). A useful feature of this model is
its inclusion of kinematic hardening and the Bauschinger effect. The strain-
rate effect is approximated by assuming that the uniaxial stress-strain curve
is affected by strain-rate only by a quasi-steady increase in the yield stress
above the "static" value (Ref. 1).
2.2 Initial-Velocity Provisions and/or Externally-Applied Forces for JET 5A
L
`I
2.2.1 Initial Velocity Provisions
The initial velocity distribution is specified by reading in the initial
nodal velocities. Three ways are available to describe these distributions
(see Fig. 5):{
(1) Arbitrary distribution by prescribing nodal initial velocities, v,	 j
w, and at certain nodes of the structure.
i
(2) One or more local uniform ` initial normal velocity values, w, dis-
tributed over certain elements of the structure, and/or
(3) One or more local sine-shaped distributions of initial velocity in
t	 the normal direction, distributed over certain elements of the
structure.
k
r-	 2.2.2 Transient Externally-Applied Prescribed Loads
r	 The transient externally-applied loads, F(T),t)-are assumed to be express-
ible as
F < , t)	 ^^) fct`)	 (2.1)
where g(TI) is the prescribed spatial distribution function and f(t) denotes
the amplitude time history. These quantities are described in the program
as follows (see Fig. 6)
'	 (a) The function f(t) can be arbitrary and is represented by a series
of coordinates in time which specify values of characteristic ;two-





The-program then linearly interpolates between time points to
iY
obtain values of forces at intermediate times by:
T "'
y
T( _ f ►n{ I	 (2.1a)t) -	 +	 ( t -T,„)►►► 	 ,T
I	 Tm '^'►'^ t _
ere f	 and f	 are wh 	 a the amplitudes of the forces at some user- "m	 m+1
specified times Tm
 and TmThe quantity f(t) is found by this
+1'
interpolation in the time interval (Tto 
m
linearly in termsM	 +l)
of f	 and f
M	 +1' 'I
m
(b)	 The spatial distribution of the forces acting on the ring is described
;	 w
through the following three forms:
K (1)	 One or more concentrated loads prescribed at certain locations.
k (2)	 One or more local uniform load distributions specified over `.
given numbers of elements.
(3)	 One or more local half sinusoidal-shape load distributions
{
specified over given numbers of elements (this distribution
a is approximated as being piecewise linear within each element).
_r
f. Corresponding to this general distribution of externally-applied loads,
Y
a set of virtual-work equivalent (or consistent) nodal loads is 'evaluated in
the program.
2.3	 Solution Procedure for JET 5A =`
r. .,
The spatial finite-element approach is utilized in conjunction with the
` Principle of Virtual. Work and D'Alembert's Principle to obtain the equations`
of motion of the structural ring which is permitted to undergolarge-deflection
elastic-plastic transient deformations.
	
In the interest of conciseness and
convenience in this report, the user is invited to consult Ref. land/or
` Appendix A for a detailed derivation and discussion of the equations of motion.
For present purposes, it suffices to note that the governing equations of
r
motion for the complete assembled discretized structural ring may be written'
in the following form:







{	 {q*} and {q*}	 are the global generalized displacement and acceleration.
[M*]	 is the consistent mass matrix of the complete structure.
;i
'i 	 ( *	 is the usual stiffness matrix of the complete structure.K
[KS]	 represents the effective stiffness matrix supplied by
,`,r:y
the elastic foundation and/or the restraining spring.
{F*}	 denotes the prescribed externally-applied generalized
loading acting on the structure.
r. *NL{Fq }	 represents a "generalized loads" vector arising from
large deflections and is a function of quadratic and
cubic displacement terms -- a nonlinear force contri-
bution.
*L{Fp }	 is the generalized loads vector arising from the r	 }
presence of plastic strains, and is associated with
' the linear terms of the strain-displacement relations.'
*NL{Fp }
	 is a generalized loads vector of origin similar to
*LF	 {Fp} 'but is associated with the nonlinear terms of the
strain-displacement relations.
7
'K The resulting equation of motion, Eq. 2.2, is solved through the use of
the Houbolt operator (4-point backward finite-difference operator) whereby
<j
E - one obtains a recurrence equation which provides a"solution step-by-step in a
s finite-time increments. 	 In the following, the general solution process is
described briefly.
First, information is provided to define the geometry of the ring includ-
ing its prescribed-displacement conditions and elastic restraints.	 In addition, _ _	 f	 V
the ring material property constants, and the prescribed initial velocity and/or
the prescribed applied transient external loading are defined.	 Also defined g
r •
are the structural discretization information and numerical integration data.
s It should be mentioned that Gaussian quadrature is employed in the present
analysis to evaluate the element-property matrices -- this requires that the }	 '`
r stresses and strains be evaluated at a selected finite number of Gaussian









Next, the mass matrix and the stiffness matrix for the entire
structure are evaluated by assembling the element mass and stiffness matrices.
Then the proper prescribed displacement conditions are imposed and a reduced
mass matrix and stiffness matrix are obtained by deleting the corresponding r^r
rows and columns associated with those generalized displacements which are
h
prescribed to be zero. 	 Also constructed are the discrete-element property
matrices that do not change with time (and remain constant throughout the
program), such as the matrices relating strain to the nodal generalized dis
placements, the equivalent nodal load vector and actual externally-applied
load transformation matrices, etc. 'jl
r Starting from a set of given initial conditions at time t 	 on the general-
E o
ized nodal displacements, nodal veloci.ti.es , and externally-applied forces, the
generalized nodal displacements and displacement increments are computed for
the first time increment At.
	
Next, the strain increments developed from to
to tl at every Gaussian station (or point) required over and depthwise through
t
each finite element are calculated.
	
From a knowledge of the prescribed initial
stresses (if any) and the strain increments, one can determine the stress incre-
ments, the stresses and/or the plastic strains and the plastic strain increments'
r through the use of the pertinent elastic-plastic stress-strain relations includ-
ing, the plastic yield condition and flow rule.	 Next, one can calculate the
equivalent generalized load vectors arising from large deflections and plastic
: strains'.	 Also, the prescribed generalized load vector representing the ex-
ternally-applied loads at the present time step is calculated. 	 Then, the
proper recurrence equations, which is the finite-difference representation ;
of the equations of motion, are solved to obtain the nodal generalized dis-
placements and displacement increments of the next time increment. 	 The process
then proceeds cyclically for as many time steps as desired.	 Finally, it should
be noted that the triple-matrix-factorization scheme is employed to solve the ;.
R
system of ordinary algebraic equations.
For present purposes, the above general description is considered to be
k_ adequate; one may consult Appendix A and Refs. 1-3 for a more 'detailed discus-
j sion of the solution and evaluation process.
^._2.4	 Fragment/,Ring-Collision-Interaction and Solution  Procedure for CTVM-JET 5B
For analyzing the collision-induced _ transient responses.of two-dimensional
t containment and/or deflector rings and fragment motions,; the fragment is ideal-
t
e
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example, in Fig. 7.	 The modeled-fragment diameter, mass, mass moment of
inertia, and velocity components are specified by the user to "correspond"
with those of the actual fragment.
The process called the collision-imparted velocity method (CIVM) is used
for the collision-interaction analysis in the CIVM-JET 5B program (see Refs.
1-3).	 In this process, energy and momentum considerations are employed to
predict the collision-induced velocities which are imparted to the fragment
and to the impact-affected zone of the ring.
	
Also, the following simplifying
assumptions are invoked:
(1)	 The collision process is instantaneous and involves only the frag-
ment and the impact-affected zone of the target ring.	 The impact-
affected zone is defined as the fraction of the ring that responds
to fragment impact instantaneously with momentum changes. 	 The
size of the impact-affected zone of the ring can be estimated from
the speed of a longitudinal wave or from semi-empirical data.
(2)	 in an overall sense, the fragment is treated as being rigid but at
the "immediate contact region" between the fragment and the struck
ring the collision process is regarded as acting in a perfectly
elastic (e = 1), perfectly inelastic (e = 0), or an intermediate
fashion We<l), where e represents the coefficient of restitution.
(3)	 The colliding surfaces of both the fragment and the target ring may
be either perfectly smooth (p	 0) or may be "rough"	 (p 34 0), where
denotes the coefficient of sliding friction. 	 Hence, respectively,
force and/or momentum (or velocities) are transmitted only in the




During the collision, the contact forces are the only ones considered
to act on the impact-affected region of the ring and in an anti-
parallel fashion on the fragment.
	 Any forces which the ring segment
on either side of the impact-affected region may exert* on that seq-
ment as a result of this collision are considered to be negligible
because instantaneous momentum transfer to the impact-affected
region is assumed.
Such forces are termed "internal forces" as distinguished from the "external
impact forces".
rr
(5)	 To avoid unduly complicating the analysis and because of the small-
ness of the arc length of the ring finite elements, each affected
ring element is treated as a straight beam segment -(see Fig. 8) in
the derivation of the impact inspections and equations. 	 However,
a	
rifor modeling of the ring itself for transient response predictions,
the ring is treated as being arbitrarily curved and of variable
thickness.
An information flow schematic of the CIVM and ring/fragment transient
response solution procedure is shown in Fig. 9.	 Briefly, the analysis pro- a
cedure indicated in Fig. 9 consists of the following principal steps:
1.	 Motions and Positions of Bodies
The motions of the fragment and of the containment and/or deflector ring
are predicted and the (tentative) region of space occupied by each body at
a given instant in time is determined.
Modeling of the C/D ring structure is carried out as already described
`. for the JET 5A analysis, except that a `diagonal "lumped" mass matrix is
' employed (see Appendix B).	 The justification for the use of lumped mass y
instead of consistent mass is outlined next. 	 A"comparison of _numerical
' results obtained using lumped mass vs. consistent mass, given in Ref. 1, for
ring-type structures shows similar results for both mass systems. 	 Reduced
' storage requirements and additional savings of computation time in each time
_
-step because of the simple form of the lumped mass matrix, makes the use of
 
t
a lumped mass matrix computationally efficient.
	
Finally, in the collision-
interaction analysis, the element (and structure) mass properties are assumed
to be lumped at the nodal points.
	
Thus, for consistency, the mass properties
of the ring structure used in the global timewise solution procedure should
also be nodal lumped masses.	 Also, since no prescribed externally-applied 
forces act on the ring, the form of the governing equations of motion is
given by Eq. 2.2 except that {F*} = 0.
Prior to fragment-ring impact, the ring structure is assumed to be
X; stationary in its undeformed state and the (one or more) idealized fragment
is moving with known translational and rotational velocities toward the
„. ring. I The step-by-step solution procedure is carried out in small steps -
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Next, an inspection is performed to determine whether a collision has
occurred during the small increment (At) in time from the last instant at
which the body locations were known to the present instant in time at which
the body-location data are sought.
	 If a collision has not occurred during
this At, one follows the motion of ea.ch
 body for another At, etc. 	 However,
if a collision has occurred, one proceeds to carry out an (approximate)
calculation of the time of fragment-ring contact.
3.	 Contact-Time Calculation
The fragment and ring-node positions, velocities, and accelerations
are known at an instant in time prior to ring-fragment collision.
	 Using
this information, the (approximate) time of ring-fragment contact (within
a, small increment, At, in time), and the point of contact on the ring are
calculated.	 When this information has been obtained
	 one then proceeds. to
,. carry out a collision-interaction calculation.',
t
4.	 Collision-Interaction Calculation
In this calculation energy and momentum conservation relations are
employed in an approximate analysis to compute the collision-induced changes
in (a) the velocities Vf (translation) and wf (rotational) of the fragment a
and (b) nodal velocities of the ring impact-affected segments.
	 The coordinates
st.
which locate the positions of the fragment and of the affected segments are
r thereby corrected from their tentative uncorrected-for-impact locations.
t.' One then returns to step 1, and the process is repeated for as many time
r increments as desired.
The details of this analysis procedure as well as various considerations
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DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAMS AND_SUBPROGRAMS
3.1	 Program Contents
The following three subsections present a brief description of the
}
t
subroutines which are common to both the JET 5A and the CIV,M-JET 5B kaR^yx
i	 program (Subsection 3.1.1).	 Then the MAIN programs and subroutines_ unique d




3.1.1	 Subprograms Common to JET 5A and CIVM-JET 5B
This group consists of the following 14 subprograms:
ASSEF	 This subroutine assembles the generalized nodal load vectors
(due to large-deflection elastic.-plastic effects) of each
individual element into a generalized nodal load vector for
"	 the structure as a whole.
"	 ASSEM	 This subroutine updates the structural mass (and/or stiffness) a
'	 matrix as the element mass (and/or stiffness) matrices are
generated.	 The components of the assembled structural mass
1
matrix [M*], which is a symmetric matrix, are stored in a
[	 linear-array form; only the lower triangular part of [M*]is
'	 need be and is stored (row-wise) starting with the first ;r
nonzero element in the row and ending with the diagonal
'	 term.- Similar handling of the assembled stiffness matrices
R "	 ([K*l and [K*I) of the structure is employed.
BRAN	 This subroutines reads the geometry, boundary constraints,
s	 and elastic restraints for a branch. 	 The global numbering
system of the _main structure is then modified to include the
branches.	 BRAN establishes arrays which contain information
z!
'	 facilitating the rotations required in other subroutines. 	 It
r	 also establishes identifier arrays which distinguish between
F	 elements of the main structure and elements of the various
branches.
ELMPP'	 This subroutine evaluates the element mass matrix [m]-, and




then performs discrete element assembly to form [M* J and [K* J ?I
for the complete structure with respect to global coordinates.
Next, the prescribed displacement conditions (if any) are
r1imposed	 *]	 *J	 formon [Mand [Kto	 restrained matrices. 	 Also
evaluated are the transformation matrices between the strain
at each spanwise checking (Gaussian) station and the generalized
nodal displacement conditions of the element.
ERC Imposes the proper prescribed displacement conditions to the
[M*J	 and/or	 [K*J matrices by restraining the corresponding 1
F rows and columns of the matrices
FAC FAC factors a symmetric matrix
	
[B], into a dower triangular
matrix [L], a diagonal matrix [D], and an upper triangular "`1
matrix	 [L] T;	 [ B ] _	 [L ]	 [D]	 [L]T.
F:	 Y
IDENT The-IDENT subroutine is used to print out the values of certain
;I
;-
input parameters at the beginning of the run, and is used to
identify the type of run that is being made. r
MINV Performs the matrix inversion; a standard Gauss-Jordan inversion
T^
method is used.
E. OMULT Computes various linear arrays (in which a two -dimensional
matrix is stored) and vector products.
	 A vector results.
4
QREM Evaluates the effective stiffness matrix [K*], ,supplied by thes A
elastic foundations and/or the restoring springs, and then z
imposes the prescribed displacement conditions on [K*] accord-
ti. S r	 {;
'. ingly. a
r
ROTAT This subroutine generates the transformation matrix necessary
to rotate from the global displacement system to the element'
displacement system.. 	 This matrix is then applied to the element
[k] matrix, the displacement_ vector and the equivalent load
vector (as required) to perform the rotation for the connecting {'
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SOLV Performs two back substitutions involving the triple factoriza-
tion of a matrix to obtain the solution of a matrix equation. G
STRESS This subroutine evaluates the generalized load vectors,
	 ({FNL} +
{Fp} + {FpI'} of Eq. 2.2) arising from the presence of large
deflections and plastic strains.
	 First, the stresses and
plastic strains are determined at each quadrature station,
which involves the use of the strain-displacement relation
and the stress-strain relation.
	 The strain-hardening and
strain-rate sensitivity effects are taken into consideration.
- Next, the appropriate Gaussian integration scheme is used to
form the element generalized nodal load for each discrete
element, and finally, an assembled generalized nodal load
vector is calculated.
TSTEP This subroutine is called during each problem run to compute F'
ri




mathematical model of a corresponding, linear dynamic system
[M*] {q*} + [K*3' {q*}	 0 by using an iteration process, and
(`/max) 	 Will be used tothen calculates a value of Atref w
' estimate an appropriate At.
3.1.2 Subprograms Unique to JET 5A
-; This group consists of the following 4 subprograms: `
w	 MAIN Reads the ring geometry, material property data, the structural
y
i
discretization information, and/or the prescribed displacement
conditions and elastic restraints.
	 It computes the quantities
that are constant throughout the program and initializes most
z of the variables used in the subroutines. 	 It controls the
logical flow of information supplied by the various subroutines ^?
and the overall time cycle.
r
IMPULS The information for the initial generalized nodal velocities
` is read in.	 This subroutine also sets the initial generalized
" nodal displacements, the initial stresses, and the initial !"




f	 matrices between the elementLQJADEQ	 Computes the trans ormation 	  	  
q^
1
generalized (virtual-work equivalent) nodal ,load vectors and 	
dd'
the externally-applied mechanical load which may be concentrated,
' uniformly	 istributed, and/or linearly distributed within theY	 Y	 ^
element.
t
LOADFT 	 This subroutine reads the data pertaining to the subsequent
time-dependent externally-applied, loads and uses this data to	 y`
F	 compute the element generalized load vector; subsequently, an
s
assembled generalized load vector for the whole structure is
formed at each step of calculation.
3.1.3	 Subprograms Unique to CIVM-JET 5B
s
This group consists of the following 4 subprograms:
r	 MAIN	 Reads the ring geometry, material property data, the structural
discretization information, and/or the prescribed displacement
conditions and elastic restraints. 	 Also, read in are the fragment
geometry parameters and the fragment velocity components.	 It
computes the quantities that are constant throughout the program
and initializes most of the variables used in the subroutines.
It controls the logical flow of information supplied by the
"	 various subroutines and the-overall time cycle. 	 Also, the
lumped mass matrix [M*] is generated by this routine and stored
-	 i	 in row form.




search for impact occurrence involving one of N fragments on
each element of the ring for all fragments considered.	 When
t	 it is determined that a fragment-ring collision has taken place,
x	 IMPACT controls the application of appropriate correction factors
to the velocities of the fragment and the ;nodal points of the
affected elements.
IMPCTE	 A slave subroutine of IMPACT. 	 This subroutine calculates and




eof the fragment and the nodal points of the elements affected
when a fragment-ring collision has occurred.
PENTRN A slave subroutine of IMPACT. 	 Given the position of the frag-
ment and ring nodes and the geometry of the fragment and
idealized ring structure, this subroutine determines whether
any "overlapping" (penetration) exists between the fragment:,










{3.2	 Partial List of Variable Names
The following subsections give a brief list and defination of the most
important and/or commonly used variable names.
3.2.1	 Variables Common to JET 5A and CIVM-JET 5B
f	 A(I,J) [A], an 8x8 matrix defines the transformation between the
element generalized nodal displacements {q} and the parameters
{S} in the assumed displacement field of each element. 	 It is	
A
1].destroyed in computation and is replaced by its inverse [A
'	 AEP(I,J,K) Transformation matrix which relates strain at Ith additional
strain point to the generalized nodal displacements of the
F,
t
element on which it is located.
_
AL(I) Element arc length of the Ith element.
AMASS(I)
F
The lower triangular part of the symmetric structural mass
matrix [M*]	 (stored in a linear-array form of a size ISIZE).
k
Later on, it is destroyed in calculation and is replaced by a
lower triangular factorized matrix.
ANB(I) Saone as ANG(I); applies to initial input fo_ branch nodes.
ANG(I) The slope, which is the angle between the tangent vector and
the +Y axis, at the Ith node.
ANGDB The slope, which is the angle between the tangent vector and
ANGDI(I) the +Y axis, at the Ith slope discontinuity. 	 ANGDB refers to
initial input for branches.
APHA The angle between the chord connecting the first node of the
element to the second node, and the +Y axis.
ASFL(I,J,K,L) Stress and/or plastic strain weighting factor on the Lth sub-
layer in the Kth depthwise Gaussian point at the Jth spanwise
Gaussian station of the Ith element.
AXG(I) Input vectors with dimension NOGA: 	 contain Gaussian quadrature




{CX) dx = -	 f (XJ WZ a1
employed in the spanwise integration over each element. i<
AZET(I) The location along an element's centroidal axis of the Ith
a
additional strain point.
B(L) Width of the ring (inches); L=1 for main structure; L>2 for
branches.
BEP(IR,J,I,K) Transformation matrix which relates the strain at the Jth span-
wise Gaussian station to the generalized nodal displacements of
the IRth element ([DI], 	 I = 1,2,3, see Eq. A.14a.).
BI(L) Same as BIG(L), for largest average nodal strain.
BIG(L) The largest computed strain at the Gaussian stations for the
Lth substructure, up to the present cycle. 	 It should be noted
that strains are computed at every cycle. 	 L=1 for main struc-
ture, L>2 for branches. :A
BIGA(L) The larg est computed strain at the additional strain points, up
to the present cycle.
^
_ y
BINP(I,J) The longitudinal force and the bending moment, respectively,
BIMP(I,J^) over the cross section at the Jth spanwise Gaussian station
of the Ith element (see Eq. A.24). a
BINPP(J) The integration of the plastic strain over the cross-section at
` BIMPP(J) the Jth spanwise Gaussian' station of each element (see Eq. A.24)..
BONE The highest natural frequency squared of a corresponding linear ='	 1
dynamic system.
Er BTIM (L) Same as BTIME (L) ; applies to nodes.
r BITMA(L) The time at which the largest computed strain occurs at the
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BTIME(L) The time at which the largest computed strain occurs at the 4'
Gaussian stations. {+I
CINET Kinetic energy stored in ring at the present time.
COPY(I) Current global Y coordinate and Z coordinate, respectively, of
G	
,
COPZ (I), the Ith node.
DELD(I) Vector contains the generalized Ith degree of freedom displace- =I
ment increment during the current time step.
DELTAT Time-step size used in the program, fit.
DEP(IR,I,J,K) Transformation matrix which relates the strain at the Ith node
to the generalized nodal displacements of the IRth element.
DENS(MIL) Density of the Mth material layer of the Lth structural _.y
segment.	 L=1 for main structure, L>2 for branches
(lbs-sec2/in4).
s
DISP(I) Vector which contains the generalized Ith degree of freedom
displacements at the current time instant.
' DROT(L) Stores information used in rotating a displacement vector into
the global system at a_point of slope discontinuity.
DS(M,L) Material constant used in the strain-rate sensitivity formula
for the Mth layer.	 L=l for main structure, L>2 for branches. Y
' DUMMY A dummy argument in the calling statement of Subroutine ROTAT..
ELAST Total elastic energy present in the structure at the present
time instant. t
_ ELK(I,J) Element stiffness matrix of dimension 8x8 (Eq. A.24a). a
ELMAS(I,J) Element mass matrix of dimension 8x8 (Eq. A.18b).
x	 t,
F.
ELRP(I,J) Element effective stiffness matrix of dimension 8x8 supplied




'	 EPASI Axial strain on the inner and outer surface, respectively, at
f
t
EPASO an additional strain point.
s
EPI(I) Axial strain on the inner and outer surface, respectively, at
EPO(I)F the Ith Gaussian station. ,
EPS(M,>L,J) Input quantities of abscissa of the uniaxial stress-strain ;I sari
curve for the Jth mechanical sublayer material model of the
Mth layer.- L=l for main structure, L>2 for branches.
EPSI(I) Average axial strain on the inner_ surface and on the outer
EPSO(I) surface, respectively, at node I.
f	 FARE Midplane axial strain and curvature increment, respectively,
u'	 FCUR at the selected spanwise Gaussian station of each element. =
FLVA(I) Assembled generalized load vector corresponding to large deflec-
tions and plastic strain presence; it equals { F* L}+{F** }+fr*	 1.
FQREF(I) Assembled generalized load vector supplied by elastic restraints, n;
equals	 [KS] {q*} of Eq. 2.2.
FREQ _ The highest natural frequency of a corresponding linear dynamic
system of the ring.
GFL(IR,I,J) Stress and/or plastic strain weighting factor on the Jth depth- x
wise Gaussian point at the Ith spanwise Gaussian station of al
the IRth element. e
GZETA(IR,I,J) Distance from the centroidal axis to the Jth depthwise Gaussian
aa
point at the Ith spanwise Gaussian station of the IRth element._
r,
H(I,M) Thickness of the Mth layer at the Ith node.
HB(I) Same as H(I,M),-applies only to initial input for branches.
HTH(L) The branch thickness for the Lth branch at its connecting node.
IBI (L), Same as IBIG (L) , applies to nodes.
r	 IBIG(L) The element number whose strain, computed at one of its Gaussian
stations, exhibits the largest value during the present com-
r	
;I
puter run.	 L=l for main structure, L>2 for branches. j
22
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IBIGA(L) Same as IBIG(L), applies to additional strain points. {
ICOL(I) Vector, of length NI, contains the column number of the first ;t6
f
-	 nonzero entry in the Ith row of the structural mass and/or
i stiffness matrix.
ICON_ INDICATOR	 0 if last data have been input
r _ 1 if more runs are desired 4 ^.
ICONT INDICATOR, if > 0 then the program expects data for a continua-
tion run.
ICP INDICATOR, which if > 0 indicates that the structure is ,a
complete ring.	 For a partial ring ICP < 0: {
IK Number of discrete elements into which the whole structure is
discretized for analysis,
IKK Total number of nodes.
INUM(I) Vector of dimension NI contains the corresponding position in
the linear-array of the first nonzero entry in the I'th row of
the structural mass or stiffness matrix.
t
IRRUN A counter:	 is equal to the number of runs in a single computer s
submittal.
ISTA(I) The number of the Gaussian station at which the strain is a 'I
maximum. A:"I
ISTAA(I) The number of the additional strain point at which the strain jl
,. is a maximum. .,
ISIZE Number of locations required for the storage of the structural rP
mass or stiffness matrix in linear-array form.
ISUR(L) Same as ISURF(L), applies to nodes.
r ISURA(L) Same as ISURF(L), applies to additional strain ,points. 	 L=1 for, =I
^ main structure, L>2 for branches.
23




ISURF(L) INDICATOR = 1 if largest computed strain occurs on inner surface #'
= 2 if largest computed strain occurs on outer surface
Refers only to strains calculated at Gaussian stations.
IT Current time-step (cycle) number. ^.
KROW(I) The row number of the Ith irregular row in the structural mass f
or stiffness matrix.
IndicatesLATT how the branch is attached to the main structure:
_ -1	 inner surface
=	 0	 outer surface
1,2,3	 midsurface of respective layer
j
LBR(I) The number of a branch upon which a boundary condition is to
be applied.
LHIT(I) Indicator array. 	 I	 branch number.	 If LHIT(I)=0, branch is
not to be impacted; in the present program LHIT(I) must be set
k equal to zero.
a.
LMT(I) Array which stores the element numbers of those branch elements
where impact cannot occur.
LREF The layer number whose centroidal axis.is conveniently employed
n. as the reference axis of the multilayer structure:'
 a
-MATT(L) Indicates the node at which the Lth branch is attached.
MK(I) Vector which contains new nodal numbers for the main structure,
t given 'I. as the old nodal number. a
'i
MKE(I) Indicates the substructure to which the Ith element belongs.
MM Time step _(cycle) at which run is to stop.
f.. MNEL(I) Number of elements in the Ith substructure.
s,
s M1 Cycle at which regular printing starts.
s







MPU Indicator for punched output:
	
IF MPU	 0, no punched output x
IF MPU
	
0, data is punched
from last time cycle.
This card must be physically changed in the MAIN program.
C	 '
MREAD Number for the data input tape unit, printed output tape unit, {
MWRITE and the punched output tape unit, respectively. 	 These names ^,F
MPUNCH must be assigned a number in MAIN corresponding to the user's
computing facility requirements. t
NASP Number of additional strain points.
NBC(I) The prescribed-displacement condition identification number.
NBCB(I) Same as NBC(I), applies to initial input for branches. r
NBCONB The number of nodes at which the prescribed displacement condi-
tion is to be specified:	 refers only to branches. }
NBCOND The number of nodes at which the prescribed displacement condi- i
tions are to be specified.
NBR Indicates the number of branches that are to be added to main




NDEX(I) The corresponding position in the linear-array of the first
nonzero entry in the Ith irregular row_ e"
6
NDI Number of branch elements containing a slope discontinuity.
a;
r' NDIS The number of elements containing a slope discontinuity.
NEDI(I) The main structure element number of the Ith element containing it
a slope discontinuity.
NEDIB(I) The branch, element number of the Ith branch element containing
'I
a-slope discontinuity.
NELT(I) Number of elements in the Ith branch.
NFL The number of depthwise Gaussian points through the thickness





(axial forces and bending moment) at each spanwise Gaussian
NI
station. a
NI Total number of degrees of freedom (unrestrained); it equals
the number of nodes times 4.	 Also, it is the number of rows
in the assembled structural mass or stiffness matrix.
NIRREG Number of irregular rows in the assembled structural mass or Yr
stiffness matrix.
MAY The number of layers used in the hard-bonded composite ring.
y	 ^,
NODBB ( I), The node number along branch (I) at which a boundary condition =,
'
is to be applied. '4
t NODEB(I) The node number at which the prescribed displacement condition
NBC(I) is to be specified.
WDP ( I) Nodal number (from main structure numbering system) at which
the Ith branch starts.
5 NOGA _ The number of Gaussian stations to be employed for the spanwi.se
' numerical integration of the element properties over each
element.
` NORP The number of point elastic restraints (elastic restoring 4
NOW springs) and the number of locally distributed elastic restraints, -=
respectively, which are to be specified over the structure.
<
'NQR Indicator,. which if > 0 indicates that this structure is sub- -
` jected to elastic restraints (point and/or distributed).
NREADF Dummy variable which controls the reading in of force-time data.
r ,
NREL(I) The element number at which the Ith point elastic restraint is
to be specified,
NRST( I ) The first element and the number of elements, respectively, r.





NSFL(M,L) Equals the number of mechanical sublayers in the strain-harden- t	 r
ing material model; also is the number of coordinate pairs
defining the piecewise linear stress-strain curve of the sub-
wj
r.i structure's material. 	 M = material layer number.
,
L = 1 for main structure, L > 2 for branches.s^




NV2 of total depthwise Gaussian stations, and number of mechanical
NV3 sublayers, respectively,
° NVEC(T,J) Array containing nodal numbers which form the end points of
r: the Ith element.	 J = 1 or 2 [First or second node, number
a
clockwise for main structure, outwards for branches, and inwards
for a branch attached to node 1 of 'a partial ring.] 4
P(M,L) Constant used in the strain-rate sensitivity formula for the
Mth layer.
L	 1 for main structure, L > 2 for branches.
PIE Represents TT	 3.141592653589793.
PLAST Total plastic work done on the structure up to the current {
: time step (mechanical work dissipated during plastic flow).
REX(I) The length coordinate along the centroidal axis from the node




RFACTR strain rate factor used in the stress calculation.
ROT(I,J) Array which contains information needed to rotate a stiffness
matrix.
!'
I = Number of branch F
'J = 1: or 2
F ROT(I,l) _ 0.0 if Ith branch connects to first node
of main structure.	 Equals 1.0 for all other connect.-
ing points.	 ROT(I,2) = Angle of rotation. {	 4
RWORK- Total energy stored in ring up to the current time.
27
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SCRP The rotational restoring spring elastic constant.
SCTU Tangential and normal translational elastic foundation stiff-
SCTW ness constants, respectively.
SCRU Elastic foundation modulus in torsion.
SIG (M,L,J) Input quantities for the ordinate of the uniaxial static stress-
strain curve for the Jth mechanical sublayer material model of ?
the Mth layer.
L = 1-for main structure; L > 2 for branches.
SNO(M,N,L) Uniaxial static yield stress of the Nth mechanical sublayer
material model, for the Mth structural layer.
`L	 1 for main structure; L > 2 for branches.
SNP(I,J,K,L) The total plastic strain of the Lth mechanical sublayer at the
Kth depthwise Gaussian point at the Jth spanwise Gaussian
s
r
station of the Ith element.
SNS(I,J,K,L) Axial stress of the Lth mechanical sublayer at the Kth depth-
wise Gaussian point at the Jth spanwise Gaussian station of
the Ith element. =;
SNY Uniaxial yield stress of the mechanical sublayer, taking strain- a
rate sensitivity into account. :+
SOLI) Contains the solution vector of a series of matrix equations.
SPDEN Total energy stored in the elastically-restoring springs and/
or the elastic foundations at the current time instant.-^
SPRIN(I) The assembled effective stiffness matrix supplied by elastic
restraints (stored in a linear array form).-
STIFK(I) Assembled structural elastic stiffness matrix, stored in a
F
linear-array form.
TIME Current time (IT*DELTAT).
28




TRAN(I,J) Transformation matrix, used to rotate displacement vector and
(element stiffness matrices into global coordinates.	 Used for
j branch connection and slope discontinuities. ;t
TWG(I) Input vectors with dimension NFL; contain Gaussian quadrature
• TXG(I) constants xi and weights, wi of t	 `'
` s RX^ d X =	 {^ WJ	 `
used in the numerical integration of stresses and/or plastic
strains through the thickness.
XDIST(I) ,Distance from reference axis to attachment point of the Ith
' branch,
YK(I) A general work vector. 	 It is finally used to store either the
number 1 or 0 for each element (I) to indicate whether a trans-
formation is necessary.	 YK(I) is used together with ROT(I,J)
to identify and aid in rotating an element's stiffness matrix.
YOUNG(M,L) Elastic (Young's) modulus for the Mth structural layer (the
slope of the lst segment in the piecewise linear approximation
of the uniaxial stress-strain curve).
L = 1 for main structure; L > 2 for branches.' t
Y Initial Y coordinate and Z coordinate, respectively, of the Ith t
Z M node.




3.2.2 Variables Unique to JET 5A a
AMPIFV Initial nominal amplitudes (at time TBEGIN) of the externally-
















AMP2PV Nominal force amplitudes, in the tangential and the normal
AMP2FW direction, respectively, of each succeeding point on the
E
force-versus-time curve to be prescribed.
AMPFV The linearly-interpolated values of the nominal force amplitudes r
AMPFW in the tangential and the normal direction, respectively, at
the current time instant.
ANGV Initial angular velocity, 	 v/R) at time zero.
ANGV1 Initial angular velocities at the two edge nodes of the local a
ANGV2 uniform initial normal velocity distributed over certain
elements of the structure,
APDEN Total work done on the structure by externally-applied forces
up to the present time step.
CINETO Initial kinetic energy imparted to the structure.
' CINETT Total work done by all external agencies (externally-applied
forces and initial imported kinetic energy) up to the current
time step.
ETA(I) Equals the length coordinate along the centroidal axis from
the node JELEM (I)
	at which the Ith concentrated load is to
F
be specified on element JELEM(I).




IE1 The first element and the number of elements, respectively,
IE2 over which the local uniform initial normal velocity is to ber
+
prescribed. Y
j- IOTA Number of local uniform initial normal velocity distributions.
;c IOTB Number of nodes at which the initial generalized nodal velocity
p components are to be prescribed. r_










' 	 IS1	 The first element and the number of elements, respectively,
'	 IS2
	 -	 over which the local sine-shaped initial normal velocity is
to be prescribed.
JELEM(I')_	 The element number at which the Ith concentrated load is to
be specified,
`	 NELF2(I)	 The number of elements over which the Ith local uniformly
distributed externally-applied load is to be specified.
NELF3(I)	 The number of elements over which the Ith local sine-shaped
distributed externally-applied load is to be specified.
NLOAD	 Equal to 1 means external force's are acting during the current
time step; equal to 2 means the forces are not acting.
	 r	 -
NODEV	 The node number at which the initial generalized nodal velocity
components are to be specified.
	 r
t
NOFT1	 The number of concentrated loads, the number of local uniform
NOFT2	 load distributions, and the number of local sine-shaped load
NOFT3	 distributions, respectively, which are to be prescribed over
	 a
the structure,
t	 NREADF	 Dummy variable which controls the reading-in of force-time
data.
NSTF2(I)	 The first element number at which the Ith local uniform load
	
s
distribution is to be specified.
NSTF3(I)	 The first element number at which the Ith local sine-shaped
load distribution is to be specified.
NV	 Indicator, which if ,> 0 indicates that initial velocity distri-
butions are to be specified over the structure.
RTOV(I)	 The normalized values of the Ith concentrated load with respect
	 r`









The normalized values of the Ith local uniform load distribu-
tion with respect to the nominal amplitudes in the tangential
	 G
and the normal direction, respectively.
The normalized values of the Ith sine-shaped load distribution
QJ
with respect to the nominal amplitudes in the tangential and
the normal direction, respectively.
SLOPEV Slopes of the piecewise-linear segment approximation of 	
r'
SLOPEW nominal force versus time curve in the tangential and the
normal direction, respectively, at the current time instant.
T1 Times at which a linear segment of the force-versus-time curve
T2 starts acting and stops acting, respectively.
TBEGIN Times when overall externally-applied forcing function starts
° TFINAL acting and stops acting, respectively.
`. VRAD The value of the initial tangential velocity to be specified
at the node of the element.
WRAD The value of initial normal velocity to be specified for the
local uniform initial normal velocity; also is the peak value
of the sine-shaped initial normal velocity distribution.
t WRAD1 The values of the initial normal velocity at the two edge nodes
WRAD2 of the local uniform initial normal velocity distributed over
' certain elements of the structure.
3.2.3 Variables Unique to CIVM-JET SB
•
ADOT(J) The angular velocity of the Jth fragment (rad/sec).	 Positive
sign denotes counter-clockwise rotation.
AINT Relative normal velocity between the ring impact-affected nodes
j and an impacting fragment.
ALFA (I) Angular rotation of fragment (I) 	 (rad).




VAPT Fragment-induced impulse tangential to the impacted ring
t
element surface.
CINETF(J) Kinetic energy stored in Jth fragment up to the present time.
CR(J) Coefficient of restitution between the Jth fragment and the
impacted ring surface.
DALFA(J) Impact-corrected angular displacement increment of the Jth
^r l
4 fragment at the current time step.
I•
DCRTE Critical distance used in calculating where a positive penetra-
tion has occurred between a fragment and a ring element.	 It r	 -
;. is equal to the fragment radius plus one half the mean element
thickness.
i
I DDELD(I) Stores DELD(I) from the previous time step.
i
DELTR Equal to time step At.	 Used in impact inspection and
r
correction calculations.
DFCGU(J) Impact-corrected Y-direction displacement increment applied
to the position of fragment J.
DFCGW(J) Impact-corrected Z-direction displacement increment applied to
the position of fragment J.
r EFLN(L) The effective-impact length of the ring (inches).	 L=1 for main
structure_	 L>2 for branches.
FACTFN Impact-induced correction factor applied to the normal-to-
impact displacement increment of the attacking fragment at the
time of contact.
FACTFT Impact-induced correction factor applied to the tangential-to-
impact displacement increment of the attacking fragment at the
time of contact.
FACTFO Impact-induced correction factor applied to the rotational dis-
placement increment of the attacking fragment at the time of
contact.
FACTN Impact-induced correction factor applied to the normal-to-impact






FACTT	 Impact-induced correction factor applied to the tangential-to-
impact displacement increment of each affected node.
FCGU(J)	 The global Y coordinate of the centroid of the Jth fragment.
FCGW(J)	 The global Z coordinate of'the centroid of the Jth fragment. 	
w	
4.
FH(J)	 The diameter of the circular disk model of fragment J.
FKT(J)	 Initial kinetic energy of fragment J. 	 k	 r
t.
FMASS(J)	 The mass of the Jth fragment (lb-sect/in).
FMOI(J)	 The mass moment of inertia of the Jth fragment (lb-sect-in).
IFLAG (I,J)	 - A flagging matrix which indicates whether element I has been 	
;{{
impacted by fragment: J during a given time step, At.
IMCO	 Indicates the occurrence of an impact in the previous time step.
IMCOU	 Indicates the number of impacts up to the ,present time instant.
JF	 The fragment number which is involved in the ring segment
c	 ,
impact.
KII 	 Number of nodes included in the impact-affected region. y




NF	 The number of fragments considered to be impacting the ring.
'	 NPP'	 The number of positive penetrations during time DELTR.
;a	 PAL
	




	 - Fractional distance from point of impact to the second node of
the impacted element.
k	 QACL(I)	 Vecxor which contains the generalized DOF accelerations for
F.	 the current time step.
34
^	 r,




QVEL(I) Vector which contains the generalized DOF velocities at the
current time instant.
f
RCOS(I) Cosine and sine, respectively of the angle that element I makes
RSIN(I) with the global Y axis.	 Used in transformation .from impact to
x local and local to global coordinate systems.
r RL(I) Straight line length of ring element I used in the collision
r
r
inspection and correction analysis.
RMASS (I) Lumped mass and moment of inertia values, respectively, at
f
RMX(I) ring structure node I.
SINT Relative tangential velocity between the ring impact-affected
nodes and an impacting fragment.
i
TAII Time of initial impact.
j _TANX Boundary between rolling and sliding friction.
TNJ(J) Indicates whether or not fragment J has been released before
i
the start of calculations,
t TPRIM(J) Length of time that fragment J has been traveling prior to
initial impact of the first fragment.
t




UDOT(J) The velocity component of the Jth fragment




UNK(J) Coefficient of friction for the Jth fragment.
9
VELFA (J) Same as ADOT (J)
VELFU(J) "	 '° UDOT(J)	 used in impact calculations. a
_ VELFW(J) ^^	 ^^	 WDOT(J)
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SECTION 4
USE OF THE JET 5A PROGRAM
4.1	 Guidelines for User-Prepared Array Dimensions
The JET 5Aprogram is capable of handling multilayer structures with '€	 -^
up to three layers, up to fifty elements, and up to five "mechanical sublayers"'I
to represent the stress-strain behavior of the material.
	 Inherent with
this capability is a large computer core requirement.
	
In order to make the
program more flexible for the user with a limited budget or a limited computer
core, the largest dimensioned arrays are to be user dimensioned in the MAIN
program and will be variably dimensioned throughout the subroutines. 	 The user
must, therefore, insert his own dimension statements for these arrays at the
beginning of the MAIN program, before running the JET 5A computer code. 	 Once i
' the user has set the dimension limits for these arrays, it is unnecessary to
change these dimension statements until a run is submitted in which one or
more of the dimensions will be exceeded.
	
The user must be warned, however,
that the upper limit for the dimensions (as mentioned earlier in this subsec-
tion) can not be exceeded, as other dimensioned variables are fixed at these
maximum values.	 It is hoped that with a minimum of interaction between the
` user and the computer deck, the user`, will be able to save fifty to sixty 'per-
cent of the maximum required core, when jobs are run with only one or two
layers, or with a few elements.
Listed below are the cards that the user is required to change in the
^. MAIN program:
Dimension	 ASFL(IK,3,K,NSFL), GZETA(IK,3,K), SNJ(IK, 3,K,NSFL),
SNP(IK,3,K,NSFL), AEP(IK,3,8), DEP(IK,2,3,8) Y.
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where 1
IK	 The number of elements.
K	 Number of layers times the number of depthwise Gaussian z
stations, NFL.
r NSFL 	 The number of mechanical sublayers.
3
L	 The number of nodes times 26 plus ten. 	 If there are
branches attached to the middle of the main structure,
add a cushion of at least 100 to L.
M	 The number of nodes times four plus one.
J	 Equals 0 if no continuation cards are desired.
Equals 1 if continuation cards are to be punched.
4.2	 Input Information and Procedure
The information required to punch a set of data cards for a run of the
program is presented in a step-by-step manner in this section. 	 The variables
to be punched on the n-,-.h data card are outlined, and to the right is the ?:
` format to be used for that card; the definition of and some restrictions for
each variable are given directly below.	 This is done for each card, in turn,
until all are described.
` Cards 1 through 16 are used to describe the ring geometry, material {
•a
properties, the finite-element modeling, and the prescribed displacement con-
ditions and/or elastic restraints. 	 Cards 17-27 are used to describe the
initial impulsive loads and/or the externally-applied force distributions.
Card 1	 Format
IK, ICP, NLAY, LREF, NOGA, NFL, MM, Ml, M2, ICON	 10I5
where
IK	 The number of finite elements used to model the whole ring 1	
p
structure.	 This number cannot exceed 50 (however, this
limitation may be relaxed by a changing of the appropriate
dimension statements of the program).
,
`- ICP	 Indicator, which if >0 indicates that the structure is a











NLAY The number of layers used in the hard-bonded composite
ring.	 This number cannot be greater than 3.
5
LREF The layer number whose centroidal axis is conveniently #
employed as the reference axis of the multilayer ring.
The first layer of the maximum of 3-layers is defined to
be the inside layer of the ring.
NOGA The number of spanwise Gaussian stations to be used for
the spanwise numerical integration over each element in
evaluating the element property matrices. 	 NOGA=3 is used
in JET 5A.
NFL The number of depthwise Gaussian points to be used for the
numerical integration through the thickness of each layer
_ at each spanwise Gaussian station. 	 This number cannot
exceed 6.
MM The cycle bomber at which the run is to stop.
Ml The cycle number at which the regular printout is to begin. j
r
Ml must not equal 0.
M2 The number of cycles between regular printout (i.e., print
r every M2, cycles) .
ICON Integer that controls the stopping of the entire program: iJ
= 0	 The program will stop after all the required print- s
outs are made for a particular run. z,`
= 1	 The program will expect a new set of Cards 1-21 for







NSFL(1,1) The number of material mechanical sublayers in the strain- r•<`'
hardening material model for the first layer of the main
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F,
defining the polygonal approximation of the,stress-strain
-
` curve for that material.
	 NSFL(l,l) can not exceed 5.
r Continue until NSFL(NLAY,'l) is specified, where NLAY is the total number of =.
layers in the multilayer ring, and NSFL(M,1) can not exceed 5.	 [M=1, NLAY].
Card 3A
DENS(l,l), DS(1,1),	 P (l ,l)	 3D15.6
'. where
c DENS(11`1) The mass density of the first layer material (lb-sec 2/in4 ) x
of the main structure (first substructure).
DS(1,l) The values of the constants D and p, respectively used in
P(1,1) the Cowper-Symonds [7] strain-rate sensitivity formula:*I
?_ yK OK
for the first layer of the multilayer ring, where DS=(1/sec),
is the static yield stress of the kth mechanical sub-
-ook
` layer, and a	 is the corresponding rate dependent yield{ Y
`T.
stress.	 If the material of ,ring layer 1 does not exhibit
,- strain-rate sensitivity, set DS(1,1)=0.0 and P(1,1)=0.0.





EPS(,1,1,1) The first coordinate pair of strain, e, and `stress, o'; for
SIG (1, 1, 1) the first ring layer, which is used to define the polygonal
approximation of the first layer's stress-strain diagram.
The stress-strain diagram from which these values and those
following are obtained must be upwardly-convex with-non-
negative slopes.	 (.e(M , L) = in/in, and (Y(M,L) = lb/in.)
(This is for the main structure which is termed the first t•	 ?,
substructure.)
See Ref. 8 wherein values cited for aluminum, for example, are D-= 6500 sec-1 e
and p,= 4; for mild steel D = 40.4 sec_1 and p = 5., For other materials, the
user will need to 'seek appropriate strain rate ;data from sources such as the
Air Force Materials Laboratory, the General Motors Research Laboratory, etc. t
" [7-13] and to deduce approximate values for D and p by data fitting studies'.
' °l
39
EPS(1,2,1)	 The second coordinate pair o f the polygonal approximate
SIG(1,2,1) strain and stress in the first ring layer, of the main
structure.
Additional Cards 4AB and 4Ac are punched in exactly the same manner as
Card 4AA until the number of coordinate pairs equals NSFL(l,l) punched on
Card 2 for layer 1.	 The total number of coordinate pairs must not exceed 5
for any layer.	 Do not include any unneeded (blank) cards.
Cards 3 through 4 are repeated for each additional layer in the multilayer
ring until the number of sets of cards equals NLAY (given in Card 1). 	 The




B(l)	 The width of the multilayer main structure (inches).
DELTAT	 The time step, At (seconds) to be employed for the
Houbolt timewise integration operator. 	 If the value of
At is set equal to zero on this card, the program will
compute the largest natural frequency, w 	 of the
max
corresponding linear system and will then choose a value
AtCD	 CDAt = 2	 where At	 is the maximum At allowed for a,
max	 max




Y (1,) ,	 Z (1) ,	 ANG (1)	 3D15.6
where
YM	 Initial Y and Z coordinate, respectively, of the first
Z' (1) node (inches).
ANG(l)	 The slope (degrees) which is the angle between the
tangent vector and the +Y axis at the first node. 	 An
angle from the +Y axis to the tangent vector in a counter-






Additional Cards 6B, 6C, ... are punched inexactly the same format as
Card 6A until the total number of No. 6 cards equals (IK+l) for a-partial ring
and equals IK for a complete ring, where IK is the value appearing on Card 1.
Also, the following two conditions must be satisfied by ANG(I)'(where I is the
node number):
(1)	 -1800 < ANG(I) < +180
yr:
(2)	 An element cannot have a change in slope between its first node and
its second node that is greater than 150 .	 This refers only to the
shape of one element (see Fig. "3); slope discontinuities between two
t:
elements are handled on Card B.
4 Note that for bookkeeping purposes, the nodal slope is defined to be identified
with the first end (left-hand end) of the element at that node for structures
with continuous slopes.	 However, where a slope discontinuity occurs on the
main structure, a node must be used and two slopes must be given: 	 (1) one
given on Card 6A associated with the second end (right-hand end) of the perti-
ZI
nent element and (2) one associated with "end one" (L-H end) of the next
element; the item (2) situation is dealt with by Cards 8A, 8BA, 8BB, 8BC, etc.
Card 7A
s
H(l,l).	 ... H(l, 	 NLAY),	 H(2,1)	 ..	 5D15.6^
where




H(1,M)	 The thickness of the Mth layer of the ring At node _1
(inches)
z
Card(s) 7$, 7C, .	 are repeated in the same format until the thicknesses
r' of each layer of the ring at every nodal station are defined. 	 The total
number of data on Cards 7 (with 5 data on each'card) should be equal to NLAY*IK









NDIS	 The total number of elements in the main structure having
a slope discontinuity at the first node of the element. i
r If there are no slope discontinuities on the main structure, set NDIS=O
and go to Card 9. f
Card 8BA
NEDI (I), ANGDI (I) .	 4(I5,D15.6)
:I
s where
I = 1, NDIS '!
NEDI(I)	 The element (on the main structure) at which the Ith slope
discontinuity appears on the element's first node. ;a
ANGDI(I)	 The appropriate slope (degrees) for the Ith slope discon-
tinuity; the slope is measured between the tangent vector
'	 = to the element at the station in question and the +Y axis
(see Card 6a ANG(1) for a,description of the measurement
system). t''
' Additional Cards 8BB, 8BC, etc. are used until all of the "slope discon-
tinuities" are described. 	 (see Fig. 10 for a_further description of the
discontinuity option.)
The sequence of cards starting with Card 9 and going through Card 9DB
contains all of the data for the single layer branches to be applied to the -'
t main structure except that elastic restraints must be handled as one unit on
Card 16.	 If no branches are to be applied, Card 9 has NBR=O; then proceed to ,	 <'
''ICard 10.	 Only,5 branches are allowed, with a_maximum of 10 elements in any
one branch.	 A branch may not be connected to another branch.
	 Branches may
-. be attached to any node on the main` structure, or to the inner or outer
surface of the main structure at any node but only one branch may be connected
L: to a given main- structure node.	 Note that if a complete ring primary struc-
ture is specified, no branch may connect to node 1 of the primary structure.














Note the difference in the numbering schemes for branch 1 compared with
branches 2 and 3; the last geometry input card for a branch pertains to its
junction with the main structure. 	 Numbering of the primary structure is done
independent of any branches.	 Typical branch numbering is given in the above _.
r
sketch.	 Note that all numbering in the above sketch is done in each sub- ,.
structure's system.	 The program will renumber (in a clockwise manner) the
entire finite element system.
The following describes the sequence of Cards (9A through 9DB) needed to
accommodate branches (these cards are nested in such a way that each branch's
:	 t
material and geometric properties are specified, branch by branch, followed
by slope-discontinuity information for all branches, followed by boundary




4 NBR	 The number of individual branches being added to the main
t
structure (NBR<5).
s If NBR=O, go to Card 10
Card 9A
NSFL (1, L) ,	 B(L),  DENS (1, L) , DS (1, L) , P (1, L)	 I5,	 4D15.6 .:
where ` F
L=2, NBR+l	 The branch number is (L-1); the values of these variables







NSFL(1,L) The number of mechanical sublayers in the strain-hardening
model of the material of the (L-1) branch, and is equal j
to the number of coordinate pairs defining the polygonal
approximation of the stress-strain curve of the material d
(NSFL (h) <5)
,P
B(L) Width of the (L-1) branch (inches).
^i	 DENS(1,L) Mass density of the (L-1) branch (lb-sec2)/in4.







J`= coordinate pair number < 5
;.: (L-1) = branch number < 5
EPS(1,J,L) See Card 4AA for definition of quantities.
SIG(1,J,L)
4 additional Cards 9AB and 9AC are punched in exactly the same manner as
`-' Card 9AA until the number'of coordinate pairs equals NSFL(L) punched on Card 9A.
'k Do not include any unneeded (blank) cards.
Card 9B
b: NELT (I) r NODP (I) , LHIT (I) , LATT (I) 	 4(15)
where
I-= 1,NBR is the branch number
NELT(I) number of elements in Ith branch (NELT(I)<10)
NODP(I) Node of main structure (in original numbering system) at
fir..
which Ith branch is attached. 	 See figure on page 42.•















Note:	 This subroutine is used in common with CIVM-JET 5B, ~:,
i set LHIT(I)=0 for JET 5A computer runs.
`q•
LATT(I) Determines where branch is to be attached.
LATT(I) _ -1
	 inner surface
0	 outer surface ^- r
1,2,3	 midsurface of respective layer''
Card 9BA ,	
el
YB(I,J), ZB(I,J)y ANB(I,J), HB(I,J)
	 4D15.6
where -
(I,-, branch nimber, J	 node numer).	 Nodes are to be
numbered from 1 to NELT(I) where node 1 is the first node
of a branch (not attachment point).
	 Node NELT(,I) is the
.` attachment point to the main structure.
YB(I,J) Y coordinate of node (inches)
ZB(I,J) Z coordinate of node (inches)
G' ANB(I,J) Tangent angle measured to Y axis (degrees); see Fig. 3.
HB(I,J) Thickness at node_J
al
k




If a branch attaches to node 1 of a partial ring
(it can not be attached to node 1 of a complete ring), the .
` numbering starts with the branch node farthest away from
the attachment point.
	 Therefore, the (NELT+l) node is
the attachment point.
	 If the branch attaches to any other
node of the primary structure, start numbering with the
node immediately after the attachment point.
	 Thus, node
s NELT will be the node farthest away from the attachment ^.:
point.	 However, node (NELT+1) will always be the attach-
ment-point-node.	 Thus nodes 1 to NELT are always
45
R1
particular only to the branch, and node (MELT+1) is the
common node with the primary structure.
	 The subroutine
BRAN automatically updates IK (the total number of elements), „I
IKK (number of nodes), and NI (D.O.F.). 	 Therefore, the
initial input (Cards 1-8 and 10-15) is punched as'though
the branches did not exist.




NDISB The number of elements in the branches having a discontinu-
ity at their first node. 	 (Do not count the discontinuities
due to the attachment of the branch to the main structure.)
If there are no discontinuities on the t,)ewanches, set_NDISB=O and go to
Card 9D.
'. Card 9CA
NEDIB, NBDI, ANGB	 2I5,D15.6
k where
NEDIB The element number (along a branch) at which the discon-
tinuity occurs.
NBDI The branch in which the element NEDIB is contained.
f ANGB The slope (degrees); See Card 6A [ANG(1)) for sign conven-
tion used for ANGB.
Cards 9CB, 9CC, etci follow until the information for all NDISB branch




NBCONB The number of boundary conditions applied only to the r
branches.	 (Total B.C.'s on structure < 7).
t
If Card 9D `= 0 go to Card 10. 	 -
-46
where
I =	 1, NBCONB
NBCB(I)	 Type of boundary condition. See Card 15 for description.,1
NODBB(I)	 The node number of the particular branch on which the B.C.
.r`
is being applied (see sketch prior to Card 9 description).
_LBR(I)	 The branch number on which the B.C. is being applied (see
sketch),
A total of seven boundary conditions is allowed, including the primary
structure and all branches. Therefore, Card 9DB is punched if more than 4
B.C.'s are to be applied to the branches.
The cards grouped under the number 9 contain the complete description of
all branches (except for elastic restraints). These cards are nested branch
by branch, such that a branch's material and geometric layout are completely
described before starting the next branch. After all branches have been
described, and the branch slope-discontinuity information has been given, then
the boundary Conditions are applied to all branches. It shouldbe noted that
r




An example is given below for a main structure containing two branches,
each of a different material, and five boundary conditions on the branches.
For each material a three mechanical sublayer model is used. The first
branch contains two elements, while the second branch has three elements.
r
The first has one slope-discontinuity, the second branch has none. The
following list gives the card number (described in this section) in the order
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Card 9A	 Card 9A
,n
Card 9AA	 Card 9AA
Card 9AB	 Card 9AB
Branch 1	 Card 9B	 Card 9B	 ^"'Branch 2	 r
Card 9BA	 Card 9BA;',
Card 9BB	 Card 9BB
Card 9BC	 Card 9BC




`	 Card 9CA	 Discontinuitiesr
Card 9D
Card 9DA	 Boundary Conditions
Card 9Ds
Card 10
NOP, NASP, NTERF 	 315
where
NOP	 Indicates the type of strain output desired (given at x
x inner and outer surface)
t	 z
= 0	 Average strain at node
1	 Average strain at each node plus strain at
each Gaussian station
f}	 r
2 	 Average strain at each node plus strain at
designated additional points
= 3	 Strain for all three of the above options




	 Indicates whether strain information for the boundary of






strain information' will not be printed.	 If there are three
structural layers in the main structure, then the strains
at each of the two interfaces will be printed for each
element.	 If there are only two layers present, then the
strains for the one interface will be listed and strains
along the reference axis will be listed instead of strains
At a second interface.
	 The actual output is governed by
the indicator NOP; interface k^trains are printed for each
Gaussian station and for any additional 'strain points
as specified by the value of NOP on Card 10.
If NOP	 2 or 3, go to Card 11.
Note:	 It is suggested that the user use NOP=l or NOP=3
in order to obtain a complete se^ of strain output for a
first run of a problem.	 NOP=O or 2 can be used for addi-
tional runs of the same problem in order titl) reduce output
costs.
Card 10A
NSBS(I), NSEL(I), AZET(I) 	 215,Dl5.6
where
1	 1, NASP
NSBS (I) Number of the substructure on which the additional strain
point is requested:	 NSBS = 1 main structure; if NSBS > 1
the substructure is a branch whose number is (NSBS - 1)
NSEL(I)- The element along the NSBS substructure on which additional
strain point is requested.	 No more than 10 additional
.Strain points are allowed on any one element.
AZET(I) Ths s coordinate of the additional strain point measured
from the first node of the element (s is a fractional
length (in/in) of , the element itself).


















AXG(I) Vectors, of dimension NOGA, contain Gaussian quadrature
AWG(I) constants, xi and weights, Wl, respectively, for I_he
numerical evaluation of\





The following data appear on Card 11, since NOGA=3:
01127016653792585D+00
	 0.5000000000000000D+00 r
0.8872983346207415D+OO and the data 0.2777777777777778D+00-
0.4444444444444444D+00





;;; f TXG (4) 3D25.16
Card 14A






If NFL < 3, Cards 13B and 14B are eliminated.
i If NFL > 4 the extra terms are added to Cards 13B
k` and 14B.
a' where Y'
TXG(I) Vectors of dimension NFL, contain Gaussian quadrature
e, constants, x i , and weights, W	 respectively,, for the °.
numerical integration of f




^a err r, r'





` If NFL--4, for example, then the following data appear on
k
r










k appear on Cards 14A and 14B.
r Card 15
NBCOND, NBC(1), NODEB(1), NBC(2), NODEB(2), 	 ... NBC(7), NODEB(7)	 10I5
f	 where {
4
NBCOND The number of prescribed displacement conditions to be
specified on the structure.
	 This number must not exceed 7.
NBC(1) The identification number and the node number, respectively,
NODEB(1) for which the first prescribed displacement condition is
to be imposed.
NBC(2) The second data group of the identification number and
NODEB(2) node number, respectively, for which the second prescribed
_ displacement, condition is to be imposed. ;F
The appropriate form of the data group NBC(I) and NODEB(I) should be
repeated NBCOND times.	 If NBCOND=O, that means there is no prescribed dis-
placement condition to be imposed on the structure; then, leave NBC(I) and
NODEB(I) blank. i-
t
The-prescribed displacement condition identification number can be equal
to 1, 2, or 3, depending upon the type of the prescribed displacement condi-
tion.	 Its description follows:
NBC(I)=1 Symmetry displacement condition, setting the degrees of
freedom v and	 at the node, NODEB(I) to zero.



















NQR Indicator, which if > 0 indicates that the structure is
subjected to elastic restraints (point and/or distributed). .
NORP The number of point elastic restraints (elastic restoring
springs) which are to be prescribed over the structure.
r
This number must not exceed 4.
NORU The number of local distributed elastic restraints (elastic
' foundations) which are to be ,prescribed over the structure.
This number must not exceed 4.
If there are no prescribed elastic restraint, on the structure, set
NQR=O and 'leave NORP and NORU blank.
Card 16A and Card 16B are included only if NQR > 0 on Card 16.
	
If;
NORP=O, skip to Card 16B.`
t
Card 16A
SCTP, SCTY, SCRP	 3D15.6
Card 16AA
4
NREL(l), REX(1), NREL(2), REX(2)





- SCTP The translational tangential restoring spring elastic
constant (lb/in).
n'




SCRP The torsional restoring spring elastic constant (in-lb/1
radian).
NREL(I) The element number and the length coordinate along the
REX(I) reference axis from the node NREL(I)_of the element,
52
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' respectively, at which the Ith point elastic restraint is -
to be specified. rr
The data group NREL(I), REX(I) should be repeated NORP times.
r







NRST (1) , NREU (1) ,, ... NRST (4) , NREU (4) 	 8I5 f
where s
`SCTU Elastic foundation modulus in translation along the
circumferential direction (lb/in2).
SCTW Elastic foundation modulus in translation along the i
normal direction (lb/in2).
SCRU Elastic foundation modulus in torsion (in-lb)/(rad-in).'
NRST(1) The first element and the number of elements, respectively,
NREU(1) over which the first elastic foundation is to be specified f
(the first elastic foundation is distributed to element -=
NRST(1), through and including element (NRST(1)+NREU(1)-1).
Note:	 The element numbers used here must be those defined
after branches have been added.
	 See Fig. 12c.
NRST(2) The first element and the number of elements over which
NREU(2) the second elastic foundation is to be specified.
Data group NRST(I) and NREU(I) are repeated NORU times. R	 t
Cards 17 through 20 are used to describe the initial velocity distribu-
tions.
` Card 17
NV, IOTA, IOTB, IOTC	 415
where
k NV Indicator, which if > 0 indicates that the initial
velocities are to be prescribed over the structure. '






.i,.^	 :...-. 	 •..^•	 Y:	 .._.	 ._	 rte.-°-ar..a..	 '-
IOTB
	 Number of nodes at which the initial generalized nodal	 {
velocity components are to be specified.
IOTC	 Number of local sine-shaped initial normal velocity distri-
butions.
If there are no initial velocity distributions, set NV=O and leave IOTA,
IOTB, IOTC blank; then skip to Card 21.
If IOTA>O, the following No. 18 Card(s) must be included directly; other-










	 The first element and the number of elements, respectively,	 F
"	 IE2
	 over which the first local uniform initial normal velocity
is to be prescribed.	 The number IE2 must be greater than t
one.
a
WRAD	 The value of the initial normal velocity w 	 (in/sec) for
a	 O
the first local uniform initial velocity distribution.
WRADl
	
The initial radial velocity w o (in/sec) and initial	 r
ANGV1
	
angular velocitytoo (rad/sec), respectively, which are
_ 
c	 to beprescribed on node M. y.
WRAD2	 The initial radial velocity and angular velocity which
ANGV2
	
are to be specified on node IEl+IE2. 	 ;?
Additional Cards 18B, 18BB, and 18C, 18CC .., are punched in the same
y
format, until the total number of cards equals IOTA given in Card 17.
It perhaps should be mentioned that the values of,WRAD1, ` ANGV1 and WRAD2,
ANGV2 are included here in order to smooth the discontinuous function of thet	 „
`local uniform initial normal velocity distribution at two edge nodes by a
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of v, w,	 and X at boundary nodes of each element with neighboring elements
o: is required). t
If IOTB>0 in Card 17, the following No. 19 Card(s) must be included;
otherwise, skip to Card 20.
t. Card 19
NODEV, VRAD, WRAD, ANGV 	 I5, 3D15.6 °^w
where sr'
.r
NODEV	 The node number at which the initial generalized nodal
velocity components are to be prescribed.
VRAD	 The initial tangential velocity vo (in/sec), normal
I WRAD	 velocity w 	 (in/sec), and the angular velocity, ^o
ANGV	 (rad/sec), respectively, which are to be prescribed on
node NODEV. s
Additional Card(s) 19A, 19b, ... are punched in the same format until
s
the total number of cards specified equals IOTB in Card 16. I
Card(s) 20, 20A, 20B ... are included only if IOTC>0_in Card 16: E-y
Card 20





Isl	 The first element and the number of elements over which
IS2	 the first local sine-shaped initial normal velocity dis-
tribution is to be prescribed. g{
WRAD	 The peak value wo (in/sec) of the first sine-shaped
f
rr,	 t
initial normal velocity distribution.
p
Card(s) 20A, 20B ...-are punched in the same manner, until the total
number of No. 20 cards equals IOTC on Card 17:
The remaining Cards (21 through 25 and 27) specify the amplitude, direc-
' tion,;and.distribution of the.subsequent time-dependent externally-applied'
L










TBEGIN, TFINAL, AMPIFV, AMPIFW	 4D15.6
where
d
TBEGIN Times (seconds) which define the beginning and the end,
TFINAL respectively, of the complete externally-applied forcing
function; i.e., the complete forcing, function starts at
TBEGIN and ends at TFINAL."i
AMPIFV The circumferential and the normal components, respectively,
AMPIFW of the normal force (amplitudes of the forcing function)
(lbs) versus time history at time TBEGIN.
`	 If there is no externally-applied forcing function during the run, set j
both TBEGIN and TFINAL equal to zero and leave AMPIFV, AMPIFW blank; if no -






NOFT1 The number of concentrated loads whicz are to be prescribed
} (NOFT1<4). ;,?
NOFT2 The number of local uniform load distributions which are F
to be prescribed (NOFT2<4).
NOFT3 The number of `local sine-shaped load distributions which
`
are to be prescribed (NOFT3<4).
i
Omit data group 23 if NOFT1=0 on Card 22.
F	 Card 23
JELEM(1), ETA(1), RTOV(1), RTOW(1) 	 I5,3D.15.6
where
JELEM(1) The element number and the length coordinate along the
ETA(1) reference axis from node JELEM(1), respectively, at which
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1 r	 C
'	 RTOV(1), The normalized values of the first concentrated load with
RTOW(1) respect to the nominal forces in the circumferential and
l
the normal directions, respectively,
	 (lb/lb).
t	 Card(s)	 23A, 23B,	 are repeated in the same format, until the total
number of No. 23 cards equals NOFT1 given in Card 22.
t Skip data group Card(s) 24 to Card 25 if NOFT2=0 on Card 22.
Card 24
,y
NSTF2(l), NELF2(1), RT02V(1), RT02W(l)
	 M 2D15.6
where
' NSTF2(1)_ The first element and the number of elements, respectively,_
NELF2(1) over which the first local uniform load is to be distribu-
ted.
RT02V(1) The normalized values of the first local uniform load
"	 RT02W(1) distribution with respect to the nominal amplitudes in
the circumferential and the normal directions, respectively,
(lb-in lb-in ./	 )
- Card(s) 24A, 24B, ... are repeated in the same format until the total
Y number of No. 24 cards equals NOFT2 on Card 22. `	
F
Card(s) 25 are included only if NOFT3>0; otherwise, skip to Card 26.
Card 25 a.
NSTF3(1), NELF(3), RT03V(1), RT03W(l)
	 2I5,2D15.6
E where
4 19STF3(l)' The first element and the number of elements, respectively,
r NELF3(1) over which the first local sine-shaped forcing function is {
to be distributed.
y
RT03V'(1) The normalized values of the fist local sine-shaped fore-
RT03W(1) ing function with respect to the nominal amplitudes in
` the circumferential and the normal `directions, respec-
tively (lb-in/lb-in).
^r
Card(s) 25A, 25:B, .., are repeated until the total number of No. 25 cards
t
` equals NOFT3 on Card 22.
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ICONT	 Integer which if greater than 0 indicates that this io a
continuation run.	 In order to use this option, it is
necessary to obtain the following continuation cards from
a previously-run job.	 To do this, set the variable MPU=1
at the beginning of the MAIN routine.
	 This will cause
the following set of data cards 26A through 26 NA to be
punched.	 When using this deck, set ICONT=1 and use the
same data cards as used before, except to change the
F
' values of MM and M1 on Card 1 and to modify Card 27,
ff'
l
If ICONT=O, skip Cards 26A-26NA and go to Card 27,
If the indicator ICONT is greater than zero, the continuation deck pro-
,r duced from the output of the previous run follows immediately.	 The continua-
' tion deck contains the following information:
Card.26A i
IT, TIME, T1, T2
	 I5,3D20.13
where (L--1 for main structure; 1=2, NBR+1 for branches): r
-
IT-	 The number of the time cycle at which the previous run a




The absolute time at which the previous run stopped, and ;rY
is the beginning time of the present continuation run.
T1	 Times at which the present linear segment of the force
` T2	 versus time curve starts and stops acting, respectively.,
4
Card 26B
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F AMPIFV Nominal force amplitudes in the tangential and normal 4
AMPIFW directions, respectively, at the beginning (1) and end





E,	 SLOPEV, SLOPEW, APDEN, CINETO	 4D20.13
where
`. SLOPEV Slopes of the piecewise linear segment approximation
r SLOPEW of the present nominal force versus time curve in the s
tangential and the normal direction, respectively.
APDEN Total work done on the structure by externally-applied
S
forces u	 to thep	 present time step.
CINETO Initial kinetic energy imparted to the structure.
Card 26D
^.	 IBIGA(L), ISTAA(L), BIGA(L), BTIMA(L), ISURA(L)
	 2S5,2D20.13,I5
where'(L=1 for main structure; L=2, NBR+1 for branches):
IBIGA
ISTAA Information for maximum "additional-point strain".
	 Same
5








IBIG(L), ISURF{L)^ ISTA(L), BIG (L) 	 BTIME(,L)	 325,2D20.13
s,
where (L=1 for main structure; T-2, NBR+1 for branches):
IBIG(L) The element number whose computed tensile strain exhibits
the largest value during the previous run.
x
r
r ISURF(L) Equals 1 means largest computed tensile strain occurs on
the inner surface; equals 2 means on the outer surface.
ISTA(L) The Gaussian station at which the maximum strain occurred.












BTIME(L) The time at which the largest computed tensile strain a
occurred during the previous run;
Card 26F
J
IBI(L), ISUR(L), BI(L), BTIM(L)
	 2I5,2D20.13
where (L=1 for main structure; L=2, MBR





ISUR(L) Information for maximum average nodal point strain.
BI(L) Same as their counterparts on Card 26E:.











DELD(I) The displacement increment change of the Ith degree-of-






bIS(I) The displacement of the Ith degree of freedom at time F
cycle IT,..
Card 26JA














FMECH(I) Assembled generalized load vector due to externally-




FLVA(3') Assembled generalized load vector due to large deflections
and elastic plastic strains at each degree of freedom I.
*Note: Cards 26GA-26LA are individually repeated until information for r




SNS(IR,J,K,h) The axial stress on the Lth mechanical sublayer at the
Kth depthwise Gaussian point at the Jth spanwise Gaussian





SMP(IR,J,K,L) The total plastic strain of the Lth mechanical sublayer
at the Kth depthwise Gaussian point at the Jth spanwise
E
Gaussian station of the IRth element.
*Nctte: Cards 26MA and 26NA are both individually repeated until all values
for the entire structure are included, with 4 different values/card.
Card 27
T2, AMP2FV, AMP2FW	 3D15,6
where
'r
T2 The time (seconds) of the second point to be specified on
the normal force versus time curve,
AMP2FV The nominal circumferential and normal force amplitudes,
s














Cards 27A	 27S	 ... have the same format as Card 27 and read successive
values of T2, AMP2FV, and AMP2FW.	 T2, AMP2FV, and AMP2FW on each card give the
coordinates of each succeeding point on the force versus time curve. There
is no limit to the number of No. 27 cards that can be used when specifying
the total forcing function by coordinates of the force versus time curve.
-^'
However, it is important that the final No. 27 card specify the nominal i
force at a time which must be equal to or greater than TFINAL specified on a
Card 21; otherwise, computation will stop. i
*Note:	 If ICONT740 on Card 26 and this is a continuation run, the only a;
No. 27 cards to be included are those with a T2 greater than the starting
time of this continuation run.
4 4.3 - Input for Special Cases
`.I
While the JET 5A program is capable of analyzing the large-deformation,
elastic-plastic response of a container/deflector structure, there will be
r
instances when the user will wish to analyze only the elastic response of a
material, or analyze the response of a membrane material. 	 The JET 5A program
is capable of performing these analyses with the following input and internal
4
i. modifications.
4.3,1	 Special Cases of the General Stress-Strain Relations
F- In the following the specific input data for three special cases of the
general elastic, strain hardening constitutive relation handled by the computer
program are given.	 Only the relevant data are noted. 	 (L=1 for main structure;
L=2 -to NBR+I for the NBR branches; M =1 to NLAY):
1,	 Purely Elastic Case
Set NSFL(M,L)=1 on Card 2 and Card 9A, and make EPS(M,1,L) and
SIG(M,1,L) on Card 4AA and Card 9AA sufficiently high so that no
. plastic deformation occurs; for example EPS(M,1,L)=1.0, SIG(M,1,L)_
ES(M,1,L), where ES(M,1,L) equals the elastic (Young's) modulus.
2.	 Elastic, Perfectly-Plastic Case
^. Set NSFL(ML)=1 on Card 2;and Card 9A; and make EPS(M,1,L) =SIG (M,,1,L)/
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3.	 Elastic, Linear Strain-Hardening Case
Set NSFL(M,L)=2 on Card 2 and Card 9A and set EPS(M,1,L) =SIG(M,J,L)/ a
ES(M,1,L).	 Also EPS(M,2,L) and SIG(M,2,L) on Card 4AA and Card 9AA
are taken sufficiently high in order to avoid plastic deformation in I	 :a
the second sublayer.	 For example, EPS(M,2,L)=1.0, and SIG(M,2,L)=
(1.0-EPS(M,1,L))*ES(M,2,L)+SIG(M,1,L)-, where ES(M,2,L) is the slope ,,^,.•
of the segment in the plastic range. :.y
^rol
4.3.2	 Membrane Analysis
If the user wishes to analyze a membrane (a structure with no appreciable s
bending stiffness), there are five basic steps to be 'undertaken.
w	 1.	 Set NFL = 1 on Card l
2.	 Set TXG(1)	 0.0 on Card 13A
3.	 Set TWG(1)	 2.0 on Card 14A
.f
4.	 Set NTERF = 0 on Card 10
5.	 This step requires an internal change to the MAIN program of JET 5A,
_!t
At the appropriate locations in the MAIN program, during the strain
calculations for printout, comment cards are present to instruct the 6
user as to which terms should be 'changed or zeroed out. 	 These 3
changes eliminate the bending terms present in Eq. A.12.
E	 4.4	 Description of the Output








	 (2) the nodal and element numbering system 7
originally assigned by the user,	 (3) the new updated-nodal-and element system`
z
generated internally by the program if branches are present, 	 (4) the branch' a
s;	 attachment points' 	 the material properties for each layer of the main
structure and for each branch, 	 (6) the boundary conditions and elastic }
restraints as input, 	 (7) the initial velocity locations and magnitudes, 	 (8)
the extern
.
F:	 ally applied force locations, magnitude and timewise distribution, d .,







mass and stiffness matrices,	 (11) the time step used in the program, and (12)
an internally-calculated reference time step based on the maximum structural
a
frequency.	 Illustrative outputs from example runs of JET 5A are listed in
i
Section 7. a
After the initial printout has been completed, the following information
a
is printed out after cycle Ml has been completed, and at every M2 cycles
thereafter (see Subsection 4.2, Card l).
	
In. addition, for JET 5A runs, a
-_printout is made before and after the first cycle to confirm the proper
implementation of the user's designated initial velocity information.
t
CYCLE = [IT]












' J	 [IT]	 TIME	 [TIME]
p
F WORK INPUT INTO RING 	 =	 [CINETT]
>
RING KINETIC ENERGY	 =' [CINET] fi
r RING ELASTIC ENERGY 	 =	 [ELAST]
RING PLASTIC WORK	 =	 [PLAST]
` ENERGY STORED IN ELASTIC RESTRAINTS
	 =	 [SPDEN]
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` IT = Cycle number
;• TIME	 Elapsed time corresponding to the end of cycle IT (sec.) r
. CINETT = Total work imparted to the structural ring up to the








u^.... 	 .fir	 rt'.j^ :w ^w['.k`.._-.	 _	 ^^..	 •...^.w	 rc+°xM
Y	 i
CINET	
_ The current value of kinetic energy present in the struc-
tural ring* (includes both the rigid body and the relative
'	 kinetic energies) 	 (in-lb).
5
ELAST	 = Total elastic strain energy stored in the entire structural
s	 ring at the present time instant (in-lb). 	 •,4
PLAST	 = Total plastic work** done on the structural ring (mechan-
ical work dissipated during plastic flow) 	 (in-lb).	 !	 -::
SPDEN	 = Total energy stored in the elastic-restoring springs and/
or the elastic foundations at the current time instant
r	 (in-lb), if the presence of elastic restraints is speci-
fied.
SI	 = Strain yl1 (same as E of Eq. A.12) at the inner surface
of the ring
so	 = Strain y
	 outer surface of the ring
Note:
	
If the strains at the interfaces of a multilayer
structure are to be printed out, every other line will be 	 .I
strain at the inner and outer surface (starting with line
one) and the second, fourth, Sixth, etc. lines will be
strains at interface one and two (going from the inner to 	 jri
It should be noted that the rigid body part of the kinetic energy, which is
used to accelerate the "rigid body" mass of the structure, can be extracted
and identified separately. 	 However, for the present program dealing with
rather general structural geometries and with various support/restraint con-
ditions, it would be very unwieldy (but not impossible) to identify these
separate kinetic energies; hence, the total kinetic energy is calculated and
printed out.
u	
**The plastic work done on the ring is estimated by subtracting the sum of the
K.	 elastic and kinetic energies present in the ring from the total input energy
•,	 (due to the externally-applied load and the initially-imparted kinetic ener 	 );gy
i.e., CINETT==CINET+ELAST+PLAST+SPDEN. 	 It should be mentioned that the approxi-
mate nature of this numerical calculation will sometimes yield impossible re-
	 'I
Y	 sults such as negative values of plastic work or values greater than zero
when the ring has not yet reached a plastic condition; thus, the value of
plastic work should be considered only approximate, and spurious results as 	 r,,
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If there is only one interface, the
;q
strain corresponding to the second interface will be the ;I
strain along.the reference axis.	 This will be true for both	 -




STA2 Spanwise Gaussian Station at which strain was calculated.
STA3 t
.; EI = Relative elongation at inner or outer surface, respective-
EO ly, at the additional strain points; obtained from f	 ;
E1 -	 1+2y11 - 1.
I _ Node number.	 For a partial ring, the value of the total
number of nodes equals the value of the total number of
elements plus one. 	 For a complete ring, the value of the
total number of elements plus one. 	 For a complete ring,
the value of the total number of nodes equals the value
F of the total number of elements.
k
V = The middle plane axial displacement at node I (in).
W The middle plane transverse displacement at node I (in).
PSI = The generalized nodal displacement 	 (8v/Dfl) - v/R at
node I	 (rad).
f





s` COPY The Y-location of node I in the global (inertial) coordi-
nate system (in). t
COPZ The Z-location of node I in the global coordinate system;
(in).
x L = Axial internal force resultant over the cross section at
the midspan point of element I (lb). µ
M = Internal bending moment of the cross section at the mid'-
f span point of element I (lb)
67
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x
STRAIN(IN) = Average strain on the inner surface at node I.* <
STRAIN(OUT) = Average strain on the outer surface at node I.*
SUBSTRUCTURE = The portion of the ring being considered.
.x
1 = main structure ,.r w
2 = lst branch
is 3 = 2nd branch
MSTR _ Maximum strain on the substructure at a Gaussian station.
ELE = Element on which max. tension strain occurred.
TIME = Time at which max. tension strain occurred.
STA Gaussian station at which max. tension strain occurred
on element ELE.
NODE _'Node at which largest average value of tension strain
occurred_
ELEM = Element on which largest value of tension strain occurred
k' at an additional strain point.
ADD. PT . = Additional Point Number.
t TIME = Time at which the max. tension strain occurred.
REACTIONS AT NODE	 = The node number of a constrained node.
RV The tangential reaction force (lbs).
RW _ The normal reaction force (lbs).
Es
p RM _ The reaction moment-(in-lbs).
Note:	 Checks for largest average nodal strain and largest additional-point
E
strain are made only at printout cycles.	 Check for largest Gaussian-
fi station strain is made at each cycle.
G' At nodes on the main structure where a branch connection occurs, the contribu-
°._ tion of strain from the branch is not included in the nodal averaging process.
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! At the conclusion of the run, a final update of the maximum strain occurr-
ing on each substructure (main structure and each branch) and for the additional 	 - -F
strain points on the main structure and each branch is-printed out. 	 Also, a
note as to whether or not continuation cards were punched is made. 1
4.5
	
Guidelines and Restrictions for Code Usage
4.5.1	 General Instructions
The JET ` 5A computer code is capable of handling a wide variety of trap-r:
sient, large-deflection structural response problems involving external load-''
ings.
	
This capability is beneficial to the u p,^er since it is contained in one
F
computer program; however, it can be unnecessarily costly to run the program
' a
if all of the options included are carried along but are not being used.
In order to save storage locations and, therefore, save computer costs on
each run, several subroutines can be removed when they are not used during that
particular job submittal.
The following is a list of subroutines which must be ,included in every
run of the JET 5A program:







` The remaining subroutines: 	 BRAN, LOADEQ, LOADFT, QREM, ROTAT, and TSTEP
i
may be left out depending upon the type of problem being solved.
o.
Subroutine TSTEP may be optional when the user desires (i.e. when the
user does not specify DELTAT = 00 on Card 5).	 The usermerely; has to omit
t
the TSTEP subroutine, and only inputs the following three cards instead of
TSTEP:' a
SUBROUTINE	 TSTEP	 (AMASS,=STIFK, DELTAT) }
RETURN i
END
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main structure, the BRAN subroutine becomes optional.
	 If no branches are




Thus, for any subroutine that is not being used for a particular run,,
"^ I
just submit the first card of the subroutine (the name card) and the RETURN
and END cards.	 This will save the user input costs, compilation costs, and
YII
storage costs.	 The same procedure is used for QREM if no elastic restraints
i
are defined, for ROTAT if no branches or slope discontinuities are used, and 'll
for LOADEQ and LOADFT if no external forcing functions are specified.
Finally, ^t should be noted that if the various layers of the multi-
layer structure consist	 of the same material and if a branch is attached and
consists of a different matenrial, unreliable results can be expected because
the present element assembly logic does not accommodate this situation prop-
` erly.
4.5.2	 Comments on Strain Calculations
In the present JET 5A program, options are available which allow the user
to obtain strain printout at the spanwise Gaussian stations (which include the
k a
4 element midspan location), and/or at additional points on the structure speci-
fied by the user.	 Nodal average strains are given automatically at each
`- regular printout cycle.	 This flexibility can be of great value to the user,"
but certain precautions should be taken by the user in interpreting the strain qr
results.
r
The strain-displacement relation employed in the present curved beam'
elements is given by Eq. A.12. 	 An examination of this equation shows that
nonlinear terms are included only in the membrane behavior, and only linear
Q ; terms are included in the bending behavior. 	 Thus, the membrane nonlinearities
have been assumed to be more significant than the bending nonlinearities. 	 The
;.- calculated distribution of strain may be quite different from element to ele-
ment, and the strain distribution within each element will, in general, not be
the same as the "exact" distribution. 	 This behavior corresponds to the fact








' approximates the actual strain distribution in an average (integral) sense, and
not in a pointwise sense.	 Although the calculated distribution may be the same
as-the."exact" distribution at some points within the element, the choice of a
R "best"point (or points) for strain evaluation within an element is not obvious.
The choice of v,w,t, and X as generalized nodal parameters assures membrane
strain continuity at the nodes, but in general the bending strain will not be
_. continuous at the nodes; thus, the predicted strains at the inner and outer
surface of an element will not, in general, be continuous at the nodes.
Because of these facts, certain precautions should be taken by the user
when assessing strain distributions in space and/or time.
	
If detailed strain
distributions are required over a portion of the structure at a particular
r time instant, it is suggested that several printout points be chosen in each
.element (e.g. Gaussian stations and nodal averaged points) in the region of
interest.	 When these calculated values are plotted, the analyst can then make
a reasonable "faired" estimate of the "proper" distribution.- It should be
noted that severe strain gradients within an element do not necessarily indi-
cate poor behavior of the solution; however, it is in these regions where the
analyst must exercise the greatest caution in making a reasonable faired
estimate of the proper distribution.
	 Although not conclusive, experience to
date with the present JET 5A computer code suggests that these regions of pre-
dieted severe strain gradients are most often observed near clamped boundaries.
If strain time-history information is required at various points on the 'x
structure, these points can be specified as additional strain points and the
time histories may be obtained directly.
	
In addition, it is recommended that
spatial distributions near these points of interest be obtained at several_
time instants to assess whether or not the strain at the point of interest is f
in reasonable agreement with the curve-fitted (or faired) distribution in that
region of the structure. 	 If these steps are followed, a reasonable engineer-1
ing assessment of strain information should be obtained.
The equations in Appendix A have been developed within the assumption of
,t
large deflections but small strains. 	 Thus, reliable results may not be
obtained in localized regions where large strainsare predicted. 	 However, the
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not known.	 Thus, the limitations of the present analysis, for practical a,
engineering problems, cannot be clearly stated; further study of the limita-
tions of the present analysis versus appropriate well-defined experimental
data is required.	 In the future it is recommended that models which can
accommodate arbitrarily large strain be developed for both two-dimensional )	 ..«
(planar) and three-dimensional (non-planar) deformations. 	 In the meantime,
however, it is believedthat the capabilities of the present JET 5A analysis
and program can provide useful engineering estimates.
i' 4.5.3	 Comments on Code Use on Other Computer Systems r
The JET 5A computer code has been exercised largely on an IBM 370/168
computer system at the MIT Information Processing Center with MIT's version ;I
of IBM's G compiler (including all updated IBM modifications).
	
The example
problem results given in Subsection 7.1.3 were obtained from this system.
Each user will need to assess what kind of computer code statement
changes need to be made (if any) to the FORTRAN IV source code given in this
report in order to adapt the code to his
	 	 particular computer facility.
	
The
user should be aware of the fact that the use of different compilers at a
given computer facility can produce somewhat different transient response
predictions. 	 For example, the use of a TSS compiler with an IBM 360
system at the NASA Lewis Research Center led to slightly different transient r
strain predictions and significantly different support reactions than given in
the solution results of Subsections 7.1.3 and 7.2.3 (for CIVM-JET 5B) with code
x	 '
modifications included to adapt to that NASA system.
	
However, subsequently,
the "modified adapted" code was used on that IBM 360 system with NASA's
r
H-extended compiler; the results agreed exactly with those given in the present
,
report.	 For the two example problems (see Subsections 7.1 and 7.2), somek. ,
results obtained with several computing systems and compilers at NASA-Lewis














USE OF THE CIVM-JET 5B PROGRAM
a
The CIVM-JET 5B program has been designed to be as similar to the JET 5A
program as possible. 	 This will aid the user in adapting from one program to
r
' the other.	 The user is encouraged to read Section ,4 before using Section 5,
s^
because this section depends on information already covered in Section 4..
Subsections 4.1 and 4.4 hold equally well for both JET 5A and CIVM-JET 5B and
are not repeated in this section.
7
s
5.1	 Input Information and Procedure
r, The input information required for CIVM-JET 5B is very similar to that
just described in Subsection 4.2 for JET 5A, except for some slight modifica-
tions.
	 The data cards are listed in the following.
	 To avoidneedless repeti-










.... NSFL (NLAY,	 1)	 3I5
Card 3A
DENS (1,1), DS(1,1), P(1,1) 	 3D15.6 e
Card 4AA
Y EPS (1,1,1) , ,SIG (1,1,1) , EPS (1, 2,1) ,_ SIG (1, 2,1) 	 4D15.6
Additional Cards 4AB and 4AC are punched in exactly the same manner as
Card 4AA until the number of coordinate pairs equals NSFL(1,1) punched on
Card 2 for layer 1.
	 The total number of coordinate pairs must not exceed 5
for any layer..	 Do not include any unneeded (blank) cards.
Cards 3 through 4 are repeated for each additional layer in the multi-
layer ring until the number of sets of cards equals NLAY (given on Card 1). =	 ^,."








Y(1),  Z(1), ANG (l)
	
3D15.6
Additional Cards 6B, 6C	 are punched in exactly the same format as
Card 6A until the total number of No. 6 cards equals (IK+I) for a partial ring
and equals IK for a complete ring, whet% IK is the value appearing on Card 1.';
See Card 6A, Subsection 4.2, for further restrictions.
Card 7A
H(l,l),	 ...	 H(1,	 NLAY),	 H(2,1)...	 5D15.6
f	 ,
Card(s) 7B, 7C, ... are repeated in the same format until the thicknesses
of each layer of the ring at every nodal station are defined.
	 The total number
of data on Cards 7 (with 5 data on each card) should be equal to NLAY *IK -for a
complete ring and equal to NLAY*(IK+l) for a partial ring.
Card 8A
NDIS	 I5
If there are no slope discontinuities on the main structure, set NDIS=O
F
and go to Card 9.
Card 8BA•
NEDI(I), ANGDI(I)	 4(I5,D15.6)
Additional Cards 8BB, 8BC, etc. are used until all of the "slope dis-
continuities" are described. 	 See Fig. 10 for a further description of the
` discontinuity option.
ti The sequence of cards starting with Card 9 and going through Card 9DB
-contains all the data for the single layer branches to be applied to the main
structure except that elastic restraints must be handled as one unit on Card


















Additional Cards 9AB and 9AC are punched in exactly the same manner as
Card 9RA until the number of coordinate pairs equals NSFL(l',L) punched on Card
9A. Do not include any unneeded (blank) Cards.
Card 9B
NELT (I) , NODP (I) , LHIT (I;) , LATT (I) 	 4I5
where
I	 Number of branch _I=1, NBR
LHIT(I) -	 Determines whether or not branch can be impacted:
LHIT( I ) =0	 No impact
LHIT(I)=1
	 Impact
Note: While it may be useful to allow branches to be
impacted at some future time, at present branch
impact is not allowed. Set LHIT(I)=0 for all
CIVM-JET 5B computer runs.
LATT(I)	 Determines where branch is to be attached.
LATT(I)= -1 inner surface
.0 outer surface
1
2midsurface of respective layer.
Card 9BA
YB(I , J ), ZB(I,J), ANB(I,J), HB (I , J )	 4D15.6
where
I ='branch number, J = node number
See Subsection 4.2 for further restrictions.
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Card 9C A	 °p
ND1SB I5 ;,	 t
If there are no discontinuities on the branches, set NDISB=O and go to
Card 9D.
Card 9CA r:,
NEDIB	 NBDI, ANGB 215,Dl5.6
Cards 9CB, 9CC, etc., follau until the information for all NDISB branch
` slope-discontinuities has been given.
r:	 Card 9D
NBCONB I5
If NBCONB=O go to Card 10.
_
Card 9DA
NBCB (I) , NODBB (I) , LBR (I) 4(315) 
where.
I=l, NBCONB !	 a
See Subsection 4.2 for further remarks 'about the branch input.
Card 10
at NOP, NASP, ' NTERF : 3I5'
"
' If NOP 3^ 2 or 3, go to Card 11.
_ Card 10A
NSBS(I), NSEL(I), AZET(I) 2I5,Dl5.6
where
t I=1, NASP




AXG(,l), AXG(2), AXG(3) 3D25.16
f^Card 12
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TWG (1) , TWG (2) , TWG (3) 3D25.16
`. Card 14B
TWG(4) 3D25.16
See Subsection 4.2 for further instructions.
` Card, 15
x	 f NBCOND, NBC(1), NODEB(1), NBC(2), NODEB(2),	 ... NBC(7), NODEB(7)	 915
See Subsection 4.2 for a full explanation of the above boundary conditions.
e
Card 16:
NQR, NORP, NOW 3I5
t If NQR=O go to Card 17.
If NOR.P=O, Skip to Card 16B
Card 16A
SCTP, SCTY, SCRP 3D15,6
a
Card 16AA
NRELM, REX(1), NREC(2), REX(2),	 ... NREL(4), REX(4) 4(I5,D15.6)
t
F
` If NORU=O in Card 16, omit Card 16B,.and Card 17 follows directly.
Card, 16B
s. SCTU, SCTW, SCRU 3D15.6
` Card_ 16BB
t NRST (1) , NREU (1) , 	 ... NRST (4) , NREU (4) 815
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rwhere
NF The number of fragments considered to be-impacting the
structure.
	 This number cannot exceed 3. f
EFLN(1) The "effective length" of the impact-affected zone.
	 The
E user can select an "appropriate" value for this quantity; s =
' or	 if EFLN (1)=0, the program will choose a value for
EFLN (1) given by EFLN (1) _ At p where E = Young ' s modulus } "^`
and p = the mass density of a layer. 	 The largest EFLN(1)
calculated for each layer, will be the "effective length"
x
employed for the entire-structure.
s
Card 18AA
FH(I); FCG ( I), FCGX; ( I), P07,1138 (I), FMOI(I)
	 5D15.6
Card 18AB
' UNK (I) D15.6
Card 18AC
UDOT (I) , WDOT ( I) , ADOT ( I) , TPRIM (I) , CR (I)	 5D15.6
where I — number of fragment.
	
I < 3
` FH(I) The diameter of the circular disk model of the Ith fragment
(inches).
FCG(I) The Z coordinate of the centroid of the Ith fragment before J
and at the time of its release.
	 The positive direction
` represents a location above the global Y axis (inches).`
FCGX (I) The Y coordinate of the centroid of the Ith fragment before
and at the time of its release.
	 The positive direction -'
represents a location to the right of the global Z axis
(inches),
^z
r FMASS ( I) The mass of the Ith fragment ( lb-sect/in).
w
FMOI ( I) The mass moment of inertia of the Ith fragment (lb-sect-in).











The velocity component of the Ith fragment parallel to the
y
J'
global Y axis before initial impact (in/sec).	 Positive
UDOT (I) represents .a fragment traveling to the right.
WDOT'M The velocity component of the Ith fragment parallel to the
global Z axis before initial impact.
	
Tie_-
	 p	 -ositive direc-^ „sy
tion denotes a fragment traveling in an upward ( +Z) direc-
tion ( in/sec).
ADOT(I) The initial angular velocity of the Ith fragment (rad/sec).
Positive sign denotes counterclockwise rotation. t-al
5 TPRIM ( I) Time ( seconds) that the fragment is allowed to "travel before
program starts to track its location.
	
One usage of TPRIM(I)
allows fragments to be relased after the first fragment has r
impacted and calculations have begun. t
` The fragments should be ordered as follows to allow
` proper use of the TPRIM capability:
	 Fragment 1 should be
the fragment that will make first contact with the ring.
Time zero is the time of _release of this fragment.
	
The
-`second group of fragments includes all of the fragments
b
that will be released before the first fragment impacts. a
The fragments can be placed in any order w i thin their
group,.	 The third group contains those fragments released
after the first fragment impacts; these must .
 be ordered
-such that the first fragment to be released is first and ^e
so on within this group.	 TPRIM(1)	 Time of impact of
' first fragment minus time of release.
	 Since time of release
..' of fragment one is equal to 0, TPRIM(1) equals time of first
F '' -impact.	 Actually, TPRIM(1) must be less than the time of
first impact to guarantee a proper impact solution.
TPRIM(I) where I = 2, NF equals TPRIM(1) minus time
k of release of the Ith fragment. 	 Thus, TPRIM, for those
n fragments released after the first fragment impacts, will









CR(I)	 Coefficient of restitution between the Ith fragment and
the impacted ring inner surface (O<CR<1); equals 1 for a
G
perfectly elastic, 0 for perfectly inelastic, 0<CR<l for
intermediate.	 CR=1 is usually recommended.
Cards 18BA, 18BB, 18BC, 18CA, 18CB, 18CC, ... should follow (in blocks of -1







w, ICONT -	 Integer which if greater than 0 indicates that this is a
continuation run.	 In order to use this option, it is
a necessary to obtain the following continuation cards from
a previously run job.	 To do this, set the variable MPU=1
at the beginning of the MAIN routine. 	 This will cause the	
r
following set of data cards 19A through 19NA to be punched.
h When using this deck, set ICONT=1 and use the same data
? cards as used before, except to change the values of MM
and Ml on Card 1.
Y
If ICONT=O, skip Cards 19A-19NA.	 If the indicator ICONT is greater than 	 r
zero, the continuation deck produced from the output of the previous run
,4. follows immediately. 	 The continuation deck contains the following informations `xt
z Card 19A
e IT, TIME, IMOU, TAII 	 2(I5,b20.13)
F
A	 (' where
impacts u	 to the end of the last run.IMOU
	
The number of	 PP
TAIL	 Time of initial impact.
t CArd 19BA
<< IBIGA(L), ISTAA(L), BIGA(L), BTIMA(L), ISURA(L) 	 2I5,2D20.13, 15
Card 19CA
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r Card 19DA
f t :-IBI(L), ISUR(L), BI(L), BTIM(L) 2I5,2D20.13
i Card 19E
r	 =' MIRP, TNJ (1) , ...	 ',	 TNJ (NF) „ 15,3D20.13
where
k NF Number of fragments impacting structure.
s
MIRP Number of next fragment waiting to be released. x



















` QVEL(I) The velocity at the present instant of time for the Ith
. degree of freedom.
"r. Card 19KA
F QACL(I) 4D20.13 r
;. where a
QACL(I) The acceleration at the present instant of time for the Ith
degree of freedom.
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FCGU(J)	 The centroidal position of the Jth fragment in the Y
direction at time cycle IT (inches),I
t
FCGW(J)	 The centroidal position of the Jth fragment in the Z
direction at time cycle IT (inches).
( ALFA(J)	 The total angular displacement of the Jtb fragment at time
cycle IT (radians).
g UDOT (J )
r
WDOT' (J) Fragment velocities at time cyle IT (in /sec); see Card 18AC
ADOT(J) for more details.
J- 1, NF •;
5.2	 Description of the Output
Sj The output for CIVM-JET 5B is exactly the same as the output generated by
the JET 5'A program (described in Subsection 4.4), except for two places where
r
data aregiven for the attacking fragments.
r
"
, After each printout cycle (designated by the user on Card l), an update
of the fragments locations and velocities is given as follows:
ky









= Global Y coordinate of the centroid of the fragment at









FCGW	 Global Z coordinate of the centroid of the fragment at
` the current time instant (in). a
ALFA	
_ Angular rotation of the fragment to the current time
instant (rad). -
FRUV	 The current velocity component of the fragment in the Y
direction (in/sec).
FRWV	 = The current velocity component of the fragment in the Z'1
direction (in/sec). al
FRAV	 = The current angular velocity of the fragment (rad/sec). 1
Positive sign denotes couter-clockwise rotation.
F s',
' In addition to the above information, whenever there is an impact, the
following information is printed out:
IMPACT NO.	 TIME _	 DURING CYCLE '=	 ELEM =
FRAG =
	 DISTANCE _ -!





	 The ratio of the distance from the first node of the element
to the point of impact divided by the straight line distance
c:
from node 1 to node 2. u
J	 The J'th fragment
. TE	 Translational kinetic energy of fragment J immediately follow-
ing the impact.
i RE	 Rotational kinetic energy of fragment J_immediately follow-
ing the impact.
r TOE	 Total kinetic energy of fragment J immediately following a
a the impact.
	 TOE=TE+RE.
5.3	 Guidelines and Restrictions 'for Code Usage*
5.3.1	 General Instructions
R The following is a list of subroutines which must be included in every t,•'`
run of the CIVM-JET 5B program:
The remarks given in Subsection 4.5.3 concerning use of JET 5A on various`
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The remaining subroutines:	 BRAN, QREM, ROTAT, and TSTEP may be left out
depending upon the type of problem being solved.
	 See Subsection 4.5.1 for a
detailed explanation.
5.3.2	 Use of Branches vs. Use of Discontinuities
In the present CIVM-JET 5B program, both branches attached to and slope-'
discontinuities in the main structure can be accommodated.
	 Because of the
way in which these two features are handled in the program logic and, in
< particular, for determining ring-fragment collision, certain general guidelines
should be followed by the user for more efficient use of the computer code.
The dominant consideration involves the determination of ring-fragment
collision.	 In the present code, impact on a branch is not accommodated, so
that if branch impact is an important consideration for a particular problem,
then the slope-discontinuity option must be used in place of the branch option,
thus, identifying this region not as a branch but as a part of the main struc-
ture.	 Note, however, that in all cases where three elements are to be connected
at a single nodal point (such as in the case of a branch at the midspan of a
beam), one of the elements must be defined as a branch.
	 In general, at any
node where three elements are joined, one of these elements (and all subse-
quent elements in that portion of the structure) must be defined as branch
elements.	 However, two branches may not start at the same node of the main
structure.-
During each increment in time, At, a collision inspection is carried out
x for each element on themain structure for each of the N fragments considered,
but no collision inspection is carried out for elements defined as branch
,.
felements.	 This	 act can be used to reduce the total computation time; if the j
user knows a priori that no ,collisions will occur in certain regions of the
t
^. structure, then those regions should be defined as branches wherever possible
(note that branches cannot be specified to be attached to another branch).
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It should be noted that complete nodal generalized displacement compat-
ibility at a junction between a branch and the main structure is contained in
'I
the program logic regardless of whether the main structure and the branch are
composed of the same or different materials. In the latter case this leads 	 -,
vt to results at and near the junction which are somewhat inconsistent physically; 	 rw
improved results could be expected if one were to require nodal compatibility
only 'for v, w, and	 (rather than for v, w, t^, and X where X = a^r
vj + R) ."
As noted in Section 2, the positive T1 direction must be chosen in such a
3 way that the outward normal for each element is directed toward the outside
of the structure, where the fragments are considered to be in the inside of
the structure. In some special (but plausible) cases, the outside region of
` a portion of`the structure may overlap with the inside region of another por-
tion of the structure either in the initial structural configuration or after
some deformation of the structure has occurred. Within the current collision
inspection program logic, such overlapping regions cannot be accommodated.











	 With the positive normal directions N as shown (and considering the entire
structure as a main structure, using the slope--discontinuity option), the
outside regions of segments 1-2 and 3-4 would overlap with the inside region
of segment 2-3. To accommodate such a configuration, segments 1-2, and 3-4
	 .
must be defined as branches so that no collision inspection is performed for


















j For the initial configuration (solid lines), no inside-outside overlapping
occurs. However, after deformation of segment 2-3 (dashed line, assuming
fragment .impact is as depicted above), the outside regions of segments 1-2
and 3-4,w-111 overlap with the inside region of segment 2-3. Again, in this
'	 case, segments 1-2 and 3-4 must be defined as branches.
(	 5.3.3 Impact at or Near a Constrained Node
In the present CIVM-JET 5B program, the case of fragment impact on or
near a constrained node is handled in an approximate fashion. The nature of





	 pp	 y	 guide 	 the user in. inter-
preting results when impact occurs on or near a constrained node.
The assumption used is as follows: when impact occurs near a constrained
node, the only nodes which can respond with impact-induced velocity changes
are those nodes which lie within the impact-affected region and which are
located on the impacted side of the constrained node. In essence, no impact-
'	 induced information is allowed to propagate past the constrained node (for the
purpose of impact corrections), and a portion of the impact-induced impulse is
s	
"absorbed" by the constraint. 'Although no impact-induced information is allowed
to propagate past the constrained node for the purpose of impact-induced velo-
city, the impact-induced 'information will filter through 'the 'constrained node	
s
in the global timewise solution if the constrained node is smoothly hinged.
86
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If the node is ideally clamped, no impact-induced information will filter past
the constrained node in the global timewise solution. 	 It should also be noted
that as the point of ring-fragment impact approaches the constrained node, the
impact-induced ring response approaches zero; when impact occurs directly on IT
a constrained node, the fragment simply rebounds and no impact-induced struc-
tural response occurs.
For a more thorough discussion of this topic, the reader is referred to
Appendix B.
5.3.4	 Comments on Space Mesh Sizing T
In the present CIVM-JET 5B program, considerable flexibility is given to
the user in terms of defining the size and number of elements to be used for
a particular structural geometry.	 However, certain guidelines should be
followed in the selection of a finite-element mesh for the present impact
analysis.	 It is recommended that a uniform mesh be employed for all analyses,
the only exception being in regions where structural detail dictates the use
of nonuniform elements.	 Clearly this recommendation is justified for the
^general case where the point of initial (and subsequent) impact is not known
a priori.	 Now consider the special (limiting) case where it is known a priori
that all ring-fragment impacts will occur at (approximately) the same point on
the structure (e.g. initially straight, uniform thickness, doubly clamped beam
with the only nonzero component of the fragment velocity being normal to the
beam midsurface, and initial impact occurring at the midspan of the beam). 	 A
uniform mesh is again recommended for this special case, based on the following





L	 At; when using the central difference operator, the allowable time
e f f = 'FOE
step, At, is inversely related to the highest natural frequency, W	 of
m
axC
the assembled structure. 	 If the element size in the region of impact is
decreased, then w	 is increased and At and, thus, L	 are decreased.	 In
max	 eff
the limit, as the element size is decreased, the impact-induced "loading"
will become concentrated at-the point of impact and unreasonably high strain
predictions may be found near this region of concentrated loading. 	 It is
believed (based on experience to date with the present CIVM-JET 5B program)
that the choice of a uniform mesh for this case will yield the most reliable
predictions.
Basically, however, Leff, must be independent of At since various At sizes
are permissible with different finite-difference time operators.
	 From con-
siderations of through-the-thickness stress wave propagation and accompanying
imparted particle velocities, one might estimate L 	 nh where h is theeff








COMPLETE FORTRAN IV LISTINGS OF THE PROGRAMS
6.1 Subroutines Common to both JET 5A and CIVM-JET 5B F; ,,,	 a





















SUBROUTINE ASSET (IR, IK, ELFP,FLVA, ZCP) ASSFOOIO
IMPLICIT REAL*8 ( A — H2O -Z) ASSF0020
DIMENSION	 NN (8) ,FLVA (1) ,ELFP (1) RSSF0030
' COMMON /BR/ NVEC(51,2),
	 LMT(51) ASSF0040
J1	 =	 NVEC (IR, 1) *4 ASSFOO50
NN( 1)=J1-3 ASSF0060
AN (2) :=J1-2 ASSF0070t
s NN (3) =J1-1 ASSF0080r
NN (4) =J1 ASSF0090
IF (ICP.LE.0)	 GO , TO
	
121 ASSF0100
IF (IF-IK) 121, 122,122 ASSF0110
121 J2 =
	
NVEC (IP, 2) *4 ASSF0120'
NN(5)=J2-3 ASSF'0130
R' NN(6)=J2-2 ASSF0140
;r NN (7) =J2-1 ASSF0150
NN(8)= J2 ASSF0160
GC TO 123 ASSF0170
t ^	 122 NN(5)=l ASSF0180[ NN(6)= 2 ASSF0190
NN(7)=3 ASSF0200
NN(8)=4 ASSF0210
s . 123 DO	 101	 I= 10 8 ASSF0220
M = NN (I) ASSF0230y. FLVA (M) = FLVA (M) +ELPP ( y ) ASSF0240







































DIMENSION ELMAS (8,8) ,NN (8) ,STIFM (1) ,INUM(1)
CCMMON /BR/ NVEC (51, 2) , LMT (51)





IF (ICP. LE.0) GO TO 203
IF(IR-IK) 203,204,204













IF (M-N) 402,403, 403
403	 L=N+INUM(M)








SUBROUTINE BRAN ( NBR,DENS , EPS,SI(-,,B)
IMPLICIT REAL * 8 (A—H,3—Z)
DIMENSION SLB(5)
DIMENSION DENS ( 3,6),B (6) , EPS(3 , 5,6), SIG (3,5,6)
DIMENSION LBR (7) , ZK (51) , HK (51 , 3) ,ANGK (51) ,LATT (6) , LHIT (6)
DIMFNSION YB (5,11),Za (5,11) , ANB(5 , 11),HB ( 5,11),NELT(6)
COM'ION /PG/ IK , IKK,ICP , LRFF,NOGA,NFL, NI, ICOL(205),INUM(205)
NBCOND , NBC (7) , NODEB ( 7) , KROW ( 8) , NDEX ( 8), NIRREG
COMMON /TAPE/ MREAD, MWRI 'TE,MPUNCH
COMMON /THI/ HTH (5)
COMMON/MAT/YOUNG (3,60 ,DS (3, 6) , SNO (3, 5,6) ,NSFL (3 6 6) ,P (3 , 6),NLAT
COMMON/FC/ Y(51) , Z(51),ANG (51),H(51,3)
COMMON/BOUN/YK(51),NBCONB , NBCB ( 7),N3DBB ( 7),MK(51), ROT (5,2)
*',XDIST (6),DF.0T(50),NODP(6)
COMMON /ML/ MNEL ( 6) , MATT(6)
COMMON /DI S/ ANG DI (50) ,NEDI (50) ,NDIS
COMMON /BR/ NVEC (51,2) , LMT(51)
COMMON /TAM/ MK .E (51)
C	 RENUMBER NODES AND ELEMENTS
EKANG= 360.0
IF (ICP .LF,.0) EXANG= 0.0
NS IKK
NNS = NS
NI K = IK
PIE= 3 . 141592653589793D+00
DO 5301 mil= 1,6
NELT (J) = 0
5301 .NO.DP (J) = 0
DO 5302 K = 1, NS
YK (K) = Y (K)
Z K (K) = Z (K)
DO 5303 L= 1, NLAY
5303 HK(K,L) = H(K,L)
5302 ANGK ( K) = ANG (K)
DO 5313 I = 1,NBR
IB = I+1
BR AN 0 0 10
BRAN0020





























BR AN 0 3 20
BRANO330
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N01	 = NELT(I)	 +	 1 BRAN0740
DO 5 310 J =	 1, NO 1 BRAN 07 50
READ (M RE AD, 5 30 5)	 Y8 (.I,J) ,ZB(I,J) , ANB(I,J) ,HB (I, J) BRAN0760
5305 FORMAT (4D15.6) BR AN0770
ANB (I, J) = ANB (I, J) 4. PIE/180.0 BRAN0760
5310 CONTINUE. BRAND790
HTH (I)
	 = HB (I, NO 1) BRAN0800





00 5200 K=1 ,NS BRAN0860
MK (K.)	 = 0 BRAN0870
5200 LMT(K) =	 0 BRAN0880
w DO 5270 I=NIK,IK BRAN0890
5270 MKE(I)	 =	 1 BRAN0900 ® 0
WRITE ( MWRTTE , 53 .11)	 IK,NS BRAN0910
5311 FORMAT ( 4 OTHERE ARE




` WRITE (MW RITE,5312)
	 NB R, (NODP(M),M=1,NBR) BRAN0930
5312 FORMAT('OTHERE ARE 1 ,I3,'
	
BRANCHES AND THEY ARE AT NODES 1 9 5I6) BR AN 0940 17
WRITE (MWRITE, 8500)
	
(SLB (K) ,K=1,NBR) BRAN0950 o
8500 FORMAT(' OTHE GLOBAL SLOPE (R
	 D)	 AT EACH BRANCH CONNECTION : 11 ,5D15.6) BRAN 0960 G)
WRITE
	 (MWRITE ,5250) NBR BRAN0970
5250 FORMAT(' OTHE ATTACH !I ENT POINT CODE FOR THE 1 ,14 0 1
	 BRANCHES IS ASBRAN0980
FOLLOWS :' ) BRAN0990
WRITE(MWRI.TE,526 0)
	
(LATT (L) ,L=l ,NBF) BRAN 1000
5260 FORMAT ('
	 ' ,5I8) BRAN10 10
WRITE (MWPST -P,,5261) BRAN 1020
5261 FORMAT (' WHERE - 1= INNER AND 0 = OUTE R SURFACES.
	 1,2,3 INDICATE MBRAN1030
arDSURFACE OF CORRESPJNDING LAYER.') BRAN1040
NOD.P (NBR+1)	 = NNS BRAN1050
NELTT= 0 BR AN10 60
DO 5316 I= 1,NBR BRAN1070
NELTT= NELTT+ MELT (I) BRAN1080
n^.   
N01 = NOD P (I) + 1
NOD= NO DP (I+1)
DO 5315 J = N01,NOD
KN= J+NELTT
Y (KN ) = YK (J)
Z (KN) = Z K (;J)
DO 5 40 1 L= 1 , NLAY
5401 H (KN, L) = HK (J, L)
ANG (KN) = ANGK (J)
MK (J) = AN
5315 CONTINUE
5316 CONTINUE




DO 9410 L=1 , NLAY






DO 5325 I= 1,NEL
Y (I) = YB (1 ,I)
Z (I) = ZB(1,I)
ANG(I) = ANB(1,I)
H (I, 1) = HB (1,I)
IF (N LAY. EQ.1) GO TO 5325
DO 6 455 MT=2, NLA Y
6455 H( I,MT) =0.0
5325 CONTINUE
G OTO 5 32 2
5320 N01= NODP (1)
DO 5321 J = 1, NO1
	
5321 MK (J)	 J
5322 NELTT='










































IF (NODP (I). EQ. 1) GOTO 5334
NEL = NELT(I)
DO 5335 J= 1,NEL
KN= J+ NODP(I) + NELTT
Y (KN)	 YB (I, J)
Z (KN) = ZB (I,J)
AWG(KN) = ANB(I,J)
H (KN,1) = HB (I,J)
IF (N LAY. EQ.1) GO TO 5.335
DO 6450 IT=2,N.LAY
6450 N (K N, MT) =0.0
5335 CONTINUE
5334 NELTT= NELTT + NELT(I)
5330 CONTINUE,
NZ B = 0
NY B = 0
„	 LTI ME 0
LELT = 1
DO 5100 J = 1,NS
NKB	 J + NYB




NYB= NYB+ NE.LT (LTIME)
IF (I.HIT(LTI ME) . NE. 0) GO TO 51 40
NZB = NZ H+MELT (L TIME)
IF (J. E Q. 1) MXX=o
MKL=MKL+MXX
DO 5130 I= LELT,NZB
MKL=MKL+1
5130 LMT (I) = MKL
LELT = NZ B+ 1




































BR AN 17 80
BRAN1790












DO 5275 J 1, Ns
NXB=J+NYB
IF (NXB.EQ. MK (J)) GO TO 5275
LTIME=LTIME+i
MXX = NXB-2
NYB =NY B+R ELT (L TI ME)
IF (J.EQ. 1) MXX=O
LELT = MXX +1
NZB= MXX+NELT(LTIME)
DO 5 280 I=LE LT, NZB
5280 MKE(I) = LTIME+1
IF (LTIME.PQ'. NBR) GO TO 5285
5275 CONTINUE
)285  CONY INUE
NODP (NBR +1) 	IK
NT= MELT (1) + NODP (2) + NELT (2) -1
NTT= NELT(1) + NELT(2)
IF (NBR.EQ. 1) NT
	 IK
IF (NODP (1) . EQ. 1) GO TO 5340
NT= NODP(1)+ NELT(1) - 1
NTT NELT (1)
5340 DO 5345 I= 1,NT












	 NO, NB 1
IF (NT.EQ.IK) GO TO 5400
NT= NT+1
NVE'C (NT, 1)	 NT-NELT(I-1)
BRkN1810
BRAN1820
BR AN 18 30
BRAN1840







BR AN 19 20
BRAN1930





BR AN 19 90
BRA N2000
BR AN 20 10
BRA N2020
BR AN 20 30
BR AN2 0 40
BRAN2050













NVEC (.NT,2) = NT+1 BRAN2170
NT = NT+1 BRAN2180
NTT=
 NTT+ NELT(I) BR AN 2190
NOO	 = NTT+ NOD P (I)	 -1 BRA N22 00
IF(NODP(I) .EQ.IK)	 NDO =IK BR AN 2210
DO 5365 J=NT, NOO BRAN2220
NVEC (J,1)	 = J BR AN2230
5365 NVEC (J,2)	 = J+1 BRAN2240
NT = NOO BRA N22 50
5360 CONTINUE BF, AN 2260
5400 CONTINUE BRAN2270
IF (EXANG.EQ.360. 0)
	 NVEC (IK,2)	 =	 1 BR AN2280
WRITE (MWRIT.E, 110) BRAN2290
110 FORMAT (//, I
	PRESENT EL EM.	 NO.•, 5X ,'NODE1',5X,INODE2',5X,ISUBSTRUCTBRAN2300
;SURE',5X, I SUBST.	 ELEM.	 NO.') BRAN2310
JEL = 0 BRAN2320
JL=n` BRAN2330
DO 115 IR=1,IK BRAN2340
IF (MKE (IR). NE. 1)
	 GO rO	 120 BRAN2350
JL=O BRAN2360
JEL= JEL+ 1 BRAN2370
JE LE = JEL BRAN23 80
GO TO	 125 BR AN2390
120 JL=JL +1 BRAN2400
J EL E= J L BR AN 2410
125 WRIT E (MWRITE,126)





WRITE (MWRI TE,13 0) BRAN2450
130 FORMAT (' OTHE UPDATED NODE NUMBERS FOR THE MAIN STRUCTURE, GIVEN INBRA N2460
a^ THEIR ORIGINAL NUMBERING ORDER: $) BRAN2470
WRITE	 (MWRITE , 5323)	 ( MK(L) ,I. = 1,NNS) BRAN2480
5323 FORMAT (° 0' ,25I5) BRAN2490
WRITE (MW RITE, 1010', BRAN2500
1010 FORMAT(/ /, I NOTE:
	 THE .ELEMENT NUMBERS REFERRED TO BELOW ARE PRESEBRAN2510









	 (N! WRITE, 21 1 0) BR AN 25 30
WRITE	 (1WRITE,2103)	 (LM T(N),N=1,NS) BRAN2540
2100 FORMAT('	 1 ,10I5) BRAN2550
211) FORMAT (ICELEMENTS THAT CAN NOT DE IMPACTED : I ) BRAN2560
READ(MP.EAD,5300)
	 NDISB BRAN2570
IF (NDISB.EQ. 0)	 3,0 TO 8100 BRAN2580
DO $ 101 I=1, NDISB BRAN2590
READ (MREAD,8102) 	 NEDIB,NBDI,ANGDB BRAN2600
8102 FORMAT QT5,D15.6) BRAN2610
ANGDB= ANGD13*PIE/180.0 BRAN2620
NDIS = NDIS+1 BRAN2630
ANGDI(NDIS)
	 = ANGDB BR AN2640
L= NOD P (NBDI) BRAN2650
K= MK (L) BR AN 26 60
IF (L.EQ. 1)	 K=1 BRAN2670
3103 NEDI (NDIS)	 _ NEDSB +K —1 BRAN2680
ko	 8101 CON T INUE BRAN2690
00	 8100 CONTINUE BRAN2700
C ESTABLISH BOUNDARY CONDITIONS BRAN2710




IF (NBCONB.EQ.0)	 GOTO 5376 BRAN2740
READ(MREAD,5300)
	 (NBCB (L),NODBB (L),LBR (L) ,L=1,NBCONB) BRAN2750
DO 5370 L = 1,NBCONB BRAN2760
NNNN= LBI(L) BRAN2770
N01 = NODP (NNNN) BRAN2780
NELTT= 0 BRAN2790
LB= LBR (L)-1 BRAN2800
DO 5375 J=
 1,LB BRAN2810
5375 N ELTT= N ELTT + N ELT (J) BR AN 28 20
IF	 (LB.NE.1)	 GOTO 5371 BRAN2830
N EL T T = 0 BR AN 28 40
IF (NODP (1) .EQ. 1)
	
GO TO	 5370 BRAN2950
5371 NODBB(L)	 = NODBB(L)	 +	 N01	 + NELTT BRAN2860




C	 DETERMINE LEADING NON ZERO TERM IN EACH ROW
DO 15 I= 1,8
15 ?COI, (I) = 1
IKM 1 = IK 1
NI	 NS" 4
IF (E%ANG.NE. 360. 0) GO TO 210
DO 16 .I	 2,IKM1
J=
 (I+ 1) *4
ICOL (J)	 = NVEC (I, 1)	 4 — 3
iCOL (J-1) = NVEC (I,1) * 4 — 3
ICOL (J-2) = NVEC (I, 1) * 4 - 3
ICOL (J-3) = NVEC (I,1) * 4 — 3











210 DO 211 T= 2, IK
J= (I+ 1) *4
ICOL (J) = NVEC (I, 1) * 4 - 3
ICOL (J-1) = NVEC (I ,1) * 4 — 3
ICOL (J-2) = NVEC (I,1) * 4 — 3
ICOL (J-3) = NV EC (I, 1) * 4 — 3
211 CONTINUE
218 CONTINUE
DO 5341 M= 1,IK
5341 YK (M)	 0.0
DO 5342 M = 1,NBR
IF (NO DP (M) . NE. 1) GO TO 53 43
NNNN= NELT(M)
YK(NNNN) = 1.0
ROT (M, 1) = 0.0
MKS = NELT(M) + 1
ROT (M,2) = ANB(M,MKS) — ANGX(1)
GO TO 5342






































5343	 N= NODP(M) BR AN 3250
NM= MK (N) BRAN3260
YK (NM)	 =	 1 .0 BRAN3270
ROT (M,1)	 =	 1.0 BRAN3280
MKS	 = NELT(M)	 +	 1 BRAN3290
RO'P (M, 2)
	 = ANB (M,hKS)	 - ANG (NM) BRAN3300
5342 CONTINUE BRA N3 310
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SUBROUTINE ELM PP (AMASS ,STIFK,ISIZE,A EP, DEP,NV1,i:RA-CK,r(FACM,ELMPB) ELM?-111^,
TO FIND THE MASS MATRIX STIFFNESS MATRIX AND STRAIN NODAL ELMPn02r'
DISPLACEMENT TRANSFORMATIC'N MATRICES E MP r
 030
IMPLICIT REAL*B (A-H,C-Z) ELMP0040
DIMENSION REACK (i) ,REACM (1) EL"1Pr'051
DIMENSION AEP (NV 1, 3, 8) , DEP (NV1 , 2, 3, 8) ELMP0360
DIMENSION	 AE1 (3, 8)	 ,	 DUMMY (8)	 ,BX (2) ELMP0071
DIMENSION T 	 (4, 4) , TRAN (8, 8) ELMP0080
DIMENSION	 A (8, 8) ,LMI (8) ,MMI (8) ,D (8,8) ,ELM (8,8) ,
-ELMP0^90
*ELMAS (8,8) ,AMASS (1) ,E (8,8) ,EK1 (8, 8) ,ELK (8,8) ,STIFK (1) , ?LMP0100
*BE1 (3, 3, 8) , BNG (51) E'LMP0111
*,D1 (3,8) ,D2 (3,3) ,D3 (3,8) ,D4 (8, 8) , E1 (2, 8) , E2 (2,2) , E3 (2,8) , E4 (9,8) ELMP012!1
COMMON/.MAT/YOUNG (3, 6) , DS (3,6) ,SNO (3,5,6) ,NSFL (3,6) ,P (3, 6) ,14LAY ELMP01?0
COMMON /FG/ IK, IKK, ICP,LREF, NCGA, NFL, NI, ICOL (205) , TNUM (205) ELMP!)140
*, LA.A,3- OND,NBC (7) ,NODEB(7) ,;KROW (8) ,NDEX (8)
 ,NIRRFG ELMP 0151
:OMMON/FC/
	 Y(51),Z(51),.ANG(51),H(51,3) ELMP016
COMMON/BA/ BEP (50, 3, 3,8) , AL (50) , AXG (3) , AWG (3) , WET (50,3) , ELMP0170
*CE1 (5^,3) ,CE2 (5 0` ,3) ,CE3 (50,3) ,C"%11 (53,3) ,CM2 (50, 3) ,CM3 (5C,3) EL14Pn ?80
COMMON /TAPE/ MREAD,MWRITE,MPUNCH ELMP0190
COMMON/ADSP/ AZ.ET (50)
 ,ASP (5Q) , YSP (50) ,ZSP (5G) ,LKK (50, 11) ELMP0200
COMMON/BCUN/YK(51)
 ,NBCONB,NBCB (7) ,NODBB(7),MK (51) ,RCT (5,2) F,LMP0210
*,XDIST (6) , DRCT (50) ,1VODP (6) ELMP0221
COMMON /BR/ NVEC (51,2) , LMT (51) ELMP1230
COMMON /TAM/ MKE(51) ELMP024n
SIN (Q) =DSIN (Q) ELMPr'251
COS (Q) = DCOS (Q) ELMP026M
ATAN (Q) = DATAN (Q) ELMP'!271
SQRT (Q) =DSQRT (Q) E'LMP028')
DO	 18 L=1,ISIZE ELMP0290
ST IFK (L) =0.0 ELMP03 00
AMASS (L) =0.O ELMP0310
DO	 101	 IR=1,IK ELMP0320
K1	 = NVEC(IR,1) ELMP0330
K2 = NVEC(IR,2) ELMP0340
L= MKE(IR)	 -1 ELMP0350













P6=Y (K2) -Y (Kl)
P7=ANG (K2 ) -ANG (K1)
IF (YK (IR) EQ. 1. 0) P7 = ANG (K2) - RvT (L, 2) -ANG (K 1)
IF (YK (IR).EQ.1.O.AND.ROT(L,1). EQ. 0.0) P7=ROT(L,2)+ANG(K2)-AN;(K1)
IF (YK (IR) . EQ.2.0)	 P7 = ANG (K2) - DROT(IR) - ANG(K1)






IF (YK (IR) . EQ. 1. O. AND. ROT (L, 1) . EQ. 0.01 ANG (K2) =ROT (L,2) +AVG (K2)
IN (YK(IR).EQ.1.0. AND. ROT (L
	
,1) . -EQ.1.0)AKG (K1)=R0'" (L
	 ,2)+AtiG (K1)
IF (YK (IR) . EQ. 2. 0) ANG (K1) = DROT (IR) + ANG (K1)
IF (YK (IR) . EQ.3.0) ANG (K1 ) = DROT (IR) + ANG (K1)
IF (YK (IR) EQ. 3. 0) ANG (K2) = ROT (L, 2) +ANG (K2)
APHA = PIE / 2.0
IF (P5. LT. O. 0) APHA= -APHA
~o 	 IF(P6.NE.0.0) APHA= ATAN(P5/P6)
IF (P6. LT.O. O. AND. P5.LT. rj .0) APHA=APHA-PIE
IF (P6. LT. 0. 0 AND. P5. GF.O. 0) APHA=APHA+P:LB
IF (F7 . EQ. C.0) GO TO 60
AL (IR) =P7*SQF.T (P5**2+P6**2) /SIN (P7/2.) /2.
IF (P7. GT. PIE32) U (IP.) (P7-PIl,2) *SQRT (P5**2+P6-,*2) /STN (P7/2. -PIE)
*/2.0
IF(P7.LT. (-PI.E32
	 )) AL (IR) = (P7+PIE2
	 )-SQRT (P5**2+P6;*2)
* /SIN (P7/2. +PIE	 )/2.
GO TO 61
60	 AL (IR) = SQRT (P5**2+P6**2)
61	 BNG (IR+1) =ANG (K2 )
BNG (IR) =ANG (K1)
IF (P7. GT. (PIE32 ) . AND. APHA.LT.O.0) BNG (IR+1) =ANG (K2)
	 -PIE2
IF(P7.GT.(PIE32 ) .AND.APHA.GT.0.0) BNG (IR) =ANG(Kl)+PIE2
IF (P7. LT. (-PIE32 ) . AND.APHA. GT. 0.0) RNG (IR+1) =ANG (K2)
	 +PIF,2






































4B1= (-2. *BNG (IR+1) -4. *BNG (IR) +6. *APHA) /At (IP)
B2= (3.*BNG (I R+1) +3 .*BNG (IR.) -6.*APHA) /At (IR) **2







	 D (I,J) =0.0
A (1, 1) = COS (BNG (IF:) -APHA)
A(1,2)=  SIN (BNG (IR) -APHA)
A (2, 1)- SIN (BNG (IR) -APHA)
A(2,2)= CIS (BNG (IR) -APHA)
A (3, 3) =1 .
A (5, 1)=COS (BNG (IR+1)-APHA)
A (5, 2) =SZN (BNG (IR+1) -APHA)
A (5,3) = P6*SIN (BNG (IR+1) ) -P5*COS (BNG (IR+1) )
o	 A (6,1)=-SIN (BNG (IR+1) -APHA)
`''	 A (6, 2) =COS (BNG (IE+1) -APHA)
A (6,3)=P6*CCS (BNG (IR+1)) +P5*SIN (BNG (IR+1) j
A (7,3) =1.
A (4,4) =1 .
A (5, 4) =AL (IR)
A (5,7) =AL (IF) **2
A (5, 8) =AL (IR) **3
A (6,5)=.AL (IR) ** 2
A (6,6) =AL (I P) **3
P8= B1+2. *B2*AL
 (IR)
A (7,4) =AL (IR) *P8
A (7,5) =2. *AL (IR)
A (7,6) =3 . *AL (I R) **2
A (7, 7) =AL (IF) **2*P8
A (7,8) =AL (IF) **3*P8
A(8,4)=1.
A (8,5) =-AL (IR) **2*P8












































A (8,7) = 2. *Al (IP.) ET iMD1,9
A (8, 8) =3 . *AL (I E?) **2 ELM P11 0Q
CALL	 MII%? V (A, 8, DET,LMI,M"!I) EL"4P11 in
DC	 103 0=1 , NGG A ELMP 1 123
WET (IR,J) = AL (IR) *AWG (J) ELMP11 3M
ZET=Ai ( IR) *AXG ( J) ELMP11 4n
PHIP=B1+2.*B2*ZET vLMP115'?
PHI=BZER+B1 *ZFT+B2*ZET**2 FLMP116C,
f YZET= 0. 0 ELMP117^?
ZZET= 0.0 ELMP11811
DO 104 JJ=1, NOGA ELMP119^,
P2= BZER+B1 *ZET*AXG (JJ) +B2* (ZET*AXG (JJ)) **2+APIIA ELM!?1200
' YZET=YZET+CGS (P2) *ZF.T*AWG (JJ) ELMP1211
104 ZZET=ZZET+SIN(P2) *ZET*AWG (JJ) ELMP122C
P 3=Y ZET*SIN(PHI+APHA)-ZZET*CCS(PHI+APHA) ELMP1230
P4= YZET*COS (PHI+APHA) +ZZET*SIN (PHI+APHA) ELMP124^
DO	 201	 M = 1,3 ELMP125C
DC	 201	 N=1,8 ELMP1260201 BE1 ( J, M,N) =0. Q ELMP127^
BE1 (J, 1,4)  =1 . ELMP1280
r' BE1 (J,1,5)=—ZET **2*PHIP ELMP1290
BE1 (3 , 1 ,6) =—ZET ** 3*PHIP ELMP130C
BE1 (J, 1,7)=2.*ZET ELMP1310
BE I (J, 1 ,8) =3. *ZET**2 ELMr132^
BE1 (J,2,3)=1. EL-MP133C
BE1 (J , 2,4)=ZFT* PHI P FLMP134t
f BE1 (J, 2,5) =2.*ZEI FLMP135^
BE 1 (J, 2,6) =3. *7.ET**2 ELMP136"
BE1 (•3,2,7) =ZET**2*PHIP RL"lP137?
BE1 (J,2,8) =ZET**3*PHIP FLMP1380
BE1 (J , 3,4)=—PHIP-ZET*2.*B2 ELMP1390
BE1 (J,3,5)=-2. ELMP1400
BE1 (J, 3,6) =-6. *Z ET ELMP141C, IBE1 (J , 3,7)=-2.*ZET*PHIP — Z--T**2*2 . *B2 ELMP142')
BE1 (J, 3,8) =-3. *ZET** 2*PHIP— ZFT**3*2. `B2 ELMP1430









DC 202 N=1,8 ELMP145n
BE?' (IR,J,^I,N)=0.(1 ELMP1460
DO	 202 K=1, 8 FLM,P 1470
202	 BEP(IR,J,M,N)=BEP(IR,J,M,N)+BR1(,J,M,K)
	 A(K,N) ELMPI48'
DO	 115	 K=1,3 ELKP1490
_ DC	 115 L=1,8 ELMP1501?
115	 D1 (K,L) =4.0 ELMP1510
DO	 116 K=1,2 BL MP 1520 
t DO	 116 L=1,8 ELMP1530
116	 E1 (K,L) = O.O ELMP1540
D1 (1,1)= COS (PHI) ELMP1 55^)
D1 (1,2 )=
	SIN (PHI) ELMP 1560
D1 (1,3)=P3 EL"9P157n
D1 (1,4) =ZET ELMP158()
D1 (1,7) =ZET**2 FLMP1590 r
D1 ( 1 . 8 ) =ZET **3 ELMP1600
D1 (2, 1) =- SIN (PHI) ELMP 161 ?
D1 (2,2) = COS (PHI) ELMP',-062n
o	 Dl (2,3) =P4 ELMiP1630u'	 D1 (2,5) =ZET**2 ELMP164?
D1 (2,6)=ZET**3 ELMP1650
Dl (3,3) =1. 7LMP1660
D1 (3,4) =ZET*PHIP ELMP1670
D1 (3,5 ) = 2.*ZET ELMP1680
D1 (3,6) =3. *ZF,T**2 ELMP1691 O 0
_D1 (3, 7) = ZET**2*PHIP E'LMP1700
D1 (3,8) =ZET**3*PHIP FLMP1710
D2 (1, 1) =CM1 (IR,J) ELMP1720 OD
D2 (1,2) =O.O ELMP173) r
D2 (1,3)=CM2 (IR,J) E,LMP1740
D2 (2, 1) =0.0 ELMP1751
D2 (2,2) =CM1 (IR,J) ELMP1760 = rn
D2 (2, 3) =0.0 ELMP 1770 en
D2 (3, 1) =CM2 (IR,J) IMMP1780
D2 (3,2) =0.4 ELMP1790












El (1 ,7) =2.*ZFT
E1 (1, 8) =3.*ZET**2
E1 (2,4) =-PHIP-ZET*2. *R2





E2 (1, 2) =CE2 (IR, J)
E2 (2, 1) =CE2 (IR,J)




D O 110 M=1,3
D3 (K,L) =D3 (K, L) +D2 (K, M) *D1 (M,L)
DO 111 K=1,8
DO 1 1 1 L=1,8
D4 (K, L) =0.0
DO 111 M=1,3





E3 (K,L) =E3 (K,L) +E2 (K, M) *R1 (M, L)
DO 114 K=1,8
DO 114 L=1,8
E4 (K, L) =C . 0
DO 114 M=1,2







































F (K,L) = i. (K,L) +F4 (K, L) -WET (l?,J) ELMP2170
` 112 D ( K , L) =I' (K,I) +D4 (K,1.
	 W1; (ZR,J) ^LImP2180
103 C0#t"TNU: E;.MP2190
DO	 '0 :7 	 I=1,7 ELMP2200
IP l =I+? EL MP221 0
DO	 10z	 O=IP1,8 ELMP2220
(_,J)—r (J,I) ELMP2230
105 D ( T_,J) =L (J,T) ELMP2240
LO	 106
	 1=1,P ELMP2250
DO	 loc	 j=1,8 ELMP2260
EK? (I,J) = 0. 0 ELMP2270
ELM (?,J)=O.Q ELMP2280
PO	 106	 K=1,8 ELM?2290
LK1 (I,J) =FK1 (1	 J) +F (K,I) *E (K,J) ELMP2300
106 i!Lrl (T,J) =Fir: (T	 J) +A (K,I) *D (K,J) ELMP2310
DO	 107	 i=1,8 ELMP2320
DO	 10	 -1=1,8 EI,MP2330
► '0 EeLK (I, J) = 0. 0 ELMP2340
ELMAS (I,.T) _r:. 0 ELMP2350
DO	 107	 K=1,8 RLMP2360
EL"r (I,J) = ELK (I,J) +EK1 (I,K) *A (K,J)
„LMP2370
107 ELMAS (I J) = ELMAS (I	 J) +FLM (I, K) *A (K,J) E'LMP2380
I	 (YK (IR) . EQ.0. 0)	 GCTO	 504 ELMP2390
. C1LI_	 R0Tr'.T(?,ELK,DUM.CY,IS) ELMP2400






DO	 OUO r=1 4 ELM L 2440P244 0 70
IF (I. LQ. 3. OF, .I. EQ. 4)
	 GOTO	 1 000 ELMP2450 '0 ^
ELM---.S (I, I) =
	 ELMAS (I, T) +	 ELMAS (I,1+4) EIMP2460
1000 CONTINUE FI,MP2470 %4
DO	 1 030




	 ELMAS (1, 1 -4) ELNP2490
' 10300 C0 WTI NUE SIMP2500 r en




	 1010 ELMP2530L Li` t 3 (1	 G) =	 0.0 ELMP2540
1010 CONTINUE FLMP2550
W3r'T_E OW—,d-L,1J2Q) ((
	 L"IL c(L,J), J=1•a),?=1•E) ELMP2560 j
1`20 FO?F-A	 (+	 I,	 ED15.6) ELMP2570
832C C.OV'Z:IN!TE ELMP25$0502 CALL ASSEy E.LMP2 590
CALL
	 :SSEM(iR,-LK,ELtAE,AMASS,yCF,INU'M) ELMP2600
IF (I KK (I	 , 1)	 . F.Q. 0)	 (-,CTO
	 2200 ,T rFLLIP2610 t
NPE=	 LKK (I1, 1) ELMP2620
DO 8210 NO = 1,ti E ELMP2630
MO = NO+ i ELMP2640(1-, vi C) LMP2650
ZET=
	 AZE 	 AL (IR) EI:;LMP2660
PHIP-=	 31 +2.0 *B2*ZET ELMP2670
E08240 I=1,3 ELMP2680
0o	 :32 1=ti	 N=1,8 ELMP2690





AE1 (1 ,5)	 = —Z,ET**i*Ff{IP EL	 720
AE1 (1,6)
	 = —ZET**3*FHIP rLMP^730
2
AE1 (? , 717 ) =	 2. *'ZFT ELMP27u0
AEI (1•E)	 =	 3•*ZEI**2 ELMP2750
Ar.1 (2 , 3)	 =	 1.0 ELMP2760
AE1 (2, 4 )	 =	 Sri*PHIP ELMP2770
AE1 (2,5)	 =	 A i- 1
	 (1,7) ELriP2780
AE1 (2,6)
	 =	 A - f'1 {1,8) ELMP2790
F1 (` ,7)	 =—AE.1 (1.5) ELMP2800
AE1 (2,H)
	 =—AE1(1,6) ELMP2810AE1 (3,4)	 =	 - 1rHIP— ZET*2.*E2 ELMP2Q20
AE1 (3,5)




-2.0*ZE_*PHIF —ZET**2*2.0*82 ELMP_2 850

















































ASP( y , T, 14) = 0.0
Pn 8245 E= 1,8
8245 ALP (!^.,^, L- 4	 1.EP ( M 1 Nj + A " 1 (1 K 	 (KsN









D0 301 t9	 .::
DU 3:; N= 1,8





~o	 BE1 (J,1, 3)==.*Zhl'**2
^o	 BE:1 (J,2,3) =1.
BE1 (J, 2,4) = 'LE'."'"PHIF
BE1 (J,2,5) = 2. *ZET
BE (,7,2,') =Zl•
 **2* PHI P
BE.1 (,i,2,^s) =ZF'T**3*FH7P
BE s (J, 3,4) =— PHSP— ZET *2. *B2
Bii1 ( 0,3,7) =-2. 4 Z ^*FH=P — ZE * *2*2.*B2
BE'(0, 3 .9)=_ *ZE T **)*'Pfl ZP-7 Fm##3*L.*32
DC, ^2 n .,3
L'0 302. N= , 9
DEP	 J, M, N) = C. 0
D0 30^ K=I,s
302 DEP (:F,J,l-!,N) = DEP (=R,J,N,N) +5FF1 (0,M,K) *A (K, N)
303 CON^ NU'E
101	 CU N IN U r,
0DO C: 300
	 _=1, I5_ z ELMP3250
P EACK (I)	 =	 `?TIFK (1) ELMP3260
83 )C	 3EACM (I) =	 AMASS (I) ELMP3270
1  ( liBCUND'
	 . FQ. Q)	 EFIJPN FL MP 3260
DO 91	 1=1 , NBC:OND ET-.mP3290
JT4= NGDEB (I) *4 ELMP3300
Ji4M3=JiJ -3 ELMP3310
JT4 M2 =,7T4 — 2 FL MP 3320
JT 4M I = J:. 4- 1 EL MP33 30
IF (FIMPB. NE . C.0)
	 ,C-0	 8-410 ELMP3340
CALL
	 FRI- (JT4M3.,AMASS,N1,_T.COL.,INT I14 ) ELMP3350
IF (?n ^C (I) . uQ. 1. Oh. IBC {I) . i.Q. l) C&L3, FE'C (JT4M1, AMASS,NI,-COi:, INUM) ELMP3360
IF (NBC (I) . FG•
	
. CF.. Ni C (I) . tiQ.3) C,LI. EEC (JT i=M	 ,AtiASS,NI,-r COL,INUM) ElIMP3370
831;0	 CONTTNUE ZLMP3380
C^iLI
	 r:&C (J'I u y^ i. S''IF {, P:: ,ICOL, ?NGf"1) ELMP3390
IF (NEC (1)..EQ. 1. OR. NEC (I) . EQ. 2 ) CAL -L, E r:C (JT4M1,STIFK,NI, TOOL, INfJM) ELMP3400
IF (NBC (I) . FO-2-OF-NEC (I) .FQ.3) CALL EPC (J74M2,STIFK,NT,ICOL,1NTTM) F.LMP3410
91	 CONTTNUE. FLMP3420










SUBROUTINE ERC (II, STIFMI,NI, IC0L, INUM) ERC 0010
C	 FOR ELIMINATING ROWS AND COLUMNS IN STIFM ERC 0020
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H 2 O-Z) ERC 0030
DIMENSION
	
STIFM (1) ,I COL (1) ,INUM1 (1) ERC 0040
TC= _I COL (II) ERC 0050
LO	 101	 J=IC,II ERC 0060
L=J+INUM(II) ERC 0070
101
	 STIFM (L) =0. ERC 0080
DO 102 I=II,NI ERC 0090
ICI=ICOL (I) ERC 0100
IF(II-IC1)102,103,103 ERC 0110
103	 L=II+I NUM (I) ERC 0120




L=I I+I NUM (I I) ERC 0150












C LOWER TRIANGULAR FACTOR OF STIFM MATRIX IS COMPUTED AND STORED FACT0020
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A- H 2 O-Z) FACT0030
DIMENSION STIFM( 1),NCOL(1),KROW(1),NDEX(1),IC(1) FACT0040
ABS (Q)=DABS (Q) FACT0050
C STIFM FACT0060














IF	 (NCOL(I)-1)	 103,102,103 FACT0180
N	 102 STIFM(KN)=STIFM(KN)JSTIFM(1) FACT0190
103 CONTINUE FACT0200j DO	 121	 I=2',NRCWS FACT0210







	 150, 140, 140 FACT0280
C DIAGONAL TEEMS FACT0290
140 DO	 104 J=III,IM1 FACT0300
IJ=INDEX+J FACT0310
104 SUM= SUM+STIFM (IJ) *STIFM (IJ) *STIFM (IC (J) +J) FACT0320
150 II=.INDEX+I FACT0330
SUM=STIFM (II) -SUM FACT0340
IF	 (SUM)	 151, 122, 105 FACT0350
151 IDET= IDET +1 FACT0360





C	 OFF DIAGONAL TERMS
IF (I- NROWS) 108, 121, 121
108 KNDEX=INDEX




IF (KK —III) 1 10, 130,130
110 KK=TII
130 IF (IM1 — KK) 112,131, 131
131 DO 11 1 J=KK,IM1
IJ=INDEX+J
KJ=KNDEX+J
111 SUM=SUM+STIFM (IJ) *STIFM (KJ) *STIFM (IC (J) +^)
Lo	 112 IF (I— KK) 114, 115, 115
114 IF (NI.RREG .LE. 0) GO TO 121
IF (NIRR-EG .GT. NROWS /2) GO TO 116
GO TO 190
115 KI=KNDEX+I




IF (NIRREG .LT. NCK) GO TO 121
IPI=KPOW (NCK)
IF (I .LT. NCOL (IP1) ) GO TO 190


















































1001 FORMAT (37H1 MATRIX NOT POSITIVE DEFINITE IN RON,14) 	 FACT0750
WRITE (NTAPE6,1002) SUM	 FACT0760











IMPLICIT FEAL*8(A — H,0 — Z) IDNT0020
DIMENSION DENS (3,6) ,EPS (3,5,6) ,SIG (3,5,6) ,B (6) IDNT0030
CCMMON/MAT/YOUNG (3,6) ,DS (3,6) ,SNO (3,5,6) ,NSFL (3,6) ,P(3,6) ,NLAY	 IDNT0040
COMMON /FG/ IK, IKK,ICP,LREF, NOGA,NFL,NI,ICOL(205),INUM(205) IDNT0050
*, NBCOND, NBC (7) ,?IODEB (7) , KROW (8) , N DEX (8) , NIF.REG IDNT0060
COMMON /ML/ MNEL(6) IDNT0070
COMMON/FC/ u
 (51) ,Z (51),ANG (51) ,H (51,3) IDNT0080
COMMON /TAPE/ MREAD,MWRITE,MPUNCH IDNT0090
COMMON /TAM/ MKE(51) IDNT0100
IF(ICP. GT . 0)	 GO TO 31 IDNT0110
WRITE(MWRITE,2) IDNT0120
2 FORMAT('-*********** A SPATIAL FINITE ELEMENT AND HOUBOLT TEMPORAIDNT0130
*L OPERATOR PRCGRAM',/,' 	 USED TO CALCULATE THE NONLINEAR RESPONSIDNT0140
*ES OF A VARIABLE THICKNESS MULTILAYER ',/,' 	 ARBITRARILY CUP.VED IDNT0150
* PARTIAL	 RING WITH THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS ',//) IDNT0160
GO TO 30 IDNT0170
31 WRITE(MWRITE,1) IDNT0180
1 FOP,MAT('—*********** A SPATIAL FINITE ELEMENT AND HOUBOLT TEMPORAIDNT0190
`" *L OPERATOR PROGRAM',/,' 	 USED TO CALCULATE THE NONLINEAR RESPONSIDNT0200
*ES OF A VARIABLE THICKNESS MULTILAYER 2 1/1 ,	 ARBITRARILY CURVED IDNT0210
* COMPLETE RING WITH THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS ',//) IDNT0220
30 CONTINUE IDNT0230
NBR1 = NBR+1 IDNT0240
DO 600 LSUB=I,NBR1 IDET0250
IF(LSUB.EQ.1)	 GOTO	 100 IDNT0260
LSUB1 = LSUB-1 IDNT0270
WBIT.E (MWRIT'E, 115)	 LSUB1 IDNT0280
115 FORMAT( — PROPERTIES OF BRANCH NUMBER' , I4,'	 :1) IDYTO290
GOTO 110 IDNT0300
100 WRITE(MWRITE,105) IDNT0310
105 FORMAT( $— PROPERTIES OF THE MAIN STRUCTURE:') IDNT0320
110 CONTINUE IDNT0330
NLAP=NLAY IDNT0340
IF(LSUB.GT .1)	 NLAP =	 1 IDNT0350











































3 FORMAT('	 WIDTH OF RING	 (IN) =',E15.6,/,
NUMBER OF ELEMENTS =',IS,/,
NUMBER OF SPANWISE GAUSSIAN POINTS = ',IS, /,
NUMBER OF DEPTHWISE GAUSSIAN POINT = +,IS, /,
NUMBER. OF LAYERS = •,i5, /,
REFERENCF SURFACE IS THE MIDDLE SURFACE CF LAYER=',I51/)
DO 32 M=1, NLAP
WRITE
	 (MWR_ITE,33)	 M, DENS (M,LSUB) , NSFL (M,LSUB)
33 FORMAT('	 MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF LAYER
DENSITY (LB-SEC**2/IN * *4) = ',E15.6,, /,
NUMBER OF MECHANICAL SUBLAYERS = ',IS, /)
NSFLM= NSFL(M,LSUB)
WRITE (MWP,ITE, 40)




IF (DS (M,LS?IB) .LE.0.0)
	 GO TO 34
WFITE(MWRITE,35)
	 DS(M,LSUB),P(M,LSUB)
35 FORMAT(9X,' MATERIAL IS STRAIN RATE SENSITIVE WITH








	 0)	 GO TO 5
DO 14 I=1,NBCOND
IF (NBC (I)




	 . EQ.	 2)	 WRITE, (MhT RITE, 16)	 NODEB (I)
IF (N-9C (I)
	 . EQ.	 3)	 WRITE (MWRITE,17)
	 NCDEB (I)
14 CONTINUE
15 FORMAT('	 SYMMETRY DISPLACEMENT CONDITION AT NODE =',I5)
16 FORMATO	 CLAMPED DISPLACEMENT CONDITION AT NODE =',I5)
17 FORMAT('	 HINGED




13 FORMAT(/,'	 THERE IS NO PRESCRIBED DISPLACEMENT CONDITION')
	 IDNT0730
-	 18 IF(NQR	 .EQ.	 01	 GO TO	 19 IDNT0740
WRITE(MWRITE,20) IDNT0750
20 FORMAT(/,'	 CONSTRAINTS	 (ELASTIC FOUNDATION/SPRING) AS DESCRIBEDIDNT0760
BY INPUT
	 ',//) IDNT0770
GO TO 23 IDNT0780
19 WRITE(MWRITE,21) IDNT0790
21 FORMAT(/,$	 THERF ARE NO ELASTIC SPRING CONSTRAINTS',//) IDNT0800




NODE NO	 Y COORD (IN)	 Z COORD (IN) SLOPEIDNT0830(
*BAD)	 RING THICKNRSS(IN)	 ',/,70X,'	 LAYER 1 LAYER IDNT0840
* 2	 LAYER	 3	 ',/) IDNT0850
- DO 45 I=1,IKK IDNT0860
45 WRITE (MWRITE,46) I,Y (I) ,Z (I) ,ANG (I) , (H (I ,M) ,M=1,NLAY) IDNT0870


































MI NVU22 12U CONTINUE
C	 MI NV0230
C	 INTERCHANGE ROWS	 MINVC240
C	 MI NV0250
J=L(K)	 MINVO26C
I F (J-K.) 3505925	 MI %V0270
25 K I =K — N	 MI NV02$ Cf
DO 30 1=10N	 MI NVO290
KI=KI+N	 MINV03':+ !
HOLD=—A(KI)	 MI"IVU310
J I=KI-K+J	 MI NV;)32,)
A(KI)=A(JI)	 MINV-J33;:,
SUBRJUTINE MINV(A,N,DET,L,M)














































































C	 DIVIDE COLUMN BY MINUS PIVOT (VALUE OF PIVOT ELEMENT IS


























C DIVIDE ROW BY DIVOT MINVJ740
C MI NVO75U
KJ=K-N MINVO760










C REPLACE PIVOT BY RECIP OCAL MINVO870
o	
C MI NVU880
A(KK) = 1.0/RIGA MINVO890
80 CONTINUE MINVO900
C MI NVO910






MI"	 097"U105 I = L ( K )	 •1V 







DO 11D J=1 1 N	 MTNV1010
JK=JQ+J	 MINV1020
HOLD=A(JK)	 MI4V1030
J I=JR + J	 MI NV104:)






































SUBROUTINE OCULT(SQVCT,RWVCT,NCOL,NROWS,ACC,KROWsNDEK,NIRREG) OMUTOQ ,C





IF	 (N I RREG . GT.	 ;)	 GO TO 20 OMUTJO5;
C HIGH SPEED PRODUCT FOR REGULAR MATRICES OMUT0060





00 101 KPL=KST,NN OMUT0120
IJ=INDEX+KPL OMUT0130
101 SIJM=SUM+SQVCT(IJ)*RWVCT(KPL) OMUTU140
C NOW FOR THE COLUMN ELEMENTS OMUT0150N JNDEX=IJ OMUT0160
N
DO ID2 KPL= IPI,NROWS OMUT0170
TF(NN.LT .NCOL(KPL))GO TO 100 BMUT0180
JNDEX=JNDEX+KPL—NCOL(KPL) OMUT0190
102 SUM=SUM+SQVCT(JNDEX) *RWVCT(KPL) OMUTU2)fy
Uj ACC(NN)=ACC(NN)+SUM OMUT0210









C MEDIUM SPEED PRODUCT FOR NIRREG .LE.	 NRLAWS/2 3MUT0310
2JJ IF	 (NIRREG	 .GT.	 NROWS/2)	 GO TO 211 OMUT0320














_	 107 DO	 1:.1 8 KPL=IPI,NRQWS





IF	 (NCK	 .GT.NIRREG)	 GO	 70	 1;:'5
IF	 (KPL
	 .GE.	 KROW(NCK))	 GO TO 119
IPI=KROW(NCK)
N JNDEX=NDEX(NCK)+NN
w GO TO 107
`r	 1;)5 ACC(NN)=ACC(=NJN)+SUM
GO TO' 104


































































C TO FIND EFFECTIVE STIFFNESS MATRIX DUE TO ELASTIC RESTRAINTS QREM0020
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H 2 O-Z) QPEM0030
DIMENSION DUMMY(8) QREM0040
DIMENSION AL (1) ,AXG (1) , FWG (1) ,BNG (51) ,SPRIN (1) QREM0050
*, ELR (8 , 8) , ELRR ( 8,8) , EL 'RP (8,8) , A (8,8) , LMI (8) , MMI ( 8) QR.EM0060
COMMON/MAT/YOUNG (3,6) , DS (3, 6) ,SNC (3, 5,6) ,NSFL (3, 6) ,P (3,6) ,NLAY QREM0070
COMMON /FG/ IK,IKK,ICP,LRF:F,NOGA,NFL,NI,ICOL(205),INUM(205) QREM0080
*, NBCOND, NBC (7) , NODEB (7) , KROW (B) , NDEX (8) , NIRREG QREM0090
COMMON/FC/ Y(51),Z(51),ANG(51),H(51,3) QREM0100
COMMON /ELFU /
 FQREF ( 205),REX(4),NQR , NORP , NORU QREM0110
*,NREL (4) ,NBST (4) ,NRFU(4) QREM0120
COMMON/ BOUN / YK (51) ,NBCONB,NBCB ( 7) ,NODBB ( 7) ,MK (51) , ROT (5 , 2) QREM0130
XDIST (6) ,DROT (50) ,NODP (6) QREM0140
COMMON /TAM/ MKE (51) QREM0150
COMMCN /TAPE/ MREAD,MWRIT •E,MPUNCH QREM0160
COMMON /BR/ NVEC ( 51,2) ,	 LMT (51) QREM0170
SIN (Q)=DSIN(Q) QBEM0180
Ln COS (Q) =DCOS (Q) OREM 0190
ATAN ( Q) =DATAN ( Q) OREMO200
ABS(0 ) =DABS ( Q) QREMO210
;I SQRT (0) =DS QRT ( Q) QREMO220
777 FORMAT(/,10X,'THE VALUE OF THE TANGENTIAL SPRING CONSTANT IS =',EIQREMO230
*5.6,/,10X,'THE VALUE OF THE RADIAL SPRING CONSTANT IS =',E15.6,/, QREMO240
*10X,'THE VALUE OF THE TORSIONAL SPRING CONSTANT IS =',E15 . 6,/) QREMO250
IF	 (NORP	 .EQ.	 0)	 GO TO	 1 QEEMO260
READ (MREAD,2) SCTP,SCTY,SC.RP, (NREL (I) ,REX (I) ,I=1,NORP) QREMO270
2 FORMAT (3D15.6/ (4 (I5,D15.6) QREMO280 p0^
WRITE ( MWRITE, 1 100)	 NORP OREMO290 --
1100 FORMAT(//,' THE CONSTANTS FOR',I3,' ELASTIC POINT CONSTRAINTS ARE QBEM0300
@:') QREM0310 0 pWRITE(MWRITE,777)SCTP,SCTY,SCRP QREM0320 I
WFITE(MWRITE,1140) QREM0330 go
11 L50 FORMAT (/,10X,'ELEMENT',10X,'S COORDINATE') QREM0340
WRITE (MWRTTE, 1145)	 (NREL (I) ,REX (I) , I=1,NORP) QREM0350













K1	 = NVEC (NE, 1) QREM0410
K2 _ NVEC(NE,2) QFEM0420
P5=Z (K2)-Z (K1) QREM0430
P6=Y (K2) - Y (K1) QREF0440
P7=ANG (K2
	 ) -ANG (K1) QREM0450
IF (YK (N.E) . EQ.1 .0)
	 P7=ANG (K2)
	 - ROT (L,2) -ANG (K1) QREM0460
IF (YK (NE) . EQ. 1.0. AND. RCT (L,1) .EQ. 0. O)
	 P7=ROT (L, 2) +ANG (K2) -ANG (K 1) QREM0470
TF (YK (NE) . FQ.2.0)
	 P7= ANG (K2)-
	 DROT (NE)	 - ANG(K1) QREM0480
IF (YK (NE) . EQ. 3.0)
	 P7=ROT (L,2) +ANG (K2) -DROT (NE) -AIJG (K1) QREM0490
PIE= 3.141592653589793D +00 QPEM0500
PIE2= 2.0*PIE OREM0510
PIE32 z, 	1. 5 *PIE QREM0520
ANG2=ANG(K2) QRZM0530
ANG1=ANG(K1) QREM0540
_T F (YK ( NE) . EQ. 1 .0. AND. ROT (L,1) .EQ. 0 . 0) ANG ( K2) =ROT (L, 2) +ANG (K2) GREM0550
IF (YK (NE) . EQ. 1.O.AND.ROT (L
	 ,1) .EQ. 1.0) ANC, (Kl)=RCT (L
	 ,2) +ANG(Kl) QREM0560
IF (YK (NE) . EQ.2.0)	 ANG (K1) = DROT (NE)
	 + ANG (K1) QREM0570
IF (YK (NE) . EQ. 3.0)	 ANG (K2)= ROT (L, 2) +ANG (K2) QREM0580
IF (YK (NE) . EQ.3.0) 	 ANG (K1) =	 DROT (NE)
	 + ANG	 ( K1) QREM0590




IF (P6.NE.0.0)	 APHA= ATAN (P5/P6) QREM0620
IF (P6.LT.0.0.AND.P5.LT.O.0) APHA=APHA-PIE QREM0630
IF (P6. LT.0.0	 . AND.	 F5.GE.0.0)	 APHA=APHA+PIE QREM0640
BNG (NE+1) =ANG (K2
	 ) QREM0650
BNG (NE) =ANG (K1) OREM0660
IF (P7.GT. (PIE32 ) .AND.APIiA.LT.0.0)
	
BNG (NE+1) = ANG(K2)
	 -PIE2 QREM0670
IF (P7.GT. (PIE32 ) .AND.APHA.GT.0.0)
	 BNG (NE)=ANG (K1) +PIE2 QREM0680
IF (P7. LT. (-PIE32) . AND. APHA. GT.O. 0)	 BNG (NE+1) =ANG (K2)
	 +PIE2 QREM0690
IF (P7. LT. (-PIE32) .AND.APHA.LT.O.0)
	 BNG ([7E) =ANG (Ki) -PIE2 QREM0700
BZER=BNG(NE) - APHA QREM0710





B2= (3. *BNG (NE+1) +3. *BNG (NF)-6. *APHA) /AL (N.E) **2 QREM0730
ANG (K2) = ANG2 QREM0740
ANG (K1')= ANG1 QREM0750
DO	 400 I=1,8 QREM0760
DO	 400 3=1',8 QREM0770
400	 A (I,J) =0. 0 QREM0780
A(1,1)= COS (BNG (NE)-APHA) QREM0790
A(1,2)=  SIN (BNG (NE) - APHA) QREM0800
A (2, 1) =-SIN ( BNG (NE) -APHA) QREM0810
A (2.2) = CGS (BNG (NE) -APTfA) QREM0820
A(3,3)=1. QREM0830
A (5,1)=COS ( BNG(NE + 1) -APHA) QREM0840
A (5,2) = SIN (BNG(NE+1) -APHA) QREM08
BNG NE+1A (5,3) = P6 *SIN (BNG (NE+1)) -P5 *COS(
	
(	 )) QREM08 
60
0




A (6,2,)=COS (BNG (NE+1) -APHA) QREM0880
A (6, 3) = P6 *COS (BNG ( NF+1)) +P5 *SIN (BNG ( NE+1)) QREM0890
N	 A (7,3)=1. QREM0900A (4, 4) =1. QREM0910
A (5, 4) = AL (NE) QREM0920
A (5,7) =AL (NE) **2 QREM0930
A (5, 8) =AL (NE) **3 QREM09
A (6,5) =AL (NF) **2 QREM09
5 0
0
A (6, 6) = AL (NE) **3 QREM0960
P8= B1 +2. *B2*AL (NF) QREM0970
A (7,4) =AL (NE) *P8 QREM0980
A (7,5)=2. *Al (NE) QREM0990
A (7,6)=3. * AL (NE) ** 2 QREM1000
A (7,7) =AL (NE) **2*P8 QREM1010
A (7,8) = AL (NE) **3*P8 QREM1020
A (8.4) =1. QP,EM1030
A (8,5) = -AL (NF) **2*P8 QREM1040
A (8,6) =-AL (NE) **3*P8 QREM1050
A (8,7) = 2. * AL (NE) QREM1060


















PHIP= B1 +2.*B2*SL QREM1100
YZET=0.0 QREM1110
ZZET=0.0 QREM1120
DO	 104 JJ=I,NOGA QREM1130
P2 =BZER+B1 *SL*AXG (JJ) +B2* (SL*AXG (JJ)) **2+APHA QREM1140
YZET=YZET+COS (P2) *SL*AWG (JJ) QRFM1150
ZZET=ZZET+SIN (P2) *SL*AWG (JJ) QREM1160
P3 = YZET*SIN (PHI+APHA) -ZZET*COS (PHI+APHA) QREM1170
P4=YZET*COS(PHI+APHA)+ZZET*SIN(PHI+APHA) QREM1180
ELR. (1,1)=SCTP*COS (PHI) **2+SCTY*SIN (PHI) **2 QREM1190
ELR (2, 1) =	 (SC TP-SCTY) *COS (PHI) *SIN (PHI) QREM1200
ELR (3, 1) =P3*COS (PHI) *SCTP-P4*SIN (PHI) *SCTY QREM1210
ELR (4, 1) = SL*CCS (PHI) *SCTP QREM1220
ELR (5,1) = -SL**2*SIN (PHI) *SCTY QREM1230
ELR (6,1) =-SL**3*SIN (PHI) *SCTY QBEM1240
ELR (7, 1) = SL**2*COS (PHI) *SC T P QREM1250
ELR (8, 1) =SL**3*COS (PHI) *SCTP QREM1260
ELR (2,2)=SCTP*SIN (PHI) **2+SCTY*CCS(PHI) **2 OREM1270
ELR (3, 2) =P3*SIN (PHI) *SCTP+P4*COS (PHI) *SCTY QREM1280
E'LR (4,2) =SL*SIN (PHI) *SCTP QREM1'290
ELR (5,2) =SL**2*COS (PHI) *SCTY QREM1300
ELR (6,2) = SL**3*CCS (PHI) *SCTY QREM1310
ELR (7,2) = SL*"4 2*SIN (PHI) *SCTP QREM1320
ELR (8,2) =SL**3*SIN (PHI) *SCTP QREM1330
ELR(3,3) = P3**2*SCTP+P4**2*SCTY+SCRP QREM1340
ELt, (4,3)•= P3*SI*SCTP+SL*PIiIP*SCRP QREM1350
ELR(5,3) =P4*SL**2*SCTY+2.*SL*SCF.P QREM1360
ELR(6,3) =P4*SL**3*SCTY+3.*SL**2*SCRP QREM1370
ELR (7,3) = (P3*SCTP+PIIIP*SCRP) *SL**2 QREM1380
ELR (8,3) =
 (P3*SCTP+PHIP*SCRP) *SL**3 QREM1390
ELR (4,4) = (SCTP+PHIP**2*SCRP) *SL**2 QREM1400
ELR (5, 4) =2. *SL**2*PHIP*SCRP QREM1410
ELF (6,4) =3. *SL**3*PHIP*SCRP QREM1420
ELR (7,4) = (SCTP+PHIP**2*SCRP) *SL**3 QREM1430














































ELR (7,5) = 2. *SL**3*PHIP*SCRP
ELR (8, 5) =2 . *SL**4* PHIP*SCRP
ELR(6,6)=SL**6*SCTY+9.*SL**4*SCRP
ELR (7,6) =3.*SL**4*PHIP*SCRP
ELR (8,6) =3. *SL**5*PHIP*SCPP
ELR (7,7) = (SCTP+PHIP* *2*SCRP) *SL**4
ELR (8,7) = (SCTP+PHIP*#2*SCRP) *SL**5
ELR (8, 8) = (SCTP+PHIP**2* SCRP) *5L**6
DO 12 I=1,7
I	 1= +P	 I	 1
DO	 12 J=I P 1, 8





13 ELRR (I,J) =ELPR (I,J) +ELR (I,K) *A (K,J)
DO	 14	 I=1,8
# DO	 14 J=1,8
ELRP (I,J) =0.0
Ia DO	 14 K=1,8
14 ELRP (I,J) =ELRP (I,J) +A (K,I) *ELRR (K,J)
i' IF (YK (NE) .





1 IF (NORU	 . EQ. 0)	 GO TO 4
READ (MREAD,3)	 SCTU, SCTW, SCRU, (NRST (I) , NREU (I) , I=1, NORU)
3 FORMAT (3D15. 6/ (815) )
WRITE(MWRITE,1120)
	 NORU









	 FOR-14AT(/,10Xr'FIRST EL -EMENT I ,10X, I NUMBER OF	 ELEMENTS') QREM1810
WRITE(MWRITE, ,1155)	 (NRST (I) ,NREU (I) ,I= 1,NORU) QREM1820
1155 FORMAT('	 1 ,13X,I3,24X,I3) QREM1830
DO	 15 IQ= 1,NORU QREM1840
-NSTAT= NRST(IQ) QREM1850
NEND=NREtJ(IQ) QREM1860
DO	 16	 IR= 1,NEND QREM1870
NE= (WSTAT-1)+IR QREM1880
IF (NE	 GT. IK)	 NE=NE-IK QREM1890
L= MKE(NE)	 -1 QREM1900
Kl =
	 NVEC(NE,l) QREM1910




IF (YK (NE) . EQ. 1 .0)	 P7=ANG (K2)	 ROT (L.2) -A NG (Kl) QREM1960
IF(YK(NE).E.Q.1.0.AND.ROT(L,1).EQ.0.0)
	 P7 = ROT(L,2)+ANG(K2)-ANG(K1) QREM1970
IF (Y K (N E) . FO. 2. 0) 	 P7= ANG(K2)-
	 DROT(NE)	 - ANG(Kl) QREM1980




 1.5 *PIE OREM2020
ANG2=ANG (K2) QREM2030
ANG1=ANG(Kl) QREM2040




	 ANG(Kl) = 	 DROT(NE)	 + ANG(Kl) QREM2070
IF(YK(NF.).EQ.3.0)
	 ANG(K2)= ROT (L, 2) +ANG (K2) QREM2080
IF(YK(NE).EQ.3.0)
	 ANG(Kl)=	 DROT(NE)	 + ANG	 (Kl) OREM2090
APHA = PIE / 2.0 QREM2100
IF(P5. -LT.0.0)	 APHA- -APHA QREM2110
IF(P6. NE. O.0)	 APHA= ATAN(P5/P6) Q-REM2120
IF(P6.LT.O.O.AND.P5.LT.O.0)APHA=APHA-PTE QREM2130
IF(P6. LT. O.0	 AND.	 P5.GE.0.0)
	 APliA=APHA+PIE QREM2140
BNG (NE+1) =ANG (K2 QREM2150
BNG(NE) =ANG(KI) QREM2160
I
Bd*E** (3N) IV= {8' L) V
8d*Z** (SN) T@= (L' L) V
Z** (SN) Itt*'E= (9'L) tt
NN) IV* 'Z = (SL) V
Bd* (W IV= 07 'L) V
(3N)'IV*Zg*'Z+L8=8d
E** (S N) IV= (9' 9) V
Z** (ax) Iii= (S• 9)
E** (aN)'  IV= (8•S) V
Z** (3N) 'IV= Q'S) V
(aN) 7IV= (fi'S) V
L= lfi `fi) 1
( (L+SN) 9N9) NIS*Sd+ ( (L+aN) 9Ng) S09* 9d= (E' 9) V
(vBdv- (L+aN) 9Ng) So9= (Z`9) v
(VHdV- (L+HN) 9Ng) NIS-= (L ° 9) V
((L+aN) 9Ng} S(79*Sd- ((L+SN►^xg) NIS*9d= (E'S)
(vacly- (L+aN)Dag) N IS= (Z•S) B
(KHdV- (L+dN) 9Ng1 SOD= (L' S) V
'L=(E'E) X
(VjgdV- (3N) 9Ng) Soo	(Z' Z) V
(KHCIV- ( .N) 9Ng) NIS-= (L Z) V
(vHdv- (aN) 9Ng) HIS	(Z• L) v









Z** (Sx)'Itl/ (^Hd^l*'9- (3x) 9xg*'E+ ll+aN) 9xQ*'E) =Zg (dN) 7^/(KHdFt*'9+(ax) 9NH*•fi- (L+3N) 9Ng*'z-) =Lg
THav- (ax) 9Ng=aazg Zaid-(Lx) !)NY= (ax) oNg (0'0 *j;-1 vHdV *axV* ( zESId-) 'ZI'Ld)SI-
Z3Id+ tz?09Nv=(L+HN) 9NH (0•o'Z9evHdv'axv' ( ZESId-) •ZZ•Ld)3I
ZTId+(Lx)9NH=NO 9N9 (0'0°I9•ttHdV'(IKV* ( ZE3Id) '19•Ld) dI
ZRId-
	












































sar,* (r)aDs*E**Iaz*019+MSOs*S**saz)+ (S'9) aza= (S'9) aza
j
lam* Q1 do	•t►+M IDS *tl**saz) + (S'S) aza=(S'S) Bria
lam* (Z**IZZ*naos*0' E+E**ZaZ*MZOS*t►d) + (E19) al a= (£' 9) Hl a.
113M* (SaZ*nHDS*O •z+z**s5Fz*AI3S*t7a) + (E' S) H71a=(E'	aza a)
,1aM* (nHOS+MZOS*Z**t►d+nso5*z**Ed) + (£' E) ala= (£' E) b'Ia
Zan* t UHa) Soo*Mlos*E**!az) + (Z' y) HZa= (Z' 9) HTa sam* (lad) s0a
*MSDs*z**13z) + (z` S) du= (Z'S) au
.lam* ( (IHd) S00*MZ:)S*t7a+ (IHd) NIS*11Z0S*Ed) + (Z' E) Hza= (Z' 0 U'Ia lam* 
(z** (IHd) Soo*MZOS+Z** (Iad) NI S*nsoS) + (Z' Z) HZq= (Z' Z) dag
lam* ( (IHa)	(L 1 9) HZd= (L' 9) via
zaM* ((IHd) Nzs*MS^s*z**^az) - t L `S) Hza= (L'S) Hz3`
Zan* ( (Iad) NIs*mlos*td- (I ad) SQD*I1ZoS*Ed) + (L ° E) aza= (L `E) a7la
,lam* ( (IHd) Soo* (IHd) NIs* (BIOS-filoS) ) +(LIZ)  H'Ia= (L' Z) H Ia
Sae* tZ** (lad) NIs*MWOS+Z** (lad) s00*nsos)+ (L' L) HZa= (L' L) d13.
(vHdV+IHd) ..iIS*ZaZZ+ (VHdV+IHd) s03*IHZA=tid
(KHdV+IHd) SCO*J3ZZ- (Vfld)i+Ixd) NIS*IaZA=_Ed
(rr) 9Mv*iaz* (Zd) NIs+iazz=iazz	SOL
(rr) Jn{t*Z3z* (Zd) Soo+I3zx=sazx	N




tr) 9Mv* (ax) z^=zaM Z**Iaz*Za+IRZ*L.s+Haze=rxd
Zaz*Za*•Z+Ls=dlHa






z** (8.N)7Iti* •E=(8'8) ii
taN) ZFt* 'Z= (L'8) V
8d*E** (aN)'I^'-=t9'8) ^t




















































































ELR (6,6) =ELR (6,6)+(ZET**6*SCTW+9.0*ZET**4*SCRU) *WET
ELP (4,1) =ELR(4, 1) +ZET*COS (PHI) *SCTU*WET
ELR (7,1) =ELR (7,1) +ZET**2*COS (PHI) *SCTU*NET
ELR (8, 1) =ELR (8, 1) +ZET**3*COS (PHI) *SCTU*WET
ELR (4, 2) =ELR (4,2) +ZET*SIN (PHI) *SCTU*WET
ELR (7, 2) =ELR (7,2) +ZET**2*SIN (PHI) *SCTU*WET
ELR (8,2) =ELR (8, 2) +ZET**3*SIN (PHI) *SCTU*WET
ELR (4,3) = ELR (4,3)+ (P3*SCTU+PHIP*SCRU) *ZET*WET
ELR (7, 3)=ELR (7, 3) + (P3*SCTU+PHIP*SCRU) *ZET**2*WET
ELR (8 , 3) = ELR (8 , 3) + (P3*SCTU+PHIP *SCRU) *ZET**3*WET
ELR (4, 4) = ELR (4, 4) + (SCTU+PHIP**2*SCRU) *ZET**2*WET
ELR (5,4)=ELR (5,4) +2.*ZET**2*PHIP*SCRU*NET
ELF (6, 4) =ELR (6,4) +3. *ZET**3*PHIP*SCRU*WET
ELR (7,4) = ELR (7,4) + (SCTU+PHIP**2*SCRU) *ZET**3*WET
ELR (8,4) = FLR (8,4) + (SCTU+PHIP**2*SCRU) *ZET**4*WET
ELR (7, 5) =ELR (7, 5) +2. *ZET**3*PHIP*SCRU*WET
ELR (8,5) = ELR (8,5) +2. *ZET**4*PHIP*SCRU*WET
ELR (7,6)=ELR (7,6)+3.*ZET**4*PHIP*SCRU*WET
w	 ELR (8,6) =ELR (8,6) +3. *ZET**5*PH.IP*SCPU*WET
ELR(7,7) = ELP. (7,7)+(SCTU+PHIP**2*SCRU) *ZET**4*WET
ELR (8,7) =ELR (8,7) + (SCTU+PHIP**2*SCRU) *ZET**5*WET





5	 ELR (I, J) = ELR (J, I)
DO 6 I=1,8
Do 6 J=1,8
ELRR (I,J) =0. 0
DO 6 K=1,8
6	 E L R R (I,J) = ELRF (I,J) + E L R (I, K) *A (K, J)
Do 7 I=1,8
DO 7 J=1,8
ELRP (I,J) =0. 0
DO 7 K=1,8
ux	 m
7	 ELRP (I,J) =ELRP (L,J) +A (K, I) *ELRR (K,J)
	 QREM3250


















C	 THIS SUBROUTINE TRANSFORMS MATRICES FROM ELEMENT
	 SYSTEMS TO THE ROTA0020
C	 GLOBAL SYSTEM AND VICE —VERSA.	 IND = 1 FOR	 GLOBAL VECTOR INTO ROTA0030
C	 ELEMENT VECTOR., IND=2 FOR ELEMEMT VECTOR INTO GLOBAL VECTOR, IND = 3BOTA0040
C	 FOR ELEMENT MATRIX INTO GLOBAL SYSTEM ROTA0050
C	 ELM IS THE MATRIX TO BE TRANSFORMED, ELV IS THE VECTOR TO BE ROTA0060
C	 TRANSFORMED, WHILE IR IS THE ELEMENT NUMBER
	 YK,HOT,AND DROT USED POTA0070
C	 BELOW, INDICATE WHETHER A BRANCH OR A DISCONTINUITY IS BEING CON — ROTA0080
C	 SIDERED AND WHAT THE ANGLE OF ROTATION IS. ROTA0090
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A —H,0 — Z) ROTA0100
DIMENSION	 ELM (8,8) , ELV (8) ,TR (4,4) , TRAN (8,8) , WORK (8) , ELRR (8,8) ROTA0110
COMMON /BOIIN/ YK (51) ,NBCCNB,NBCB (7) ,NODBB (7) ,MK (.51) ,RCT (5,2) ROTA0120
*,XDIST (6) , DROT (50) , NCDP (6) BOTA0130
COMMON /TAM/ MKE(51) ROTA0140
COMMON /BR/ NVEC (51 , 2) ,
	
IMT (51) ROTA0150
CCMMCN /TAPE/ MREAD,MWRITE,MPUNCH ROTA0160
COMMON /TIMF/	 IT ROTA0170
SIN (Q) =DSIN (Q) POTA0180
COS (Q) =DCOS (Q) ROTA0190
ATAN (Q) =DATAN (Q) ROTA0200
ABS(Q)=DABS(Q) ROTA0210
SQRT (Q) =DSQRT (Q) ROTA0220
DO 1100 I=1,4 ROTA0230
DO	 1100 J =
	 1,4 ROTA0240
1100	 TR (I,J)	 =	 0.0 ROTA0250
TF (3,3)
	 =	 1.0 BOTA0260
TF (4,4)	 =	 1.0 ROTA0270
MOP = MKF(IR)	 —1 POTA0280
DO	 1110 J	 =	 1,8 ROTA0290
DO	 1110	 K =	 1,8 POTA0300
1110	 TRAN (J,K)	 =	 0.0 ROTA0310
DO	 1115 J=	 1,8 POTA0320
1115
	 TRAN(J,J)	 =	 1.0 ROTA0330
ANGK.= DROT (IR) POTA0340
IF (YK (IR) a EQ. 1 .O.OR.YK (IR) .EQ.3.0) 	 ANGK=ROT (MOP,2) ROTA0350







TR (1 ,2)	 = DSIN (ANGK)
TR (2, 1)	 = -DSIN (ANGK)
TR (2., 2)	 = DCOS (ANGK)
IF (YK (IR) . EQ.2.0)
	 GO TO 1120
IF	 (ROT (MOP,1) .NE.0.0) GO TO 1120
DO	 1130 J = 5,8
DO	 1130 K = 5,8
1130 TRAM (J,K)
	 = TP (J-4,K-4)
TRAN (5,7)
	 = XDIST (MOP) * TR (1,1)
TRAN (6, 7)
	 = XDIST (MOP) *	 TR (2,1)
GOTO	 1150
1 120 DO	 1140 J =	 1,4
DC	 1140 K =	 1,4
1140 TRAN (J,K)	 = TR (J,K)
IF (YK (IR) . EQ. 2.0)
	 GO TO 1150
TRAN (1,3)	 = XDIST (MOP) * TR (1,1)
TRAN (2,3)	 = XDIST (MOP) * TR (2,1)
1150 CONTINUE
IF (YK (IR) . NE.3.0) 	 GOTO 3000
ANGZ=D ROT (IR)





	 = DCOS (ANGZ)
3000 CONTINUE
IF (IND. EQ. 3)
	 GOTO 800









215 TRAN (I,J)	 = ELRR (I,J)
100 CONTINUE
110 CONTINUE













































1170 ELV(I)	 = WORK(I) ROTA0770
RETURN ROTA0780
800 CONTINUE ROTA0790
DO 2160 I = 1,8 POTA0800
DO 2160 J =	 1,8 ROTA0810
ELRR (I,J)	 = 0.0 ROTA0820
DO 2160 K = 1,8 ROTA0830
2160 ELRR (I,J)	 = ELRR (I,J)	 + 'ELM (I,K) *TRAN (K,J) ROTA0840
DO 2170 I= 1,8 ROTA0850
DO 2170 J= 1,8 ROTA0860
ELM(I,J)	 = 0.0 ROTA0870
DO 2170 K = 1,8. BOTA0880






DO 1160 J = 1,8
	 BOTA0740
1160 WORK (I) = WORK (I) + TRAN (I,J) * ELV (J)
	 ROTA0750



















































C	 SOLVE (LL*) (SCL) = (FORCE) FOR DISPLACEMENTS (SOL)
IMPLICIT REAL *8 (A-H,0-Z)
DIMENSION STIFM(1),G(1),SOL(1), NCOL(1),KROW(1),NDEX(1)








IF (_T M1 -K) 103,101, 101
101 DO 102 J=K,IM1
IJ=INDDEX+J
SU=SOL(J)
102 SUM= SUM+STIFM (IJ) *SU
F,	 103 II=INDEX+I
104 SOL (I) = G (I) -STIM
C	 SOL CONTAINS THE INTERMEDIATE SOLUTION
C	 COMPLETE THE SOLUTION USING THE UPPER TRIANGLE
SOL(NROWS) =SOL (N BOWS) /STIFM (II)
INDEX=INDEX-NROWS+NCOL(NROWS)
IF (NIRREG .GT. 0) GO TO 111







IF ( I-K) 1C-8,106,106
106 JNDEX=JNDEX+J-K
SU=SOL (J)





SOL(I)= SOI(I)/STIFM	 (II)-SUM SOLVO370
109 INDEX=INDEX-I+NCOL(l) SOLVO380
PETURN SOLVO390
111 IF	 (NIRREG-NROWS /2)	 116,116,112 SOLVO400
C TOO MANY IRREGULAR ROWS FOR ACCELERATED SOLUTION SOLVO410
112 DO	 115 KK=2,NPOWS SCLVO420
I=NROWS+1-KK SOLVO430




DO 114 J= IP1,NPOWS SOLVO480
K=NCOL(J) SOLVO490
JNDEX=JNDEX+J-K SOLVO500
IF	 (I-K)	 114,113,113 SOLVO510
113 SU=SOL(J) SOLVO520
SUM= STIM+STIFM(JNDEX)*SU SOLVO530
114 C 0 111 T I N U E SOLV0540
II=INDEX+I SOLVO550
SOL(I) ­
 SCL (I) /STIFM (II) 	 -SUM SOLVO560
115 INDEX=INDEX-I+NCOL(l) SOLVO570
RETURN SOLVO580
C ACCELERATED SOLUTION FOR CASE WITH IRREGULAR ROWS SOLVO590
116 DO	 125 KK=2,NRCWS S01V0600
I=FFOWS+1-KK SOLVO610




117 DO	 119 J=IP1,NROWS SOLVO660 -0
K=NCOL(J) SOLVO670 0;a
IF	 (I-K)	 120,118,118 SOLVO680 10-0	
1
118 ONDEX=JNDEX+J-K SOLVO690 C:>
SU=SOL(J) SOLVO700
119 SUK= SUM+STIFM(JNDEX)*SU SOLVO710
GO TO 124 SOLVO720
0120 NCK=NCK +1
IF (NIRREG-NCK) 124,121, 121
121 IP I= KPOW (NCK)
IF (I-NCOL (IP1)) 120,122,122


























4	 r	 "	 r
Fl
SUBROUTINE STRESS(DELTAT,ASFL,GZETA,SNS,SNP,NVI,NV2,NV3) STES0010
C	 TO EVALUATE GENERALIZED NODAL LOAD VECTOR DUE TO LARGE DEPLECTIONSTRS0020
C	 AND ELASTIC-PLASTIC STRAIN STRS0030
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A—H 2 O—Z) STRS0040
DIMFNSION	 ASFL ( NV 1 ., 3, NV2, NV3) , GZE T I-^ (NV1, 3, NV2) , SNS (NV 1, 3, NV2,ITV3) STRS0050
@,SNP (NV1,3 , NV2,NV3) STES0060
DIMENSION DISM (8)	 , DELM (8) ,	 DUMMY ( P, 8) STRS0070
DIMENSION ELFP ( 8) , BEPS ( 3) ,CEPS ( 3, 3) , BINPW ( 3) ,BIMPW (3) , H -wB ( 3,3) , STRS0080
*PN (8) ,PM ( 8) ,HNL (8) ,BINPP ( 3) ,BIMPP (3) STRS0090
COMMON /FG/ IK,IKK,ICP,LREF,NQGA,NFL,NI,ICOL(205),INIJM(205) STRS0100
*,NBCOND , NBC(7) , NCDEB ( 7),KROW ( 8),NDEX ( 8),NIRREG STRS0110
COMM O N /TAPE/ MRFAD , MWRITE , MPUNCH STRS0120
COMMON/MA's'/YOUNG ( 3, 6) , DS (3,6) ,SNO (3,5,6) ,NSFL ( 3,6) ,P (3,6),NLAY STES0130
COMMON/VQ/ FLVA ( 205) ,DISP ( 205) , DELD ( 205) ,BINP (50,3) ,BIMP (50,3) STRS0140
COMMON/BA/ B:EP (50, 3, 3,8) , AL (50) , AXG ( 3) , AWG ( 3) , WET (50,3) , STRS0150
*CE1 (50,3) , CE2 (50,3) ,CE3 (50,3) ,CM1 (50,3) ,CM2 (50,3) ,CM3 (50,3) STRS0160
COMr',ON/BOUN/YK (51) , NBCONB , NBCB (7) ,NODBB(7) , MK (51) ,ROT (5,2) STRS0170




COMMON /T AM/ MKE ( 51) STBS0200
ABS(o) = DABS ( Q) STRS0210
DO 502 IR= 1,IK STRS0220
K1= NVEC ( IR,1) STRS0230
K2= NVFC (IR,2) STRS0240
DO 8000 K=1 ,8 STHS0250
INDEX=	 (K1 -1) *4+K STRS0260
IF(K.GT.4)	 INDEX=	(K2-1)*4+K-4 STRS0270 O-n ^
DISM (K)	 = DISP (INDEX) STRS0280 ma-5
DELM (K)	 = DELD (?NDEX) STRS0290 Q a8000 CONTINUE STRS0300 m




CALL ROTAT(1,DUMMY,DELM,IR) STRS0330 r
1010 CONTINUE STRS0340





. IF (MKE (IR) .GT. 1) NLAP=1 STRS0370
DJ 503 J=1,NOGA STPS0380
BINP (IR,J) =0. STRS0390
BIMP (IR,J) =0. STRSO400
BINPP (J) =0.0 STRSO410
BIMPP (J) =0.0 STRSO420
202 DO 402 I= 1,3 STRSO430
BEPS(I)=0. STRSO440
DO 402 K=1,8 STRSO450
402 BE PS (I) =BEPS (`') +BEP (IR,J,I,K) *DELM (K) STHSO460
DO 403 I=1,3 STRSO470
CEPS (J,I) =0.0 STRSO480
DO 403 K=1,9 STRSO490
403 CEPPS (J, I) =CEPS (J, I) +BEP (IR,J,I,K) *DISM (K) STRS0500
205 FARE=BEPS (1) +CEPS (J,2) *BEPS (2) -BFPS (2) * *2/2. STRS0510
*+CEPS (J, 1) *BEPS (1) -BEPS (1) **2/2. STRS0520
FCUR=BEPS (3) STRS0530
DO	 151	 M=I,NLAP STRS0540
N NSFLM= NSFL(M,IP) STRS0550
DO 151	 N=1,NFI STRS0560





IF (DS (M,IP) .EQ. 0.0)
	
GO TO	 1000 STRS0620
S1 =	 1.0/P(M,IF) STRS0630
S2 = 1. 0/DS (M, IP) /DELTAT STRS0640
RFACTR = 1.0	 +	 (S2*ABS(BEPX))**S1 STRS0650
1000 CONTINUE STRS0660
DO 35 L = 1,NSFLM STRS0670
DESNP=0.0 STRS0680
SNS (IR,J, K,L)
	 = SNS (IR,J,K,L) + YOUNG (M,IP) *BEPX STRS0690
SNY = SNO(M,L,IP)*RFACTR STRS0700
IF (SNS (IR,J,K,L) -SNY)	 30,301,20 STRS0710













































 UID hh ) 3I
(I)'iNH+ (I) Wd+ (I) Na= (I) aaaaSOL
8'L=I 90L Dao0z
(L'r) SMH* tI' L'r'2tI) d3fi+ (Z'r) flMH* (I' Z'r'HI) dSg+ CI) 'INH= (I) INHZOL
(r) MdwIS* (I'E'rlal) d3H+ (I) Wd= (I) wd
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(r'aI) ZaM* (tr) daWlg-*
l'Z/Z** lz'r) Sd9O+'Z/Z** (L	r) saa0) * (r'dI) zaD) _ (r) maWIS
(r'hI) laX* t (r) ddRI9-*




011r'8I) v LaZ9*daNaa+ (r) ddW19= (r) ddW19
daN3H+ (r) ddNIa= (r) daNIH
orwaI) viazo*aNdS+ (r'3I) dRIa= (r'HI) awia
dN3H+ (r'HI) dNIG= (r'HI) dNIa
AnNIZNOOSE
(VA 'r')!I)'laSV* N'S 'r'dl)dNS+ddNa2=daNa9
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' j 60 BNEW= ABS (VECTR (K)) TSTP0370
_ 6 CONTINUE TSTP0380
DO T K=1,MRANK TSTP0390
IF (BNEW — ABS (VECTR (K))) 7,8,7 TSTPO400
7 CONTINUE TSTPO410
e MRO ►il=K TSTPO420
BNFW=VECTR(K) TSTPO430
DO 9 K=1,MRNNK TSTPO4409 TRIAI (K) =VECTR (K) /BNEW TSTPO450
IF( ABS (BNEW/BOLD-1.0) — EPSLN) 15, 15, 10 TSTPO460
C ITERATION TSTPO470





C NOT CCNVF,RGING AFTER LL*KK ITERATIONS TSTP0530
EPSLN=1.0 TSTP0540
BONE=BNEW TSTP0550
GO TO 32 TSTP0560
-; C EIGEN VALUE FOUND TSTP0570
15 BONE=BNEW TSTP0580
32 CONTINUE TSTP0590







IF (DELTAN.LT. 10.)	 GO TO	 20 TSTP0660
DELTAN= INT(DEITAN)	 *10.** f, — MP) TSTP0670
WRITE(MWRITE',25)FREQ TSTP0680
25 FORMAT (/,'	 HIGHEST NATURAL FREQUENCY	 (RAD/SEC)	 =',F17.8) TSTP0690
WRITE(MWRITE,500)	 DELTAN TSTP0700
500 FORMAT('ODELTAT SHOULD BE EQUAL TO OR LESS THAN', D15.6) TSTP0710

























6.2 Additional Subroutines Needed for JET 5A












(C)	 COPYRI3HT	 1978	 MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY MAIN3310
JET 5A MAIN PROGRAM FOR VARIABLE THICKNESS ARBITRARILY CURVED MAIN0020
MUI.TILAYER RING MAIN0030
JET 5A HOUBOLT OPE RATOR MAIN0040
IMPLICIT REAL* 8 (A-H, O-Z) MAIN0050
DIMENSION ASFL(20,3.
	 8,3),GZETA(20,3,
	 8),SNS.(4-0,3,	 6,3), MAIN0060
1	 SNP {20, 3,	 8,3) , AEP (2 0,3	 8) ,DEP (20,2 ,3 ,8) MAIN0070
DIMENSION STZFK ( 14001 , SPRIN (1400) , AMASS (1400) ,QDD (204) ,PEACM (1400) MAIN0080
(b REACK (1400) , REAC (21) ,
	 REAFM (205) , .REAFK (205) MAIN0090
DIMENSION EPL2 (3) , EPL 1 (3) , 	 DISM3 (205) MAIN0100
DIMENSION	 TXG(6) ,TWG (6) , BS(3,6,6),FMECH (205) MAIN0110
DIMENSION .D.DELD (2051 ,DISUM (205) ,DIS (205),DISM1 (205) ,DISN2 (205), MAIN0120
*FLR (205) ,FLN (205) ,FLV M (2 05) MAIN0130
"",RMASS (1400) , RH (3) ,H^ { 3) ,HREF (50, 3, 3) MAIN0140
DIMENSION BEPS (3,3) ,BPI (3) ,EPO (3) MAIN0150
DIMENSION HDIF(3) MAIM0160
DIMENSION HNIN (51) ,RMASS (51 ) ,UDOT (3) ,WDOT (3) ,ADOT (3) MAIN0170
DIMENSION EFLN(6) MAIN0180
DIMENSION DENS (3,6) ,B (6) , EPS (3 ,5 ,6) ,SIG (3,5,6) MAIR0190
DIMENSION NSBS (50) ,NSEL(50) ,AEPS (3) MAINO200
DIMENSION DISM(8)
	 ,DEL.M(8),	 DUMMY(8,8) MAINO210
DIMENSION BIGA (6) ,BTIMA (6) ,IBIGA (6) , ISTAA(6)
	 , ISURA(6) MAINO220
DIMENSION .BI (6),BTIM(6),IBI(6) ,ISUR (6) 	 ,	 ITHR (51) MAINO230
COM%lON/SC/ BIG(6),BTIME(6),IBIG(6),ISURF(6),ISTA(6) MAINO240
COMMON/MAT/Y OUNG (3, 61 , DS (3, 6) , SNO (3, 5, 6) , NSFL (3, 6) ,P (3,6) , NLAY MAINO250
COMMON/ADSP/ AZET (50) ,ASP (50) ,YSP(50) ,ZSP(50) ,LKK (50, 11) MAINO260
COMMON/V 0/ FLVA (205), DISP (205) ,DELD (205) , BINP (50,3) ,BIMP (50,3) MAINO270
COMMON /FG/ IK,IRK,IOP,LREF,NOGA,
 NFL, NI,ICOL (205) ,,INUIT (205) MAINO280
*,NBCOND,NBC(7),NODEB(7),KROW(8),NDEX(8),.N.IRREG MAINO2 90
COMMON /EP/ EPSI (50),EPSO (50) MAINO300
COMMON /TAPE/
 MREAD, MWRITE, MPUNCH MAIND310
COMMON/FC/ Y (51) , Z (51), ANG (5Y) ,H (51 , 3) MAINO320
COMMON/BA/ BEP (50,3, 3,8) ,AL(50) ,AXG (3) , AWG (3) , WET (50,3) , MAINO330
-CE1 (50,3) ,CE2(50,3) ,C.E3(50,3) , CM 1 (50, 3) ,CM2 (50, 3) ,CM3 (.50,3) MAINO340
COMMON /FORCE/ T1,AMPlFV,AMPIFW,T2,AMP2FV,AMP2FW,SLOPEV, SLOPE W, MAINO350
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DO	 201	 M= 1,NL,AY MAIN 0730
NSFLM= NSFL(M,1) MAIN0740
201 READ (MREAD,4)	 DENS(M, 1),DS(M, 1),P (M, 1), (EPS (M,L, 1) ,SIG(M,L,l) MAIN0750
, L= 1, NSF LM) MAIN 07 60
READ (MREAD,2)
	 B(1) ,DELTAT MAIN0770
MNEL ( 1)	 = IK MAIN0780
IKPI=IK+1 MAIN0790
IKK=2KP1 MAIN0800
IF (TCP. GT .0) IKK=IK MAIN08 10
NS= IKK MAIN0820
MP U=1 MAIN08 30
C	 IF A ZONTINUATION DECK IS DESIRED, REMOVE THE FOLLOWING CARD: MPU=O MAIN0840
MPU=O MA IN08 50
PIF= 3.141592653589793D+00 MAIN0860
NPZ 1 = Ml MAIN0870
DO 7100 I=1,IKK MAIN0880
DO 7100 J=
	 1,3 MAIN0890
L	 7100 H (I,J)	 = 0.1 MAIN0900
.. GEOMETRY S ENEEATION PMFORMF,D HERE MAIN09 10
READ (MREAD,2)
	 (Y (I) ,Z (I) ,ANG (I) ,I=1,IKK) MAIN0920 
READ (M READ, 5)
	 ((H(I,M), M=l ,NIA Y),I=l ,IKK) MAIN0930
DO 111 I=1,IKK MAIN0940
111 ANG (I) =ANG (I) *PI E/180.0 MAIN0950
IF (ICP.:LE.0) GO TO 202 MAIN0960
_ Y (IKP1) =Y (1) MAIN0970
Z (IKP 1) =Z (1) MAIN0980
ANG (IKP1) =ANG(1) MAIN0990
DD	 203 M=1,NLAY MAIN1000




READ (M READ ,5 300)
	 NDIS MA IN1030 700 rNDI = NDIS MAIN1040
IF (NDIS. EQ.0)	 GO TO 8100 MAIN1050
REA D (M READ, 8 10 1)
	 (NEDI(I),ANGDI(I),I=1,NDIS) MAIN1060 p
8 101 FORMAT
	 (4 (I5,Dl5.6)) MAIN1070




9102 ANGDI (I)	 =	 (ANGDI (I)*PIE)/100.0 MAIN1090
810 1) CONTI NUR MAIN1100
READ(MREAD,5300)
	 NBP MAIN1110
5 300 FORMAT (215) MAIN1120
MNSFL = NSFL('1,1) MAIN1130
DO 5666 I= 1,NLAY MAIN1140
TF(MNSFL.TT. NSFL (I, 1))
	 MNSFL=NSFL (I, 1) MAIN1150
5666 CONTINUE aMAIN1160
DO 5305 I= 1,IK MAIN1170
MKE(I)	 =	 1 MAIN1180
LMT (I)	 = I MA IN1190
YK(I)
	 =	 0.0 MAIN1200
MK (I) = I MAIN1210
NVEC (I,2)	 = Z+1 MAIN1220
5305 NVPC (I,1 )	 = I MAIN1230
IF (ICP.GT .0)	 NVEC (IK,2)
	 =	 1 MAIN1240
IF (ICP.LE.0)
	 MK(IK+1)	 = !K+1 MAIN1250
Ln
m IF(N.BR.NE.0)	 GOTO	 1112 MAIN1260
AR ITE (MWRITE , 1113) MATN1270
1113 FORMAT(//, I THERE AFE NO BRANCHES CONNECTED TU rAE MAIN STRUCTURE MAIN1280
Zb,THEREFOPE',/,' THE NUMBERING SYSTEM FOR NODES AND ELEMENTS REMAINMAIN.1290
@S UNCHANGED') MAIR1300
1112 CONTINUA' MAIN1310
IF	 (NBR. EQ.0)	 GO TO 5310 MAIN1320
CALL BRAN(NBR,DENS,EPS, SIG, B) MAIN1330
DO 8888 I= 1, NBR MAIN 1340
IF(MNSFL.LT. NSFL(1,I+ 1))	 MNSFL= NSFL (1,I+1) MAIN1350
8888 CONTINUE WAIN 1360
531' CONTINUE MAIN1370





8200 FORMAT (315) MAIN1410
DO 8215 I=1, IK MAIN1420
DO P215 J=1,2 MAIN1430





IF(NOP.EQ.0) GO TO £1220
	
MAIN1450
IF (NOP.NE . 2) LGSP=1	 MAIN1460
IF(NOP.NL'.1) LSPP=1	 MAIN1470
IF (LSPP. NE . 1) GO TO 8220	 MAIN 1480
REAP, (MFEAD,8210) (N SD S(I) , NSEL (I) , AZET (I) ,I = 1,NASP)	 MAIN1490
8210 FORMAT (2I5,Dl5.6)	 MAIN 1500
WRITE (MW RITE, 156)	 MAIN1510
1566 FORMAT (' OADDITIONAL STRAIN POINT' ,5X, I ELEMENT I 5X, IS COORDINATE') MAIN 15 20
DO B216 J= 1, NA SP	 MAIN1530
IF (NSBS(J) .NE.1) GO TO 8217	 MAIN 1540
M NSEL (J) +1	 MAIN1550
IF(ICP.GT.O.AND.NSEL(J) .EQ.IK) MK (M) = IK+1	 MAIN1560
N= MK(M)  - 1	 MAIN1570
LKK (N, 1)	 1 + LKK (N, 1)	 MAIN1580
NO = LKK (N, 1) + 1	 MAIN 1590
LKK (N, NO)	 J	 MAIN16 00
GOTO 1 400
	 MAIN 1610
B217 NNNN = NSBS(J)-1	 MAIN1620
IF (NODP(NNNN) .EQ.1) GOTO 8218 	 MAIN 1630
NNNN NODP (NNNN) 	 MAIN1640
N= MK (NNNN) + NSEL (J)- 1	 MAIN 1650
GO TO 8219
	 MAIN1660
8218 N= NSEL(J)	 MAIN1670
8 219 LKK (N, 1) = 1 + LKK (N, 1) 	 MAIN1680
NO = LKK (N, 1) + 1	 MAIN1690
LKK(N,NO) = J	 MAIN 1700
1400 WRITE (MWRITE,145) J,N,AZrT(J)	 MAIN1710
145 FORMAT(' ',9X,I5,13X,I5,7X,D15.6)	 MAIN 17 20
8216 CONTINUE	 MA IN1730
8220 CONTINUE
	 MAIN1740
IF (N DIS. vQ . 0) GO TO 8 140	 MAIN1750
IF (NBR.EQ.0) GOTO 3145	 MAIN1760
IF (NDI.EQ. 0) GOTO 8145 	 MAIN1770
DO 8146 J= 1, NDI	 MAIN1780
M= NEDI(J) +1	 MAIN 1790










rNEDI (J)	 = N MAIN1810
8146 CONIINUE MAIN1820
8145 WRITE (MWRITE,8111) MAIN1830
WRITE (MWRITF,8120)
	 (NEDI (I) ,I= 1,NDIS) MAINIS40
8111 FORMAT("JEACff OF THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS HAS A SLOPE DISCONTINUITY MAIN1850
d)AT ITS FIRST NODE') MAIN1860
9120 FORMAT('	 ',	 2515) MAIN 1870
WRITE (MWRITE,8 1 12) 	 (A NGDI (L) ,L = 1,NDIS) MAIN1880
8112 .FORMAT(' OTHE GLOBAL SLOPE	 (PAD.)	 AT EACH DISCONTINUITY EQUALS: , ,/, MAIN 1890
(8D15.6) ) MAIN1900
DO 8130 I= 1,NDIS IIAIN1910
M=NEDI (1) MAIN1920
YK(M)	 = 2.0
	 + YK (M) MAIN1930
L1=	 NVEC(M,1) MAIN1940
DROT (M)	 = ANGDI (I)	 —	 ANG (L 1) 11AIN1950
A130 CONTINUE MAIN 1960
Ln	 8140 CONTINUE MAIN1970
PEA D (mR BAD, 3) (AXG (K) ,K= 1,NOGA) MAIN 1980
READ (MREAD,3) (AWG (K) , K = 1,NOGA) MAIN1990
READ (ME EAD,3) (TXG (K) ,K= 1 ,NFL) MAIN2000
READ (MREAD,3) (TWG (K) ,K = 1,NFL) MAIN2010
C	 FOR MEMBRANE SFT TXG=0.0 AND TWG=2.0 FOR ONE DEPTHWISE STATION MAIN2020
READ (MR EAD,1)	 NBCOND, (NBC (I) , NODEB (I) , I=1, NBCOND) MAIN20 30
IF	 (NBR.EQ.0)	 GO TO 748 MAIN2040
NIT _ NBCOND+ 1 MAIN2050
NIT1	 = NIT — 1 MAIN2060
NBCOND= NBCOND+NBCONB MAIN2070
IF	 (NBCONB.EQ.0)	 GO TO 751 MAIN2080
DO 750 LOP= 1,NBCONB MAIN2090
NBC (NIT1 + LOP)	 = NBCB (.LOP) MAIN2100
750 NODEB (NI T1	 + LOP)	 = NODBB (LOP) MAIN21 10
751 IF	 (NIT 1. EQ. 0)	 GO TO 748 MAIN2120
DO 753 LOP = 1, NIT1 MAI N2130
NT:I = NODEB (LOP) MAIN2140
753 NODEB (.LOP)
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_	 RH (M) = HTH (IC) *	 (1.0-AICG (J) )+ ((L2,M • ) *A.XG (J) MAIN2530 j
GO TO 71 MAIN2540 j
610 PH (M) = H (L1, M) * 	 (1 .0- AXG (J) ) + 	 HTH (IC) ''AXG (J) MAIN2550
GO TO 71 MAIN2560
600
	 PH (M)	 = H (Z1 , M) ' ( 1.0- AXG (J) ) + H (L 2, M)
	 AXG (J) MAIN2570
71 CONTINUE MAIN 2580
_ HZ (1) =RH (1) /2. MAI N2590
IF (NLAP. 7Q. 1)	 GO TO 72 MAIN2600
DO 73 M=2,NLAY MAIN2610
73	 HZ (M) =HZ (M-1)+ (PH (M) +RH (M-1) )/2. MAIN2620
72	 CONTINUE MAIN2630
C M1 (I R, J) =0 .0 MAI N2640
CM 2 (IR, J) =O. 0 MAIN2650
C M3 (I R, J) =0.0 MAI N26 6 0
CE1 (I R, J) = 0.0 MAIN2670
CE2 (I R, J) MAIN2680
ul	 CE3 (I R, J) = 0.0 MAIN2690
I= MKF (IF) MAIN2700
DO 74 M=1, NLAP MAIN2710
HREF (IR,3,M)=HZ (M)-HZ (LE,EF) MAIN2720
CM1 (IR,J)=CM1 (IR,J) +DENS(M,I) v B(I) *RH(M) MAIN2730
CM 2 (IR',J) =CM2 (IR, J) -DENS (M, I) *B (I) *RH (M) *HREF (IR, J,M) MAIN2740
CM3(IR,J)	 =CM3(IR,J)+DENS(M,I) ,p B(I),' (RH(M)
	 3/12. MAIN2750
*+HRBF (IR,J,:M) **2*RH (M)) MAIN2760
C	 FOR MEMBRANE SET CE2 AID CF3 = 0.0 MAI.N2770
CE 	 (IR,J) =CE 1 (IR,J)+YOUNG(M,I) *B (I) *RH(M) MAIN2780
CE2 (I R,J)	 = CE2 (IR,J) +YOUNG (M,I) * A (I) *PH (M) ' HREF (IR, J, M) MAIN2790
CE3 (IR,J)	 = CE3 (IR,J) +YOUNG(M, I) *B (I) * (RH (M) * *3/12.0 MAIN2800t +HREF (IR,J, M) * t 2*RH (,'I)) MAIN2810
NSFLM=NS.FL (M, I) MAIN 28 20
DO 75 N=1,NFL MAIN2830
K=N+(M-1)*NFL MAIN 2840
GFL=RH (M) *TKG (N) *B (I) /2. O MAIN2850
GZETA (IR,J,K)=RH (M) 01 	 (N)12.+HREF (IR,J,M) MAIN 2860
DO 75 L = 1,NSFLM MAIN2870
ASFL(TR,J,K,L)= GFL* (ES (M,L,I) -ES (M,L+1,I))










15 ICO L (I) =1
IKMI=IK-1
IF (ICP. GT• . 0)
	 GO TO 17
DO 16 I=3,IKP1




JJ = (I -1) * 4-3




^ ICOL (IK4) =JJ
16 CONTINUE
GO TO 19





JJ= (I-1) *4- 3
ICOL (IK 1) =JJ
ICOI (IK 2) =JJ
ICO L (IK3) =JJ
ICOL (IK 4) =J,
18 CONTINUE
ICOL (IK*4) =1
ICO L (IK *4-1) =1
ICOL (IK';-4-2) =1
ICOI, (IK *4+ 3) =1

















MAI N3 0 40
MAIN3050
MAI N3060

















nMAI N32 40 g,
r- m
21 P, INUM (i) =	 1 MAIN 3250
DO 99 I =2,NI MAIN3260
99 INUM (I) =I —.ICOL (I-1)+INUM (I-1) MAIN3270
DO 990 I=1,NI MAIN3280
990 1 N M (I) =I NUM(I) —I COL (I) MAIN3290
NIRRBG=O MAIN3300
INDEX =1 MAI N3310
ISET= 1 MAIN3320
DO	 116 I=1,NI MAIN3330
L =I COL (I) MAI N33 40
IF (ICOL (I) — ISET) 117, 116,119 MAIN3350
119
 I S ET=IC OL (I) MA I N33 60
GO TO	 116 MAIN3370
117 NIR REG= NI RREG+ 1 MAI N3380
IF (NIRREG—NI/2) 711,7 11,90 MAIN3390
711
 KROW (NI RREG ) I MA IN34 00
14D?X (NT PRE'G) =IN DE MAIN3410
Ln	 116 IND E X =I NDEX +I — L MAIN3420
00	 90 ISIZE=NI+INUM(NI) MAIN3430
WRITE (M WR IT E, 91)
	 ISIZ E MA IN34 40
X71 FORMAT(/,'	 SIZE OF ASSEMBLED MASS OR STIFFNESS MATRIX=',I5) MAIN3450
IF (ISIZE.LE. 2060)
	 GOrO 6012 MAIN3460
WRITE (MW RITE, 6 01 1) MA I N3 4 70
6011 FORMAT (° OTHR SIZE OF THE STIFFNESS MATRIX HAS EXCEEDED 2060. THISMAIN3480
RUN HAS BEEN TERMINATED.	 CHANGE DIMENSION OF STIFK IN' ,/,	 1 MAINMAIN3490
;b,ELMPP,AND TSTEP.
	 ALSO CHANGE DIMENSIONS FOR AMASS,BMASS,AND SPRIMAIN3500
MAIN3510
GOTO 150 MAI N3520
6012 CONTINUr MAIN3530
ELMPB=0.0 MAIN3540
CALL	 ELMPP (AMR SS,STIFK,ISIZE, A EP, DEP, NV1 ,REACK,.FEACId,BLMPB)MAIN3550
DO 23 L=1,ISIZE MAIN3560
BMASS (L) =AMASS (L) MAIN3570
23 SPRIN (L)=1.0 MAIN3580
LLL = (TK-1) *2b +36 MAIN3590





WRITE (MW E?I TE,9035)
	 ( BM ASS (I) ,I= 1,LLL) MAIN3610
WRIT; (MWRITE,9040) MAIN3620
WRITE (MK RITE,9035)	 (STIFK (I) , I= 1,LLL) MAIN3630
5030 FORMAT (' OBMASS
	 =' ) MAIN3640
9 335 FORMAT (@
	 ',	 8D16.8) !IAIN3650
g 04O FORMAT ( I
 OSTIFK	 =' ) MAIN3660
CALL FAC(AMASS,ICOL,K ROW, NDEX,IDET,MWRITE,NI,NIRREG,INUM) MAIN3670
CALL TSTEP (AMASS, STIFK, DELTAT) MAIN368O
IF	 (NQR .EQ.	 0)	 GO TO 22 MAIN3690
CALL QRrM(AL,AXG,AWG,SPRIN) MA:IN3700
DO 3612 I= 1,IS'IZE MAIN3710
8612 REACK (I) = FEACK (I)
	 + SPRIN (I) MAIN3720
IF	 (NBCOND.EQ.0) 	 GOTO 93 MAIN3730
DO '92 I =1, NBCOND MAIN3740




CALL ERC (JT4M3, SPRIN, NI, ICOL, IN UM) MAI N3790
IF (NBC (1).
 EQ. 1.OR.NBC(1).EQ.2)CALL ERC(JT4MI,SPRIN,NI,ICOL,INU14) MAIN3800
IF (NBC(I) .EQ.2.OR.NBC (I)
 .EQ.. 3) CALL ,ERC(JT4M2,SPRIN,NI,ICOL,TNU?l) MAIN3810
92 CONTINUE MAIN3820
93 CONTINUE MAIN3830
22 - CONTINUE MAIN38 40




BILL= 0.0 MAI N3880
BIG AL= 0. 0 M A IN38 90
M= NBR+1 MAIN3900
DO 10005 J= 1,M MAIN3910
BIG (J)
	 = 9.^ MAIN3920
BIGA (J)	 =	 0.0 MAIN3930
BI (J) 	 = 0.0 MAIN39 40
IBIGA (J)
	 = 0 MAIN3950
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31	 DO 33 I = 1, NI




35	 FLVM (I) =0.0
CALL OMULT (BMASS,DISUM,ICOL,NI,FLVM,KBOT-I,NDEX,NIRREG)
DO 37 L=1,IST.ZE




N L0 AD= 2
DO 69 I=1, NI
FLVA(I) =0.0
69 FMECH (I) =0.0ON
^-	 IF(TIME,.LT.TBEGIN .3R. TIME.GT .TFINAL) GO TO 39-
NLOAD=1
CALL LOADFT (TIM B,NREADF,FMECH,AL)
38	 DO 39 I=1,N1
39	 FLVM(I)=DTSQ*FME CH(I)+FLVM(I)
CALL SOLV(AMASS,FLVM,DIS,ICOL,KROW,NDEX,NI,NIRREG)
DO 61 I =1 , NI





DISM 1 (I )=DTSQ*.DDELD (I)-DI .S (I) +2. *DISP (I)
376	 CONTINUE
DO 100 1,= 1,ISIZ E
100	 AMASS (L) =2.*BMASS(I) +DTSQ'!- (STIFK (L)+SPR IN (L) )
CALL PAC (`AMASS , ICOL, KROW, NDEX,IDET, MARITE, NI, NIRREG, INUM)
IF(MLOAD .EQ. 2) GO TO 333
APD=0.O
DO 46 I=1,NI






DO	 1020 I=1,IKK MAIN4700
EPSI (I) = 0 .0 MAI N4710
1020	 EPSO (I)	 =0.0 MAIN4720
WRITE (MK RITE, 8255)
	 M2,NOP MAIN4730
P255 FORMAT(' OTHE FOLLOWING IS THE TIME SOLUTION OF AN EXTERNALLY LOADEMAIN4740
0)D STRUCTURE. I ,/,' OUTPUT WI LL BE PRINTED EVER Y',I5, 1
	CYCLES USINGMAIN4750
@OUTPUT OPTI0N',I3,'.',/,'	 REACTION FORCES APPLIED TO THE STRUCTUREMAIN4760
WILL BE PRINTED AT EACH OUTPUT CYCLE',/,'
	 FOR NODES AT WHICH .BOUNMAIN4770
a)DARY CONDITIONS ARE SPECIFIED.
	 D.O.F. THAT ARE',/, $
	NOT RESTRAINEMAIN4780
d)D AT THAT NODE WILL HAVE
	 A REACTION FORCE = 0.0. 1 ) MAIN4790
TIME = 0.0 MAIN4800
CALL PRINT (IT,TI ME, HI NN, HOUT, A PDEN, SPRIN, BMASS, C2, MA IN48 10
aIN QR, C INETO,BEP,t3ET,NV,ES,ASFL,SNS,NVI,NV2,NV3) MAIN4820
1280 FORMIAT (15,3D20. 13) MAIN4830
1281 FORMAT (4D20. 13) MAIN4840
1282	 FORMAT (3I5,2D20. 13) MAIN4850N 128 3 FORS! AT (2I5, 2D20. 13) MAIN4860
1284	 FORMAT (4D20. 13) MAIN4870
READ(LIREAD,1)
	 ICONT MAIN4880
IF (ICONT. NE.0)	 GOTO 127 MAIN4890
GOTO 120 MAIN4900
127 M =1+NBR MAIN4910
C	 THESE ARE THE VALUES OF THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES TAKEN FROM A MAIN4920
C	 PREVIOUS RUN OF THIS PROBLEM.
	 THIS DATA WILL ALLOW A CONTINUATION MAIN4930







	 (IBIGA(L),I-STAA(L),ISURA(L),BIGA(L),BTIMA (L),L MAIN4980
1=1,M) IAIN4990
READ( "I READ, 1282) (IBIG(L),ISUFF(.L),ISTA(L),
 BIG (L),STIME(L),L=1,M)MAIN5000
READ( MREAD,1283)
	 (IBI( t),ISUR(L),BI(L),BTIM(L),L=1,M) MAINS010
READ( MREAD, 1284) 	 (DISP (I) , I= 1,NI) MAIN5020
R c:AD { MREAD, 1284)
	 (DELD (I) , I= 1, NI) MAIN5030
READ ( MRE'AD, 1234)





READ( MPEAD,12.94)	 (DISM1 (I),1=1,NI) MAIN 5050
RBA D ( MREAD,1284) 	 (FMECH (I) ,I=1,NI) MAIN5060
READ( MEEAD,1284) 	 (FLVA(I)	 ,I=1 ,NI) MAIN5070
READ( MREAD, 1284) 	 ((((SNS (IR,J,K,L) ,L=1,MNSFL) ,K=1,HV2) ,J=1,NOGA) MAIN5080
@,IR=1,IK ) MAIN5090
READ( MREAD .,1284)	 ((( (SNP (IR,J,K,L) ,L=1,MNSFL),K=1,NV2) ,J=1,NOGA) MAIN5100
r^,IR=1,.LK
	 ) MAIN5110
W RITE (MW RI TE,86 1 1) MAIN5120
8611 FORMAT ('0 THIS	 IS A CONTINUATION RUN.') MAIN5130
C START OF TIME SOLUTION MAIN5140
120 ITT=ITT+ 1 MAINS 150
Y' TI'1E=TTT**DELTAT MAIN5160
45 DO	 121 I=1, NI MAIN5170
DISM3 (I) = DISM2 (I) MAIN5180
DISM2 (I)=DISM1 (I) MAIN5190
DISM1 (I)=DISP(I) MAIN5200
MAIN5210DISP(:I) =DIS(I)
w FLR (I)=FMECH,(I) MAIN5220
FLN (I) =FL VA (I) MAIN5230
FLVA (I) =0.0 MAIN5240
FMECH (I) =0.0 MAIN5250
FLVM (I) =0.0 MAIN5260
121 DISUM(I)=5.'*DISP(I)-4.*DISM1(I)+DISM2(I) MAIN5270
IF (IC.P. LE. 0)	 GO TO 1 277 MAIN5280
DO 128 K=1, 4 MAI N5290
DISP(IK*4+K) =DISP (K) MAIN5300 00
128 DELD (IK*4+K) =DELD (K) MAIN531 0
1277 CONTINUE MAIN5320
345 CONTINUE MAIN5330 PX70MLOAD=NLOAD MAIN5340
CALL STRESS (DELT.AT ,ASFL, GZ ETA, SRS, SNP, NV1, NV2, NV3) MAIN5350 ^
CALL OMULT(BMASS,DISUM,ICOL,NI,FLVM,KROH,NDE%,NIRREG) MAIN5360 > O
NLO AD--2 MAIN 5370 m
IF (TI MF.LT. TBEGIN	 .D R.	 T.IME.GT . TFINAL)	 GO TO	 122 MAIN5380
NLO AD=1 M AIN5390






122 DO 123 I=1, NI MAIN5410
123 FLVM (I) = (FMECH (I) - (2. *FLVA (I) -FLN (I))) *DTSQ+FLVM(I) MAIN5420
I F (NBCO ND . EQ. 0)
	 GO	 TO	 124 MA I N54 30
_ DO	 125 I= 1, NBCOND MAIN 5440
JT4 = NCDEB (I) *4 MAIN5450
FLVM (JT4-3) = 0.-0 MAIN 5460
IF (.NBC (I) .E. Q. 1	 .OR.	 NBC (I) ..EQ.2)
	 FLVM (3T4-1) =0.0 MAIN5470
IF(NBC(I)
	 EQ.2	 .OR.	 NBC (I) .'EQ.3)
	 FLVM (JT4-2) =0.0 MAIN5480
125 CONTINUE MAIN5490
124 CALL SOLV ( AM ASS,PLVI,DIS,ICOL,KROW,NDEX,NI,NIRREG) MAIN5500
DO	 126 1=1,NI MAIN55 iQ
126 DELD (I) =DIS (I) -DI SP 1) MAIN5520
Ir (MLOAD -EQ.
	 2)	 GO TO 41 MAIN5530
APD =0.1) NAINS540
DO 42 I=1,NI MAIN5550
42 APD=APD+FLR (I) *DELD (I) MAIN5560
APDEN=A PDEN+APD MAIN 5570
41 IT=ITT- 1 MAIN5580
T..T M E=I VIDEL TAT MAI N5590
' DO 6701 I= 1,IKK MAIN5600
ITHP, (I)
	 = 0 MAIN5610
FPSI (I)
	 = 0. 0 MAIN5620
67 011 EPSO (I)	 = 0.0 MAIN5630
MIZ= 4 MAIN5640
NP?= IT-NPZ1 MAIN5650
IF (N PZ .N E. 0)
	 GOTO 67)0 MAINS660
	 #
MIZ=	 1 MAIN5670
NPZ1	 = NPZ 1+M2 MAIN5680
IF (L GSP. EQ. 0)
	 GOTO 6700 MAIN5690




6705 FORIAT (' 0 CYCLE='
	 , I8) MAIN5720
WRITE
	 (M4iRITE,6707) MAINS730
6707 FORMAT ( l
	ELEMENT ',9X,'SI',4.X,'STA
	 1',4X,'S9',21X,'SI',4X,'STA 2 1 , MAIN5740
4X, ' SO' , 21X,' SI' , 4 X, ' ST A 3 1 ,	 4 X,' S©') MAIN 57 50
3
C
C	 GAUSSIAN STATION STRAIN CALCULATION MAIN5760
r
f
w6 70 DO 7161 IR=1,IK MAIN5770
K1=	NVEC (IR, 1) MAIN5780
K2 = NV EC (I P., 2) MA I N57 9 0
LSS=
	MKE(IR) MAIN5800
DO 8118 K=1,8 MAIN5810
INDEX=
	(K1-1)*4+K MAIN5820
IF (K. GT. 4)
	 INDEX =	(K2- 1) *4+K- 4 MAIN58 30
DISM (K.)	 = DISP(INDEX) MAIN58 40
8018 CONTINUE MAIN5850
IF (Y. K (IR) . EQ.0.0)	 GOTO 901 MAIN5860
CALL ROTAT (1,DUMMY,DISM,IR) MAIN5870
901 CONTINUE MAIN5880
DO 604 I= 1,NOGA MAIN5890
DO 604 J=1,3 MAIN5900
BEPS	 (1,J)=
	 0.0 MAIN59 10
rn PO 604 K=1,8 MAIN59 20
604 BEPS(I,J) =BFPS(I,3)+BEP(I.R,T_,.T,K) 4	DISM(K) MAIN5930
NLAP= N.LAY MAIN5940
IF(MKE (IR).GT.1)
	 NLAP =1 MAIN5950
H1=	 H(K1,1) MAIN5960
H2 = H (K 2, 1) MAIN5970
N= MK r(IR) -1 MAIN5980
IP (YK (IR ). PQ. 1.O.AND. ROT (N, 1) .EQ. 1.0)
	 H(K1,1) = HTH (N) MAIN5990
IP(YK(IR).E^.1.0,. AND. ROT (N,1). EQ. 0.0)
	 H(K2,1)= HTH(N) MAIN6000
DO 8908  LM= 1, N LAP MAIN60 10
8908 HDIF (LM)	 = H (K2, LM) - H (K1,LM) MAIN6020
DO 60 M= 1, NOGA MAIN6030
HINN =0 .0 MAI N6 04 0
H09T = 0.0 MAIN 60 50
IF (NLAY. EQ. 1)	 GOTO 89 31 MAIN6060
IF (I,P.EF-2)	 8935,8936,8937 MAIN6070
3935 HL1=	 (H (K1,1)+IIDIF(1) *AXG (M) ) /2.0 MAIN6080
HL2 =
 HL1 +H (K1, 2) +HDIF (2) *AXG (M) MAIN6090
GOTO	 8938 MAIN6100
8936 HL1 = - (H (K1,2) +HDIF(2) *AXG(M) ) /2.0 MAIN6110












IF (N LAP. EQ.2)
	 HL2 = 0.0 MAIN6130
GOTO 8938 MAIN6140
8937 HL 2=— (H(K1,3)+HDIF (3) *AX G (M) ) /2.0 MAIN6150
HL1 = HL2— (H (K1, 2) +HDE F (2) * AXG (_M)) MAIN61 60
8938 CONTINUE MAIN6170
DO 8909 LM= 1,LREF MAIN6180
DIVI=	 1.0 MAIN6190
IF (T. M.EQ.LRFF)	 DIVI =2.0 MAIN6200
HINN= HINN+
	 (H(K_1,LM) + HDIF(LM)*AXG(M))
	 / DIVI MAIN6210
8909 CONEINUF,, MAIN6220
DO 8911 





 HOUT+	 (H(K1,LM) + HDIF (LM)*
	 AXG (M ))	 / DI VI MAIN6260
8911 CONTINUE MAIN6270
GOTO P932 MAIN6280
8931 HINN = 	 (H (K1, 1)+	 HDI P( 1) *AXG (M))
	 /2.0 MAIN6290
HOU". = HINN MAIN6300
HL1 = 0.0 MAIN6310
HL2= 0.0 MAIN6320
8932 CONTINUE MAIN6330
FARE= BE PS (M,1) +BEPS(M,2) w *2/2.0 MAIN6340
+BEPS(M, 1) **2/2. MAIN6350
IF(NTERF.EQ.0)
	 GOTO	 8939 MAIN6360
IF (NL AP. EQ. 1)	 GOTO 89 39 NAIN 6370
C	 FOR MEMBRANE SET HL 1 AND H.L2 = 3. O MAIN63 80
EPL,1 (M)
	 = FARE +HL1*REPS (M,3) MAIN6390
EPL2 (M)
	 = FARE+HL2*BEPS(M,3) MAIN6400
IF(NLAP. EQ.2)
	 EPL2 (M) = 0.0 MAIN6410
IF (F.PL 1 (,M) . LE. BILL)
	 GOTO 8940 MAIN6420
BIGI,= EP11 (M) MA.IN6430
IBIGL= TR MAIN6440
ISTAL= M MAIN6450
IS UR FL=1 MAIN 6460
BTIMEL= TIME MAIN6470
X3940 IF (NLAY. EQ.2)




























MA I N67 00
MA IN6710
MAIN6720
M AIN 67 30


















IF (EPL2 (M) .LE.BIGL) 30TO 8939
BIGI. = EP12 (M)
IBIGL= IR
ISTAL -M




C	 FOR MF MBRA N- SET IIINN AND HOUT =0.0-
E.PI (M) = FARE- HINN*REPS (M,3)
EPO(M)
	 FARE+ROUT*BEPS(M,3)
IF(EPI (M) .LE.BIG (LSS)) GO TO 591
BIG (LSS) = EPI ("!)
IBIG (L SS) = IR
ISTA (LSS) = M
ISURF(ISS) = 1
BTIM E (LSS) = TIME
°i	 591 I_F (EPO (M) . LF,.BIG (LSS)) GO TO 1200
BIG (LSS) = EPO (M)
IB IG (LSS ) = I R
IS TA  (L SS) = M
ISURF (I.SS)	 2
BTI ME (LSS) =
 TIME
1 20 0 CONrINUE
6C-
	 CONTINUE
C	 AVERAGE NODAL STRAIN CALCULATION
C	 AT A NODE WHERE .A BRANCH ATTACHES TO THE MAIN STRUCTURE,
C	 THE BRANCH'S NODAL STRAIN IS NOT AVERAGED IN
DO 6604 I = 1, 2
DO 6604 J-1, 3
BEPS ( I, J) = 0.
DO 6604 K=1,8
6604 BF, PS (I,J) = BEPS (I, J) +DEP(IR,I, J, K) * .DIS11(K)
FAR1
	 BE PS (1 ,1) +BEPS( 1,2)'1 * 2/2.0 +BEPS (1, 1)
	 2/2. 0
FAR2 =BEPS (2, 1) +BEPS (2,2)**2/2.0 +BEPS(2,1) **2/2.0
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Naav/ (o'z/ (sr' z) saaa*ZIHS —zHva + (Z)I) Is(Ta) = (Z)) Isda
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IAIa/ (Z' Z)1) H + ZOHZ =ZOHI 0 Z9 9
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0• L= IAIa
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MA I N7 4 50
RAIN 1460
MAIN7470












EPSO (K2) =(r.PSO (K2) + FAR2+ TH02 * BFPS(2,3) /2ti0 ) /ADEN
6607 CONTINUE
Fi (K1,1) = H1
H (K2, 1)	 H2
IF (MIZ. NE . 1) GO TO 7161
IF (LGSP.EQ.^) GO TO 7161
7940 WRITE(MWRITE,671 0) IP, (EPI (L) ,EPO (L) ,L =1 ,3)
6710 FORMAT (' ' ,I3, 2•x,3( 3X, D1 5. 8, 3X,D 15. 8, 3X) )
IF (NLAP. EQ.1) GOTO 7161
IF (NTERF.EQ.0) GOTO 7 161
W RITE (MWRT TE, 66 09) (EPL1 (L).,3PL2 (L),L=1,3)
6609 FORM AT (' I 5X,3 (3X,D15. 8, 3X, D15. 8, 3X) )
7161 CONTINUE
C	 FIND LARGEST AVERAGE NODAL STRAIN




IF(M.RE (I R) .EQ.1) N N+1
IF (M RE (I R) . GT. 1)
	
N= N+3
IF (M RE (I R) . GT. 1) NKL= MKE (I R)
7172 CONTINUE
IF (t1 VEC (IR, 2).NE.I) 30TO 7171
IF (M RE (I R) .E'Q.1) N = K+ 1
IF (`9 RE (IF) . GT. 1)
	
N= N+3
IF (MKE (IR) .GT.1)
	 NKE = MKE (IR)
7171 CONTINUE
NK=1
IF (N. EQ.3.OR.N. EQ.6) N.K=NKE
IF (F PSI (I) . LE. BI (NK) 1 GO TO 7174
BI (NK) = EPSI (I)
IBI 'N K)	 I
I SUP (NK)	 1
BTIM (NK) = TIME
7174 IF (BPS 0(T) .L E. BI (NK) ) GO TO 7 17 0
BI(NK) = EPS O (I)
r
IBI (N.K)
	 = I MA IN7570
ISUR(NK)	 = 2 MAIN7580
BTIM (NK)	 = TIMF. MAIN7590
7170
 C ON TI N UF: MAI N7600
7180 CONTINTE MAIN7610
IF('L.SPP.EQ.0)
	 GOTO 8562 MAIN7620
IF (I"IZ .N E. 1)
	 GOTO	 8700 MAIN7630
WRITE (MW RITE, 6705)
	 IT MAIN7640
BRIT E (M WRITE, 8707) M AIN7650
8707 FORMAT ( l
	STRAIN AT A)DITION.AL POINTS', IOX,'SI', 18X,'SO' ,23X,'EI' , NAIN7660
1RX,' E0 l ) MAIN7670
8700 DO 8761 IR = 1,IK 14AIN7680
IF (LKK (IF, 1) .EQ. 0)
	 GOTO 8761 MAIN7690
NLAP= NLAY MAIN7700
IF (M KE (IF) . GT.1)
	 NLAP	 =1 MAIN77 10
K1	 =	 N9EC(IF.,1) MAIN7720
o K2=	 NVEC (IR, 2) MAIN77 30
DO 8019 K= 1,8 MAIN7740
INDEX=	 (K1-1)*4+K MAIN7750
IF (K. GT. 4)
	 INDEX=	 (K2 — 1) *4+K-4 MAIN7760
DISK (K)	 = DISP(INOEX) MAIN7770
8019 CONT INUE M-A IN77 80
IF (e K (IP) . EQ.0.0)
	 GOTO 902 NAIN7790
CALL ROTAT (1, DUMMY, DISM,IR) MAIN7800
902 CONTINUE MAIN7810
H1=	 H(K1,1) MAIN7820




IF(YK(IR).;EQ.1.O.AND.ROT(N,1).EQ.1.0) H(KI,1)= HTH(N) MAIN7860
IF (YK (IR ). EQ. 1. 0. AND. ROT (N, 1) . EQ. 0.0) H (K2, 1) = HTH (N) MAIN7870
NO= LKK (IR, 1) MAI N7880
DO 8763 I=
	 1,NO MAIN7890
IS = LKK(IR,I+1) MAIN7900
DO ?604  J--1,3 M AIN7910
AEPS (J)	 = 0.0 MAIN7920
'i
DO 8604 K= 1,8
8604 ASPS (J) = ASPS (J) + AEP (IS,J,K) *DISM(K)
DO 8918 LM= 1,NLAP
8918 HDIF (LM) = H (K2, LM) - H (K1, LM)
HINN =O .0
ROUT = 0.0
IF (NLA P. FQ. 1) GOTO 8941
IF (LR EF-2) P735, 8736, 8737
3 7135 HL1= (H(K1,1)+HDIF(1)*AXG(M))/2.0
HL2 = HL1+ H(K1,2)+HDIF(2)*AXG(M)
GOTO 8738
8736 HL1 = - (H (K1, 2) +HDIF(2) * AXG (M)) /2. 0
HL2= - HT. 1
IF(NLAP.EQ.2) HL2= 0.0
GOTO 6738
8737 H12=	 (H (K 1,3) +HDI F(3) *AXG (M)) /2. 0
FTL1= HI,2-(H (K.1,2)+HDIF (2)*AXG ("1) )
8738 CONTINUE
DO e919 LM= 1,LREF
DIVI= 1.0
I.F(LM.EQ.LREF) DIVI=2.0
HINN = HINN+ (H(K1,LM) + HDIF (LM) *.AZET(IS)) / DIVT
9919 CONTINUE.
DO P,921 LM= IP.EF,NLAP
DIVI 1.0
IF (LM. EQ.L.FEF) DIVI=2 .0
HOUr= HOUT+ (H (Kl,LM)+ HDIF(LM) * AZET(IS)) / DIVI
8921 CONTINUE
GOTO 8942





FARE AFPS (1) +REPS (2) **2/2.0+ASPS (1) **2/2.0











































}C	 FOR MEMBRANE SET g Ll AND HL2 =0.0
EPAS 1= FARE+IfL 1 ,^ AEPS (3)
EPAS 2 F ARF+HL2*AEPS(3)
IF(NLAP.EQ.2) EPAS2= 0.0
IF (EPAS1 .LE. BIGAL) GOTO 8740







6740 IF(NLAY.EQ.2) GOTO 8739






BTI"; AL = TIME
ISURAL = 2
8 739 CONTINUE
C	 FOR MEMBRANE SET HINN AND ROUT =0.0
FPA SI = FARE — HI NN 4' AE PS (3 )
EP AS 0 = FARE+ ROUT *ASPS (3)
C	 FIND LARGBST APDTIONAL POINT STRAIN
IF (?P ASI . LF. BIGA (L)) GO TO 8591
BIGA (L) = EPASI
IBIGA (L) = IR
ISTA A (L) = IS
BTIM A (L)
	 TIME
ISURA (L) = 1
8591 IF (EPASO.LE.BIGA (L)) GO TO 3780
BIGA (L) = EPASO
IBIGA (L)	 IF
ISTA A (L)	 IS
BTIMA (L) = TIME
IS U$ A (L) = 2








































EI=	 DSQP.T(1.0 +2.0* 	 EPASI)	 -1.0 MAIN8650
EO= DSQRT(1.G+2.0* EPASO)	 -1.0 MAIN8660
WRITE(MW`RITE,8781)
	 IS,EPASI,EPASO,EI,FO MAIN8670
8781 FORMAT ($	 ' , 1OX,I3, 16K,D15.8, 4X,D15. 8, 11X, D15.8, 4X, D15.8) MAIN8680
IF(NLAP. EQ.1)	 GOTO 8763 MAIN8690
IF (NTERF.EQ.0)
	 GOTO B763 MAIN8700
WRITE (MW PITE,8609)
	 EPASI,EPAS2 MAIN8710
8609 FORMAT ('	 ' ,29 X,D15. 8, 4X, Dl 5.8) MAIN8720
8763 CONTINUE MAIN8730
H (K 1, 1)	 =	 Hl MAIN8740
H (K2, 1)	 H2 MAIN8750
9761 CONTINUE MAIN6760
8562 CONTINUE MAIN8770
IF (IT.EQ.1)	 CALL PFINT(IT,TIN E,HINN,HOUT,APDEN,SPPIN,BMASS,C2, MAIN8780
*NQR,CINETO,BEP,WET,NV,ES,ASFL,SNS,NVI,NV2,NV3) MAIV8790
IF(IT-al l)	 131, 140,150 MAIN8800
W	 140 M1= Ml+M2 MAIN8810
CALL PRINT(IT,TIME,SINN,HOIIT,APDEN,SPR-LN,BMASS,C2,NQR,CINETO, MAIN8820
BEP, WET , NV ,ES, ASFL,SN S , NV l , NV2, NV 3) MAIN88 30
IF(NBCOND.EQ.0)
	 GOTO 1260 MRIN8840
DO	 1276 I=1, NI MAINS850
QDD (I) =
	 (2.0"'DISP(I) -5.0-DISM1 (I) +4.0^DIS.M2(I)-DISM3(I))/DTSQ MAIN8860
RE AF M (I) =	 0.0 MAIN 8870
REAFK (I) = 0. 0 MAIN8880
1276 CONTINUE MAIN8890
CALL OMULT (REA--M,QDD,ICOL, NI, REAF.M,KROW,NDEX,NIRREG) MAINS900
CALL OMULT (REACi-,,D.ISP, ICOL,NI,REAFK,KHOW,NDEX,NIE..REG) MAIN8910
DO	 1261 1=1,21 MAIN8920
1261 REAC (I) = 0.0 KAIN13930 ^ ^
DO	 1 262 I= 1, NBCOND MAIN8940 -00
J= NODEB (I) *4 MAIN8950 02
K= (I-1) *3 MAIN8960 r
REAC (K+1)= REAFM (J-3) +REAFK (J-3)- (FLR (J-3)-FLVA(J-3)) MAIN8970 ,® -o
IF (NBC (I) . EQ.1 .OR.NBC (T) .EQ.2)








(FLR (J-2) —FLVA (J-2)) I1AIN90 10
1262 CONTINUE MAIN9020
WRITE (MWRITE,1256) MAIN9030
1 256	 FORMAT (' 0',6X,' REACTIONS AT NODE', 15X, 1 2 V (LBS)' ,1 3X,' RW (LBS) i s MAIN9040
11X, ' RM (IN — LBS)') MAIN9050
DO 1252 I=1,NBCOND MAIN9060
J=	 (I-1)	 *3 MAIN9070
WRIT	 (MWRITE,1253)	 N3DEB(I),	 REAC(J+1),REAC(J+2),REAC(3+3) MAIN9080
1253 FORMAT ('
	
' ,18X, I4, 5X, 3D2O.6) MAIN9090
1252 CONTINUE MAIN9100
1260 CON  INUE MAIN91 10
w	 M =NB R+ 1 MA I N912 0
WRITE (MW RITE, 66) MAIN9130	 ?	 '
4iiRI TE (tfi-4RITE,67) (L, BIG (L) ,IBIG (L) ,ISURF (L),ISTA(L) ,BT.IME (L),L= 1,M) MAIN9140
IF (NTERF.EQ.0)	 GOTO 1272 MAIN9150
WRITE (MWRITE,1270) 	 Bl-L,IBIGL,ISURFL,ISTAL,BTIMEL MAIN9160
1270 FORMAT('
	 INTERFACE I ,4X,D15.6,1X,I4,4X,I4,4X,I4,4X,D15.6) MAIN9170
KIN	 1272 CONTINUE MAIN9180
IF(LSPP.NE..1)	 GO TO 8782 MAIN9190
WRITE (MWRITE',60 30) MAIN9200
` WRITE (MWRITE,6035)
	 (L,BIGA(L),IBIGA(L),.ISTAA(L),BTIMA(L),ISURA(L),MAIN9210
3) L= 1,M) MAIN9220
IF(NTBRF.EQ.0)	 ("OTO 1273 MAIN92.30
WRITE (MWRI'TE,1271)
	 BIGAL,IBIGAL,'ISTAAL,BTIM AL, ISBRAI, MAIN9240
1271
	 FORMAT('	 INTERFACE',14X,D15.6,7X,13,6X,I5,5X,D15.6,6X,14) MAIN92.50
1273 CONTINUE MAIN9260
3782 CONTINUE MAIN9270
WFITE (MWRITE, 7181) M.AIN9280
WRITE (MW RITE
 ,7 18 2) (T, BI (L) ,IBI (L) ,ISUR (L) ,BTIM (L) ,L= 1,M) MAIN9290
7181	 11 OR11AT( I OSUBSTRUCTUPE',5X, I LARGEST	 NODAL	 STRAIN
	 ',5X,' NODE ',71, MAIN9300
nl' SURF' ,1 1X, I TIMF') MAIN9310
7192 FORMAT('
	 ' ,4X,.I3,16X, D15.6,7X,I3 ,6X,I5,5X,D15.6) MAIN9320
WRITE ( MW RITE , 1110,0) MAINS 30




v131	 IF(IT-M-1 1)	 120, 170, 150 KNIN9370
170 CONTINUE MAIN9380
WRITE (MW RITE ,60-)2) MAIN9390
6002 FORMAT(' OTHE LARGEST COMPUTED STRAINS FOR EACH SUBSTRUCTURE-- MAIN9400
d) MAIN AND BRANCHES -- ARE PRINTED BELOW, 	 1= INNER	 2 = OUTER SURF' ) MAIN9410
M= NBR + 1 MAIN9420
WRITE (MWRITE,66) MAIN9430
W RITE (MW FI TE,67) (L, BI G (L) , IBIG (L) ,ISURF (L) ,ISTA (L) ,BTIME (L) , L= 1, M) MAIN9440
66 FORMAT ( I OSUBSTRUCTUVE',8X, I MSTR I ,7X,'ELE G ,5X, I SURF ',5X, I STA', MAIN9450
a9X,' TIME') MAIN9460




WRITE (MW RITE, 127 0) 	 BILL, IBIGL, IS UR FL, 'IST AL, BT xMEL MAI N9490
1274 CONTINUE MAIN9500
IF(LSPP. NE .1)	 GOTO 149 MAIN9510
WRITE(M WRITE, 603 0) MAIN9520
WRITE (MW RITF,6035) 	 (L,BIGA(L),IBIGA(L),ISTAA.(L) .,BTIMA(L),ISURA (L),MAIN9530
4 ^'	 aL=1, M) MAIN9540
6 03 0 FORMAT (' OSUBSTRUCTURE', 5X,'.LARGEST ADD.	 PT.	 STRAIN', 5X,'ELEM E , 5X, MAIN9550




IF (NTERF.EQ.n)	 COTO 1275 MAIN9580
WRITE (MWRI TE, 127 1)	 BIGAL,IBIGAL,ISTAAL,.BTIMAL^I ISURAL MAIN9590
1275 CONTINUE MAIN9600
149 CONTINUE MAIN9610.
WRITE (MARITE,71 81) MAIN9620
WRITE (MW'RITE,7 182) (1,BI(L),IBI(L),ISUR(L),BTIM(L),L =1,M) MAIN9630
150 IF (MPU.-EQ.0)	 GOT 	 160 MAIN9640 00
M= NBR+1 MAIN9650
WRITE (MP UN CH, 128 0)	 ITT,TIME,T1,T2 MAIN9660 •O z
WRITE ( MPUNCH, 128 1) 	 AlP1FV, AMP IFW,AMP2FV, AMP2FW MAIN9670 0 PWRIT "E(MPUNCH,1281) 	 SLOPEV,SLOPEW,APDEN,CINFTO MAIN9680
WRITE (MPUNCH,1282)	 (IBIGA (L) ,ISTAA(L) ,ISURA(L),BIGA(L),BTIMA (L),L MAIN9690
= 1,M) MAIN9700
W RITE (MPUNCH,1282) (IBIG(L),ISURF(L),ISTA(L), BIG (L),BTIME(L),L=1,M)MAIN9710




WRITE (MPUNCH, 1284) (DI SP (I) ,I = 1, NI) MAIN9730
W R IT E (MP UN CH, 1284) (D ELD (I) , I=l , NI) MAIN9740
WRITE (MPUNCH , 1284) (DIS	 (I),1=1,Nl) MAIN9750
WRITE (MP UNC9, 1284) (DISM1 (1)	 1=1	 NI) MAIN9760
WRITE (MPUNCH, 1284) (FMECH (I)	 I=1,NI) MAIN9770
WRITE (MPUNCH, 128to-) (FLVA(l)	 I=1,Nl) MAIN9780
WRITE (MPUNCH, 1284) (SN S (I R, J, K, L)	 L=1,MNSFL),K=1,NY2),J=1,NOGA)MAIN9790
@,IR=1,IK M.AIN98 00	 1 J
-4 RITE (MPUNCH	 128 4) (SNP (IR, J, K, L)	 L= 1	 MNSFL)	 K= 1, NV2)	 J= 1, NOGA) MAIN98 10
@,IR=1,IK MAIN98 20
GOTO 162 MAIN9830
160 WRITE (MWRITE,161) MAIN9840
161	 FORMAT( I OTHE RE ARE ND CARDS PUNCHED FOR CONTINUATION @ ) MAIN9850
162 IF (ICO N. EQ. 0)	 GOTO 151 MAIN9860
IRR(JN = IRRUN +1 MAIN9870
GO TO 5555 MAIN9880






DIMENSION SNS (NV1, 3, NV2,NV3) ,SNP (NV1, 3,NV2, NV3)
DIMENSION AL (50)
COMMON/MAT/YOtJNG (3,6) , DS (36) ,SNO (3,5,6) ,NSFL (3,6) ,P (3,6) ,NLAY
COMMON /FG/ IK,IKK.,ICP,LREF,NOGA,NFL,NI,ICOL(205),INUM(205)
*, NBCOND, NBC (7) ,NODEB (7) , KROW (8) , NDEX (8) * NIRREG
COMMON/VQ/ FLVA (205) ,DISP (205) ,DELD (205) , BINP (50, 3) , BIMP (50, 3)
COMMON /TAPE/ MREAD,MWRITF,MPUNCH
COMMON /TAM/ MKE (51)
SIN (Q) = DSIN (Q)
COS (Q) = DCCS (Q)
DO 50 I=1,NI
DELD(I)=0.0
50	 DISP (I) =0. 0
DO 51 IR=1,IK
NLAP= NLAY
IF (MKF (IR) .GT. 1) NLAP=1
NO	 MKE (IR)
DO 51 J=1,NOGA
BINP (IR,J) =0. 0
BIMP (IR, J) =0. 0
DO 51 M=1, NLAP
NSFLM=NSFL (M,NO)
DO 51 N=1, NFL
K=N+ ( i,1-1) *NFL
LO 51 L=1,NSFLM
SNP (I3,J, K,I) = 0. 0
51
	





WRITE ( MWRITE , 2) DELTAT
2
	
FORMAT(/,'	 TIME STEP SIZE USED IN PROGRAM (SEC) =',E15.6).
IF (NV .EQ. 0) WB.ITE (MWRITE,4)
IF (NV . GT. 0) WRITE (MWRITE, 6)
4
	







































6 FORMAT(/,'	 TMPULSE LOADINGS HAVE BEEN SPECIFIED AS DESCRIBED BYIMPUO370
INPUT	 ') IMPUO380
IF(NV	 .EQ.	 0)	 GC TO
	 43 IMPUO390
IF(IOTA	 .EQ.0)	 GO TO
	 10 IMPU0400
WRITE (MWRIT.F, 1 00)	 IOTA IMPU0410
100 FORMAT( 1 0 1 ,I4,'	 LOCAL INITIAL NORMAL VELOCITY FIELDS ARE DESCPIBIMPU0420
-)ED BELOW:',//,'	 FIRST ELEM',5X,'TOTAL ELEMS't10X,'WRAD',15X,'WRADIIMPU0430
@' ,15X, ' ANGV 1' , 15X,' WRAD2' , 15X,' ANGV2') IMPU0440
DO 20 IM= I,IQTA IMPU0450
READ(MREAD,21)
	 IE1,IE2,WRAD,WRADI,ANGVI,WRAD2,ANGV2 IMPU0460
21 FORMAT (215/5E15.6) IMPU0470
WRITE(MWRITE,105)
	 IE1,IE2,WRAD,WRADI,ANGVI,WRAD2,ANGV2 IMPU0480
105 FORMAT('	 ',16,13X,I3,9X,D13.6,8X,D13.6,7X,D13 .6,7X,D13.6,7X,D13.6)IMPU0490
IE2M 1=I.E2-1 IMP90500
DO 22 IT=1,IF2M1 IMPU0510
I=IEI+II IMPU0520
IF (ICP.'LE. 0)
	 GC TO 22 IMPU0530
IF(I	 .GT.	 IK)	 I=I-IK IMPU0540
w	 22 DELD (I*4-2) =DELTAT*WRAD IMPU0550
DELD(IE1*4-2)=DELTAT*WRAD1 IMPU0560
DELD (IE1*4-1) =DELTAT*ANGV1 IMP90570
IE2P1 =IE1+IE2 IMPU0580
IF(ICP.LE.	 0)	 GO TO 23 IMPU0590
IF(IE2P1	 .GT.	 IK)	 IE2P1 =IE2PI-IK IMPU0600





0)	 GO TO 41 IMPU0640
WRITE (IMWRITE, 1 10) 	 IOTB IMPU0650
110 FORMAT( 9 0 1 ,I4,'	 NODAL VELOCITY .IMPULSES ARE DESCRIBED BELOW:',	 IMPU0660
a//,'	 NCDE',10X ,'VRAD',20X,'WRAD',20X,'ANGV') IMPU0670





115 FORMAT('	 1 ,I3,6X,D13.6,11X,D13.6,11X,D13.6) IMPU0720








120 FCRMAT ( 4 0',I4,'	 SINE SHAPED VELOCITY FIELDS ARE btSCRIBEb B.ELO W IMPU0790
a,//, # 	FIRST ELEM I ,5X,'TOTAL ELEMS',10X,'NRAD') INPU0800
DO 61 IM=1,ICIC IMPU0810
READ(MREAD,62)	 IS1,IS2,WRAD IMPU0820
62 FORMAT (215, E15.6) IMPU0830
WRITE (MWRITE, 125) 	 IS1,IS2,WRAD IMPU0840
125 FORMAT( $ 	 9 ,	 I6,13X,I3,9X,D13.6) IMPU0850
TX=0.0 IMPU0860
DO 65 NN= 1,IS2 IMPU0870
NE= (IS 1 - 1) +N N IMPU0880





DO 63 II=1,IS2 IMPU0940
I= ISI+II IMPU0950
NE=I-1 IMPU0960
IF (ICP. LE. 0)	 GO TO 66 IMPU0970
IF (I	 .-GT.
	 1K)	 I'= I-IK IMPU0980
66 IF(NE .GT.
	 IK)	 NE=NE-IK IMPU0990
XX=XX+AL(NE) iMPU1000
DELD (I*4-2) =WRAD # DELTAT*SIN (PI.EP*XX) IMPU1010
63 DELD(I*4-1)=WRAD*DELTAT*PEEP*COS(PIEP*XX) IMPU1020
61 CONTINUE IMPU1030
60 IF (NBCOND . EQ.0) 	 GO TO 43 IMPU1040
DO 40 I=1,NBCCND TMPU1050
JT4=NODEB (I) *4 IMPU1060
DELD {JT4- 3) =0.0 IMPU1070









IF (NBC (I) . EQ. 2 .0R. NBC (I) . EQ.3) DEL D'(JT4-2)= 0.0
40	 CCNTINUE
43	 CONTINUE
IF (ICP. LE.0) GO TO 45
DO 44 K=1,4
DISP (I K*4+K) =DISP (K)

















SUBROUTINE LOADEQ( .AL,AXG,AWG,TBEGIN,TFINAL) 1 10DQ0010
C	 TO FIND GENERALIZED NODAL LOAD AND EXTERNALLY—APPLIED LOAD TRANS—LODQ0020
C	 FORMATION MATRICES LODQ0030
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A— H 2 O— Z) LODQ0040
DIMENSION FM (8,2) ,AL(1) ,AXG (1) ,AWG (1) ,A (8,8),LMI (8) ,MMI (8) LODQ0050
FMA (8,2) ,FMB (8,2) ,BNG (51) IOD00060
COMMON/MAT/YOUNG (3, 6) , DS (3, 6) ,SNO (3, 5, 6) ,NSFL (3, 6) , P (3,6) ,NLAY LOD00070
COMMON /FG/ IK,IKK,ICP,LREF,NOGA,NFL,NI,ICOL (205) ,INUM (205) LODQ0080
*, NBCOND,NBC (7) ,NC, DEB (7) , KROW (8) , NDEX (8) , NIRREG LODQ0090
COMMON/FC/ Y (51) ,Z (51) , ANG (51) , H (51, 3) i0DQ0100
COMMON /FORCE/ T1,AMPIFV,AMPIFW, T2,AMP2FV,AMP2FW,SLOPEV,SLOPEW, LOD00110
*AMPFV, AMPFW, ETA (4) , RTOV (4) , RTOW (4) , RT02V (4) ,RT02W (4) ,RT03V (4) , LCDQ0120
*RTC3W (4) ,FM1 (4,fl,2) ,FM2 (2,4,8,2) ,FM3A (2,4,8,2) ,FM3B (2,4,8,2) , LODQ0130
*NO FT I,NDFT2, NOFT3,JELEM (4) ,NSTF2 (4) ,NFLF2 (4) ,NSTF3 (4) , NELF3 (4) LODQ0140
COMMON/BOUN/ YK(51) , NBCONB,NBCB (7) ,NODBB (7) ,MR (51) ,ROT (5,2) LODQ0150
*, XDIST (6) , DR0T (50) , NODP (6) LODQ0160
COMMON /TAM/ MKE (51) LODQ0170
co	 COMMON /TAPE/ MREAD,MWRITE,MPUNCH LODQ0180
COMMON /BR/ NVEC (51, 2)	 ,	 LMT (51) LGDQ0190
SIN (Q) =DSIN (Q) LODQ0200
COS (Q) =DC0-S (Q) IODQ0210
AT AN (Q) =DATA N (Q) LODQ0220
IF(TFINAL .EQ.	 0.0)	 RETURN LODQ0230
WRITF (MWF.ITE, 47)	 TB.EGIN,TFINAL LODQ0240
47	 FORMAT(10	 STARTING TIME OF FORCING FUNCTION 	 (SEC)	 =',E15.6,/, LODQ0250
*1	 STOPPING TIME OF FORCING FUNCTION	 (SEC) = I ,E15.6) LOD00260
WRITE(MWRITE,440)	 TBEGIN,AMPIFV,AMPIFW LODQ0270
440 FORMAT('OAT TIME I ,D15.6, 0	TANGENTIAL FORCE= 4 ,D15.6,5X, l	NORMAL FOLODQ0280 0 0@RCE=',D15.6,/) LODQ0290
READ(MREAD,6)	 NOFTI,NOFT2,NOFT3 LODQ0300 C Z
6	 FORMAT (315) LODQ0310
O07 F0RMAT(I5,3D15.6) LODQ0320
8 FORMAT (215,2D15,6) LODQ0330
IF(NOFT1	 .EQ.	 0)	 GO TO 54 LODQ0340 >0
WRITE(MWRITF,1001) LODQ0350
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A (8,5) =-AL (NE) **2*P8
A (8,6) = -AL (NE) **3 *P8
A (8,7) =2. *AL (NE)







P2=BZER+31*SL*AXG (JJ) +B2*(SL*AXG (JJ)) **2+APHA
YZET=YZET+COS (P2) *SL*AWG (JJ)
101	 ZZET=ZZFT+SIN (P2) *SL*A8G (JJ)
P3= YZET*SIN (PHI+APHA) -ZZET*COS (PHI+APHA)
P4=YZET*COS(PHI+APHA)+ZZFT*SIN(PHI+APHA)
FM (1 , 1) =COS (PHI)
FM (2. 1) = SIN (PHI)
co	 FM (1 , 2) =-SIN (PHI)










FM (7, 2) =0.0
FM (8, 1) =SL**3
















































54 IF (NOFT2 .EQ.	 0)	 GO TO 55 IODQ1460
WRITE (MWRITE,1010) LODQ1470
1010 FORMAT( ' ODESCRIPTION OF RECTANGULAR SHAPED FORCES:') LODQ1480
WRITE ( MWRITE , 1011) LODQ1490
1011 FORMAT( ° OFIRST ELEMENT' , 5X, I NO. OF ELEMS .1, 10X,'RT02VI , 17X,IRT02WOLODQ1500
@) LODQ 1510
READ (MREAD,B) (NSTF2 (I) ,NELF2 (I) ,RT02V (I) ,RT02W !I) ,I = 1,NOFT2) LODQ1520
WRITE (MWRITE, 1015) 	 (NSTF2 (I) , NELF2 (I) , RT02V (I) , RT02W (I) ,I= 1,NOFT2) LODQ1530
1015 FORMAT(5X,I4,13X,I4,12X,D13.6,10X,D13.6) LCDQ1540
DO 200 I=1, NOFT2 LODQ1550
NSTAT=NSTF2 (I) LODQ1560
NEND=NELF2 (Z) LODQ1570
DO 201 NN=I , NEND LODQ1580
NE= (NSTAT-1) +NN LODQ1590
IF (NE . GT. IK)	 NE=NE-IK IODQ 1600
L=	 MKE (NE)	 -1 LOD01610
K1 = NVEC (NE, 1) LODQ1620Lrl K2 = NVEC (NE, 2) 10DO1630
P5=Z (K2) -Z (K1) LODQ1640
P6=Y (K2)-Y (K1) LODQ1650
P7=ANG (K2
	 ) -ANG (K1) LODQ1660
IF (YK (NE) . EQ. 1.,0) 	 P7=ANG (K2)	 - ROT (L, 2) -ANG (Ki) LOD01670
IF(YK ( NE).EQ. 1 .0.AND . ROT(L , 1).EQ.0.0)	 P7=ROT ( L,2)+ANG (K2)-ANG (K1) LODQ1680
IF (YK ( NE) . EQ. 2.0)	 P7= ANG (K2)- DROT (NE)	 - ANG (K1) LODQ1690
IF (YK ( NE) .EQ . 3.0)	 P7=ROT (L , 2) +ANG (K2)-DROT ( NE) -ANG (K1) LOD01700
PIE= 3.141592653589793D+00 LODQ1710
PIE2= 2.0*PIE LOD01720
PIR32= 1.5 *PIE LODQ1730
ANG2= ANG (K2) LODQ1740
ANGI=ANG (K1) LODQ1750
IF (YK (NE) . EQ.1 .O.AND. ROT (L,1) ..EQ.0.0) ANG (K2) =ROT (L,2) +ANG (K2) LODQ1760
IF (YK(NE) .EQ. 1.O.AND. ROT (L 	 ,1) .EQ.1.0) ANG (K1)=ROT (L 	 ,2)+ANG (K1) LOD01770
IF (YK (NE) . EQ. 2.0)	 ANG (K1) = DROT (NE) 	 + ANG (K1) LODQ1780
IF (YK(NE) ..EQ.3.0)	 ANG (K2) = ROT ( L, 2) +ANG ( K2) LODQ1790











APHA = PIE / 2.0 IODQ1810
IF(P5.LT.0.0)	 APHA= — APHA IODQ1820





BNG (NE + 1) =ANG (K2	 ) LODQ1860
BNG (NE) = ANG (K 1) LODQ1870
IF (P7.GT. (PIE32 ) .AND.APHA.IT.O.0)	 BNG (NE+1)=ANG (K2)
	 — PIE2 LOD01880
IF (P7. GT. (PIE32 ) . AND. APHA. GT.0.0) 	 BNG (NE) =ANG (K1) +PIE2 LODQ1890
IF(P7.LT.(—PIE32 ).AND.AFHA.GT.0.0)	 ANG(N£+1) =ANG(K2)
	
+PIE2 LCDQ1900
IF (P7. LT. ( —PTE32 ) .AND.APHA.LT.0..0)	 BNG (NE)=ANG (K1) — PIE2 LODQ1910
BZEE=BNG(NE) —APHA LODQ1920
B 1= (-2. *BNG (NE+1) — 4. *BNG ( NE) +6. *APHA) ,/AL (NE) LODQ1930
B2= (3. *BNG ( NE+1) +3. *B`NG (NE) — 6. *APHA) /AL (NE) **2 LODQ1940
ANG(K2)= ANG2 LODQ1950
ANG (K1 )= ANG1 LODQ1960
DO 401 K=1,8 LODQ1970
DO 401 J=1,8 LODQ1980
401	 A (K,J)	 = 0. 0
OD LODQ1990
A(1,1)=  COS (BNG (NE) — A PHA!) LODQ2000
A (1 .2) = SIN ( BNG (YE) — APHA) LODQ2010
A (2,1) =— SIN ( BNG (HE) — APHA) LODQ2020
A (2,2) = COS (BNG (NE) — APHA) LODQ2030
A (3, 3) = 1. LODQ2040
A (5, 1) =COS ( BNG (NE + 1) — APHA) LODQ2050
A (5,2) = SIN (BNG ( NE+1) — APHA) IODQ2060
A (5,3) =P6*SIN (BNG (NE+1)) — P5*COS (BNG (NE+1)) LODQ2070
A (6,1)= — SIN (BNG (NE+1)-APHA) LODQ2080
A (6, 2) =COS (BNG (NE + i) -APHA) LODQ2090
A (6,3) =P6*COS (BNG (NE+1)) +P5*SIN (BNG (NE+1)) LODQ2100
A (7, 3) =1. LODQ2110
A (4,4) =1 . LOD02120
A (5,4) = AL (NE) 10DQ2130
A (5,7) =AL (NE) **2 LODQ2140
A (5,8 ) = AL (NE) **3 LODQ2150





YA (6,6)=AL (NE) **3
PB= B 1 + 2. *B2*AL (NE)
A (7, 4) = AL ( NE) *P8
A (7,5) = 2 . * AL (NE)
A (7, 6) =3. *AL (NE) **2
A (7,7) =AL ( NE) **2*P8
A (7, 8) =AL ( NE) **3*P8
A (8,4)=1.
A (8,5)=— AL (NE)**2*P8
A (8, 6) = — AL ( NE) **3*P8
A (8,7)=2. *AL (NE)
A (8, 8) =3. * AL (NE) **2




	 FM (M,N) =0.0
DO 203 J= 1, NO GA
ZET=AL ( NE) *AXG (J)
co	 PHIP=B1+2.*B2*ZET
PHI=BZER+B1*ZET+B2*ZET**2




P2=BZER +B 1 *ZET* AXG (JJ) + B2* (ZET * AXG (JJ)) ** 2+APHA
YZET=YZET +CCS 02) * ZET*AWG (JJ)
204	 ZZET=ZZET + SIN 02) *ZET*AWG (JJ)
P 3=YZET *SIN (PHI + APHA) — ZZET* COS (PHI+APHA)
P4= YZET*COS (PHI+APHA) +ZZET *SIN (PHI+APHA)
FM (1,1) =FM (1, 1) +COS (PHI) *WET
FM (1,2) =FM (1,2) — SIN (PHI) *WET
FM (2, 1) =FM (2, 1) +SIN (PHI) *WET
FM (2,2 ) = FM (2, 2) + COS (PHI) *WET
FM (3, 1) = FM (3, 1) + P3*WET
FM (4,1) =FM (4, 1) + Z ET* WET













































FM (8, 1)=FM(8, 1) +ZET**3* WET LODQ2530
FM (3, 2) =FM (3, 2) +P4*WET LODQ2540
FM (5, 2) =FM (5, 2) + ZET** 2* WET LODQ2550
FM(6,2)=F.M(6,2)+ZE. T**3*WET LODQ2560
203 CONTINUE LODQ2570
DO 205 M=1.8 LODQ2580
DO 205 N=1,2 IODQ2590
FM2(I,NN,M,N)=O.O LODQ2600
DO 205 K=1,8 LODQ2610




	 EQ.	 0)	 RETURN LODQ2650
WRIT E (M WRI TE, 102 0) LODQ2660
1020 FORMAT( I ODESCRIPTION OF SINE SHAPED FORCES:') LODQ2670
WRITE (MWRITF,1021) LOD02680






DO 300 1=1,NOFT3 LODQ2730
NSTAT=NSTF3 (1) LODQ2740
NEND=NELF3(I) LODQ2750
DO 301	 NN=1,NEND LODQ2760
NE= (VSTAT-1)+NN LODQ2770
IF(NE	 GT. IK)	 NE=NE-IK LODQ2780
L= MKE(NE)	 -1 LODQ2790
Kl	 = NVEC(M -F.,l) LODQ2800
K2 ='NVEC(NE,2) LOD02810
P5=Z (K2)-Z (Kl) LOD02820
P6=Y (K2)-Y (Kl) LODQ2830
P7=ANG(K2
	 )-ANG(Kl) LODQ2840
IF(YK(NE). EQ. 1.0) 	 P7=ANG(K2)
	
- ROT (L,2)-AIG(KI) LODQ2850
IF(YK(1,7 E).EQ.1.0. AND. ROT (L,1). EQ. 0.0)	 P7=ROT(L,2)+ANG(K2)-ANG(K1) LOD02860
IF(YK(NE).FQ.2.0)
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SUBROUTINE lCADFT(TIMT,NRFADF,.FMECR,AL) LODT0010
C	 TO FIND THE GENERALIZED NODAL LOAD VECTOR EQUIVALENT -0 THE LODT0020
C	 EXTERNALLY-APPLIED LOAD LODT-0030
IMPLICIT REAI*8(A-H 2 O-Z) LODT0040
DIMENSION	 DUMMY(8,8) LODT0050
DIMENSION FMFCH (205)	 ELF (8) ,AL (50) LODT0060
COMM--V/MAT/YCUVG(3,6) ,DS (3,6),SNO(3,5,6),NSPL(3,6),P(3,6),NLAY LODT0070
COMMON /FG/ TK,IKK,ICP,LREF,NOGA,NFL,NI,ICCL(205),INUM(205) LODT0080
*,NBCOND,NBC(7),NODEB(7),KROW(8),NDEX(6),NIRREG LODT0090
COMMON /? ORCE / T1,AMPlFV , AMP1FW,T2 , AMP2FV , AMP2FW,SLOPEV , SLCPEW, LODT0100
RA.*AMPFV, AMPFW,ETA (4) , RTOV (4) , RTOW (4) , RT02V (4) , RT02W (4) ,RT03V- 3V(4), LODT0110
*RT03W(4),FM1(4,8,2),FM2(2,4,8,2),FM3A(2,4,8,2),FM3B(2,4,8,2). LODT0120
*NOFT1,NOFT2,NCFT3,JELE^M(4),NSTF2(4),NELF2(4),NSTF3(4),NELF3(4) LODT0130
COMMON/BOUN / YK(51) , NBCONB , NBCB( -?),NODBB ( 7) ,MK (51) ,ROT (5,2) LODT0140
*,XDIST(6),DFOT(50),NODF(6) LODT0150
COMMON /TAPE/ MEEAD , MWRITE , MPUNCH LODT0160
SIN(Q)=DSII N (0) LODT0170
IF(NREADF




WRITE ( MWRITE,400)	 T2,AMP2FV , AMP2FW LODT0210
400	 FORMAT ( V OAT TI-ME # , D15.6 , 1	 TANGENTIAL FORCE=', D15.6,5X,'	 NORMAL POLODT0220








GO TO 51 LODT0310
53	 A-MPFV=AMPlFV+(TIME-Tl)*S'LOPEV LODT0320
A,MPFW=AMPlFW+(TIME-Tl)*SLOPEW LODT0330
DO 57 I=1,N7 LODT0340
57	 FMECH(I)=O.',) LODT0350















ELF(J)=FM1 (I,J,1) *FMV+FM1 (I,J,2) *FMW
IF (YK (NE) . EQ.0.0) GO TO 100
CALL RGTAT(2,DUMMY,ELF,NE)
CALL ASSEF(aE,IK,ELF,FMECH,ICP)








IF(NE .GT. IK) NE=NE-IK
DO 202 J=1,8
ELF (J) =FM 2 (I, NN,J, 1) *FMV+FM2 (I,NN, J, 2) *FMW
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AB (18) ,	 ES (3,6 ,6) PRIN0050
DIMENSION COPY(51) ,COPZ (51) ,BEPS (3) PRIN0060
*,BEP (50,3,3,8) ,WET (50,3) ,HINN (50,3) , HOUT (50,3) ,FKTP (3) PRIN0070
* , FQREF ( 204) , BMASS (l) , CINE ( 205) , SPRIN (l) , FAILI (50) , FAILO (50) PRIN0 0 8 0
COMMON/VQ/ FLVA (205) , DIS P (205) , DELD (205) , BINP (50,3) , BIMP (50, 3) PRIN0090
COMMON/FC/ 'Y (51) , Z (51) , ANG (51) , H (51 , 3) PRIN0100
COMMON /FRAG/ FH (3) ,FMASS (3) , FMOI (3) , TJNK (3) ,CR (3) ,FCGU (3) ,FCGW (3) PRIN0110
*,ALFA (3) , DFCGU (3) , DFCGW (3) , DALFA (3) , TREL, FKT (3) , DELTAT, NF, MZMP PPIN0120
COMMON /EP/ EPST (50) ,EPSC (50) PRIN0130
COMMON /FG/ IK,IKK,ICP,LREF,NOGA,NFL,NI,ICOL(205),INUM(205) PRIN0140
*, NBCOND,NBC (7) ,NODEB (7) , KROW (8) , NDEX (8) , NIRREG PRIN0150
COMM,'ON/MAT/YOUNG (3,6) ,DS (3,6) ,SNO (3,5,6) ,NSFL (3,6) ,P (3,6) ,NLAY PRIN0160
COMMON /TAPE/ MRFAD,MWRITE,MPUNCH PRIN0170
COMMON /TAM/ MKE(51) PRIN0180
SIN (Q) = DSIN (Q) PRIN0190
COS (Q) = DCOS (Q) PRINO200
DO 700 I= 1,NI PRINO210
CINE (I) =0.0 PRINO220
CALL OMULT(BMASS,DELD,ICOL,NI,CINE,KROW,NDEX,NIRREG) PRINO230
CINET=0.0 PRINO240
DO 701	 I=1,NI PRINO250
CINET=CINET+DELD (I) *CINE (I) PRINO260
CINET=CINET*C2 PRINO270
IF (IT. EQ. O.AND. NV. NE . 0)	 CINETO=CINET PRINO280
ELAST=0.0 PRINO290
DO 702 IP=1,IK PRINO300
I=MKE(IR) PRINO310
NLAP = NLAY PRINO320
IF (i:KE (IR) .GT. 1)
	 NLAP	 1 PRINO330






















NS.FLM=NSFL (M, I) PRIV0370
DO 801	 N=1,NFL PRINO380
STRS=0.0 PRINO390
K=N+ (M-1) * NFL PRIN0400
DO 802 L=1,NSFIM PPIN0410
LL= L+ 1 P R I N0'-_' 20
AB (K)=
	 (ES (M,L,I) -ES ( M,LL,I)') /	 ES (M, 1 , I) PRIN04311 802 SIRS =STRS + SNS(IR , J,K,L)* AB ( K) PRIN0440
j STRS= STRS**2 PRIN0450
1 801 SUM = SUM +STRS*ASFL(IR,J,K ,NSFLM)/ (AB W *YOUNG(Mj)) PRIN0460
3 703 E.LAST= ELAST+ (SUM*WET (IR,J)) /2.0 PRIVO470702 CONTINUE PRIN0480
SPDEN= 0 . 0 PRIN0490
} IF(NQR,.EQ.	 0)	 GO TO	 31 PRIN0500
DO 30 I=1,NI PEIN0510
30 FQREF (.I) =0. O PPIN0520
j CALL OMULT(SPRIN,DISP,ICOL,NI,FQREF,KROW,NDE%,NIRREG) PRIN0530







1 FORMAT V -	 J=',I5,'	 TIDE	 ( SEC.)	 =•,E? 15.6,/, PRI '0620
WORK INPUT INTO RING









IF(NQR .EQ.	 0)	 GO TO 33 PRIN0670
WRITE(MWRITE,34)
	 SPDEN PRIN0680
34 FORMAT('	 ENERGY STORED IN THE ELASTIC RESTRAINTS
	 (IN.-LB.) =',PRIN0690
*E15.6) PRIN0700
33 DO 11	 I=1,IKK PEIN0710
COPY (I)=Y (I) +DISP (I*4-3) 'COS (ANG (I)) -DISP (I*4-2) *S N (ANG (I)) PRIN0720 1
1
1







FORMAT(/,'	 1',5X,'V',11X,'W' , 9X,'PSI' , 9X,'CHI' , 1OX,'COPY',	 PRIN0760
*8X,'COPZ' , 9X,'L',11X, ' M',7X,'STRAIN(IN) 1 ,4X, ' STRAIN (OUT)')	 PRIN0770
50	 DO 21 I'=1,IK	 PRIN0780
21	 WRITE (MWRITE, 22) I,DISP (I*4-3) ,DISP (I*4-2) ,DISP (I*4-1) ,DISP (I*4) , PRIN0790
*COPY (I) ,COPZ (I) , BINP (I,2) , BIMP (I, 2) , EPSI (I) ,EPSO (I) 	 PRIN0800
22	 FORMAT ( I5,9E12.4,2X,112 . 4)-	 PRIN0810
IF (ICP.GT.0) GO TO 57
	
PRIN0820
WRITE (MWRITE, 24) IKP1 ,DISP (IKP1*4-3) ,DISP (IKP1*4-2) , 	 PRIN0830
*DISP(IK.P1*4-1) ,DISP (IKP'1*4) ,COPY (IKP1) ,COPZ (IKP1) ,EPSI (IKP1) , 	 PRIN0840
&EPSC( 'IKP1)	 PRIN0850













6.3 Additional Subroutines Needed for CIVM-JET 5B






and are listed in the following:
198
C	 (C)	 COPYRIGHT 1978
	 MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY MAIN0010
C.	 CIVM JET 5B MAIN PROGR9n FOR VARIABLE THICKNESS ARBITRARILY CURVED MAIN0020
C	 MULTILAYER RING SUBJECTED TO FRAGMENT IMPACT 14AINO330
C	 CIVM JET 5B HOUBOLT
	 OPERATOR MAIN0040
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H 2 O-Z) MAIN0050
DIMENSION	 ASFL(20,3,3,3),GZETA(20,3,8),SNS(20,3,8,3), MAIN0060
a	 SNP (20,3,8,3),AEP(20,3,8),DEP(20,2.3,8) MAIN0070
DIMENSION STIFK (1 140) , SPRTN (1 140) , AM ASS (1 140) ,REACK( 1140) MAIN0080
a REAFK (205),RFACM (1140),rEAC (21) MAIN0090
DIMENSION	 BMASS (1140) MAIN01 00
'	 DIMENSION DISUM (205) MAIN0110
DIMENSION EPL2 (3) , EPL 1 (3) MAIN0120
.	 DIMENSION
	 RMR (51) ,RM (3) ,RMO(3) 	 CL(3) ,YCG (3) , SOL (205) MAIN0130
DIME NSION DELDMI (205) ,RH (3), HZ (3) ,HREF (50,3,3),FLN (205),FLVM (205) MAIN0140
QACL (205) ,Q VEL (205),T%G (6),TWG (6)	 ES (3,6,6) MAIN0150
DIMENSION	 CINF'TF(3), TRANEN (3) ,POTEN (3) MAIN0160
DIMENSION BEPS (3,3) ,FPI(3) ,EPO(3) MAIN0170
DIMENSION HDIF(3) ,DIS (205) MAIN0180
DIMENSION HNIN (51) ,.EF LN (6) , TPRIM (3) MAIN01 90
DIMENSION DENS(3,6),B(6) ,EPS(3,5,6),
 SIG (3,5,6) MAINO200
DIMENSION NSBS (50) ,NSEL (50) ,ASPS (3) MAINO210
DIMENSION DISM(8)
	 ,DELM(8),	 DUMMY(8,8) MAINO220
DIMENSIONI	 BIGA(6),BTIMA(6),IBIGA (6),ISTAA (6)
	 ,ISURA(6) MAINO230
DIMF NSION BI (6) ,BTIM (6) ,IBI (6) ,ISUR (6)
	 ,	 ITHR (51) MAINO240
COMMON /ACC/ QCD,(205) MAINO250
COMMON/LEFT/ RMASS (51) MAINO260
COMMON/ADSP/ AZET(50) , ASP (50) , YSP (50) ,ZSP (50) ,LKK(50, 11) MAINO270 #
COMMON/IMPT/ VEL (102) ,IMCO,JVEL (51) MAINO2800
C OM.M ON/T IA T/ TAI I,
	 IM COU MAI NO2 90 ..-
COlMON,/HIT/ TNJ (6)
	 ,MIRP MAINO300
COMMON /ML/ MNFL (6) ,MATT ( 6 ) MAI NO310 Q
^ rCOMMON/MAT/YOUNG (.3,6) ,DS (3,6) ,SNO(3, 5, 6) ,NSFL (3,6) ,P (3,6),NLAY MAINO320
COMMON /FG/ IK,TKK,ICP,LREF,NOGA,NFL,NI,ICOI. (205),INUM(205) MAINO330 0010
NBCOND, NBC (7) ,NODEB (7) , K_F.OW (8) , NDEX (8) , NIRREG MAINO340 CCOMMON /TAPE/ MREAD,MWRITE,MPUNCH MAINO350




C OMMON/V Q/ FLVA (205),D IS P (205) , DEL D( 205) , BIN 
	 (50,3) , BIMP (50,3) MA INO370
COMMON /EP/ EPSI (50), EPSO (50) MAINO380
COMMON/BA/ BEP (50
	 3, 3,8) ,A
	 (50) ,AXG(3), AWG(3),WET (50,3) , MAINO390
'C1 { 50,3) ,C? 2 {50, 3) ,CE3 (50,3) ,CM 1 (50,3) ,CM2 {50,3) ,CM3 (50, 3) MAIN0400
COMMON/SC/ BIG (6) ,B T
-IME(6) ,IBIG (6) ,I SURF (6) ,1STA(6) >z ^IN04 10
COMMON /ELFU/ FQREF(205),REX(4),NQR,NORP,NORU 11AIN0420
*,NREL (4) ,NRST (4) ,NREU (4) MAIN0430
COMMON /FRAGV/ UDOT(3)',WDOT(3),ADOT(3) MAIN0440
COMMON /FRAG/ FH(3),FMASS(3),FMGI(3),LINK(3),CR(3),FCGU(3),FCGW(3)MAIN0450
ALFA (3) , DFCGU ( 3 ) , DFC GW(3)., DAL F A(3),TREL,FKT(3),DEIXAT,NFvMIMP MAIN0460
COMsMON/BOUN/YK(51) ,NBCONB,NBCB (7) ,NODBB (7) , MK (51) , ROT (5, 2) MAIN0470
.I ,XDIST (6),DROT(50) ,NODP(6) MAIN0480
COMMON /;3R; NVEC (51,2) ,
	 LMT (51) MAIN0490
COM` ON/DIS/ ANGDI (50) ,NEDI (50) ,NDIS MAIN0500
COMMON /TAM/ MK E (51) MAIN0510
COMMON /THI/ HTH (5) MAIN0520
COMMON /TIME/ IT MAIND530
SIN (Q)=DS IN (Q) MAIN0540
COS (Q) = DC OS( Q) MAIN0550





MRE AD=5 MAIN06 10
MWRITE=6 MAIN0620
MPUNCH= 7 MAIN06 30
1 FORMAT (lnI5) MAIN0640
2 FORMAT( 3D15.6) MAIN0650
3 FORMAT (3D25. 16) MAIN0660
4 FORMA T(3 D15.6/(4D15.6)) MAIN06705 FORMAT (5D15.6) MAIN0680
301 FORMAT(I5,2D15.6) MAIN0690
303 FORMAT (5D15.6) MAIN0700
IRRUN = 1 MAIN07105555 WRITE (MWRITE, 5556)
	 IR RUN MAIN07 20
9
5556 FORMAT (' 1TH.IS IS RUN NUMBER ',I5,'	 FOR THIS CIVM-JET 5B SUBM3TTALMAIN0730
a') MAIN0740
READ(MEEAD,1)	 IK,IC?,NL AY, LREF,NOGA,NFL, MM, Ml M2, ICON MAIN0750
READ (MREAD,1)
	 (NSF'L(M,1),M=1,NLAY) MAIN0760
DO 201	 M=1, NLAY MAI N0770
NSF.LM=
	NSFL ( M,1) MAIN0780
201	 READ (MREAD,4)	 DENS (M, 1) , DS(M, 1) ,P (M, 1) , (EPS (M,L, 1) ,SIG (1,L,1) MAIN07'90
*, L= 1, NSF LM) MAIN0800
READ (MRE'AD,2)
	 B (1) ,DELTAT MAIN0810
MNEI. (1)=	 Ih MAIN0820
IKPI=IK+ 1 MA IN083 0
IKK=IKP 1 MAIN08 40
IF (ICP. GT . 1)	 IKK I.K MAIN0850
NS= IKK MAIN0860
NI=IKK*4 MAIN0870
MPU = 1 MAIN0880




I MCO = 0 M AIN09 30
NP71 = Ml MAIN0940
DO 7 100 I=1, IKK MAIN0950
DO 7100 J=	 1,3 MAIM0960
7100	 H (I, J)	 = 0.f3 RAIR0970
C	 THE FOLLOWING IS THE INPUT OF THE MAIN STRUCTURE D S GEOMETRY, IF THE MAIN0980
C	 USER HAS HIS OWN GENERATING ROUTINE THIS WOULD BE THE APPROPRIATE MAIN0990
C	 SPOT IN THE PROGRAM TO INSERT THE 	 ROUTINE. MAIN V900
READ (MREAD,2) 	 (Y (I) ,Z (I) ,AN3 (I),I=1,T.KK) MAIN1010 "" ^
READ (MREAD,5)	 { (H (I,M), M=l ,NLAY) ,I=1:IKK) MAIN10 20 •p
DO	 111	 I=1,IKK MAIN1030 O Z
111 ANG (I) =ANG (I) *PIE/180.0 llAIN1040 0 rn
IF (ICP. LE. 0)	 GO TO 2 02 MAIN 1050 .®
Y (I KP1) =Y (1) MAIN1060
c:Z (IKPI) =Z (1) MAIN 1070 r m






D0 203 M =1, NLAY MAIN1090
203 H (IKP 1,M) =H (1 1 M) MAIN1100
202 CONTINUE MAI N1110
READ(MRE AD, .5300)
	 NDIS MAIN1120
NDI = NDIS MAIN1130
IF (NDIS. EQ. O)	 GO TO R 100 MAIN 1140
READ (MREAD,8101)	 (NEDI(I),ASGDI(I),I=1,NDIS) MAIN1150
8101 FOF.MAT	 (4(25,D15.6)) MAIN1160
DO 8102 I=1,NDIS MAIN1170
8102 ANGDI (I)	 =	 (ANGDI (I)} PIE)/190.0 MAIN1180
8100 CONTINUE MAIN1190
READ(MREAD,5300)	 NBF MAIN1200
5300 FORMAT (2I5) MAIN1210
MNSFL= NSFL (1, 1) MAIN1220
DO 5666 I= 1, NI.AY MAIN 1230
IF (MNSFL.LT. NSFL (I, 11)
	
MNSFL=NSFL (I, 1) MAIN1240
5666 CONTINUE MAIN 1250
DO 5305 I= 1,IK MAIN1260
MKE(I)	 = 1 MAIN1270
MK (I) = I MAIN1280
LMT(I)	 = 0 IIAIN1290
YK (I)	 =	 0.0 MAIN X7300
NVEC (I ,2)	 = I+ 1 MA IN1310
5305 NVEC (I,1)	 = I MAIN1320
IF	 (ICP. GT.0)
	 NVEZ: (IK,2)	 =	 1 MAIN1330
IF(ICP.LE.0)	 MK(IK+1)	 = IK+1 MAIN1340
IF (N BR. NE.0)
	 GOTO	 1112 MAIN1350
W RI T E (MW RI TE', 1113) MAIN 13 60
1113 FORMAT (//,' THERE ARE NO BRANCHES CONNEZTED TO THE MAIN STRUCTURE MAIN1370
,THEREFORE', /,' THE NUMBERING SYSTEM FOR NODES AND ELEMENTS BERAINNAIN1380




GO TO 5310 MAIN1410
CALL BRAN( NBR, DENS, EPS, SIG, B) MAIN1420
DO 8 888 Z= 1, NBR MAIN 14 30





LGSP = 0 MAIN 147 0
LSPP =0 MAIN1480
READ ( MREAD , 8200)	 NOP, NASP , NTERF MAIN1490
8200 FORMAT(3I5) MAIN1500
DO 8215 I=1 , IK MAIN1510
DO 8215 J=1,2 MAIN1520
8215 LKK (I, J)	 = 0 MAI N1530
IF (NOP . EQ. 0)	 GO TO 8220 MAIN1540
IF (NO P. NF. 2)
	 LG SP= 1 MAI N1550
IF (N OP. NE. 1)
	 LSPP= 1 MAIN1560
IF (LSPP. NE . 1)	 GO TO 9220 MAIN1570
READ (M R.EAD, 8210)	 ( NS3 S (I) ,NSEL (I) ,AZET (I) ,I=1 ,NAS P) MAIN 1580
8210 FORMAT (2I5,D 15. 6) MAIN1590
`' WRITE ( MWRITE , 156) MAIN1600N0	 156 FORMAT (' OAD.DITIONAL STRAIN POI NT H , 5X,	 ELEMENV,5X, I S COORDINATE') MAIN1610w DO 8216 J= 	1,NASP MAIN1620
j' IF (NSBS ( J) .NE. 1)	 GO TO 8217 MAIN1630
M= NSEL ( J)	 +1 MAIN1640
IF (ICP . GT . O. AND.NSEL(J) . EQ.IK)
	 MK(M)	 = IK+1 MAIN1650
N= MK (M)	 — 1 MAI N1660
LKK (N, 1)	 =	 1	 +	 LKK (N, 1) MAIN 1670
NO = LKK ( N,1)	 +	 1 MAIN1680
.LKK (N, N0)	 = J MAIN 1690
G OTO 1400 MA IN17 00
8 217 NNNN = N SBS ( J) — 1 MAIN 17 10 00 1
IF (NODP (N:NNN).EQ. 1)
	 30TO 8219 MAIN 1720 ^^
NNNN = NODP ( NNNN) MAIN1730
N= MK (NNNN)+ NSEL ( J) —
 1 MAIN1740 p y
GO TO 8219 MAIN1750 X
8218 N= NSEL ( J) MAIN1760
8219 LKK (N, 1)	 = 1	 +	 LKK ( N, 1) MAIN1770
NO =	 L.KK ( N, 1)	 +1 MAIN 1780
LKK (N , NG)	 = J MAIN1790




145 FORMAT ( I	 1 ,9X,I5,13X,I5,7X,D15.6) MA IN 1810
8216 C ONTI NUE MAIN1820
8220 CONTINUE MAIN 1830
IF (NDIS.EQ.0)	 GO TO 8 140 MAIN1840
IF	 (NBR.EQ.0)	 GOTO	 9145 MAIN 1850
IF(NDI.EQ.0)	 1-30TO 8145 MAIN1860
DO 8146 J= 1,NDI MAIN1870
M= NEDI(J)	 +1 MAIN1880
N =	 MK (M)	 -1 MAIN1890
NEDT(J)	 = N IIAIN1900
8146 CONTINUE MAIN1910
8145 WRIT E (M W RI TE, 8 111) MAIN1920
WRITE  (MW RI TE 8 120) 	 (NEDI (1)	 1	 1, NDI S) MAIN1930
8111 FORMAT ( I OEACH OF THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS HAS A SLOPE DISCONTINUITY MAIN 19 40
FIAT ITS FIRST NODE') MAIN1950
8120 FORMAT('	 1 ,	 2515) MAIN1960
ow WRITE (MW RITE ,8112)	 (A NGDI (L) , L= 1, NDI S) MAIN19:70
8112 FORMAT ( I OTHE GLOBAL SLOPE	 (R AD.)	 AT EACH DISCONTINUITY EQUALS: 9 ,/, MAIN1980
il) (8D15.6))   MAJEN1990
DO 9130 I= 1, NDI S MAIN2000
M = NEDI (I) MAIN2010
YK(M)




= ANGDI(I)	 -	 ANG (L 1) MAIN2040
8130 CONTINUE MAIN2050
8140 CONTINUE MAIN2060
READ (MREAD,3) (AXG(K)	 K=1,NOGA) MAIN 2070
READ (MREAD,3) (AVG (K)	 K=1,NOGA) MAIN2080
REA D (MR EA D, 3) (TXG (K)	 K=1	 NFL) MAIN2090
READ(MREAD,3) (TWA (K)	 K=1,NFL) MAIN2100
REA D (MR FA D, 1)
	 N BCO ND , (N BC (I) , NODE B (I) , I= 1 , N BCOND) MAIN2110
IF	 (NBR.EQ.0)	 GO To 748 MAIN2120
NIT	 NBCOND+ 1 MAIN2130
NIT 	 NIT -1 MAIN21-43
NBCOND= NBCOND+NBCONB MA I N21 50




DO 75 1 LOP= 1,NBCONE MAIN2170
NBC(NITI	 + LOP)	 = NBCB (LOP) MAIN2180
750 NODEB (NIT1 + LOP)	 = NODBB (LOP) MAIN2190
751 IF (NITI.
 EQ. 0)	 GO TO 74P MAIN2200
DO 753 LOP = 1,NIT 1 MAIN2210
NTT = NODEB (LOP) MAI N2220
753 NODEE(LOP)
	 = MK (NTI) MAIN2230
748 CONTINUE MAIN2240
READ(MRE.AD,1)	 NQR,NORP,NORU MAIN2250
CALL TDENT (NQR,B, DENS,EPS, SIG,NBR) MAIN2260
WRITE (MWRITE,402) MAIN2270




WRITE (MWRITE,401)	 (L,TX3(L),L,TWG(L),L=1,NFL) MAIN2300
400 FORMAT('	 1 ,12X,'AXG I ,I3,2X,' = ',720.15,BX,'AWG',I3,2X,'= 1 ,F20.151 14AIN2310
N	 401 FORMAT('	 ' ,12X,'TXs 0 ,I3, 2X, 1 = 1 ,F20. 15, 8X,'TWG',I3,2X,'=' ,F20.15) MAIN2320 .
0 	C	 FOR MEMBRANE SET TXG =0. 0 AND TWG=2.0 FOR ONE DEPTHWISE STATIONLn MAIN2330
NBR 1 = N BR + 1 MAIN2340
DO 651 K=1,NER1 MAIN2350
NLAP= NLAY MAIN2360
IF(K.GT.'1)	 NLAP=1 MAIN2370
DO 76 M= 1,NLAP MAIN2380
NS FLM= NSFL(M,K) MAIN2390
ES(M, 1,K)=	 SIG (M,1,K) /EPS (M,1 ,K) MAIN2400
IF (NSFL M- 1)
	 17, 77, 79 MAI N2410
78 DO 79 L=2,NSF.LM MAIN2420
79 ES(M,L,K) = (SIG(M,L,K)-SIG(M,L-1,K))/(EPS(M,L,K)-EPS(M,L-1,K)) MAIN2430
77 ES(M,NSFLM+I,K)
	 =	 0.0 MAIN2440
DO 80 L=1,NSFLM MAIN2450




IC = 0 MA IN25 00
DO 70 IR=1,IK MAIN2510
IF (YK (.IR).EQ. 1.0.OR.fK (IR).EQ.3.zn)








L2 = NVEC(TR,2) MAIN2540
NLAP= NLAY MAIN2550
IF (MKE(IR)
	 GT.1)	 NLAP=1 MkIN2560
DO 70 J = 1,NOGA MAIN2570
DO 71	 M=1,NLAP MAIN 2.580
IF(YK(IR).NE.l. ,-.).AND.YK(IR). NE. 3.0)
	 GOTO	 600 MA-LN2590
IF	 (ROT(IC,1).EQ.0.0)
	 GO
	 TO	 610	 - MAIN2600
P,H(M)= BTH(IC)*	 (1.0— AXG(J))+H(L2,M)*AXG(J) MAIN2610
GO TO 71 MAIN2620
6,10 RH(M)=	 H(Ll,M)*
	 (1. 0— AXG (J)) +	 HTH (IC) *AXG (J) MAIN2630
GO TO 71 MAIN2640
600	 RH(M)	 =	 H(L1,M)*(1.0—AXG(J))+H(L2,M)*AX"Y(J) MAIN2650
71 CONTINUE MAIN2660
HZ (1) =RH (1) 12. MAIN2670
IF (NLAP. EQ. 1)	 30 TO 7 2 MAIN2680
tQ	 DO 73 M =2,NIAY
0 MAIN2690
0)	 73	 HZ (M) =HZ (M-1)+ (R H (M) +R H (M-1) j /2. MAIN2700
72	 CONTINUE MAIN2710
CM1 (IR, J) =0. 0 MAIN2720
CM2 (I R, J) =0 .0 MAIN2730
CM 3 (IR , J) = 0. 0 MAIN274.0
CE1 (I R, J) =0.0 MAI N27 50
CE2 (IB, J) = 0. 0 MAIN 2760
CE3 (I R, J) =0. 0
-44IN2770
I= MKE(IR) MAIN2780
DO 74 M=1,NLAP MAIN27.90
HREF(lR,J,1l ) =HZ (M) — HZ(LREF) MAI N28 00
CM 1 (IR J) =CM 1 (.IR , J) +D ENS (M, I) *B (I) *RH (M) MAIN2810
C M2 (I R,J) =CM2 (I R, J) —DENS (M, I) * B (1) *R H (M)	 HPEF (IR , J,11) MAIN2820
CM3(IR,J)	 =CM3 (IR,J) +DENS (M,I) *B (I)* (RH (M) **3/12 MAIN2830
-,+HREF(IR,J,M)**'2*RTf(M)) MAIN2840
C	 FOR IIEZIBRANE SET CE2 AND CE3 = 0.0 MAIN2850
CE 1 (1 R , J) =C'El
 1 (1 R, J) + Y 0 UNG (IM, 1) " B (I) lk R.H (M) MAIN2860
CE2 (IR,J)	 = CE2 (IR, J) +YOUNG (?1,I) *B (1) *RH (K) *HREF (I R,J,M) MAIN 2870.
CE3 (1 R , J)	 = C E 3 ( IR, J I + Y 0 TJ N G C-M, I) - B (I) * (RH (M) +* 3/12.0 MAIN2880
E
E
+R REP (IR,J,M) **2*RH (I)) MAIN2890
NSFLM=NS FL (M I) MAIN2900
DO 75	 14=1,NFL MAIN2910
K=N+ (M- 1) *NFL MATN2920
r GFL=RH (M) -TXG(N) *B(I ►
 /2.0 MAIN2930
GZETA(IR,J,K)=RH(M)*TXG (N)/2.+HREF(IR,J,M) MAIN2940
DO 75 L = 1, NSFLM MAIN2950j ASF L (IF, J, K, L) =
	 GFL* (ES (M,L, I)-ES (M, L+1,I))




IF(NBR.NE.0)	 GOTO 218 MAIN3000
DO	 15 I=1,8 MAIN3010
15 ICO L (I) =1 MAI N3020 u
IKMI=IK-1 MAIN3030
N IF (ICP. GT . 0)	 GO TO 17 MAIN30.40
DO 16 I=3,IKP1 MAIN3050
IK4=I*4 MAIN3060
IK3=IK4-1 MAIN3070
IK 2= IK 4-2 MAIN 30 8 0
{ I K'1=IK4- 3 MA IN3 09 0
JJ= (I-1).*4-3 MAIN3100
` ICOI. (IK1) =JJ MAIN3110
ICOL (IK 2) =JJ MAI N3120 co
ICOL (IK3) =JJ MAIN3130
ICOL(IK4) =JJ MAIN3140
16 CONTINUE MAIN3150 O > 1
GO TO 19 MAIN3160 r
17 DO 18 I= 3,IKM1 MAIN3170 'O 'v
I K4 =I *4 MA I N318 0
rIK3=IK4-1 MAIN3190
IK2=IK4-2 MAIN3200
I K 1=IK4 -3 MAIN 3210
JJ= (I- 1) *4- 3 MAIN3220
ICOL (IK 1) =JJ MAI N3230













ICOL (IK3) =Jj MA IN32 5 0
ICOL (IK4)=JJ MAIN3260
is CONTINUE MAIN3270
ICOL (IK ?4)=l MAIN3280
ICOL (IK*4-1 ) = 1 SAIN3290
ICOL(IK*4-2)=l MAIN3300
ICOL (IK*4-3) =1 MAIN3310
19 CONTI NUF MAIN3320
218	 INUM(1)=l MAIN3330
DO 99 I =2, NI MAIN3340
99 INUM (1) =I-ICOL (I-1) +INUM (I-1) 11AIN3350
DO 991 1=1,Nl MAIN3360




DO 116 I=1, NI MAI N3410
L=ICOL(I) M AIN 3420
IF (ICOL (1) - I SP T) 117, 116, 119 MAIN3430
119 ISET=TCOL(I) MAIN3440
GO TO	 116 MAIN3450
117 NI R R EG =NI R P EG + 1 flAIN3460
IF (NIRR EG-K-1/2) 711,711, 90 MAIN3470
711 KROW ( NI RREG) =I MAIN3480
ND'EX(NIRREG)=INDEX MAIN3490
116 INDEX =1 NDEX +I-L MAIN3500
90 ISIZF,--NI+INUM (NI) NAIN3510
WRITE (MWRITF,91)	 ISIZE MAIN3520
91 FORMAT(/, I	 SIZE OF
	 ASSEMBLED MASS OR STIFFNESS MATRIX= # ,,,'r 5) MAIN3530
IF(ISIZE.LE.206f))
	 GOTO 6012 KAIN3540
WRITE  (MW RITE , 6 011) MAIN3550
6011 FORMAT ( I OTHE SIZE OF THE STIFFNESS MATRIX HAS EXCEEDED 2063. THISMAIN3560
RUN HAS BEEN TERMINATED.
	 CHANGE DIMENSION OF STTFK IN 1 ,1,	 I MAINNAIN3570
@,ELM.PB,AND TSTFP.
	 ALSO CHANGE DIMENSIONS FOR AMASS,BRASS,AND SPRIMAIN3580
@N l ) NAIN3590,
GOTO 150 MAIN3600
6012 CONTINUE M AIN 36 10
WRITE (MW RITE,7850) MAIN3620
7850 FORM AT (//, ' LUMPED MASS MATE IX FOR EACH ELEMENT:' ,//) MAIN3630
ELMPB=1.0 MAIN3640
CALL
	 EL"1PP (AMA SS, STIFK,IS7.ZE,AtP,DEP,NVI,REACK,REAC11,ELMPB) MAIN3650
DO	 1261 IR=I,IKK MAIN3660
J= I.R*4-3 MAIN3670
K= INUM (J) +J MAIN3680
FMASS (IR) = AMASS (K) MAIN3690
SOL (J) = AMASS (K) MAIN3700
K-= I NU M (J+ 1) +J+ 1 MAY N371 0
SOL (J+1)	 =	 AMASS (K) MAIN3720
K= I NU M (J+ 2) +J+ 2 MAIN3730
SOL (J+2)	 = AMASS (K) MAIN3740
K= I NU M (J+3)	 +J+3 MAIN3750
oN SOL (J+3)	 = AMASS (K) MAIN37601261 CONTINUE MAIN3770
WRITE (MW RITE,7836) MAIN3780
WRITE (MWRITE,7837)	 (S0L(L),L=1,NI) MAIN3790
7836 FORMAT(//,' 	 THE TRANSLATIONAL AND ROTATIONAL MASSES AT EACH NODE AMAIN3800
3 RE:') MAIN3810
7837 FORMAT('	 1 ,4D25.15) MAIN3820
DO 23 L=1,ISIZE MAIN3.830
23 SPRIN(L) =0.0 MAIN3840
IF	 (NQR . EQ.	 0)	 GO rO 22 MAIN3850
CALL Q.REM (AL,AXG, AWG, SPRIN) IMAIN3860
DO 360 I=1,ISIZE MAIN3870
360 REAC K (I) = REACK (I) + SPRIN ( I) MAIN3880
22 CONTINUE NAIN3890.
IF	 (NBCOND.EQ.0)
	 GOTO 93 MAIN3900
DO 92 I =1,NBCOND MAIN3910
JT4=NODEB (I) *4 MAIN 3920
JT4 M3=JT4-3 KAI'N3930
J T4 M2=JT4-2 MAIN 39 40
JT4 M 1=JT4- 1 MA I N39 50





4 a s	 ..
IF (NBC (I). EQ. 1. OR. NB: (I) .EQ.2) CALL EAC:(JT4M1, AMASS, NI,ICOL,INUN) MAIN3970
IF(NBC(I) .EQ.2.OR.NB-(I) .EQ.3) CALL ERC(JT4M2,AMASS,NI,ICOL,INU?9 NAIN3980
IF (NQR.EQ. 0)
	 GOTO 92 MAIN3990
CALL ERC(JT4M3,SPRIN,NI,ICOL,INUM) MA.IN4000
IF (NBC(I) . EQ. 1.OR.NBC(I) .EQ.2) CALL ERC (JT4MI,SPRIN,NI,ICOL,INU q ) MAIN4010
IF (NBC(I) .EQ.2.OR.NBC(l).EQ.3) CALL ERC(JT4M2,SPRIN,NI,ICOL,INUM) MAIN4020
92 CONTINUE MAIN4030
93 CONTINUE MAI N4040
WRITE (MWP.ITE, 7851) MAIN 4050 17851 FORMAT(//,' 	 THE ASSEMBLED MASS MATRIX:',//) MAIN4060
WRITE(MWRITE,7852) 	 (AMASS (L),L=1,ISIZE) MAIN4070
7852 FOR MAT ('	 ' ,8D 15.6) BAIN4080
WRITE (MWRI TLS , 7853) MAIN 4090 {
7853 FORMAT (//,' THE ASSEMBLED STIFFNESS MATRIX:',//) MAIN4100
WRITE (MWRITE,7F352)
	 (STIFK(L),L=1,ISIZR) MAIN4110
DO 948 1=1,ISIZF MAIN4120
0	 948 BMASS(I) = AMASS(I) MAIN4130
CALL FAC (BM ASS, ICOL, KROW,NDEX,IDET,MWRITE, NI, NIRREG,INUM) NAIN4140
• CALL TSTEP(BMASS, STIFK,DELTAT) MAIN4150
DO 953 I=1,IS.IZE MAIN4160
953 BMASS (I) = AMASS (I) MAI N4170
WRIT.E(MWRITE,52)
	 DELIAT MAIN4180
52 FORMAT(/,'	 TIME STEP SIZE USED IN PROGRAM
	 (SEC)=',D15.6) MAIN4190
DO 8951 J-1,NOGA MAIN 4200




I BIG AL=O MAIN 4250
IBIG L=0 MAI N4260





DO 10005 J= 1,M MAIN4320
t
BIG (J)	 = 0.0 MAI N4330
BIG A ( J)	 = 0.0 MAIN4340
BI (J)	 = 0 . 0 MAIN4350
I.BIGA(J)	 =	 0 MAIN4360
IBIG (J)	 = 0 MAIN4370
IBI(J)	 =	 0 MAIN4380
ISTA (J)	 = 0 MAIN4390
ISTAA ( J)-	 = 0 MAIN4400
BTIM E (J)	 = 0. 0 MA IN44 10
BTIMA ( J)	 = 0.0 MAIN4420
BTIM ( J)	 = 0. 0 MAIN4430
10005 CONTINUE MAIN4440
DTSQ=
 UELTAT** 2 MAIN4450
C2=1./(2. *DELTAT** 2) MAIN4460
MCRIT= O MAIR4470
IT= O MAIN4480
TI M'E=0.0 MAIN 4490
DO 50 I= 1,NI MAIN4500
DELD (I) = 0. MAIN4510
50 DISP ( I)= 0. 0 MAIN4520
AO 51 IR = 1,IK MAIN4530
NLAP=
 NLA Y MAIN 45 40
IF (M KE (IR) .GT. 1)	 NLAP=1 MAIN4550
NO= MKE ( IR) MAIN4560
DO 51 J=1, NOGA MAIN4570
BINP(IR,3)=	 0 . 0 MAIN 4.5 80
BIMP (IR,J)	 =0.0 MILIN4590
DO 51	 M= 1, NL AP MAIN 4600
NSFLM= NSFL (M , NO) MAIN4610
DO 51	 N= 1, NFL MAIN4620
K= N+ (M- 1) *NFL MAIN4630
DO 51 L=1, NSFLM MAIN4640
SNP (IR, J, K, L) _	 0.0 MAIN 4650














DIS P (I K* 4 +K) = DI SP (K) MAIN4690
54 DELD (IK* 4+K)= DELD(K) MAIN4700
55 CONTINUE MAI N47 10
L=l MAIN 4720
READ(KREAD,301)	 NF,EFLN(L) MAIN4730
IF(EFLN(L).GT.O.0)	 G:)	 To	 305 MAIN4740
EFLN (1)=DE T-TAT*SQRT (Y DUNG (1, 1) /DENS (1, 1) MAIN4750
IF(NLAY.EQ.1)
	
GO TO 305 MAIN4760
DO	 306 M=2,NLAY MAIN4770
BOLD =DELTAT6: SQRT (YOUNG (M, 1) /DENS (M, 1) MAIN4780.
IF (EFLN(L) ..LT.BOLD)	 EFLN (L)	 = BOLD MAIN4790
306 CONTINUE MAIN4800
305 CONTINUE MAIN4810
IF(I.TBR.EQ.0)	 GOTO	 30B MAIN4820
JNBF= NBR+l MAIN4830
DO	 307 I=2,JFBR MAIN4840
307 EFLN (I) = DELTAT ;- SQRT(YOUNG ( 1, T) /DENS ( 1, 1) MAI: N48 50
308 CONTINUE MAIN4860
DO 302 I=1, NF MAI N48 70
ALFA (I)= 0.0 MAIN4880
READ (MR-rAD, 3 03)	 PH (I) , FC GW (I) , PCGU (I) ,FM ASS (I) O F MCI (I) MAIN4890
READ(MR -EAD,303)	 UNK(I) MAIN4900
READ (MBEAD, 303)	 UDOT(I),WDOT(I),ADOT(I),TPPIM(I),CR(l) MkIN4910
FKT (1) = FM ASS (I) * (UDOT (1) **2 +WDOT (1) **2) +FMOI (1) *ADOT (1) **2 ISAIN49 20
FKT(I)= FKT(I)/2.0 MAIN4930
302 CONTINUE MAIN 4940
310 WRITE (M WRIT E, 312) MAIN4950
V RITE (MW PI TE, 313) 	 NF, EFLN (1) NAIN4960
312 FORMAT (/, I	FRAGMENT PROPERTIES"/) MAIN4970
313 FORMAT(10X,INO. OF FRAGMENTS	 =III50/1 MAIN4980
*10X, I EFFECTIVE LENGTH OF IMPACT (IN)	 ON MAIN STRUCTURE =',D15.6/) NAIN4990
WRITE(MWRITE,314) (I,FH(I),FMASS (I),FMOI(I),FCGU (I),FCGW (I), MAIN5000
*ALEA(I),UDOT(I),WDOT(I),A.DOT(I),CR(l),UNK(l),FKT(l),I= I,NF) NA I N50 10
314 FORMAT( 12X, I FRAG.	 N:). MAIN5020
*12X, l DIAMETER	 (IN) MAIN5030













































* 12X,' MOMENT OF INFRTIA (I*J —LB—SEC**2) =I, Bl 5.6#/r
-12X,'	 CG Y COORDINA 1`'E
	
(IN) = $,E15.6,/,
*12X,'	 CG Z COORDINATE	 (IN) =0,E15.6,/,
*121,'AN g ULAR ROTATIOV	 (DEG) =',E15.6,/,
*12X,'VEL IN Y DIP.
	 (IN/SEC) =',E15.6,/,
* 12X, ' V F,L IN Z DI R
	 (IN /SEC) =' ,E 15.6,/,
*12X,'	 ANGULAR VEL	 (DEG/SEC) =',E15.6,/,
*12X, 'COEFF OF F ESTITUTION =' ,E 15.6,/,
*12X,'COEFF OF FRICTION =$,E15.6,/,




(TPRIM (JK) ,JK =1,NF)
309 FORMAT (& THE TPRIM FOR EACH FRAGMENT IS:1,3X,3D18.6
DO 6111 I=1,NI
DELDMI (I)= 0.0
FLVA (I)	 = 0.0




Q CD (I) = 0.0
6111
 QVEL (I) _ 0.0
DO 37 1=1,ISIZE
37 AMASS (L)=2. *AMASS (L) +DTSQ*(STIFK (L) +SPRIN (L) )
CALL FAC(AMASS,ICOL,KROW,NDEX,IDET,MWRITE,NI,NIRRE3,INUM)
MIRP=O
XY = TPRI M (1) /DEL TAT
IT= XY+0.02
TIME= IT-DELTAT









1285 IF(MIRP.EQ.0)	 GOTO	 1286
a
DO 1285 NPN= MIRP,NF MAIN 5410
1285 TNJ (NP.N) = 0.0 MAIN5420
1286 DO 1287 I =1,NF MAIN5430
DFCGU (I)	 = UDOT (I) *DELTAT MAIN5440
DFCGW (I)	 = WDOT (I) ! DEL TAT MAIN5450
DALE' A (I) =	 ADOT (I) *DFLTAT MAIN5460.
FCGt3 (I)	 = FCGU(I) +UDOT (I) *T p RIM (I) *TNJ (I) MAIN5470
FCGW (I)= FCGW (I)+WDOr (I) *TPF.IM(I) *TNJ(I) MAIN5480
1287 ALFA (I) = ADOT(I) *TPFIn (I) w TNJ(T) MAIN5490
DO	 1020 I= 1,IKK MAIN5500
JVEL (I) = 0 MA 
	
N5510
EPSI (I) =	 0. o MAINS520
102? EPSOM =0.0 MAIN5530
83 FORMAT (2 (I5, D20.13) MAIN5540
387 FORMAT (2I5,2D2,. 13) MAIN5550
386 FORMAT (315,2D20. 13) MAIN5560
N	 84 FORM AT (4D20. 13) MAIN5570
86	 FORMAT (2I5,2D2:0 . 13, I5) MAINS580
89 F0R MAT(I5,6D12.4) MAIN5590
WRITE (MW RITE,8255)	 M2, NOP MAIN5600
e255 FORMAT(' OTHE FOLLOWING IS THE TIME SOLUTION OF THE FRAGMENT- RING MAIN5610
IMPACT'	 ,/,' OUTPUT WILL BE PRINTED EVERY @ ,I5,' CYCLES USINGMAIN5620
@OUTPUT OPTTON 1 ,I3,' .' ,/,'	 REACTION FORCES APPLIED TO THE STRUCTUREMAIN5630
a WILL BE PRINTED AT EACH OUTPUT CYCLE',/,' FOR NODES AT WHICH BOUNMAIN5640
iDDARY CONDITIONS ARE SPECIFIED.
	 D.O.P. THAT ARE' ,/,' NOT RESTRAI NEMAIN5650
&D AT THAT NODE WILL HAVE A REACTION FORCE = 0.0.',/,' ALL IMPACTS MAIN5660.
aWILL BE DESIGNATED AMD ALL THE FRAGMENT ENERGIES WILL BE',/,' LISTMAIN5670
ibED AFTER EACH IMPACT,') MAIN56.80
NLAY.P1 = NLAY+1 MAIN5690
IF	 (NLAYP 1. GT. 3) 	 GOTO 962 MAIN5700
DO 961 I =1,IKK MAIN5710
DO 961 J=NLAYPI, 3 MAIN5720
961	 H (I, J)	 =0.0 MAI N5730
962 CONTIN UE MAIN 57 40
READ (MREAD,T) ICONT MAIN5750










READ (11IRRI AD, 86) (IBIGA(L), ISTAA (L) ,BTGA (L) ,BTIMA (L) ,ISURA (L) 	 ,L= 1,M)NAIN5790
READ	 (MREAD	 ,386)	 (IB IG (L) ,3 SURF (L) , ISTA (L) , BIG (L) ,BTIME (L) ,L=1 , M) MAIN58 00
READ	 (MREAD , 387)	 (131 (L) ,ISUR (L) ,BI (L) ,BTIM (L) , L=1, M) MAIN 5810
READ	 (M.READ	 ,89)	 MT_RP,	 (TNJ (I) ,I= 1,NF) MAIN5820
READ (M READ, 84) (DISP(I),I = 1 ,m I) MAIN5830
READ (MREAD ,84) (DELD (1) ,I = 1, NI) MAIN5840
READ (MREAD,.94) (DELDMI (I),I=1,NI) MAIN5850
READ (MREAD,84) (FLVA (1) ,I = 1,NI) MAIN5860 .
READ	 (MREAD ,84)	 (QVEL (I) ,I=1, NI) MAIN5870
READ	 (MREAD	 ,84)	 (QACL(I)_,I=1,NI) MAIN5880
READ	 (MREAD ,84) ((((SN S(IP,J,K,L) ,L= 1,MNSFL) ,K=1 ,NFL) ,J= 1,NOGA), MAIN5890
IR= 1, IK) M AIN59 00
READ	 (MREAD	 ,B4) ((((SNP(IR,J, K,L) ,L= 1,MNSFL) ,K= 1,NFL) ,J= 1,NOGA), 11AIN5910
*IR=1, IK) MAIN59 20
READ	 (MR^AD	 , 84)	 (Fr GU(3) , FCGW(J) ,ALFA(J) , UDOT (J) ,WDOT (J) MAIN5930
*,ADOT(J) ,J=1 ,NF) MAIN5940
WRITE (MWRITE,8265) MAIN5950 .
8265 FORIA T (' OTHI S IS 	 A C:) NTINUA:TION .RUN') MAIN5960
C	 START OF TIME SOLUTION MAIN5970
120 IT =IT +1 MAIN5980
TIME= Ti *DELTAT MAIN5990
IF(ICP.LE.0)	 GO TO 127 MAIN6000
DO	 128 K=1,4 MAIN6010
DISP(IK-4+K) =DISP(K) MAIN6020
128 DFLD (IK*4+K) =DELD (K) MAIN6030 :
127 CONTINUF 8AIN6040
CALL IMPACT (EFLN,IT,NBR,QACL,QVEL,B.MASS,AMASS,FLN) MAIN6050
45 Do 121 I=1,NI MAIN6060
FLN (I) = FLVA (I) MAIN6070
FLVA (I) =0,0 MAIN6080
FLVM (I)
	 = 0.0 MAIN6090
121 CONTINUE MAIN6100
5010 IF(MIFP.GT.NF.0F.MIRP.EQ.0)	 GOTO 6020 MAIN6110










	 GOTO 6020 MAIN6130
Y
TNJ (MIRP)	 =	 1.0 MAIN6140
MIR° = MIRP+1 MAIN6150
GOTO 6010 MAIN6160
6020 DO 822 I=1,NF MAIN6170
FCGU(I)= FCGU(I)+DFC-U(I)*TNJ(I) MAIN6180
FCGW (I)= FCGW (I) +DFCGW (I) * TNJ (I) MAIN6190
822 ALFA (2) = ALFA (I) +
	 DALFA (I) * TNJ (I) MAIN6200
DO	 122 I=1,NI MAIN6210
DISP (I) = DISP(I)
	 + DELD (I) MAIN6220
122 CONTINUE MAIN6230
CALL STRESS (DEL TAT, ASFL,GZ ETA, SNS, SNP, NVI,NV2,NV3) MAIN6240
IF (IMCO. EQ. 0)
	 GOTO 333 MAIN6250
I tic O=n MAIN6260 i
DO 6301
	 I= 1,NF MAIN6270.
TRANEN (I) = FMASS (I) /2. 0* (TJDOT(I) *^2+WDOT (I)''*2) MAIN6280
ROTEN (I) = FMOI (I) /2 .0* ADOT. (I) **2 MAIN6290
CINETF (I)= TRANEN (I) +
	
ROTEN (I) MAIN6300
a^	 6301 CONTINUE MAIN6310
WRITE (MWRITE,6302)
	 (1 ,TRANEN(I) ,ROTEN(I) ,CINETF (I) ,1=1,NF) MAIN6320
6302 FORMAT('	 1 ,2('FRAG',I2,'	 TE=',D12.4,'	 RE=',D12.4,'	 TOE=', MAIN6330
iDD 12. 4,4X)) MA IN63 40
DO 332 J=1,IKK MAIN6350
QVET. (J*4-3) = 2. 0*DELD (J*4-3) /DELTA T-QVEL (3*4-3) MAIN6360
i` QVEL (J*4-2_) = 2.0*DELD (J*4-2) /DELTAT-QVEL (J*4-2) M.AIN6370
QVEL (J*4)=	 (3.0*DELD(J*4) -DELDM1 (J*4)) / (2.0*DELTAT) MAIN6380
QVEL (J*4-1) =(3. 0*DELD (J' 4-1) -DELDM 1(J*4- 1))/ (2.O*DELTAT) MAIN6390
332 CONTINUE MAIN6400
GOTO 356 MAI N6410
333 CONTINUE M AIN6420
DO	 355 I=1,NI MAIN6430
QVEL (I) =	 (3. 0*DELD (I), -DELDMI (I) )/ (2.0*DELTAT) MAIN6440 .
355 CONTINUE MAIN6450
356 CONTINUE MAIN6460,j
DO	 340 I=1,NI MAIN6470
DEI,DM1 (I)
	 = DELD (I) MAIN6480
i
DISUM(I) = 2.0* (DISP (I) +DELTAT*QVEL(I)) MAIN6490
DIS (I)= DI SP (I) MAIN6500
340 CONTINUE MAIN6510
CALL OMULT (BlPASS,DISUM,ICOL, NI, FLVM,KROW,NDEX,NIRREG) MAIN6520
DO 341 I=1,NI MAIN6530
FLVM (I) = 	-(2.0*FLVA(1)-FLN(I))	 *DTSQ+FLVM(I) MAIN6540
341 CONTINUE MAIN6550
IF (NBCOND . EQ.	 0)	 GO TO 124 MAIN6560
DO 125 I.=1, NBCOND MAIN6570
JT.4=NODEB(I) *4 MAIN6580
FLV M (JT 4- 3) =0.0 MAIN65 90
IF(NBC(I) .EQ.1	 .OR.	 NBC(I).EQ.2)	 FLVM(JT4-1)=O.O MAIN6600
IF (NBC (I) .EQ. 2 .OR. 	 NBC (I) . EQ. 3)	 FLVM (JT4-2) =0. 0 MAIN66 10.
125 CON TI NTIE MAI N6620
124 CALL SOLV (AMASS, FLV M, DIS,ICOL, KROW, NDEX, NI, NIRREG) MAIN6630
DO 430 I=1,NI IIAIN6640
DELD (I)=	 D.IS (I)-DISP('I) MAIN6650
QACL (I)	 = 2. OD+00 * (DELD (I) -DELTAT*QVEL (I)) MAIN6660
QCD(I)=	 (DELD(I)-DELDMI (I))/DTSQ MAIN6670
430 CONTINUE MAIN6680
DO 6701	 I= 1, IK.K M AIN6690
ITHR (I)	 = 0 MA IN67 00
EPSI (I)	 = 0.0 MAIN67 10
6701 EPSO (I)	 = 0.0 MAIN6720
MI Z = 0 MAIN 67 30
NPZ= IT-NPZ1 MAIN6740
IF(NPZ .N E. O)	 GOTO 67DO MAIN6750
MIZ= 1 MAIN6760.
NPZ1	 = NPZ 1+M2 MAIN6770
IF (LGSP. EQ.A)	 GOTO 6700 MAIN6780




6705 FORMAT (' 0 CYCLE=' 	 , I8) MAIN6810
WRITE	 (M WR IT E, 6 7 07) MAIN6820
6707 FOR fl, AT ('	 ELEMENT', 9X, I SI 1 ,4X, 1 STA	 1', 4X, I SO 1 ,21X, I SI 8 ,4X, I STA 2', MAIN6830








C	 GAUSSIAN STATION STRAIN CALCULATION
6700 DO 7161 IR=1,IK
K1= NV FC (IR, 1)




IF(K. GT. 4) INDEX = (K2-1)*4+K-4









604 REPS (I,J) = BEPS(I,J)+BEP(IR,I,J,K)* DISM(K)
co	 NIAP= NLAY
IF.(MKE (IR) .GT.1) NLAP =1
Hl= ff(Kl,l)
H2 = H(K2,1)
N=MKE (IR) — 1
IF (Y K (IR) . EQ. 1. 0 .AND. ROT (N, 1) . EQ. 1. 0) $(K1, 1)
	 HT H (N)
IF (Y K (IR) . EQ . 1. 0. AND. ROT (N,l ) . EQ. 0. 0) H (K2, 1)
	 H TH (N)
DO 8908 LM= 1,NLAP
8908 H DIF (L M) = H (K2, LM) — H (Kl ,LM)



















































3937 HI.2=- (H(K1,3) +HDIF(31 t AXG(M) ) /2.0 MAIN7240






". HINN = HINN + 	 ( H (K1,LM) + HDIF(LM) *AXG (M)) 	 / DIVI MAIN7300
8909 CONTINUE MAIN7310
DO 8911 LM= LR :EF, NLAP MAIN7320
DIVI= 1.0 MAIN7330
IF (LM. FQ . LREF)
	 DIVI=2 . 0 MAIN7340
ROUT =
 ROUT+ 	 ( H (K1,LM) + HDIF ( LM)*	 AXG (M ))	 / DIVI MAIN7350
8911 CONTINUE MAIN7360
N GOTO 8932 MAIN7370
8931 HINN=	 (H (K1, 1) + HDIF (1)*AXG (M))
	 /2.0 MAIN7380





FARE=	 BEPS (M', 1) +REPS (M,2) **2/2 . 0 MAIN7430
+BEPS ( M,1) x *2/2. MAIN7440
IF (N TERF . EQ. 0)	 GOTO	 8939 MAIN7450
IF (NLA .P. EQ. 1)
	
GOTO 8939 MAI N7460
C	 FOR MEMBRANE SET IiLI AND HL2 =0 . 0 MAIN7470
EPL1 (M)
	 = FARE+HL1*BEPS(M,3) MAIN7480
EPL2 (M)	 = FAPE+HL2*BEPS (M,3) MAIN7490
I:F (NLAP. EQ. 2) 	 EPL2(M) = 0.0 MAIN7500
IF(EP11(M) .LE.BIGL)
	 GOTO 8940 MAIN7510
BIGL= EPL1 (M) MAIN7520
IBIGL= IR MAIN7530
ISTAL= M MAIN7540.














8940 IF (N LA Y. EQ.2) 3OTO 89 39	 MAIN7570 .
IF(EPL2(M) .LF.BIGL) GOTO 8939 	 MAIli7580
BIGL = EP L2 (M)	 MAIN7590
IBIGL= IR	 MAIN7600
ISTAL= M	 MAIN7610





C	 FOR MEMBRANE SET HINN AND HOUT =0 . 0	 MAIN7650
BPI (M) = FARE- HI NN*BE PS (M, 3)
	 MAIN7660 .	 3'
EPO(M) = FARE+HOUT*BEPS ( M,3)	 MAIN,7670
IF (E.PI (M). LE.BIG (LSS)) GO TO 591
BIG (LSS)	 EPI (M)
IBIG (LSS ) IR




^	 BTIME (LSS)	 TIME
°	 591 IF (E-PO (M) .LE.BIG (tSS)) GO TO 1200
BIG (LSS) = EPO(M)
IBI G (L SS) = IF
ISTA (LSS) = M
TSURF(LSS) = 2
BTIME (LSS) = TIME
1200 CONTINUE
60	 CONTINU'.E
C	 AVERAGE NODAL STRAIN CALCULATION
C	 AT A NODE WHERE A BRANCH ATTACHES TO THE MAIN STRUCTURE,
C	 THE BRANCH ' S NODAL STRAIN IS NOT AVERAGED IN
DO 6604 1=1,2
D0 6604 J=1,3
BEPS(  I, J) = 0 .0
DO 6604 K=1,8
6604 BEPS (I ,J) = BEPS (I, J) +DEP (IR, I, J, K) * DIS M (K)
FAR1 = BEEPS ( 1,1)+BEPS (1,2)**2/2.0 +BEPS ( 1,1)**2/2.0
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6607 CONTINUE MAIN8310
H (K1, 1)	 = ti1 MAIN8320
H (K2,1)	 = H2 3AIN8330.
IF	 (MI7.. NE. 1)	 GO TO 7 161 MAIN8340
IF (LGSP. EQ. 0)	 GO TO 7161 MAIN8350
7943 WRITE (MWRITE,6710)	 IR, (EPI(L) ,EPO (L) ,L = 1, 3) MAIN8360
6710 FORMAT ( I	 1 ,I3,2X.3 (3X,D15.8,3X,D15.8,3X)) MAINS370
IF (NLAP. FQ. 1)	 GOTO 7161 AIN8380,
IF(NTERF.EQ.0)	 GOTO 7161 MAIN8390
WRITE (MWRITE,F609)	 (EPL1 (L), EPL2(L),L=1,3) MAIN8400
6609 FORMAT('	 ',5X,3(3X,D15.8,3X,D15.8,3X)) AIAINS410
7161 CONTINUE MAIN8420
C	 FIND LARGEST AVERAGE NODAL STRAIN MAIN8430
N DO 7170 I= 1,IKK MAIN8440
N= 0 MAI N8450
DO 7171 IR=1,IK MAIN8460
IF (NVEC (IR, 1) . NE.I)	 30TO 7172 MA IN8470
.IF (?IKE(IR) .EQ.1) 	 N=	 N+1 MAIN8480
IF (M KE (IR) .GT. 1)	 N= N+3 MAIN8490
IF(MKE(IR) .GT.1)	 NKE=MKE (IR) MAIN8500
7172 CONTINUE MAIN8510
IF(NVEC(IR,2) .NE.I)	 30TO 7171 MAIN8520
IF (MKE (IR) .EQ.1)
	
N=N +1 MAIN8530
IF(MKE (I R) . GT. 1)	 N= N+3 MAIN8540
IF (M KE (IR) . GT. 1)
	 NKE =	MKE(IR) MAIN8550
7171 CONTINUE MAI98560
NK=1 MAIN8570
IF (N.EQ.3.OR.N.EQ.6)	 NK=NF.E MAIN8580
IF(EPSI (I) .LE.BI (NK))	 GOTO 7174 MAIN8590
BI (NK) = EPSI (I) MAIN8600
IBI ( NK)	 = I MATN0610
ISUR (N K)	 =	 1 MAIN8620
BTIM(NK)	 = TIME MAIN8630
7174 IF (EPSO(I) .LE.BI (NK)). GOTO 7170 MAIN8640
i
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	 = 0. C MAIN9010
DO 8604 K=	 1,8 MAIN9020
8604 AEPS (J) =AEPS (J)	 + AEP (IS,J,K) *DISM (K) MAIN9030
DO 8918 LM= 1,NLAP MAIN9040
8918 HDIF (LM)
	 = H (K2,LM)- H(K1,LM) MAIN9050
HINN=O .0 MAI 199060
HOUT =	 0.0 MAIN9070
IF (NLAP. EQ. 1)	 GOTO 8941 MAIN9080
IF (LREF-2)
	 8735,8736,2737 MAIN9090
3735 HL1=	 (H(K1,1)+.HDIF(1) *.AXC(M))/2.0 MAIN9100
HL2= 'HL1+ H(K1,2)+HDIF(2)*AXG(M) MAIN9110
GOTO	 8738 MAIN9120
8736 H.L1=	 - (H (K1, 2) +HDIF(2) * AXG (M) ) /2. 0 MhI N9130
HL2= -HL 1 MAIN9140
IF(NLAP.EQ.2)
	 HL2= 0.0 MAIN9150
N GOTO 8738 MAIN9160
8737 -Ti L2= - (H (K1,3)+HDIF(3) *AXG (M) ) / 2.0 MRIN9170








	 (H (K1,LM) + HDIF(LM) *AZET (IS)) / DIVI MAIN9230
8 919 CONTINUE MA I N92 40
DO 8921 LM= LREF,NLAP MAIN9250
DIVI= 1.0 MAIN9260
IF (LM. EQ.LR
 EF)	 DIVI=2 .0 MAIN9270
HOUT = HOUT+	 (H (K 1,LM) + HDIF(LM) *
	 AZET (IS))	 / DIVI MAIN9280
8921 CONTINUE MAIN9290
GOTO 8942 MAIN9300
8941 HINN=	 (H (K1,1) +HDIF(1) *AZET (IS) )/ 2.0 MAIN9310
ROUT = HINN MAIN9320
HL1= 0.0 MAIN9330
HL2=	 0.0 MAIN9 340
9942 CONTINUE MAIN9350

















































IF (NTERF. .EQ.0) GOTO 8739
IF(NLAP . EQ.1) GOTO 8739
C	 THIS IS A CALCULATION OF THE STRAINS AT THE INTERFACES
C	 FOR M13 MBRANE SET HL1 AND HL2 =0.0
EPAS1 = F.ARE +HL1* AEPS (3)
PPAS2= FARE }HL2*AEPS(3)
IF (,ILAP.EQ.2) EPAS2 0.0
IF(FP 'AS1.LE.BIGAL) GOTO 8740
BIGAL= EPAS1
IBIGAL= IR
I STA AL= IS
BTIMAL = TIME
ISUBAL = 1
8740 :IF (NLAY. EQ.2) GOTO 8739





I SURAL = 2
8739 CONTINUE
C	 FOR MEMBRANE SET HINN AND HOUT =0.0
EPASI = FARE- HINN * AEPS(3)
EPASO = FARE + HOUT*AEPS(3)
C FIND LARGEST ADDTIONAL POINT STRAIN
IF (EPASI. LE. BIGA (L)) GO TO 8591
BIGA (L) = EPASI
IBIGA (L) = IR
ISTAA(L) = IS
B.TIMA ( L)	 TIME
I SURA (L)	 1
8591 IF (EPASO . LE. BIGA ( L)) GO TO 8780
BIGA (L) = EPASO
IBIGA(L) = IF
ISTAA(L) = IS
BTIMA ( L) = TIME
i1
IS UR A (L)	 = 2 CIA IN97 30
8780 IF(MIZ .N E. 1)	 GO TO 8763 MAIN9740
F.I= DSQRT (1.0+2.. 0* EPASI)	 -1.0 MAIN9750
E0= DSQRT(1 .0+2.0* EPASO) 	 -1.0 MAI N9760
WRITE (MWRITE, 8781)	 IS ,EPASI, EPASO, EI, .EO MAIN9770
8781 FORMAT('	 4 ,10X,I3, 16X,D15.8,4X,D15.8,11X,D15.8,4X,D15.8) MAIN9780
IF (NLAP. EQ.1)	 GOTO .9763 MAIN9790
IF (NTERF.EQ.0)	 GOTO 8763 MAIN9800
WRITE (MWRITE,8609)	 'FPASI,EPAS2 MAIN9810 I
8609 FORMAT. ('	 ' ,29X,D 15. 8, 4X,D15. 8) MAIN9820
P763 CONTINUE MAIN9830
H (K1 ,1)	 = H 1 MAIN9840
H (K2 , 1)	 = H2 MAI N98 50
8761 CONTINUE MAIN9860
8562 CONTINUE MAIN9870
IF (IT-H 1)	 131, 140,150 MAIN9880NN	 140 M1=M1+M2 MAIN9890rn
CALL PP,INT(IT, TIM E,S INN, HOOT,APDEN,SPRIN,B MASS ,C2,NQR,CINETO, MAIN9900
*BEP , WET, NV ,ES, AS FL,SN S, NV 1, NV 2, N V3, SOL, Q VEL) MAIN9910
IF(NBCOND. EQ.0)	 GOTO 260 MAIN9920
DO 276 I=1,NI MAIN9930
REAFK (I) =0 .0 MAIN9940
276 CONTINUE MAIN9950
CALL OMULT(REACK,DISP,ICO.L,NI,REAFK,KROW,NDEX,NIRREG) MALI N9960
DO	 261 I=1,21 MAIN9970
261 REAC (I) =0.0 MAIN9980
DO 262 I=1,NBCOND MAIN9990
J= NODEB (I) *4 MA IN0000
K=	 (I-1) *3 MAIN0010
REAC (K+1)	 = RFAFK (J-3)+FLVA (J-3) MAIN0020
IF (NBC (I) . FQ.1 .OR.NBC (I) .E'Q.2) 	 REAC (K+3) =REAFK (J- 1)+FLVA (J- 1) MAIN0030
IF (NBC (I). EQ.2.OR. NB: (I)' . EQ.3) 	 REAC (K+2) =REAFK (J-2) +FLVA (J-2) MAIN0040
262 CONTINUE MAIN0050
WRITE (MWRITE,256) MAIN0060
256 FORMAT (' O f ,6X, I REACTIONS	 AT NODE', 15X, I R V (LBS)' , 139, I RW (LBS) ', MAIN0070
-	 11X,'RM (TN-LBS) °) MAIN0080
i
rDO 2.52 I=1,NBCOND MAIN0090
J=	 (I- 1)	 *3 MAI N01 00
WRITE (MWRITE,253) 	 NOD EB(I),REAC (J+1),REA-- (J+2) , REAC (J+3) MAINO110





WRITE (MWRI TE,67) (L, BIG (L) ,IBIG (L) , ISURF (L) ,ISTA (L) ,BTIME (L) , L=1, M) MAIN0170
IF (NTERF.EQ.0)
	 GOTO 1 272 MAIN0180
WRITE (MW RITE,





	 GO	 TO 9782 MAINO220
WRITE (MW RITE ,6030) MAINO230
WRIT B.(MWRITE,6035)
	 (L ,BIGA (L) ,IBIGA (L) ,ISTAA (L) ,BTIMA (L) ,ISURA (L) , MAIN 0240
N J)1=1	 M) MAINO250
IF(NTERF.EQ.0)
	 GOTO 1273 MAINO260
WRITE (MWRITE,1271)
	 BIGAL,IBIGAL,.ISTAAL, BTIMAL,ISURAL MAINO270
1271	 FORMAT('	 I NTERFACF', 14X, D 15.6, 7X, I3, 6X,I5, 5X,D15. 6,6X,I4) MAINO280
1273 CONTINUE. MAINO290
3782 CONTINUE MAIN 03 00
WRITE (MWRITE,7181) MAINO310
WRITE (MW RITE,7182) (1,BI(1),IBI (L),ISUR(L),BTIM (L),L=1,M) MAINO320
7181	 FORMAT(' OSUBSTRUCTURE',5X,'LARGEST
	 NODAL	 STRAIN	 0 ,5X,'NODL',7X, MAINO330
@'SURF $ ,1 1X,' TI ME I ) MAINO3 40
7182 FORMAT(' 	 1 ,4X,I3,16X,D15.6,7X,I3,6X,I5,5X,D15.6) MAINO350
WRITE (MWRITE,11100) MAINO360
11100  FORMAT (' 0*************** *********** *********** ******* ************ *MAIN O370
131	 IF(IT-MM)
	 120, 170, 150 MAIN0400
170 CONTINUF MAIN0410
WRITE (MWRITE,6002) MAIN0420
6002 FORMAT(' OTHE LARGEST COMPUTED STRAINS FOR EACH SUBSTRUCTURE-- MAIN0430
,) MATN AND BRANCHES -- ARE PHT NTED BELOW,











66 FORMAT (' OSUBSTRUCTUFE' , 8X,' MSTR' , 7X,' ELE',5X,' SURF', 5X,' STA' , MAIN0480
c@9X,' TIME') MAIN0490
67 FORMAT('
	 1 , 3X,I4, 6X,D15 .6,lX,I4,4X,I4,4X,I4,4X,D15.6) tIAIN0500
IF (NTERF. F.Q. 0)	 GOTO 12 74 MAIN0510
WPITE(MWP.ITE,	 59)	 BIGI.,IBIGL,ISURFL,ISTAL,BTIMEL MAIN0520
1274 CONTINUE MAIN0530
IF(LSPP. NE .1)	 GOTO	 149 MA.IN0540
WRITE (MWRITE,6030) MAIN0550
WRITE (MW RITE ,60 35)
	 (L,BIGA (L) , IBIGA (L) ,ISTAA (L) , BTIMA (L) ,ISURA (L) ,MAIN0560
L=1, M) MAIN 0 570
6030 FORMAT('OSUBSTF.UCTURE',5X,'LARGEST




0 ,uX,I3,16X,n15.6,7X,I3,6X, -I5,5X,D15.6,6X,I4) MAIN0600
N	 IF (NTEP.F.EQ.0)	 GOTO 149 MAIN0610
co	 WRITr (t"WF.ITE,1271) 	 BIGAL ,IBIGAL,ISTAAL,BTIMAL,ISURA.L MAIN0620
149 CONTINUE MAIN0630
WRITE (MW RITE,718 1) MAIN0640'f









(IBIGA (L),ISTAA (L),BIGA (L),BTIMA(L),ISURA(L), MAIN0690
@L=1,M) MAIN 0700
WRITE(MPUNCH,386)
	 (I3IG (L),ISURF (L),ISTA (L),BI3 (L) ,BTIME (L) ,L=1, M) MAIN.0710 !





MIRP,	 (TN.7 (I)	 1=1	 NF) MAIN0730
WRITE (MPUNCH,84)	 (DISP (I) ,I-1, NI) MAIN0740
WRITE(MPUNCH,84)	 (DEL D (I) , I= 1 , NI) MAIN0750
WRITE (MPUNCH,84) 	 (DELDMI (I) ,I=1, NI) MAIN0760
WRIT E(MPUNCH,84)	 (FLVA(I),I=1,NI) MAIN0770
WRITE (MP UN CH, 84)	 (QVEL (I) ,I=1, NI) MAIN0780
WRITE (ME?UNCH,84)	 (QACL (Z) ,I= 1, NI) MAIN0790
















































*IR= 1 ,I K)
WRITE ( MPUNCH,84) ((((SNP(IF,J,K ,L),L=1,MNSFL) , K=1,NFL) , 3=1,NOGA),
*IR = 1 ,IK)
WRITE ( MPUNCH, 84) (FCGU ( J) ,PCGW ( J) , ALFA ( J),UDOT (J) , WDOT (J)
ADOT (J) ,,J=1, NF)
WRITE ( MW RITE,6005)
6005 FORMAT(' OCONTINUATION CARDS HAVE BEEN PUNCHED FOR THIS RUN')
GO TO 161
160 WRITE ( MWRITE,6036)
6036 FORMAT('ONO CARDS PUNCHED .DURING THIS RUN FOR-CONTINUATION.')
161 IF (ICON . E.Q.0) GOTO 151




N SUBROUTINE IMPACT(FFLN,IT,NBP,QACL,QVI,L,BKASS,AMASS,FTN)NQ	 IMPLICIT REAL*f3 (A—Ii3O—Z)
DIM1-NS10N DISM (205) , DI SUM (205) ,FLVM (205) , BM ASS (1) , AMASS (1) ,FLN (1 )
DIMNSION PD (50, 6) , PALE (50,6)
DIMENSION QACL (205) , QVEL (205)
DIMENSION AY (51) ,AZ (51 )
DIMENSION TU (205), TW(205)
DIMENSION VY (51) , VZ (51) , TFCGU (6) , TFCG'W (6) ,TALFA (6) ,IFLAG (51., 6) ,
2NTSD (6) , NFF (6) , RL (50).FF LN (6)
DIMENSION AYCD (51) , AZCD (51)
COMMON /HIT/ TNJ (6) , MIRP
COMMON /ACC/ QCD (205)
COMMON/IMPT/ VEL (102) ,IMCO,JVEL (51)
COMMON/TAPE/MREAD,MWRIT.1 ,MPt1PtCH
COMMON/F'C/ Y (51) , Z(51),ANG (51) , H (51,3)
COMMON /VQ/ FLVA (205) , D.ISP (205) , DELD (205) , BINP (50, 3) , BIMP (50,3 )
COMMCN /FRAGV/ VELFU (3) , VELFW (3) ,VELFA (3)
COMMON/FRAG/ FIi (3) , FMASS (3) , FMOI (3) , UNK (3) , CR (3) , FCGU (3) ,FCG W (3) ,
aALF.A (3) , DFCG11 (3) ,DfCGW (3) , DALFA (3) ,TREL, FKT (3) ,DE,LTAT, NF,MIMP
COMM,ON/FG/ Icy,IKK,ICP,LqF;F,NOGA,NFL,NI,ICOL(205),INU"1(205)
.d;, NBCOND, NBC (7) , NOBEB (7) , KROW (8) , NDEX (8) , NIRP.EG
C CMMON/I3 R/ NVEC (51, 2) , LMT (51)
COMMON/LEFT/RMASS (51)
COKMON/IIAT/ TAII, IMCOU IMPA0240
Cos (ZZZ) =DCOS (zZZ) IMPA0250
SIN (ZZZ) =DSIN (ZZ7) IMPA0260
C IMPA0270
C IMPA0280
C	 MODIFIBE IMPACT CONTROLLING ROUTINE IMPA0290
C	 I IMPA0300
C	 CURRENT TIME REMAINING IN THIS TIME STDP=EXTERNAL TIME STEP IMPA0310
C	 AND CURRENT TIME = TB. IMPA0320
TIME1= (IT-1) *DFLTAT IM PA 0330 




II 1 00 FOR	 MAT ( I	 VZ= I ,lOD14'-).4) IMPA0380




	VELFW= I	 D 15. 6) IMPA0400
wo	 8130	 FORMAT( , 	DISM=',lOD12.4) IMPA0410
8140
	 FORMAT('
	 FLVM86=',D15.6, 1	FLVM90=',D15.6) IMPA0420
C IMPA0430
C	 INITIALIZE CORRECTION
	 IPLA G S I	 TO NO-PREY. -CORR. 	POSITION	 (=O), IMPA0440
C	 AND NO.	 OF SUBDIVISIONS FOR EACH FRAG.
	 TO ZERO IMPA0450
DO	 5	 I=1,.IK IMPA0460
DO 5 J=1,NF IMPA0470
NTS6 (J) =0 IMPA0480
5	 IFLAG(I,J)=O IMPA0490
C IMPA0500
C	 TRANSFORM NODAL VELOCITIES INTO Y AND Z COMPONENTS IMPA0510
C IMPA0520
C	 CALC. TRIAL POSITION OF RI.WG NODES AND FRAGMENT TO THE END OF THIS I"PA0530
C	 INTERNAL TIKE STEP IMPA0540
DO 7000 1=1,NI !MPA0550
7000
	 DISM (1)=	 DISP(l)	 + r-EL D (1) IMPA0560
C IMPA0570
C	 TRIAL POSITION OF FRAGMENT IMPA0580
C IMPA0590
C	 !?R`T'URN	 POS11ICV FOR
	





DO 7035 I=1,NF IMPA065O
TFCGIJ (I) =	 FCGU (I) +VELFU (T) *D.ELTR il TPi,J (I) IMP A0660
TFCGW (I) = FCGW (I) +VFLFW (I) *DFLTR-T-NJ (I) IMPA0670
7(;35 TALFA (I) =	 ALFA (I) +	 VELFA (I) *DFLTP*TNJ (I) IMPA0680
6 DO	 10 I= 1,IKK IMPA0690
VY (I) =	 QVFL (I*4-3) *COS (ANIG' (I)) — QVFL (.I*4-2) *SIN (ANG (I)) I41PA0700
10	 VZ (I)=	 QVSL (1*4-3)' SIN (ANG (I) ) +QVFL (I*4-2)*COS (ANG (I)) IMPA0710
DO 70 25
 I= 1,IKK IMPA0720
TU (T) =Y (I) +DISM (I*4-3) *COS (ANG (I)) — DISM (I*4-2) *SIN (ANG (I)) IMPA0730
Try' (I) =Z (I) +DISFi (I*4-3) = SIN (ANG (I)) +DISM (I*4-2) *CGS (ANG (i)) IMPA0740
7025 CONTINUE IMPA0750
tQ	 1F (NT'SD (JF) . GT. 5 	 )	 GOTO	 15^1 IMPA0760
IF (r?FQ. EQ. 0)
	 GOTO	 7200 IHPA0770
NEQ = NFQ —
 1 IMPA0780
PD (IBIG, JF) _	 — 1 .0 I+MPA0790
DO 7210	 IR=1,IK IMPAO800
DO 7210 J=1, NF IMPA08 10
IF (PD (IR,J)-PMAX)	 7210,7220,7220 IMPA0820
721C CONTINUF IMPA0830
GOTO	 7200 IMPA0840
7220	 PAL=	PALE (IR,J) /BL (IR) I.MPA0850
IBIG=IR IMPA0860


















C IF THE	 NII";BFrR OF
	 POSITIVE, PENETRATIONS,
	 NPP,	 IS ZERO,	 AND THE IMPA0960
L MAX. P:':NETRATION	 IS LESS THAN
	 ZERO,
	
'40	 (M- ORE)	 PENETRATIONS OCCUR FOR IMPA0970
C THIS TIME STEP. InPA0980
IF(NPP.E(. !J.AND.PMAX.LT.0.0)GO
	 TO	 150 IIIPA0990
C IMPA1000
C IF MAX.	 PENETRATION 1S ZERO,
	 SKIP	 SUBDIVISION PrROCFSS. IMPA1010
7290 CONTINUE I.MPA1020
TT='ra IMPA1030
.TMIN = D LTS IMPA1040
C IMPA 1050
C RETIJPN FRAGMFNT ANE NODAL POSITIONS TO BEGINNING OF THIS INTFFNAL IMPA1060
C TIME STEP. IM.PA1070
DO	 35 I = 1,NF IMPA1080
TFCGU (I) =FCGU (I) IMPA1090
TFCG TA (I) = FCGW (I) IMPA1100
35	 TALFA (I) =ALFA (I) IMPA1110
N DO 25	 I=1,IKF IMPA1120
N TU (I) =Y (I) +DISP (I* 4-3) *COS (ANG (I)) — DISP (I*4-2) *SIN (ANG (I)) IMPA 11 30
TW (I) =Z (I) +DISP {I*4-3) 'SIN (ANG (I) ) +DISP (I*4-2) *COS (ANG (I)) IMPA1140
25 CONTINUE IMPA1150
C InPA1160
C CA1,C.	 TIM- OF CONTACT,
	 .FLEM.	 AFFECTED,	 AND POINT OF CONTACT. IMPA1170
C IMPA1180
UPDATE N%;DAL AND rPAG.
	 POSITIONS TO THIS TIME IMPA1190
1 1)O	 CONTINUE IMPAl200
NTSP (JF') = NTSD (JF) +1 IMPA 1210
IMCCiI = IMCOU+l IMPAl220
C IMPA 1230
C UPDATE NODALl VFLOCITIES
	 (VY,VZ) ,
	 AND FRAGMENT VELOCITIES
	
(VELFU, IMPAl240
C VETFW,	 V LFA)	 TO POST—IMPACT VALUES. IMPAl250
WRITE (`lWFITE,8n00) 	 INI COU,TT,IT,IBIG,JF,PAL IMPAl260
8020, FORMAT('OIMPACT	 NO.°,I5,5X,'T-LIEI ,D15.6,5X,'DURING CYCL.E',I5,5X, IMPAl270
. 'ELEM v ,15, 5X,'FRAG # ,15,5X,' DISTANCF',Dl5.6) IMPAl280
C IMPA 1290
C TIKE REMAINING IN THIS FXTFBNAL TIME STEP IMPA1300














































2FMASS, FMC;I,CR,UNK,PAL,:EF.LN, H,FH, IK,NF,ICP,RL, NBR,KRCOND, NODEB
3, DELTR, A Y, AZ, ANG, AYCL, A7.CD)
IMCO = 1
DO 7C50, 1 =1,IKK
QVII L (I -4-3) = VY (I) *COS (ANG (I)) +VZ (I) *.SIN (ANG (I) )
QV EL (I*4-2) = -VY (.I) *SIN (ANG (I)) +V? (I) COS (ANG (I) )
7050 CONTINUE
DO 7340 I=1,NI
FLVM (I) = 0. 0
7340 DISUN (I) = 2.0 w (DI SP (I) +DELTAT*QVEL (I) )
-CALL Ot1ULT(?IMASS,DISUCI,ICOL,NI,FLVM,K?tOW,ND ;X,NIRREG)
DTSQ = DLTAT**2
DO 7341 1=1 , NI
7341 FLVM (I) _
	 (2.0*FLVA (I) -FLN ('I)) *DTSQ+FLVM (I)
IF (NBCOND. EQ. C) GOTO 7124
DO 7 125 I= 1, NBCOND
w	 JT4 = NG CEB (I) *4
G'	 FLVM (JT4-3) = 0. C
l	 IF (NBC (.I) . EQ. 1. OR. NBC (I) . EQ. 2) FLV,4 (JT4- 1) =0.0





C	 CHECK. FOE ADDITIONAL IMPACTS .IN THIS EXTERNAL TIME STEP.
GO TO 20
C
C	 N' ADDITIONAL IMPACTS OCCUR IN THIS TIME STFP.
150 CONTINUE
C
C	 RETURN TO CON T ROLLING ROUTINE WITH .FINAL DISPLACEMENT INCREMENTS.
C	 FRAGMENT LOCATION.
DO 160 I=1, NF
DFC;;U (I)
	 TFCG[l (I)-FCG11 (.I)























f"	 IF(N SUM. FQ. 0 ) RETURN
C
C	 IF IMPACT HA S OCCURED, UPDATE'. VELOCITInS
DO 170 I=1,NI
170 DELD (I) = DISM (I) -DISF (I)
RFTURN
END
SUBROUTINE= IMPCCF(TU,TW, VU, VW, VEL FU, VELFW,VELFA,J RIG, IBIG,9MASS,





DIMENSION NODFB (1) , H(51,3)
DIMENSION AY(1),AZ(1),ANG(1)
DIMFNSIO N AYCD (5 1) , AZCD (51)
DI11ENSION TU(1),`LW(1),VU(1).,VW(1),V LFTT(1),VRLFW(1),VELFA(1),
FMASS( 1), RMASS( 1) ,<'!lOI(1),CR(1),UNK(l),EFLN(1),RL(1),Fll(1)
DIMFNS10N	 SSL (25) ,GAM (25) ,BET (25) ,SSR (25)
DIMENSION MNO (51) , MNOD (51) ,
	 LT(11) ,PK (11)
DIMENSION MBC (8)
	 , FF (6)
COMMON /BOUN/ YK (51) , NBCONB, NBCB (7) , NODBB (7) , MK (51) , ROT (5, 2)
^D, XDIST (6) ,DROT (50) , NODP (6)
COMMON/IMPT/ VEL (102) ,IMCO,JVEL (51 )
COMMON /TAPE/ MPEAD,MWRITE,MPUNCH
COMMON/BR/ NVEC('51„2), LMT(51)
COMMON /TAM/ MKE (51)
COMMON /ML/ MNEL (6) ,MATT (6)
SIP! (0) = CSIN (0)






























IF(IC;P.GT.7)	 NS	 =	 IN+1 IMPT0240
IF (NBCOND. FQ.0)	 NODE 	 (1)	 =	 0 IMPT0250
DC	 1000	 .1 = 1, IK IMPT0260
L1=	 NVEC (I, 1) IMPT0270
L2= 	NV_C (I,2) IMPTO26O
c	 ^?STABLISH
	 FL'2^MENT LENGTH,	 ANGLES
	 AND DISTANCES TO NODS IMPT029C
RL ( T_)	 =	 rSQRT ((TW (L2) - TW (L1) )*-{2+ (` fl (L2) -kU (L1)) **2) I.MPT030O
1-'000 CONTINUE IMPT031O
J.NBR=NBRtl IMPT0320
DO	 1 .00	 I=1,JNl3R InPT033O
10C - EF (i) =	 r FLN (1) TMPTO34C
L1	 =	 NVEC (IDIG, 1) IMPT0350
L2 =	 NVEC (IPIG, 2) IMPTO36O
PSIN=	 (TW (L2) -TW (L1)) /RL (IBIG) IMPT0370
RCOS=	 ('rU (L2)-	 U (I.1))	 /	 RL (IBIG) IMPT0380
IBI=	 NVTC(IBIG	 1) IMPTO390
w	 C	 PAL =	 DIST'ANCF rO NODE1 	 PAX = DISTANCE TO NODE2 IMPT04O0
Ln IF(PAL.EQ.^_..C.OR.PAI..?'Q.1.0)
	 GOTO	 93 .7 IMPTO41O
GOTO	 934 IMPTO420
937 LZ= L1 IMPT0430
IF(PAL.E-Q	 .1.0)	 LZ=L7 IMPT0440
JO 1007	 I= 1,NRCOMD IMPTO4 5O
IF (LZ. FQ. NODEB (I))
	 GOTO	 100 16 IMPTO460





	 =	 0.0 IMPT051O
MNnD (1)
	 =	 NVEC (IBIG, 1) IMPT 0520
IF (PAL . EQ. 1.0)	 MNOD (1)	 =	 NVPC (IBIG,2) IMPT0530
GOT:O 936 IMPT0540
934 CONTINUE IMPT0550




VMBC (1)	 =0 IMPT0590
ZK=1. 0 IMPT06 00
111NL=0 IMPT0610
tilt! t	 =	 0 IMPT0620
DO	 998 L= 2,JNBI? IMPT0630
19 i1 EFLN (I)
	 =	 F.F (I) IMPT0640
NMFL = 0 IMPT0650
KIL=1 IMPT0660
c ESTABLISH T:iF
	 NUMBER CF NODES COUNTERCLOCKWISE FROM IMPACT WIT!lIYINPT0670
r
SSL (K.IL) `PAL IMPT0680
MEF= MKF. (IBIG) IMPT0690 1
IF (MEF. FQ. 1)
	 GO TC	 1010 IyPT0700
'RFJTE	 (I"WRITE, 1009) IMPT.0710 1
1009 FORMAT('	 IMPACT
	 ON	 A	 B r,?';NCti
	 IS NOT PPESENTLY ALLOWED-- NO IMPACT') IMPT0720
G O TO 350 IMPT0730
1	 10 CONTINUA IMPT0740
1F(PAL.GE.FFLN (FIEF))
	 GO	 TO	 300 IMPT0750
MNC (KIL)
	 =	 NVFC (IBIG,
	 1) IMPT0760






GAN (KIL) =	 ZK-SSL (KIL-IF3) /EFLN (MIFF) IMPT0820
i - (MMFL.NF .1)	 GD TO	 931 IMPT0830 !
EFLN (MEF)
	 = C.99*SSL (KIL-iF3) !IL PT0840
GO TO	 5555 IMPT0850
931 DO 940 NC=1,NBCOND IMPT0860
IF (LINO (KIL) . NF. NODFB (NC))
	 GOTO 940 IMPT0870
MBC (1)	 =	 Ml9C (1)	 +1 IMPT0880
MBC (,1BC(1) +1)
	 =	 NODEB (NC) IMPT0890
FlM!'L-1 IMPT0900
LF (itPdQ (KIL) . rIE. 1 . ANL.MKi' (J'L-1) . E0.1)
	 -C:TO	 932 IMPT09 10
F.FLN (MI-F) .
















J'EL = IBIG — KIL -I F IMPT0980
IF2 =U IM PT 0990
IF(ICP.LE-0.AND.JIL.LE.0) GO TO 302 IM PT 1000
I?(ICP. ,;T.O.ANU.JE'L.L1.0) JGL = JEL+IK IMPT1010
L	 CHECK FOR A BRANCH AT ACHMENT POINT IMPT1020
IF(NBR.EQ.")	 GO TO
	 1C38 IMPT1030
DO	 102;	 I	 =	 1,NBR IMPT1040
IF (iiNO (K -IL) . NE. MATT (I))
	 GO TO	 1020 IMPT1050
a NB = I +1 IMPT1060
MTI = MATT (I) IMPT1070





N GO TG	 1038 IMPT1110
w	 C	 COMPUTE BRANCH NODES INVOLVED IN MOMENTUM TRANSFER, IMPT1120
1 r3C P  = 0.0, IMPT11 30
IF(MMPL. EQ. 1)	 GOTO	 1038 IMPT1140
f NUMB = C IMPT1150
MBFL=O IMPT1160
K 	 = C IMPT1170
L'0	 1035	 I-	 1,10 IMPT1180
'Y IF (MPFL. NE . 1)	 GO TO
	 910 IMPT1190
NUMB	 = NUMB+l IMPT1200
IF (NUMB.. NL•. 2)	 GOTO	 910 IMPT1210
EFLN (Nt.3)	 =	 0.99*	 RXIES1: IMPT1220
GOTO	 1030 IM PT 1230
910 CONTINUE ZMPT1240
IF (NODP (NB-1) . Nr:. l)
	 t CTO	 2050 IMPT1250
IF ((MT1- 1) .FQ,i0) 	 GOTO
	 1037 IMPT1260
RX=	 RX+RL(MTI—I) IMPT 1270
P =	 HST — nXOEFLN (NR) IMPT1280
F	 (P.L2.;}.U)
	 GO	 TO	 1037 IMPT1290
LT(KL+1)	 =	 MT,Z—I IMPT1300
^ •
	 :rte"^
GOTO	 2. 1 1 E i
2C50 CONTINgE
IF	 (tlK	 (,Tl+I-1) .N.E.NB)
	 GO	 TO 1037
PX=	 RX+RL(MTI+1-1)
P	 =	 : ST- cX/GFLN (N'3)
IF	 (P. LE. %0)




PK ( KL+1 )	 = P
DO	 900 NC;=	 1, NBCCND
IF (L'I (KL+1) . fJF-- NC D 	 i3 (NC))	 GOTO 900
MBC (1)







w KL =	 KL+ 1
00	 1035 CONTINUE
1037 L = KIL+1
IF3 = IF3
	 +KL
IF F = MN-'L (NB-1)
	 — KL +IFF
IF2
	 •=	 MNEL (NB-1)
IF	 (KL. EQ. 0)
	 GO	 TO	 1033
KIL = KIL +KL
DO	 1036	 I =	 L, KIL
LZ = KL —I+L
GA-M(I)	 =	 PK (LZ)
1u36 MNG	 (I)'	 =	 LT(LZ)
103 8 COhTINUF
JEL	 = .J.FL	 — IE'2
IF	 (JVL. w Q.0)	 GO TO 3C2
SSL(KIL+1 .— IF3'
	 = SSL(KIL
— IF3)	 + RL(JEL)
TF (FFL^t (iiir) .L?.SSI (KIL+1-ZF3)) GOTO 302
KIL = KIL +1
MNO (KIL')








































301 CONTINUE IMPT1670 N
302 'DO	 303 JJ=
	 1,KIL IMPT1680
MNOD(JJ)
	 = MNU(KIL-JJ+1) IMPT1690









C ESTABLISH THE N[JMBFR OF NODES CJ:OCKWISE FROM IMPACT WITIINIMPT1770
S S R (KIl?) =PA IMPT1780
IF(P:AX
	 .GL.EFLN(MFF)) GO TO 304 IMPT1790 i
MNCD (KIR+KIL)
	 =	 NVEC (IBIG,2) IMPT1800
MIMR=1 IMPT1810 i
DO 305 J =	 1,25 IMPT1820
BEI (KIL+KIR)
	 = "K-SSB(KIR-IF3) /EFI,N (MEF) IMPT1830N
IF(mhFL. NF.1)	 GO Td 941 IMPT1840
EFLN (LIEF)
	 = 0.99*SSF (KIR — IF3) IMPT1850
t GO TO	 5555 IMPT1860941 DO 945 NC=	 1,NSCOND IMPT1870
1F (MNOO ( KIL+KIR) . NE. NO CFA (NC)) GO TO 94 9, IMPT1880
MBC (1)
	 =	 MBC (1)
	 +1 IMPT1890
1 bC (MBC (1) +1) 	 =	 NODEB (NC) IMPT1900
s MMFL = 1 IM PT 1910
IF (MNOD (KIL+KIR) . N'B. NS.AND.MKE (JI L+1) . F,9. 1)GOTO 933 IMPT1920
FLN (FIEF)
	 = SSR (KIR-IF3) IMPT1930
GOTO 5555 IMPT1940
933 CONTINUE IMPT1950
GOTO 955 IMPT1960 .^ G)
945 CONTINU_P IMPT1970 -O z
955 CONTINUE. It7PT1980 >
JER= IDIG+KIR+IFF IMPT1990
IF2 = 0 IMPT2000
o
IF (ICP. l.E. 0.AND.JER.GT .IK)	 GO TO 306 IMPT2010
IF (ICP.GT . C.AND.JFR.GT .IK)	 JER=JER-IK IMPT2020 rqK co
fC	 CHECK FOi:	 A	 BRANCH AT'TACF!MFNT
	 POINT IMPT2030
" IF (N Bt,. EQ. 0)	 GO	 TO	 108C IMPT2040
DO	 1050 I =	 1,NBR IMPT2050
IF	 (MNOD (KIL+KIR)	 . NE. MATT (I)) GO TO	 1050 IMPT2060
' NR= I+1 IMPT2070
MTI	 =	 MAIT (I) IMPT2080
EST = BET (KIL+KI R) IMPT2090
GO TO 1060 IMPT2100




C	 COMPUTE EPANCH NODES INVOLVED IN MOMENTUM TRANSFER, IMPT2130
106C RX =0 I"1PT2140
MBF L=0 IMPT2150
NUMB = 0 IMPT2160
KI,	 =0 IMPT2170 I
DO	 1055	 1	 =	 1,10 IMPT2180
IF (MMFL. EQ. 1)	 GOIO	 1 081; IMPT2190
IF (M BFI,. NF. 1)
	 GO	 TO	 915 IMPT22 00
NUMB = NUMB+1 IMPT2210
IF (NIJMP. NE . 2)	 COTO	 915 I"lPT2220
F.FLN (NF3)	 =	 C.99*	 RX/ES°I IMPT2230
GOmO	 1360 IMPT2240
915 CONTINUE IMPT2250
IF	 (MKF ( MITI +I-1) . NE. NB)	 GO TO 1057 IMPT2260
RX=F.X+RL (MTI+I- 1) IMPT2270
P=E'S1- RX/=FLN (N B) IM PT 2280
IF(P.LL.C.C)	 GO TO	 1057 IMPT2290
LT(KL+1)
	 = MTI+I IMPT2300




IF (LT (KL+1) . NE. 14CDEB (NC))
	 GOTO 9C. 5 IMPT2330
MBC (1)
	 =	 MBC (1) +1 IMPT2340
MBC (MBC (1) +1)	 =	 NOD.EB (NC) IMPT2350
MBFL=1 IMPT2360
GOTO 925 IMPT2370












IF3 = IF3 +KL
IF2 = `1NFL (NB-1)
IFF=MNL'L (NB-1) — K.L +IFF
IF (KL. F Q.0) GO TO 1080
KIP = KIR +KL
DC 1056 I = L, KIR
'BET (KIL+I) = PK (I—M)




IF (JEP..GT.IK) GO TO 30 6
N	 SSR. (KIR+1 — IF3) = SSR (KIR-IF3) +RL (JER)
IF (EFLN (MEF) .LE. SSR (KIP+ 1
— IF3)) GO`:O :306
KIR = KIP +1
e7NOD (KIL+KIR) = NVEC (JER y2)
305 CONTINUE
306 CONTINUE
IF(KIL. -LE.I.AND.KIR.LE.1) GCTO 308
IF (MIML. NL. C) GOTG 307
BET (1) =FAX	 *BET (2) /PAL
MNOD (1) = NVEC. (IBI G,1)
DO 971 0=1,NBCOND
IF (MNOD (1) . NE.NODEB (J)) GO'TO 971
MBC (1) = 11BC (1) +1
MBC (MBC (1) +1) = FODEB (J)
971 CONTINUE
GO 10 3C7
3C4	 IF (MI IL. E0, C) GO TO 308
IF (KIL. LE:. 1. AND. KIR. LE.1) GOTO 308
BET (KIL+1) = PAL*BET (KIL) /PAX















































DO 0172 J=1 , NBCON D
IF (MiNII)D (KIL+ 1) . (VF, NCDFB (J)) GOTO 972
MBC ( 1 ) = MBC (1) +1





B IRT (2) =PAL
,NOD (1)	 NVEC(IBIG,1)
MNOD (:2) = NVEC (IBIG,2)
DO 973 J= 1, NBCOND
IF f MNOD (l) . NF. NODEB (J)) GOTO 974
MBC (1) = MBC (1) +1
FlBC (MBC (l) +1) = NODT'B (J)
974 IF ("1NOD(2) . NE. NCDFB (J)) GOTO 973
IBC (l) =. M BC (1) +1





Do 311 J=1 , KII
311	 SUM=STJM+BET (J)
C	 EET = i7EIGHTING FACTOR FOR THE EFFECTED NODES
DO 312 J=1,KII
B81 1 (J) = BZT (J) /SUM
Ir (MB(-- (1) . EQ.0) GO TO 312
L= MBC (1)+1
DO 989 I= 2,I.





101 EE .FLN (I) _ :F (I)
S(J ILI
 B=0.








































JEE = MNOD(J) IMPT3110
IF(ICP.GT.O.AND.JEE.GT .IK)	 JFE= JEE — IK IMPT3120
SUMB=SUMR+BET(J)**2/RMASS(JEF) IMPT3.130
313	 CONTINUE IMPT3140




00 340 J=1,KII IMPT3190
JEE= M NOD(J) IMPT3200
IF(ICP.GT.O.AND.JLE.GT .IK)	 JEE=JEE—IK IMPT3210
C	 ESTABLISH THE TANGENTIAL AND NnRMAL VELOCITIES OF RING AND FRAGMENTIMPT3220
SUMN=SUMN +BET(J) *(VW(JEE) *RCOS—VU(JEE)*RSIN) IMPT3230
340 SUMT=SUMT + BET( J)*(V'W(JEE)*RSIN +VU(JEE)*RCOS) IMPT3240
VFN= VELFW(JBIG)*RCOS — VELFU(JBIG)*RSIN IMPT3250
VFT= VELFW(JBIG)	 * RSIN	 + VELFU(JBIG) *RCOS IMPT3260
C	 SINT= RELATIVE TANGENTIAL VEL BETWEEN RIND AND FRAG., AINT IS REL. NIMPT3270
N	 SINT= VFT—VELFA(JBIG)*FH(JBIG)	 /2.0 —SUMT IMPT3280
w	 AINT=VFN—SUMN IMPT3290
C	 IF AINT LE 
0 





3006 FORMAT('OAINT = 1 ,015.69'	 NO IMPACT--LEAVING	 IMPCTE') IMPT3330
GOTO 350 IMPT3340
3005 CONTINUE IMPT3350
IF(UNK(JBIG).EA.0.0)u^ O TO	 702 IMPT3360
C	 CALCULATE THE EFFECT OF FRICTION ON THE RELATIVE VELOCITIES AND THE IMPT3370
TA:NX=SINT*821(A INT*BI ) IMPT3380
705	 IF(UNK(JBIG).LE.TAiX)GD TO	 706 IMPT3390
APN=(1.0+CR(JPIG))*AINT /B2 IMPT3400
APT=SINT/B1 IMPT3410
GO TO 760 IMPT3420
706	 APN=(1.+CR(JBIG))*AINT /82 IMPT3430
APT=UNK(JBIG)--APN IMPT3440
GO TO 760 IMPT3450




























f,	 C	 UPDATE THE RING AND FRAGMENT VELOCITIES
VELFU(JBIG)	 (-FACTFN*RSIN+FACTFT*RCOS) +VEIFU(JBIG)
VELFW(JBIG) =(FACTFN*RCOS+FACTFT*RSIN) +VELFW(JBIG)




FACTN=BET (J )*APK/RMASS (JE-E )
FACTT=BET(J)*APT/RMASS(JEE)
VU(JEE)= (-FACTN *R SIN+FACTT*RCOS) +VU(OEE)
















IMPLICIT REAL*8(A — H90 — Z)	 PENT0030
DIMENSI0114
	 PND(51,6) 9 PD(50,6),PALE(50 t 6) PENT0040
DIMENSION	 TU(1),TW(1),TFCGU(1),TFCGW(?),NEF (i),RL(I),H(51,3),FH(1)PENT0050
COMMON /TAPE/ MWRITE,MREAO,MPUNCII PENT0060
COMMON/BR/	 NVEC(5192),	 LMT(51) PENT0070
C	 CHECK FOR NODAL IMPACT AND CLEMENT	 IMPACT PENT0080




*PD(IR,IF)	 =	 — 10.0 PENT0120
PND(IR,IF)	 _ — 10.0 PENT0130_
L 1 =	NVEC (IR,1) PENT0140
L2=NVEC(IR,2) PENT0150
IF(IR.NE .LMT(L))	 G0 TO 90 PENT0160
L=L+1 PENT0170N
N	 GO TO 100 PENT0180
90 CONTINUE PENT0190
C CALCULATE DIST FROM FRAG TO NODcI -- DFN AND LENGTH OF ELEMENT DEL
	
PENT0200`
-	 DFN=DSQRT((TFCGU(IF)—TU (L1))**2 +(TFCGW(IF)—TW(L1)) *#2) PENT0210
DEL =DSQRT((TU(L2) — TU(L1))**2+( 	 TW(L2)—TW(L1))**2) PENT0220
RL(IR)	 _	 ')EL PENT0230
THICK = 0.0 PENT0240
DO 400	 J=1 1 3 PENT0250
400 THICK= THICK+	 (H(L1,J)+H(L2,J))/2.0 PENT0260
C	 DCRTN	 IS THE CRITICAL DISTANCE = HALF (	 FRAG DIA. + AVG ELEMENT THICPENT0270
DCRTN=	 (FH(IF)+THICK)/2.0 PENT0280
OCRTE=DCRTN PENT0290 p 0
DU= TU(L1) —TFCGU(IF) PENT0300
DW = TW(11)
	
— TFCGW(IF) PENT0310 ODEU= TU(L2) -TU(L1) PENT0320 ® Z>
DEW= TW(L2) — TW(L1) PENT0330 ;u r.
TCOS = DEU / DEL PENT0340 10'v
TSIN = DEW/ DLL PENT0350







IF (PAL.LT.O.0) GO TO 100	 PENT0380
IF	 (PAL.GT.DEL1	 GO TO 100 PEN T0340
DFE= -(-DW*TCt3S+ DU*TSIN) PENT0400
PD(IR,IF)	 = OCRTF-DFE PENT0410
100 CONTINUE PENT0420
110 CONTINUE PENT0430
C	 CALCULATE THE LARGEST PENETRATION DIST, AND NUMBER OF + PENETRATIONSPENT0440
K _ 0 PENT0450
IF	 (ICP.GT.0)	 K=1 PENT0460
DO 290 J=1,NF PENT0470
290 NEF(J)	 =	 0 PENT0460
NEG=O PENT0490
PMAX= -5.0 PENT0500
NPP = 0 PENT0510
PAL = -1.5 PENT0520
DO 300	 IR=1,IK PENT0530N
L1= NVEC(IR,1) PENT0540
L2= NVEC(IR 9 2) PENT0550
DO 300	 IF= 1,NF PENT0560
335 IF(PD(IR,IF).GT.0.0) 	 NPP=NPP+1 PENT0570
IF(PD(IR,IF)-PMAX) 	 360	 ,350 9 340 PENT0580
340 PMAX=	 PD(IR,IF) PENT0590
PAL
	
=	 PALC(IR,IF)/	 RL(IR) PENT0600
IBIG =	 IR PENT0610
NEO=O PENT0620
JF=IF PENT0630
00 345 J=1,NF PENT0640
345 NEF(J)	 =0 PENT0650
GO TO 360 PENT0660







Ke ' T	 F	 T	 t TT	 F.	 ,	 ra t T,	
,	
A	 '	 .	 ,SUBROUTINE PRINT(	 T	 MME HINN ffC.-U	 APDEN	 SP_.IN	 BMA c-S, C2 NQR, PRINOJ1n
*CINETO BEP WET NV ES ASFL SNS NV1 NV2 NV3 SOL
	
VL.L PRINO^21





	 ES (3,6,6) ,SOL (1) ,QVEL(1) ,CINETF (3) PRTNO351
DIMENSION COPY (51) ,COPZ (51) , REPS (3) PRTNO061
*, BE P (50, 3, 3, 8) .WET (5C, 3) , HINN (50, 3) ,1I )UT (50, 3) ,.FKTP (3) PRIM^371
FQREF (204) ,BMASS (1) ,CINE(205) ,SPRIN(l) ,FAILI (50) ,FAILO(50) PRIN0080
COMMON/VQ/ FLVA (205) , DISP ( 205) , DELD ( 205) , BINP ( 5O, 3) , BIMP (SO, 3) PRIN0091"'
COMMON/FC/ Y(51) , Z(51),ANG(51),H(51,3) PRIN01^'1
COMMON /FRAGV/ UDOT (3) , WDOT (3) ,ADO T ( 3) PRIN0110-
COMMON /FRAG/ FH (3) , FMASS (3) , FMOI (3) , UNK (3) ,CR (3) ,FCGU (3) , FCGW (3) PRTNO120
*,ALFA (3) ,DFCGII ( 3) , DFCGW (3) , DALFA ( 3) ,TREL , FKT (3) , DELTAT, NF,MTMP PRIN011 3•?
COMMON /EP/ EPSI ( 50) ,EPSO ( 50) PFINO1 4^
COMMON /FG/ IK,IKK,ICP,I,REF,NnGA,NFL,NI, T_COL (205) ,?NiJm(205) PRIN015^
*, NBCOND,NBC (7) , NODEB ( 7) , KROW (8) , NDEX ( 9) , NIEREG PRIN016n
COMMON/'OAT/YOUNG (3, 6) , DS ( 3,6) , SNO (3 , 5,6) ,NSFL (3,6) ,P (3 , 6) ,NLP_ Y PFINO171l
COMMON /IIkT/ TAII, IMCOU PF,INO180
COMMON /TAPE/ MREAD , MWRITE,MPUNCH PRIN0190
COMMON /TAM/ MKE(51) PRINO200
SIN (Q) =DSIN (Q) PRINO210
COS (Q) = DC!'S (Q) PRIN1220
WRITE	 ( MWRITE,, 1200)
	 IT PRINO230
1200 FORMAT(///,'	 ENERGY AND WORK AT THE END OF TIME CYCLE' , 15) PRTNO240
WRITE (MWRITE , 1205) PRINO25^
1205 FORMAT( ' fi	 FRAGMENT',10X,'KINETIC ENERGY',/) PRINO26C
CINETT=0.0 PRIN1270
` DO 1210 I =1,NF PRTNn280 00
CINETF (I) =FMASS (I) /2. 0* (TJDOT (I) **2+WDOT ( I) **2) +'FM O I (I) /2.0 + PRINO293
ib (ADOT (I) **2) PPINM300
CINETT= CINETT + ( FKT (I) -CINETF (T)) PRINO31n 00 8
WRITE ( MWRITE, 1215)
	 I,CINETF (I) PRINO32^
j 1215	 FORMAT (#	 • , 10X,15, 13X,D15 . 6) PP.INO33g1
o1210 CONTINUE PRIN0,34^
CINET =0.0 PP.INO35^ m







701 CINET= CIN.ET+ (QVEL (I) **2*SOL (I)) /2.OD+00 PRT_N^37!'
ELAST=0.0 PRINO3V
DJ 702 IR=1,IK PRTNn39n
I=MIKE (I R) PRTN040P-
NLAP = NLAY PRINI1410
IF (MKE (IR) .GT.1)
	 NLAP =	 1 T.'RINO42:n
DO 703 J=1,NOGA PF.IN0430
SUM=0.0 PRIN0441`
DO 801 M=1, NLAP PRIN0450
NSFLM=NSFL (M,I) PRINOW
DO 801	 N=1, NFL PEIN1471
STRS=0.0 PRIN0480
K=N+ (M-1) *NFL PRINO490
DO 842 L=1,NSFLM PRINC500
LL= L+1 PRIN051''
AB (K) =	 (ES (M, L, I) -ES (M, LL,I)) /
	 E'S (M, 1 ,I) PRIN0520
802 STRS=SIRS+SNS (.IR,J, K,L) * AB(K) PRTNO53n
STRS= STRS**2 PRIN0541
801 SUM = SUM+STRS*ASFL (IR,J,K,NSFLM)/(AB_(K)*YOUNG(M,I)) PRIN155?
703 ELAST= ELAST+(SUM*WFT(IR,J) )/2.0 PRIN^560
702 CONTINUE PRIN0571
SPDEN=0.0 PRTN0580
IF (NQR	 ..EQ.	 0)	 GCS
	TO	 31 PRIN0590
DO 30 2=1,NI PRIN060C'
30 FQREF (I) =0. 0 PRTN0610
CALL GMULT (SPRIN, DISP, ICOL, NI, FQPEP, KRO W, NDEX,NLRPEG) PRIN062!'





TAIIT= TIME - TAII PRIN06V
WRITE(MWRITE,1)
	 IT ,TI ►ME,TATIT,CINETT,CINET,ELAST,P1,AST PET.N0690
1 FORMAT('-	 J=',I5,'	 TIME	 (SEC.)	 =',D15.6,5X,'TIME AFTER INTTPRIN070M
v IAL IMPACT =',D15,6,/, PRIN071n
*' KOPK INPUT INTO









	 (IN. – LB.)	 =',F15.6,/, PRIN(^730
'^•	 RING	 ELASTIC ENERGY	 (IN. – LD.)	 =',E15.6,/, PRIN074^
RING PLASTIC WORK	 (IN.–LB.)	 =',E15.6) PPINn750
IF (NQR	 .EQ.	 0)	 GCS TO 33 PRIN0760
WRITE (MWRITE,34)	 SPD.EN PRIN0771-)
34 FORMAT ($	 ENERGY STORED IN THE ELASTIC RESTRATNTS
	 (IN. – LA.) =' , P.RIN078n
*E15.6) PRTN0790
33 DO	 11 I=1,IKK PRT.N0800
COPY (Z) =Y (I) +DISP (I*4-3) *COS (P_NG (I)) – DISP (I*4 – ?.) *SIN (ANG (I)) PRINn810
11 COPZ (I) =Z (I) +DISP ( I *4 -3) *STN (A.NG (I)) +DISP (I*4-2) *C^S (ANG (T)) PRIN7820
TKPI=IK+1 PRIN0$30
WRITE(MWRITE-,2) PRIN0840
2 FORMAT(/,'	 I	 1 ,5X,' V' ,11X,'W',9X,'PSI',9X,'CNI',10X,'CCPY', PRINO850
*8X,' COPT , 9X,' L' , 11 X,' M' , 7X,' STRAIN (IN) ' , 4X,' STP.AIN (0 [iT) I ) PRIN0860
50 DO 21	 I=1,IK PRINO370
21 WRITE (MWRITE,22) I,DISP(I*4-3) ,DISP(I*4-2) , DISP (I*4-1) ,DISP (I*4) ,	 PRINO880
*COPY (I) ,COPZ (I) , BINP (I,2) ,BIMP (I, 2) , EPSI (I) ,EPSO (I) PRIN^89^
22 FORMAT(I5,9E12.4,2X,E12.4) PRiN0900
IF (ICP.GT .0)	 GO TO 57 PR.IN0910
WRITE (MWRI'TE,24) 	 IKPI,DISP(IK.P1*4-3) ,DISP(IKP1*4-2) , PRIN0920
*DISP (IKP1*4-1) ,DISP(IKP1*4) ,COPY( -EKP1) ,CCs PZ (IKPl) ,BPSI (IKP1) , PRIN0930
@EPSO (IKPi) PRIN0g40
24 FORMAT (I5,6D12.4,24X,D12.4,D14.4) PP,IN0950
57 CONTINUE PRINn960
WRITE (MWRITE, 35) PP.IN097^
35 FORMAT(1C+X,'FRAG NO.= 1 ,5X,'FCGU = 1 ,9X,'FCGW = 1 ,9X,'ALFA = 0 ,9X, PRIN1980
*'FRUV = 1 ,9X,'FRWV =1 ,9.X,'FRAV =',/) PRIN1990
DO 36 I= 1, NF PRIN1000
36 WRITE (MWRITE, 37) 	 I, FCGU (I) ,FCGW (I) ,ALFA (I) ,UDC'-r
 (T) ,WDOT (I) ,AD,'T (I) PRIH1010










7.1 JET 5A Example: An Impulsively-Loaded Free Single-Layer Uniform-Thick-
ness Circular Complete Ring without Branches
7.1.1 Problem Description
The geometry of the free-ring structure, as shown in Fig. 11, is a free
circular ring, 0.4-in thick, 2.5-in wide, with a mean radius of 7.7-in. The
ring is subjected to severe impulsive loading over a peripheral sector of
126 degrees of its exterior. Taking account of the symmetry of the impulsive
loading and the ring geometry, only half of the ring is analyzed with the
symmetry-prescribed-displacement conditions imposed at the centerline mid-
plane. Twenty uniform finite elements are used to model the half ring. To
demonstrate the multilayer capability of the JET 5A program, the steel ring
is modeled by two identical layers. The inner layer is designated as the
reference layer.
The uniaxial stress-strain properties of the 4130 cast steel ring
material are represented'by a three-mechanical-sublayer model defined by
tri ll el = 80,950 psi, .00279; 62 , e2 = 105,300 psi, .0225; and o' 3 , E3 = 121,000
psi, .2000, with an elastic modulus of 29x10 6 psi and a yield stress of
80,950 psi. The strain rate constants .are D = 40.4 sec-1 and p = 5, and the
mass density is taken to be 0.733085x10 -3 (lb-sec 2 /in 4).
The impulse is modeled by an initial inward "uniform" velocity of
10,000 in/sec. In order to represent adequately the impulse at the end of
the loaded region (an impulse assumed to be generated by a high explosive
detonation), the last node has half the "uniform" normal velocity plus a
rotational component (see Fig. 11).
The JET 5A program will predict the resulting transient structural
response by using a time step of 4 microseconds. Printout will be given
































EPS(1,3,1) = 0. 200000D+00
SIG(1,3,1) = 0.121000D+06
Card 3B 3D15.6






















Additional cards are punched until
,









Additional cards are punched until all the nodal thicknesses for each




















' NSBS (1) = 1
NSEL(1) = 20




































p Card 15 515
NBCOND = 2
NBC (1) = 1
NODEB(1) = 1
x
NBC (2) = 1
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7.1.3 Solution Output Data
The following is the output for 600 microseconds of response of the ring
to the given initial velocity distribution.
The first segment of output gives a breakdown of the initial geometry of
the ring and the initial loading parameters. A calculation of a guideline
time step size is made and is presented to compare with the user-generated
time step.
Strain information is printed at each spanwise Gaussian station, at each
designated strain point (inner and outer surface and each interface), and at
each node (inner and outer surface). The maximum strain is 12.39 per cent
and occurs on the outer surface of element 9 at 600 microseconds after initial
loading.
In the interest of conciseness, only a portion of the called-for output
is given. Included are (1) all input verification information and (2)
scheduled output at the end of time cycles 0, 1, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 140,
and 150 (last). This output listing is intended for use in verification of
the adaptation of the JET 5A computer code to other computing facilities.
257
r,_
THIS IS RUN NUMBER	 1	 FOR THIS JET SA SUBMITTAL
THERE ARE NO BRANCHES CONNECTED T, THE MAIN STRUCTURE + THEREFORE
THE NUMBERING SYSTEM FOR N^DES°AND ELEMENTS REMAINS UNCHANGED
F>
ADDITIONAL STRAIN POINT 	 ELEMENT	 S- CC•OFDINATE
'
1	 20	 0.57000OD+00 }y
tasttsttttt A SPATIAL FINITE ELEMENT AND HOUHOLT'TEMPORAL OPERATOR PROGFAM
USED TO CALCULATE THE NONLINEAR RESPONSES OF A VARIABLE THICKNESS 9ULTILAYER
` ARBITRARILY CURVED
	
PARTIAL	 RING WITH THE FOLLOWING PAPAMETERS
t
E
PROPERTIES OF THE STAIN STRUCTURE:
WIDTH OF RING	 (IN)	 0.250000.+01
NUMBER OF 'ELEMENTS	 20	 -
NUMBER OF SPANWISE GAUSSIAN POINTS	 =	 3
"	 ... NUMBER OF DEPTHWISE GAUSSIAN PCINTS 	 _	 4 -
`. NUMBER OF LAYERS.	 =	 2
REFERENCE .SURFACE IS THE MIDDLE SURFACE. CF
 LAYEP=	 1 - ?(
MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF LAYER	 =	 1`
DENSITY41B-SEC tt2/IN tt4)	 =	 0.7330850-03







" 3	 -0.2000OOD+00	 0.121000D+06
"'IATERIAL IS STRAIN RATE SENSITIVE WITH
	 -
,, m	 D ;	 0.4040OOD+02 P
	
0.500000D+01I
S -	 MATERIAL PRCPERTIES CF LAYER. 	 _	 2
DENSITY(L9-SEC tt2,/IN tt4)	 =	 0.733095D-03




2	 0.225000D-91	 0.10530OD+06_ i
' 3	 0 200000D+00	 0.121000D+06
MATERIAL IS STRAIN RATE SENSITIVE WITH
D =	 0.4040001)o02 P =
	 0.500000D+01
SYMMETRY DISPLACEMENT CONDITION AT NODE =	 1
` SYMMETRY DISPLACEMENT CONDITION AT NODE = 	 21 a
y
'THERE. ARE NO ELASTIC SPRING CONSTRAINTS
NODE NO	 Y COORI;(IN)	 Z COORD(7,N)	 SLOPE ( HAD) RING THICKNESS(IK)
(
LATER 1- ,	- LAYER '-2 -
	
LAYER 3
1	 0.0	 0.770000D+G1	 0.0 0.200000D+00 0.200000D+00 1
., 2	 0.120455D+01	 0.760520D+01	 -0.157080D+003	 0	 7	 1	 0 T	 +	 0	 +
0.200000D+00
+0 0.200000D+00O 0	 0 ti.23	 9431.+0 .	 32314. 01 - .3141591. 00 -0.20D000D	 0 0.20 0 OD+ 0
4 0.3495730+01 0.686075D+01 -0.4712390+00 0.200000D+00 0.200000D+00
5 0.452595D+01 0.622943.+01 -0.628319D+00 0.200000D+00 0.200000D+00
6 0.544472D+01 0.544472D+01 -0.785398D+00 0.200000D+00 0.200000D+00
7 0.622943D+01 0.4525950+01 -0.942476D+00 0.200000D+00 0.200000D+00
8 0.686075D+01 0.349573D+01 -0.109956D+01 0.200000D+00 Q.20000OD+00
9 0.732314D+01 0.2379430+Oi -0.125664D+01 0.200000D+00 0.200000D+00
10 0.760520D+01 0.120455D+01 -0.141372D+01 0.200000D+00 0.200000D+00	 l11 0.7700001.+01 0.0 -0.157080D+01 0.200000D+00 0.200000D+00
12 0.760520D+01 -0.120455E+01 -0.172788D+01 0.20000+00 0.200000D+00
13 0.732314D+01 -0.237943E+01 -0.188496D+01 0.200000D+00 0.2000000+00
14 0.686075D+01 -0.349573D+01 -0.204204D+01 0.200000D+00 0.2000000+00
15 0.622943E+01 -0.452595D+01 -0.219911D+01 0.200000D+00 0.200000D+00
16 0.544472D+01 -0.5444720+01 -0.235619D+01 0.200000D+00 0.200000D+00
17 0.452595D+01 -0.622943C+01 -0.251327D+01 0.200000D+00 0.200000D+00
18 0.349573D+01 -0.6860750+01 -0.267035D+01 0.200000D+00 0.200000D+00
19 0.2379431.+01 -0.732314C+01 -0.282743D+01 0.200000D+00 0.200000D+00
20 0.1204550+01 -0.760520D+01 -0.298451D+01 0.200000D+00 0.2000DOD+00
21
_
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0.100000000+01 X 0.0 0.48770978E+07r 0.0 0.0 0.10000000D+01 0.0 0.23094894D*07
0.0 0.48024.9040+07. 0.0 0.263593580+07 0.0	 - -0.27717367D+07.. 0.57646505D+08 0.0
-0.45204002D+07 0.0 -0.27772775D+07 0.66828093D+02 0.97543146D+07 O.O 0.26231086D+07 0.0
0.15877452 â+07! -0.525125310+07- 0.20332430D+03 0.47369829D+07 0.0 -0.27772881D+07 0.0 - 0.120062270+07
0.11739247D+02 0.46190220D+07 0.17786280D+03 0.960493130+07.- 0.28765171D+08 0.263589110+07 0.30738528D+07 -0.2771721.1D+07
0.57646445D+09_- 0.26360455D+07 -0.45205273D+07 -0.26233074D+07 -0.27773041D+07 0.191420710+02 0.975433730+07 0.30738303D+07
- 0.262317310+07 0.10826877D+07 .0.15677468D+C7- 0.52512348D+07 0.104173110+03. 0._47370016D+07 0.27717252D+07 -0.27773087D+07
-0.158.79430D+07 -0.12006119D+07 D 19230026D+02 0.461900430+07 0.18305862D+03 0.960495560+07 -0.28764881D+OB 0.26360041D+07
0.30738184D+07- 0.2771,75040+07. 0.57646305D+08 -0.2635B646D+07 : -0.45203884D+07 -,0.26232805D+07 -0.27772724D+07 -0.82135614D+02
-
_ 0.97542206D+C7 0.30738102D+07 :0.26230904D+07. 0.10826761D+07- 0.15877434D+07 =• 0.52512401D+07 0.20196910D+03 0.47369691D+07
0.27716992D+07 "-0.277728870+07 -0.15879485D+07 -0.12006236D+07 0.38981401D+02 0.46190036D+07.0.193505450 +03 0.96049644D+07
-0.28764999D+08 0.26359567D+07 0.307383250+07- 0.27717'382D+.07. 0.57646500D+08-0.26359398.0+07-0.45204453D+07 -0.26232913â+07
-0.27772854D+07 -0..11652526D+03- 0.97543523D+07 - 0.30738183D+07 0.262312450+07 0.108268090+07 0.15877448D+07- 0.52512.429D+07
0.204446880+03 0.47370006D+D7 0.27717095D+07 -0.277729680+07'-0.15879462D+07 -0.12006188U+07. 0.45176062D+02 0.46190118D+07	 : ?	 -
..	 0.19624287D+03 0.96049434E+:07 -0.28765099D+08-- 0.26360653D+07 0.30738385D+07 -0.27717562D+07 0.57646648D+08.-0.26358545D+07
-0.45204927D+07 -0.26233283D+C7-0.27772902D+07 -0.31539103E+01 0.97543539D+07 0.307383370+070.26231246D+07 0.10826846D+07
0.15877420D+07 -0.52512723D+07 0.16468836D+03 0.473698O2U+07" 0.277169040+07 -0.27773094D+07 -0.15879494D+07 -0.12006148D+07
0.24242517D+02 0.46190418D+07 0.18648272D+03 0.96048994D+07- 0.28765099D+08 0.26358578D4. 07 0.30738467D+07 -0.27717167D+07
-.0.57646501D+08 -0.263606220+07-0.45204932D+07 -0.26232893D+07-0.27772988D+07 0.11023260D+03 0.975435290+07 0.30738218D+07 10.26231645D+07 0.10826849D+07 0.15877476D+07-.0.52512409D+07 0.12447864D+03 0.47370006D+0.7 0.27717303D+07 -0.27773014D+07
-0.1.5879423D+07 -0.12006148D+07 0.28127254D+01 -. 10.46190121D+07 0.17344647D+03 0.96049434D+07 -0.28764999D+08 0.26359430D+07
0.30738331D+07 -0-.27717356D+07 0.576463060+08 -0.26359536D+07 -0.45204453D+07 -0.262328870+07 -0.27772860D407 0.75835094D+02
0.97542209D+07 0.30738175D+07 0.26231271D+07 0.10826809D+07 0.15877452D+07 -0.52512388D+07 0.12718929D+03 0.47369691D+07
0.27717121D+07-0.27772963D+07 -0.15879457D+07 -0.12006188D+07 0.92655211D+01 0.46190038D+07 0.17788774D+03 0.96049644D+07 i
-0.2876488.1D+08 0.26358678D+07 0.30738238.D+07 -0.27717244D+07. 0.576464450+08 -0.26360010V+07 -0.45203887D+07 -0.26232549D+07
-0.27772780D+07 -0.25432229D+02 0.97543373D+07 0.30738024D+070.262311650+07 0.10826763D+07 0.15877470D+07 -0.52512350D+07
0.22.467806D+03 0.47370016D+07 0.27717244D+07-0.27772835D+07 -0.15879438D+07-0.120G6236C+07 0.28677140D+02 0.46190043D ►07
0..18609238D+03 _:0.96049556D+07 -0.28765170D+08 0.26360486D+07. 0.30738465D+07 -0.277175120+07 0.57646504D+08 -0.26358879D+07 i.	
.
-0.45205270D+07 -0.26233370D+07 -0.27772975D+07 -0.73129351D+02. 0.97543142D+07 0.30738393D+07 0.26231429D+07 0.10826874D+07 i	 -
0.15877426D+07-0.525125450+070.12585655D +03 0.47369828D+07 0.27716949D+07 -0.27773147D+07 -0.15879484D+07 -0.12006119D+07
-0.365311.57D+02 0.461902180+07 0.19368435D+03 0.96049313D+07 -0.28764905C+08 0.26359419D+07 0.30738234D+07 -0.27717379D+07
0.5764622_6D+08 -0.26359326E+07 -0.45204002D+07 -0.26232728D+07 -0.27772772D+07 -0.31488846 â+01 0.97541950D+07 0.3C738088D+07
0.262310740+070. 10826772E+07 . 0.15877451D+07 -0.52512304D+07 0.16453814D+03 0.47369688D+07 0.27717106D+07 -0.27772884D+07
-0.158794620+07 -0.12006227D+07. 0.24078514D+02- 0.46189937D+07 0.18539979D+03 0.96049808D+07 -0.28764905D+08 0.26359358D+07
0.30738236D+07 -0.27717367D+07 0.57646505D+08- 0.263593870+07 -0.45204002D+07 -0.26232717D+07 -0.27772775D+07 0.66828093D+02
'	 -	 0..97543146D+07 0.30738085D+07 G.26231086D+07 0.10826772D+07 0.15877452D+07 -0.52512531D+07 0.20332430D+03 0.473698290+07
0.27717116D+07 -0.27772881D+07.-0.15879460D+07 -0.12006227D+07 0.11739247D+02 0.46190220D+07 0.17786280D+03 0.96049313D+07
4
-0.287651.71D+08 0.26358911D+07 0.30738528D+07 -0.27717211D+07 0.57646445D+08 -0.26360455D+07 -0.45205273D+07 -0.26233074D+07 ".
-0.277730410+07 -0.191420710+02 0.9754.73D+07 0.30738303D+07 0.26231731D+07 0.10826877D+07 0.15877468D+07 -0.52512348D+07
0.10417311D+03 0.47370016D+07 0.27:17252D+07 -0.27773087D+07 -0.15879430D+07 -0.12006119D+07 0.19230026D+02 0.46190043C+07
0.18305862D+03 0.96049556C+07 -0.28764881D+08 0.26360041D+07 -.0.30738184D+07 -0.27717504D+07 0.57646305D+08 -0.26358646D+07
-0.45203884D+07-0.26232805D+07- 0.27772724E+07 -0.82135614D+02 0.97542206D+07 0.30738102D+07 0.26230904D+07 0.10826761D+07
°	 0.15877434D+C7 -0.52512401D+07 0.201969100+03 0.47369691D+07 0.27716982E+07 -0.27772887C+07 -0.15879485D+07 -0.12006236D+07
-	
0.389814010+02 0.46190036D+07 0.193505450+03 0.96349644D+07 -0.28764999D+08 0.26359567C+07 0.30738325D+07 -0.27717382D+07 -
0.57646500D+08-0.26359398D+07 -0.45204453D+07 -0.26232913D+07 -0.27772854D+07 -0.116525260+03 0.97543523D+07 0.30738183D+07
f-. 0.26231245D+07 0..10826809D+07 0.15877448D+07 -0.52512429D+07 0.20444688D+03 0.47370006D+07 0.27717095D+07 -0.27772968D+07
-0.158794620+07 -0.12006188D+07 0.45176062D+C2 0.46190118D+07 0.19624287D+03 0.96049434D+07 -0.28765099D+08 0.263606530+07	 -
0..30738385D+07 -0.27717562D+07 0.57646648D+08 -0.26358545D+07 -0.45204927D+07 -0.26233283D+07 -0.277729C2D+07 -0.31539103L+01
' 0.97543539D+07 0.30738337D+07 0.26231246D+07 0.10826846D+07 0.158774200+07 -0.525127230 ► 07 0.16468836D+03 0.473698C2D+07
0..27716904D+07 -0.27773094D+07 -0.158794940+07 -0.120061480+07 0.24242517D+02 0.46190418D+07 0.18648272D+03 0.96048994D+07
-0.287650990+08 0.26358578D+07 0.30738467D+07 -0.27717167D+07 0.57646501D+08 -0.26360622D+07 -0.452049320+07 -0.26232893D+07	 -
-0.277729880+07 0.11023260D+031. 0.97543529D+07 0.30738218D+07 0.26231645D+07 0.108268490+07 0.158774760+07 -0.52512409D+07
0.12447864D+03 0.47370006D+07 ` 0.27717303D+07 -0.27773014D+07 -0.15879423D+07 -0.12006148D+07 0.28127254D+01 0.46190121D+07 -
0..17344647D+03 0 . 96049434E+07 -0.28764999D+08 0.26359430D+07 0.30738331D+07 -0.27717356D+07 0.57646306D+08 -0.26359536D+07
-0.45204453D+07 -0.26232887D+07 -0.2777286OD+07 0.75835094D+02' 0.97542209D+07 0.30738175D+07 0.262312710+07 0.10826809D+07.	 -
0.15877452D+07 -0.52512388D+07 0.12716929D+03 0.47369691D+07' 0.27717121D+07 -0.27772963E+07 -0..15879457D+07. -0..12006188D+07
- 0.92655211D+01 0.46190038L+07 0.17788774D+03 0.960496440+07 -0.28764881D+08 0.26358678D+07 0.30738238D+07 -0.27717244D+07
0.57646445D+08 -0.263600100+07- 0.45203867D+C7- 0.262325490+07 -0.27772780D+07 -0.25432229D+02 0.97543373D+07 0.30738024D+07
- 0.26231165D+07 0.10826763D+07 0.15877470D+07 -0.52512350D+07 0.22467806D+03 0.47370016D+07 0..27717244D+07 -0.27772835D+07
-0.15879438D+07 -0.12006236D+07. 0.28677140D+02 0.46190043D+07 0.18609238D+03 0.96049556D+07 -0.28765170D+08 0.263604866:07
0.30738465D+07 -0.27717512D+07 0.57646504D+08 -0.26358879D+C.'T -0.45205270D+07 -0.26233370D+07 -0.27772975D+07 -0.73129351E+02
0.97543142D+07 0.30738393E+07 0.26.231429.D+07 0.10826874D+07 0.15877426D407 -0.525125450+07 0.12585655D+03 0.47369828D+07 2
0.27716949D+07-0.27773147D+07- 0.15879484D+07 -0.12006119D+07 0.36531157D+02 0.46190218D+07 0.19368435D+03 0.96049313D+07
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.l0000000D+01 -0.26359326D+07 -0.45204002D+07 -0.262327280+07
`	 ! -0.27772772D+07 0.0 0..48770973D+07 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.10000000D+01 0.27717106D+07 -0.27772884D+07 -0.15879462D+07 -0.12006227D+07 0.0 0.23095043D+07
0.0 0.48024904D+07
? HIGHEST NATURAL FREQUENCY- (RAD/SEC). -= 	 : 0.127371310+07 -. F
k
DELTAT '<SHOULD BE ;EQUAL TO OR LESS THAN	 0.15000OD-05
TIME STEP SIZE,. USED IN .PROGRAM (SEC) =	 0.40000OD-05
IMPULSE. LOADINGS HAVE BEEN SPECIFIED. AS DESCRIBED BY INPUT. F
1	 LOCAL INITIAL NORMAL VELCCITY FIELDS ARE DESCRIBED BELOW:
S
f _FIRST ELEM.	 TOTAL ELEMS WRAD -.WRAD1 ANGV1. YRAD2 ANGV2
1 7	 =0.100000C+05 -	 -0.100000D+05. 0.0 -0.500000D+04 0..200000D+05 s
THERE IS NO TINE DEPENDENT FORCE DISTRIBUTION DURING:	THIS.,RUN - s
5-
THE FOLL')WING IS THE TIME SOLUTION OF AN EXTERNALLY LCADED STRUCTUFB.
OUTPUT WILL BE PRINTED EVERY	 10 CYCLES USINGOUTPUT OPTICN 3.
REACTION FORCES APPLIED TO THE STRUCTURE WILL BF PRINTED AT EACH OUTPUT CYCLE
F'	 FOR NODES AT WHICH B +31INDARY CONDITICNS ARE SPECIFIED. D.Q.F. THAT ARE
NOT RESTRAINED AT THAT NODE WILL HAVE A REACTION FORCE = 0.0.
J= 0	 TIME	 (SEC.) _	 0.0
WORK INPUT INTO RING	 (IN.-LB.)	 =	 0.3066760+06
RING KINETIC ENERGY	 (IN.-LB.)	 = 0.306676C+06
RING ELASTIC ENERGY	 (IN.-LB.)	 = 0.0
RING PLASTIC WORK	 (IN.-LB.)	 _ 0.0
I V W PSI CHI CCPY COPZ L M STRAIN(IN) STRAIN(OUT)
1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7700D+01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1205D+01 0.7605D+01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .0.2379D+01 0.7323D+01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3496D+01 0.6861D+01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
5 0.0 C.0 0.0 0.0 0.4526D+01 0.6229D+01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5445D+01 0.5445D+01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0
7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6229D+01 0.4526D+01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6861D+01 0.3496D+01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -^ G7
9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7323D+01 0.2379D+01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O
10 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7605D+01 0.1205D+01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O a
11 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7700D+01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ;a r
12 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7605D+01 -0.1205D+01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
13 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7323D+01 -0.2379D+01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
rO -0
C14 0.0 0.0 0.9 0.0 0.6861D+01 -0.3496D+01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
15 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6229D+01 -0.4526D + 01 0.0 0 . 0 0.0 0.0 r- M
16 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5445D+01 -0.5445D+01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
17 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4526D+01 -0.6229D+01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
w
(n
18 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3496D+01 -0.6861D+01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
19 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2379D+01 -0.7323D+01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
20 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1205D+01 -0.7605D+01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
21 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.7700,D+01 0.0 0.0
J=	 1	 TIME	 (SEC.) =	 0 . 4000000-05
WORK INPUT INTO RING	 (IN.-LB.)	 = 0.306676D+06
:`	 ~	 RING KINETIC PNERGY	 (IN.-LB.)	 = 0.298832D+06
RING ELASTIC ENERGY	 (IN.-LB.)	 = 0.181817D+04
RING
^r
PLASTIC WORK	 (IN.-LB.)	 = 0.602572D+04
I V W PSI CHI COPY COPZ L M STRAIN (IN) STRAIN(OUT)
A	 1 0.0 -0.3993D- 01 0.0 -0.42110-02 0.0 0.7660D+ 01 -0.1643D+ 06 -0.1646D + 05 -0.4209D-02 -0.4183D-02
2 -0.5368D-07 -0.3993D-01 0.3806D-06 - 0.4211E-02 0.1198D+ 01 0.7566D+ 01 -0.1643D+06 -0.1646D+05 -0.4209D-02 -0.4183D-02
3 0.2839D-06 -0.3993D-01 0.5245D-05 -0.421OD- 02 0.2367D+01 0.7285D+ 01 -0.1644D+06 -0.1647D +05 -0.4209D-02 -0.4179D-02
4 0.3751D-05 -0.3993D-01 0.2954E -04 =0.419OD- 02 0.3478D+01 0.6825D+ 01 -0.1651D + 06 -0.1654D+ 05 -0.4191D-02 -0.4152E-02
5 0.2048D -04 -0.39930 - 01 0.5958D-04 -0.4057D- 02 0.4502D+01 0.6197D + 01 -0.1673D+06 -0.1658D+05 -0.4046D-02 -0.4057E-02
6 0.3605D-04 -0.4005D- 01 -0.5056E- 03 -0.3695D-02 0.5416D + 01 0.5416D+01 -0.1639D+06 -0.1453D+05 -0.3511D-02 -0.4219D-02
7 -0.5145D-03 -0.4098D- 01 -0.6398D -02 -0.5543D- 02 0.6196D + 01 0.4502D+01 -0.1780D+ 06 -0.3129D +05 -0.5832D-02 -0.45330-02
8 0.1689D-02 -0.1996D-01 0.61584-01 -0.2106D-02 0.6844D+ 01 0.3485D+01 0.6358D+05 0.2584D+05 -0.2107D-03 -0.19790-03
9 -0.5145D- 03 0.1046D - 02 -0.6399r-02 0.1333D-02 0.7324D+ 01 0.2380D + 01 -0.3253D +03 -0.1914D+04 0.1673D-02 0.3994D-03
<<	
10 0.36060-04 0.11930-03 -0.50570-03 -0.51630-03 0.76050+01 0.12050+01 0.30260+04 0.13010+03 -0.69950-03 0.34500-04
11 0.2049D-04 0.8326D- 06 0.5958D-04 -0.1539E -03 0.7700D + 01 -0.2049D- 04 0.7636D+03 0.8781D+02 -0.1631D-03 - 0.1262D-43
12 0.3755D - 05 -0.3416D - 05 0.2955D -04 -0.210OD - 04 0.7605D + 01 -0.1205D+01 0.9142D+02 0.1710D+02 -0.1'781D-04 -0.3056E-04
13 0.2746D-06 -0.8409D-06 0.5251D-05 -0.3482D-06 0.7323D+01 -0.2379D+01 -0.1292D+01 0.1425D+01 0.6928D-06 -0.3471D-05
14 -0.4825D-07 -0.97310- 07 0.3586D- 06 0.5535D-06 0.6861D+01 -0.3496D + 01 -0.3079D + 01 -0.1780D+00 0.7055D-06 0.9759D-07
15 -0.1985D- 07 0.2247D - 08 -0.7353D - 07 0.1428D -06 0.6229D + 01 -0.45260 + 01 -0.6964D+00 -0.8572D- 01 0.14750-06 0.1285D-06
16 -0.3279D - 08 0.3487D -08 -0.2843D- 07 0.1732D-07 0.5445D+01 -0.5445D+01 -0.7299D- 01 -C.1508D -01 0.1385D -07 0.2774D-07
17 -0.18150- 09 0.7647D -G9 -0.4563D -08 -0.1898D- 09 0.4526D + 01 -0.6229D + 01 0.3674D-02 -0.1003D -02 -0.1163D-08 0.2731D-08
18 0.5604D - 10 0.7697D - 10 -0.2279D -09 -0.5705D-09 0.3496D +01 -0.6861D + 01 0.309OD-02 0.2174D - 03 -0.6977D-09 -0.1887D-09
19 0.1890D-10 -0.4788D- 11 0.8395D-10 -0.1304D - 09 0.2379D + 01 -0.7323D+01 0.6237D-03 0.821OD -04 -0.1313D -09 -0.1277D-09
20 0.2874D - 11 -0.3537D - 11 0.2683D - 10 -0.1331D - 10 0.1205D+ 01 -0.7605D + 01 0,5042D - 04 0.1371D-04 -0.9559D-11 -0.2456D-10








































































































































































































































































STRAIN AT ADDITIONAL POINTS






	 10	 TINY (SEC.) -	 C.4000GOD-04
PORK INPUT INTO RING (IB.-LB.)
	 -	 0.306676C+06
EING KINETIC ENERGY (IN.-LB.)
	 0.2225480+06
EING ELASTIC ENERGY (I N. -LB.)
	 0.579372[+04
RING PLASTIC RCBK	 (IN.-LB.)
	 -	 0.763343C+05
I	 F	 N	 PSI
	 CHI	 COPY	 COPE	 L	 E	 STNAIN (IN)	 STEAIE(OOT)1 0.0	
-0.3701D+00 0.0
	 -0.47400-01 0.0
	 0.7330D+01 -0.28410+06 -0.2841D+05 -0.46280-01
	 -0.46260-01
2 0.8171D-04 -0.3701[+00 -0.8125D-05 -0.47330-01 0.1147D+01 0.7240D+01 -0.2835D+06 -0.28350+05 -0.46220-01
	 -0.46190-01
3 0.3655D-03 -0.3702D+00 -0.1265D-.03 -0.4699D-01 0.2265D+01 0.6971D+01 -0.2811D+06 -0.2808D+05 -0.45880-01
	 -0.459.10-01
4 0.14750-02 -0.3701D+00 -0.3670D-03 -0.45980-01 0.3329D+01 0.6530D+01 -0.2732D+06 -0.2742D+05 -0.450SC-01
	 -0.4444D-01
5 0.5936D-02 -0.371OD+00 0.3325D-03. -0.40250-01 0.4313D+01 0.5926D+01 -0.2479D+06 -0.2337D+05 -0.3668D-01
	 -0.4 172D-01
6 0.16010-01 -0.3725D+00 -0..2319D-01 -0.4162D-01 0.5193D+01 0.51700+01 -0.1873C+06 -0.2655D+05-0.44710-01
	 -0.2782D-01
7 0.50800-01 -0.4004D+00 0.2982C-01 -0.5958C-02 0.5935D+01 0.42490+01 -0.1541D+06 -0.3039D+05 0.7152D-02
	 -0.4344D-01
8 0.7131D-01 -0.1027D+00 0.2657D+00 -0.52130-01 0.6730D+01 0.33490+01 -0.14280+06 0.4116D+02 -0..18090-01
	 -0.7670D-02
9 0.27290-01 0.1327D-01. 0.4657D.-01 -0.2985C-01 0.7344D+01 0.2358D+01 -0.1135D+06 0.1776D+04 -0.35920-01
	 -0.5509C-02
- 10 0.7713D-02 0.1401D-01 -0.2151D-01 -0.3807D-02 0.76200+01 0.1199D+01 -0.1019D+06 -0.15470+05 -0.3237D-02
	 -0.45640-02
11 0.4562D-02 -0.37720-02 -0.355OD-02 -0.1859C-03 0.7696D+01 -0.4562D-02 -0.7675D+05 -0.9528D+04 0.121OD-02
	 0.4349D-02
12 0.2329D-02 0.1313D-02 0.2231D-02 -0.353ND-02 0.7606D+01 -0.1207D+01 -0.3507D+05 -0.2529D+04 -0.4292D-02
	 -0.1240D-02
13 0.3102D-03-0.3947D-03 -0.8133D-03 0.7696D-05 0.7323D+01 -0.2380D+01 -0.1178D+05 -0.1415D+04 0.3441D-03
	 -O.t000C-02
14 -0.5350D-05 0.1253D-03 -0.7915D-04 -0.35280-03 0.636,D+01 -0.3496D+01 -0.71800+02 -0.7539D+02 -0.4596D-03
	 -0.3244C-04
15 0.58940-04 -0.5319D-04 0.1434C-03 0.3762D-04 0.6229D+01 -0.4526D+01 0.5187D+03 0.1055D+03 0.5889D-04
	
-0.2616D-04
16 -0.39P.6D-04 -0.1891D-05. -0.2611D-04 0.3263D-04 0.5445D#01. -0.54450+01 0.5483D+03 0.4489D+02 0.3273D-04
	 0.32320-04
17 -0.1356D-04 -O.R980D-06 0.5077D-05 0.8183D-05 0.45260+01 -0.62290+01 0.2395D+03 0.2474D+02 0.6644D-05
	 0.12800-04
1R -0.43820-05 -0.91400-06 0.2706D-05 0.45220-05 0.3496D+01 -0.6861D+01 0.7195D+02 0.80090+01 0.4712D-05
	 0.39550-05
19 -0.1283D-05 -0.1475D-06 0.11660-06 0.15320-05 0.2379D+01 -0.7323D+01 0.209811#02 0.2.124D+01 0.15450-05
	 0.1493D-05
20 -0.30570-06 -0.2456D-07 0.2252D-07 0.3824C-06 0.12050+01 -0.7605D+01 0.68920+01 0.6957D+00 0.3661D-06
	 0.4314D-0621 0.0
	 -0.1628D-07 0.0	 0..1732D-06 0.1136D-22 -0.7700D+01
	 0.16890-06 -	 0.1859D-06
	
REACTIONS AT HOUR









SOBSTRUCTOKE	 MSTR	 ELR	 SURF	 STA	 TIME
1	 0.406287D-01
	 8	 2	 1	 0.12000OD-04
IN!SRFACA	 0.9814611)-02
	 B	 1	 1	 0.8000000-05
SUBSTRUCTURE	 LARGEST ADD. PT . STRAIN
	 ELFN	 ADD. PT .	 TIRE	 SURFACE.1	 0.2298420-06
	 20	 1	 0.4000000-04
	 2
INTERFACE	 0.224696D-06	 20	 1	 O.4000OOD-04	 1
SUBSTRUCTURE












ORIGINAL PAGE 15OF POOP QUALITY
n.e#r.e. .... 0..re..... e.e...r.rree..el.err.r. r r e.err. rerreere. rr.rrre......ee..e.r.ee er .e..ee.r.......e... ..I...Ie.#..e.e.e....e.r
CTr•LE•
	 20















7	 0.336952750-01.	 -0.12893628 0#00
-0.476205010.01	 0.0
8	 -O.4Y71N 7510-01	 0.35183113 D-01












-0. 33570424 D-02	 0.0
15	 -0. 19832852D-02	 -0.448'0937D-02
0.32351895D-020.0
16	 -0. 79295540D-02	 -0.287562420-02
-0.335258910-02	 0.0
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STRAI4 AT ADDITIONAL FOISTS	 SI	 SO	 EI	 ED
1	 -0.39638247C-03	 -0.45095377D-03	 -0.39646106D-03	 -0.45105549D-03
	
-0.423668120-03	 0.0
J •	 20	 TIME (SEC.)	 0.8000000-04
NC RK INPUT IMiO AING (I N.-LB.)	 •	 0.306676D#06
RISG KINE'IC tNERGT (ZN.-LB.) 	 .	 0.1700150+06
RIUGELASTIC ENERGY (IN..-LB.)	 0.608105D#04
RING PLASTIC WORK	 (IN.-LB.)	 .	 0.130581C+06
I	 9	 N	 PSI	 [III	 COPY	 COPE	 L	 8	 STRAIN(IN)	 STMAIN(OUT)
1 0.0	 -0.6654D#00 0.0	 -0.8438E-01 0.0	 0.7035D+01 -0.29230+06 -0.2922D#05 -0.8084D-01	 -0.8074D-01
2 0.241OD-02 -0.6656[+00 -0.6097D-03 -0.83300-01 0.1103D#01 0.6947U+01 -0.28690+06 -0.2863D+05 -0.7966D-01 	 -0.7977C-01
3 0.7854D-02 -0.66600+00 -0.1664D-02 -0.7929D-01 0.21010+01 0.6667D+01 -0.2718D+06 -0.2723D+05 -0.7635D-01 	 -0.7_530-01
40.2175D-01 -U	 100 -0.506ID-02 -0.6827D-01 0.3211D+01 0.6255D+01 -0.2314D+06 -0.2049D+05 -0.6532D-01 	 -0.6776[-0.1
5 0.5069D-01 -0.6662.+00 -0.1170.-01 -0.60C2D-01 0.4175De01 0.5661D#01 -0.20980+06 -0.16210+05 -0.6022D-01 	 -0.51930-01
6 0.9136D-01 -0.7)45D#00-0.9439D-01 -0.52171-01 0.50040+01 0.4875D#01 -0.1690D+06 -0.3297D#05 -0.51280-01 	 -0.3167[-01
7 0. 1782D#00 -0.74640+00 0.1251C+00 -0.1177D-01 0.5730D+01 0.39430+01 -0.1358D+06 -0.29990+05 0.1926D-01 	 -0.7325D-01
6 0.1898000 -0.3304D+00 0.4306D+00 -0.1170D+00 0.6653D#01 0.31770#01 -0.10920#06 0.7474D+04 -0.207OU-01 	 -0.7629D-02
9 0.9476D-01 0.4515D-01 0.1265[+00 -0.62820-01 0.7395D+01 0.2303D#01 -0.10100#06 0.7377D+04 -0.676OD-01 	 -0.8583C-02
10 0.4683D-01 0.7430D-01 -0.4233D-01 -0.5518D-02 0.76B6D+01 0.1170D+01 -0.9310D#05 -0.9434D+04 -0.52210-02 	 -0.27650-02
11 0.3399D-01 0.27000-01 -0.3799D-01 -0.2064[-02 0.7727D+01 -0.3399D-01 -0.86610+05 -0.1556D+05 -0.334OD-04 	 -0..52b00-02
12 0.3013D-01 0.5634D-02 -0.65630-02 -0.6525D-03 0.7606D+01 -0. 1235D+01 -0.9132D#05 -0.1185D+05 0.2987D-03 	 -0.4218D-02
13 0.2595D-01 0.1083D-C1 0.1848[-02 -0.4242D-02 0.73250+01 -0.2407D+01 -0.9540D+05. -0.64980#04 -0.4683D-02 	 -0.2876[-02
14 0.1909D-01 0.9726D-02 -0.8912D-02 -0.38090-02 0.6861D+01 -0.3517D#01 -0.9314C+05 -0.1110D#05 -0.40170-02 	 -0.2997D-02
15 0.74670-01 0.31430-02 -0.3317C-02 -0.2307D-02 0.62230+01 -0.454OD+01 -0-..9930D+05 -0.1017D#05 -0.180OD-02 	 -0.3793D-02
16 0. 1022D-01 0. 33.18D-02 -,.2578D-02 -0.3832C-02 0.54400+01 -0.5454D+01 -0.8815D+05 -0.91250#04 -0.4072D-02 	 -0.3069D-02
17 0.6231D-02 0.10690-02 -0.16000-02 -0.2388D-02 0.45220+01 -O.u234D+D1 -0.6920D+05 -0.71150#04 -0.2200D-02 	 -0.29370-02.
18 0.3330D-02 0.713OD-C3 -0.99790-03 -0.1975[-02 0.34930+01 -0..60630601 -0.42570+05 -0.4477D+04 -0.2004D-02 	 -0.1877[-02
19 9.1518D-02 0.1921C-13 -0.3038D-03 -0.10480-02 0.23700+01 -0.7324D+01 -0.2323D+05 -0.23610+04 -0.10180-02 	 -0.1138[-02
20 0.5161D-03 0.78190-04 -0.1841D-03 -0.5534D-03 0.1204D+01 -0.7605D+01 -0.1264D+05 -0.1322D+04 -0.5473D-03 	 -0.5713D-03
21 0.0	 0.2999D-04 0.0	 -0.3906D-03 -0.20920-19 -0.7700D+01 	 -0.38750-03	 -0.3994D-03
REACTIONS AT NODE	 SV(LBS)	 RN(L85)	 08(IN-LBS)
	
1	 0.268202D#06	 0.0 -	 0.293350D+05
	
21	 -0.114003D+05-	 0.0	 0.1153240+04
SUBSTRUCTURE	 BSTR	 ELt	 SURE	 STA.	 TIME
1	 0.406287D-01	 8	 2	 1	 0.120000D-04
ISTFEFACS	 0.9814610-02	 8	 1	 1	 0.800000D-05
SUBSTRUCTURE	 LAPO6ST ACD. PT. STRAIN 	 ELEN	 ADD. PT .	 TIRE	 SURFACE
1	 0.104065D-04	 20	 1	 0.6000000-04	 2
INTERFACE	 0.1000700-04	 20	 1	 0.60000OD-04	 1
SUBSTSUC^DSE	 LARGEST NCDAL STRAIN 	 MODK	 SURF	 TIRE
1	 0.192603D-01	 7	 1	 O.RO00QOD-04
N.eoeOeeeeNrO.e:eeeeeeeee.eyeeeNp ♦ rr.N rs^eer^e..rl H ee.H.....r........................e.eef.eereeee H.^.r•NrH r...i.eer^p r••
263
Irr r r..•...0..r. 0.000rr0 rr r.. H.rrrr ra 1.r ►rr rr H .rq.rrq•rrrr. q NrrJ rrrrrrrrrrr4J4M rrr NrNrr.rr4 N 4rrrH r r rrrrrrrr•rrrrrH 4r.rrl
CYCLE-	 30LL..MENS	 SI	 SSA 1	 50	 SI	 ST1 2	 SO	 SI	 PTA 3	 SO1	 -0.97555692D-01
	 -0.96552079D-01
	 -0.97073742D-01	 -0.95689131D-01	 -0.955148550-01	 -0.97661353D-01
	
-0. 97053886D-C1	 0.0	 -0.96381437D-01
	 0.0










	 00	 0.839225S1C-01	 0.03	 -..908095 UD-01	 -0.83951327D-01
	 -C..76250112C-01






	 -0.689640720-01	 0.04	 -0. 66636u6RD-01	 -0.6499955ID-01
	 -0.699673670-01
	 -0.500544900-01	 -0.75961044D-01 	 -0.37898474D-01
	
0.65R19009D-01	 0.0	 -0.600109280.01
	 0.0	 -0.569297590-01	 0.05	 -0. 73405475D-01
	 -0.323136980-01	 -0.60982291D-01





	 -0.38:06,027[-01	 0.06	 -0.29791290D-01 	 -0.32373654D-01	 0.24171667D-01' -0. 10760661D+00






	 0.0	 -0.629819986-01	 0.07	 0.59321800D-01
	 -0.14753360CtOO	 0.312645750-01





	 0.0	 -0.17644003D-01 	 0.08	 -0.45256B24D-01
	 0.387.988370-01	 -0.814768340-01







	 -0.23268059D-01 	 0.09	 -0.9.9715917D-01
	 0.534732)00-01	 -0.5652383OD-01








































	 -0.108503710-02	 0013	 0:44240285D-03	 -0.266834751)-02
	 -0.762568760-03


































































	 -0.47263006D -02 	 0.0	 -0.471544070-02 	 0.020	 -0.47144183D-02 	 0.45324474D-02	 -0.45593546D-02








	 -0.51675342D-02 	 0.0
CYCLE-
	





J=	 30	 TIME (SEC.) - 	 0.12000OC-03
M^RR INPUT INTO PING (IN.-L8.)
	 0.306676D.06PING X14ETIC ENERGY(IN.-LB.)
	 -	 0.,150024C+06PING PLASTIC ENERGY (IN.-LB.)	 a	 0.439917D+04RING PLASTIC NORM	 (IN.-LB.)	 -	 0.151453D+06
I	 9	 M	 PSI.	 CHI
	
COPY
	 COPZ	 L	 M	 STRAIN(IN)
	 STNAIM(OOT)1 0.0	 -0.88630.00 0.0	 -0.1025D+00 0.0	 0.6814D+01 -0.2012D+06 -0.1970D405 -0.97380-01
	 -0.9692D-012 0.16400-01 -0.8873D+00 -0.4261D-02 -0.9930D-01 0.10820.01 0.6726D+01 -0.2256D+06-0.2126D+05 -0.9459D-01
	 -0.9367D-013 0.42300-01 -0.8920D.00 -0.1.152D-01 -0.8655D-01 0.21440•01 0.64620.01 -0.1718D106 -0.1462D.05 -0.9271D-01
	 -0.0284D-014 0.8694D-01 -0.8928C+00 -0.9524D-02 x0.6953 D-01 0.31680+01 0.6026D101 -0.1410D.06 -0.41T9D+04 -0.6700D-01
	 -0.6727C-015 0.1445D+00 -0.9082D+00 -0.69630-01 -0.7231E-01 0.4109D.01 0.54100+01 -0.8916D•05 -0 28110+04 -0.72640-01
	
-0.5117D-O/6 0.219OD400 -0.10340+01 -0.17B2D+OO -0.6324D-0: 0.4868D+01 0.45591)401 -0.8793D+05 -0.3078D+C5 -0.49270-01
	 -0.3367D-017 0.3639D+00 -0.106SD 1 01 0.2218C+00 -0.6238D-02 0.5582D+01 0.36060+01 -0.84590+05 -0.2742D+05 0.5158D-01
	 -0.8123D-018 0.34120-00 0.44620+00 0.5912C+00 -0.2155D+00 0.6618D+01 0.29890+01 -0.42300+05 0.16030+05 -0.21230-01
	 -0.63320-029 0.1702D+00 0.1104D+00 0.2085D4CC -0.909OC-01 0.74810+01 0.2252D+01 -0.4068D+05 0.1695D+05 -0.8707D-01
	 0.1066D-0210 0.9589D-01 0.1696D+00 -0..6084D-01 -0.717OD-02 0.77880+01 0.11360+01 -0.2693D+05 0.1271D+04 -0.66200-02
	 -0.13120-0211 0.6916D-01 0.9680D-01 -0.6927D-01-0.21190-02 0.7797D+01 -0.6916D-01 -0.2371D+05 -0.1028D+05 0.1405D-02
	
-0.3086C-0212 0.5952D-01 0.4371D-01.-0.3185D-01 0.1809C-02 0.7639D+01 -0.1269D+01 -0.2554D+05 -0.1057D+05 0.4117D-02
	 -0.30SOD-0213 0.5413D-01 0.32940-01 -0.5274D-02 -0.16890-03 0.73380+01 -0.2441D+01 -0.2964D+05 -0.3997D+04 0.3454D-03
	 -0.1656D-0214 0.4744D-01 0.37720-01 -0.3262D-02 -0.18820-02 0.6873C+01 -0.3555D+01 -0.3813D+05 -0.55201)+03 -0.2218D-02
	 -0.8466D-0315. 0.3892D-01 0.3462D-01 -0.13470-01 -0.2528D-02 0.6235D+01 -0.4578D+01 -0.4665D+05 -0.51670+04 -0.28990-02
	 -O.1C40C-0216 0.32540-01 0.2228D-01 -0.''900-01 -0.6019D-03 0.5437D+01 -0.5493D+C1 -0.5987D+05 -0.8708D+04 0.1050D-03
	 -0.2441D-0217 0.2762D-01 0.194OD-01 -0.337OD-02 -0.26650-02 0.4515D+01 -0.6261D+01 -0.8544D+05 -0.7205D+04 -0.27450-02.
	 -0.2385D-0218 0.2084D-01 0.1645D-01 -0.7577D-02 -0.3341E-02 0.3485D+01 -0.6885C+01 -0.10430+06 -0.1190D+05 -0.3340D-02
	 -0.32060-0219 0.14670-01 0.1231D-01 -0.2982D-02 -0.34270-02 0.2369D+01 -0.7339D+01 -0.12840+06 -0.1265D+05 -0.3207D-02
	 -0.4048D-0220 0.7414D-02 0.1144D-01 -0.1992C-02 -0.4677D-02 0.1199D+01 -0.76180+01 -0.13810+06 -0.1401D+05-0.4712D-02
	
-0.45220-0221 0.0	 0.1016D-01 0.0	 -0.48180-02 -0.7067D-17 -0.77100+01 .
	-0.4588D-02	 -0.5461U-02.
	





21	 0.135747D+06	 0.0	 0.138456D+05
SURSTPUCTURE	 8STR	 ELI	 SURE	 STA	 TIRE1	 0.678844D-01	 6	 1	 3	 0.1200000-03INTERFACE	 0.9814.610-02
	 B	 1	 1	 O.BOG000D-05
	 -
SUBSTRUCTURE	 LARGEST ADD. PT . STRAIN
	 ME	 ADD. PT .	 TIRE	 SUOMI1	 0.104085C-04	 20	 1	 0.600DOOD-04	 2INTFBFACR	 0.1000700.04	 20	 1	 0.60000OD-04	 1
SOBSTCUC T.URE	 LARGEST MOCAL STRAIN	 MODE	 SURF
	 T28E1	 0.5157RMC-01	 7	 1	 0.120000D-03
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b0-aELZI'0	ZO-a9OZ6'0- b0*GSSLL'O SO*a BOLL'O- 10*79601'0 tO40006L'D ZO-al bZ 6'0- LO-OLLL9'0--OO+CEftLZ'O 004aEESL.•0 0l
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ELEMENT SI	 STA 1	 SO SL	 STA 2	 SO
1 -0.832919910- 01 -0.87970637D-01 -0.85830577D-01 -0.857343440-01
-0.85631314D-01 0.0 -0.8578246113-01 0.0
2 -0.93041785D-01 -0.77435964D-01 -C.82810621D-01 -0.705503300-01
-0.80239875D-C1 0.0 -0.766004750-01 0.0
3 -0.7B506223D-01 -0.601963260-01 -0.7433534OD-01 -0.515660320-01
-0.693512750-C1 0.0 -0.62950666D-01 0.0
4 -0.66490656D-01 -0.35517774D-01 -0.661692B5D-01 -0.31487768D-01
-0.510042150-01 0.0 -0.4RB20527D-01 0.0
5 -0.61576713'0-01 -0.30904427D-01 -0.44924192D-01 -0.28737530D-01
-O.U6240570C-01 0.0 -0.36830861D-01 0.0
6 0.13157225D-01 -0.507998250-01 0.71670883C-01 -0.13198430DtOO
-•0.1982130OD-01 0.0 -0.30156707D-01 0.0
7 0.91399411D-01 -0.15532835D+00 0.49453791D-01 -0.10169252D#00
-0.3196447OC-01 0.0 -0.26119412D-01 0.0
8 -0.34259034D-01 0,38452217D-01 -0.047095820-01 0.530780280-01
0.92091459.0-04 0.0 -0.158157770-01 0.0
9 -0.13512464D+OD 0.106899840+00 -0.85014653D-01 •	 0.65636741D-01
-0.1411240OD-01 0.0 -0.96869563D-02 0.0
10 -0.15066162D-01 0.158979730-01 -0.7219509OD-02 0.95255401D-02
0.415905720-03 0.0 0.11530155D-02 0.0
11 0.10966425D-02 0.318412720-04 0.36149878D-02 -0.20972.504D-02
0.55924188D-03 0.0 0.758868680-03 0.0
12 0.76610386D-02 -0.36791994D-02 0.91580847D-02 -0.468076030-02
0.19909196D-02 0.0 0.22396622D-02 0.0
13 0.10440051D-01 .-O.46116666D-02. 0.85924139D-02 -0.35117602D-02
0.29141924.D-02 0.0 0.254031690-02 0.0
14 0.697236530-02 -0.125672510-02 0.45800285D-02 0.213170100-03
0.2U068201D-02 0.0 0.239659930-02 0.0
15 0.20911798D-02 0.26879195D-02 0.11924132D-02 0.36488676D-02
0.23895497D-02 0.0 0.24206404D-02 0.0
16 0.1740733BU-04 0.499172620-02 0.62129765D-03 0.43900728D-02
0.25045666D-02 0.0 0.250560520-02 0.0
17 0.23380177D-02 0.28341187D-02 0.37790999D-02 0.16358643D-02
0.256606820-02 0.0 0.27074821D-02 0.0
18 0.54547409D-02 0.4592032OD-03 0.44939716D-02 0.133069000-02
0.295697200-02 0.0 0.291233080-02 0.0
19 0.3055299OD-02 0.270871310-02 0.264402160-02 0.28442711D-02
0.208200600-02 0.0 0.27441463D-02 0.0
20 0.279382620-02 0.337192030-02 0.33991082D-02 0.260070212-02
- 0.30778733D-02 0.0 0.299990510-02 0.0
CTCLE• 50

































































STRAIN AT ADDITIONAL POINTS	 SI	 SO	 BI	 EO
1	 0.349004920-02	 0.2439774OD-02	 0.348398010-02	 0.243680SOD-02
	
0.29649116D-02	 0.0
' 	 J.	 50	 TIME (SEC.)	 0.200000C-03
N,^RE INPUT INTO RING (IN.-LB.) 	 0.3066760+06
RING MIMETIC ENERGY (IN.-LB.) 	 0.1380580+06
RING ELASTIC ENERGY (IN.-LB.) 	 0.306025C+04
RING PLASTIC BORN	 (IN.-LB.)	 0.165558D+06
I	 B	 R	 PSI	 CHI	 COPT	 COPE	 L	 M	 STRAIN(IN)	 STRAIB(o0T)
1 0.0	 -0.1234D+01 0.0	 -0.87090-01 0.0	 0.6466D+01 0.9157D+05 0.94610+04 -0.82550-01 	 -0.8556D-01.
2 0.85860-01 -0.1223D+01 -0.4904D-03 -0.8556D-01 0.109BD+01 0.6384D+01 0.8969D+05 0.1384D+05 -0.8255D-01 	 -0.7997D-01
3 0.17700+00 -0.1220D#01 -0.37670-01 -0.79020-01 0.2171D+01 0.6108D+01 0.8549D+05 0.17660+05 -0.7757D-01 	 -0.6805t-01
4 U.2827D+00 -0.1268D#01 -0.1066D#00 -0.6738D-01 0.31720+01 0.5602D#01 0.7951D+05 0.1237D+05 -0.6309D-01 	 -0.4844D-01
5 0.4025D#00 -0.1404D+01 -0.2114C+00 -0.83020-01 0.40260+01 0.48570+01 0.5847D+05 -0.2744D#04 -0.626OD-01 	 -0.4403[-Oi
6 0.5502D+00 -0.1627D+01 -0.26050+00 -0.62C4D-01 0.4684D+01 0.39051)+01 0.58630+05 -0.1356D+05 -0.2453D-01 	 -0.3111D-01
7 0.8097D+00 -0.1573D+01 0.3588D+00 0.1513D-01 0.5433D+01 0.2946D#01 -0.3939D#05 -0.2757D+05 0.9089D-01 	 -0.7526E-0f
R 0.6966D#00 -0.6602D+00 0.8151D+00 -0.44400+00 0.65890+01 0.25750+01 -0.2592D#05 0.14610#05 -0.1531D-01 	 -0.70960-02
9 0.3407D+00 0.2003D#00 0.3968D+00 -0.1632D+00 0.7619D+01 0.2117D+01 -0.8935D+04 0.2298D#05 -0.1016D#00 	 0.2031C-01
10 0.21130+00 0.37440+00 -0.5734D-01 -O.IOSID-01 0.8008D+01 0.1054D+01 0.2868D#05 0.17050+05 -0.129OD-01 	 0.34540-02
11 0.1486D+00 0.2912D+00 -0.10800+00 -0.54140-02 0.79910601 -0.1486D+00 0.5153D+05. 0.3571D+04 0.51080-03 	 0.2019D-03
12 0.1076D+00 0.1672D+00 -0.9076D-01 0.4377D-03 0.7773 1 0+01 -0.1340D+01 0.6448D+05 -0.35880+04 0.5951D-02	 0.3735D-03
13 0.8823D-01 0.1159D#00 -0.408RD-01 0.58940-02 0.7406D+01 -0.2499D+01 0.6775D#05 -0.3904D+04 0.9171D-02 	 0.90840-03
14 0.78520-01 0.94300-01 -0.1224C-01 0.4401C-02 0.6909D+01 -0.36090#01 0.6954D#05 0.2730D+04 0.55210-02 	 0.1379C-02
15 0.6752D-01 0.1013D+00 0.9865D-03 0.2376D-02 0.6272D#01 -0.4640D+01 0.70230+05 0.9399D+04. 0.2412D-02 	 0.2263D-02
16 0.5302D-01 0.1090D#00 -0.644.7D-02 0.11740-02 0.54840+01 -0.5559D+01 0.7270D+05 0.1092D+05 0.5582D-03
	
0.3107C-02
17 0.382OD-01 0.1005D+00 -0.17860-01 0.2056[-02 0.45540+.01 -0.6333D+01 0.7856D+05 0.5783D+04 0.1999D-02 	 0.2876D-02
18 0.2742D-01 0.8582D-01 -0.11380-01 0.4312D-02 0.3510D+01 -0.6950D+01 0.845OD+05 0.53915+04 0.5079D-02 	 0.23070-02
19 0.1877D-01 0.8292D-01 -0.18050-02 0.31ORD-02 0.2387D+01 -0.74080+01 0.8833D+05 0.9545D#04 0.31970-02 	 0.28660-02
20 0.90650-02 0.8299D-01 -0.2424C-02 0.28000-02 0.1209D+01 -0.709D#01 0.90790+05 0.8739D+04 0.2687D-02 	 0.3167C-02.
21 0.0	 0.8113D-01 0.0	 0.3313D-02 -0.56600-16 -0..7781D+C1	 0.3645D-02	 0.2342C-02
	
REACTIONS AT RODE 	 BT(LBS)	 RR(LOS)	 AN(IN-LBS)
	
1	 -0.797149D#05	 0.0	 0,587083D+04
	
21	 0.916714C+05	 0.0	 -0.870350D+04
SUBSTRUCTURE	 BSTR	 ELM	 SURE	 SSA	 SIRE
1	 0.114602D+00	 6-	 1	 3	 0.2000000.03
INTERFACE	 0.9814610-02	 8	 1	 1	 0.80000OD-05
SUBSTRUCTURR	 LANG23T ADD.. PT. STRAIN	 ELEN	 ADD. PT .	 TIRE	 SURFACE
1	 0.4175910-02	 20	 1.	 0.1800000-03	 1
INTERFACE	 0.296491D,-02	 20	 1	 0.20000OD-03	 1
SUBSTRUCTURB	 LARGEST NODAL STRAIN	 NODE	 SURF	 TIME
1	 0.908899D-01	 7	 1	 0.2000000-03







CTCLE-	 1110	 !	 '
ELEMENTSI	 STA 1	 50	 SI	 STA .2 + SO	 SI	 STA 3	 SO1	 -0. 1ZB 109220+00	 -0.408861950-01
	 -0.119219940+00
	 -0.503131770-01,	 -0.105403000.00	 -0.545643150-01



















	 0.0	 -0.56926946E-01 	 0.04	 -0.43Y18b380 01
	 -0.567276030-01












-0.39621405C-01	 0.0	 -0.338357740-01	 0.0	 -0.277519530-01	 0.06	 0. 34511952D-01	 -0.675022150•• 01	 0.7)218961D-01	 -0.13526797D+00	 0.965374650-01	 -0.2225111880+00
	
-0. 17475131D-01 	 0.0	 -0 310245060-01
	






-0.44550219D-01 	 .	 -0.2204115570.01	 0.0	 -O.Yfi956726D-02 	 0.08	 -0.4539640943-03	 00-0.921,145970-02
	









9	 -0.12140667D+ 00	 0.1205B654D+00	 -0.925342510-01	 0.73040707D-01	 -0.427404080-01.	 0.43529141C-01
	
-0'. U 100613 u D-03	 0.0	 -0.93467721D-02	 0.0	 0.39436676D-03	 0.0






0.513011530-03	 0.0	 -0. 10128531D-02
	
0.0	 -0.239313990-02	 0.0





0.0	 -0. 12B698B3D-02 	 0.0




	 0.0	 0.60775553D-03	 0.0





	 0.0	 0.4309641BD-03	 0.0	 -0.864352740-03	 0.0
14	 0.20658972D-02	 -0.37086407D-02	 0.5111686410-02	 -0.48292825D-OT	 0.8690311330-02 	 -0.55N059B5C-02
	
-0.82137072D-03	 0.0	 0. 178790BOD-03	 0.0	 0.157487240-02	 0.0
15	 0.101611230-01	 -0.69550918D-02	 0.10042931D-01	 -0.777664970-02	 0.999991100-02	 -0.87008306C-02
	





0.0	 -0.809240270-03	 0.0	 -0.62330159 D-03 	 0.0
17	 6.111774580-01	 -0.12999888D-01	 0.9271151030-02 	 -O,'..03034D-01	 0.755114820-02 	 -1.85349755.-02
	
-0.711214760-03
	 0.0	 -0.76226197D-03	 0.0	 -0.49191364 D-03	 0.0
18	 0.587a 7671D-02	 -0.643320900-02'	 0.35592468D-02	 -0.415992231-On	 0.147202770-02	 -0.166B7344D-02
	
-0.277219970-03	 0.0	 -0.30033775D-03	 0.0	 -0.98353319D-04	 0.0




-0.293096130-03	 0.0	 -0.3309691.10-03	 0.0	 -0.393728900-03	 0.0
20	 -0.45844676D- 02	 0.363723010-02	 -0.50300274D-02	 0.31713611D-02	 -0.55267752D-02 	 0.267794610-02
	
-0.47362874C-03	 0.0	 -0.92933313D-03	 0.0	 -0.14244146D-02
	 0.0
CYCLE-	 140
5 THAI M AT ADDITIONAL POIOTS 	 52	 50	 EI	 EO







d- 140	 TIME (SEC.) -
	
0.5600000-03
o,	 YORE IBPOT ZYTO PING (I N.-LB.) 	 0.3066760+06
RING RIYETIC ENERGY (IN.-LB.) 	 0.119210C+06
RI SG ELASTIC ENERGI ( IN.-LB.)	 0.3901730+OY
RING PLASTIC VORR 	 (IM.-LB.)	 r	 0.1835650+06
I	 4	 V	 PSI	 CBI	 COPY	 COPE	 L	 N	 STRAIN(IN)	 STRAIN(GOT)1 0.0	 -0.2848D+01 0.0	 -0.1123E+00 0.0	 0.48520+01 -0.1780D+05 0.1262D+05 -0. 1176D+00
	 -0.71270-0.12 0.3136D+00 -0.29640.01 -0:2086D+00 -0.19840+00 0.1051D+01 0.4629D+01 -0.9509D+04 0.8504D+04 -0.94120-01
	 -0.7619 D-013 6.64610+00 -0.31B9D+O1 -0.28800+00 -0.12900+00 0.2009D+01 0.40910+01 -0.13640+05 -0.69970+04 -0.82I:D-01
	
-0.6940[-014 0.10130+01 -0.3441D+01 -0.33240+00 -0.11660+00 0.2837D+01 0.33350+0( -0.53760.04 -0.1609)+05 -O.SY7tlD-01
	
-O.SJ9,D_ 
ol5 0.1459D+01 -0.3614D+O1 -D. 24661+00 -0.58920-01 0.3582.+01 0.2448D+01 -0.53360+04 -C.1802D+05 -0.19720-01
	
-0.47940-016 0.19840+01 -.0.35370+01 -0.70160-01 -0.1383 C-01 O. g 3460+01 0.15410+01 0.595110+05 -0.49900+04 -0.26890-02
	
-0.36230-017 0. 24B4D+01 -0.29680+01 0.56540+00 -0.1362D+00 0.52880+01 0.'77190+00 0.7480D ♦ CS 0.630BD+04 0.7590 D-01	 -0.9593E-018 0.2/100+01 -0.15301+01 ).98121+00 -0.11090+01 0.6452D+01 0.9195E+00 -0.3158D+06 -0.301YD+05 -0.3257D-02
	
0.27270-029 0.11780+01 -0.'16590+OU 0.76380+00 -0.112 BY 0+00 0.75290+01 0. 1207D+11 -0.77850+05 0.13090+05 -0.727OD-01
	
0.38.130-0110 0.91310+00 0.55450+00 6.26450+00 -0.5549E-01 0.8296D+O1 0.3ft94D+00 -0.1264D+05 0.78690.05 -0.1790D-01
	 0.7a11D-0211 0.75740+00 0.86611+00 0.4037D-01 -0.2083E-01 0.8566.+01 -0.75740+00 -0.8017D+04 0.16'"D+05 -0.2977D-01
	 0.10100-0112 0.59230+00 0.8911D+00 -0.1425D+00 -0.18730-01 0..3 93 D+01 -0.19290+01 -0.1430 D+04 0.1321D+05 -0. 1220 D-01 	 0.997D-02213 0.4363D+00 0.7572D+00 -0.199CD+00 -0.20410-01 0.7908D+01 -0.3028 D+01 0.4979 D+03 0.89590+04 -0.1109D-02
	
0.1703D-0214 0.3072D+00 0.5713D+00 -0.19a BC 00 -0.1994D-01 0.7230D+01 -0.4029D+01 0.1312D+04 0.2232D+04 0.65250-03
	 -0.1850 D-0215 0.21440+00 0.3a62D+00 -0.1686D+00 -0.82480-02 0.6416D+01 -0.49260+01 0.1342)+04 -0.6890D+04 0.8011D-02
	
-0.5169D-6416 0.1601D+00 0.2433D+00 -0.1146E+00 -0.1296D-02 0.5504D+01 -0.573UD+01 -0 4700D+03 -0. 1382D+05 0.7626D-02
	 -0.1779[^0217 0.1303D+00 0.16410+00 -0.5129D-01 0.41860-02 0.115170+01 -0.64390+01 0.13420+04 -0.13526+05 0.8552D-02
	 -0.3616E-021& 0.11050+00 0.16100+00 1. 5160-02 0.32070-02 0.34700+01 -0.70540+01 -0,77610+03 -0. 8170D+04 0.5045D-02
	 -0.21030-0219 0.. 83710-01 0.20560+00 0.3287D-01 -0.1497D-03 0.2363D+O1 -0.7545D+O1 -0.8954 D+03 0.2999D+04 0.6629D-03
	 -0.4266D-0320 0.4559D-01' 0.2540D+00 0.2482C-0.1 -0..271.80-02 0.1199D+01 -0.7863D+01. -0.4075D•O4 0.9026D+04 -0.3414D-02
	 0.61620-0321 0.0	 0.2726D+00 0.0 	 -0.36350-02 -0.1902D-15 -0.7973D+01 	 0.4654D-02
	
-0.5493D-03
REACTIONS AT MODE 	 iT(LBS)	 RV(LB5)	 BM(IN-LB5)
	
1	 0. 1665'11[+05	 0.0	 0. 141255D•05
	
21	 -0.389145E+04	 0.0	 -0.1019300+05
SUBSTRUCTURE	 MSIB	 ELI	 SURE	 . STA	 TI BE







E	 1	 1	 0.8000000-05




	 20	 1	 0.2000000-03
	 1
SUBSTRUCTURE.	 LARGEST NODAL STRAIN	 NODE	 SURF	 TIME.
1	 0.9850560-01	 7	 1	 .0.5560000-03
ee•rr,we,rearN,rer,ee,,,sere,rrr or,ttese„•rse M,eerra re ea rr,e Hsnterrreeeesetcr,rq raratrrrrerre prrerr,eerpep rrerrrrrrssrsrrr
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STRAIN AT ADDITIONAL POINTS 	 SI	 SO	 EI	
ED
1	 -0.303035619D-02	 O.C2644153D-02	 -0.303496040-02	 0.42553613D-02
	
0.617030230-03	 0.0
J- 150	 TIME (SEC.) -	 0.60000OC-03
NCRK INPUT INTO RING (IN.-LB.)	 0.3066760+06.
RING KINETIC ENE8GT (IN.-LB.)	 0.1175740#06
PING ELASTIC ENERGT (I8.-LB.)	 0.4072B9C#C4
RING PLASTIC NORM	 (IN.-LB.)	 0.1850300#06
m I	
T	 N	 PSI	 CHI	 COPE	 COP2	 L	 N	 STRAIN(IN)	 STRAIN(OOT)
1 0.0	 -0.3064D+01 0.0	 -0.1144D+00 0.0	 0.4636D+01 -0.12850+05 0.14060#05 -0.1202D+00 	 -0.710511-01
2 0..34540+00 -0.31850+01 -0.21640+00 -0.12120#00 0.1047D+01 0.4405D+01 -0.8125D+04 0.71120#04 -0.9448D-01 	 -0.7642D-01
3 0.7107D#00 -0.3412D#01 -0.2931D+00 -0.1301Dt00 0.20010+01 0.38580+01 -0..12110+05 -0:88800+04 -0.81620-01 	 -0.6971[-01
4 0.1113D#01 -0.36540#01 -0.33120+00 -0.1149D+00 0.2828D+01 0.31000+0; -0.64280+04 -0.1587D#05 -0.5342D-01 	 -0.5351[-01
5 0.15910#01 -0.3807D+01 -0.2443D#00 -0.5815D-01 0.3575D#01 0.2214D+01 -0.7967D+04 -0.1749D+05 -0.1949D-01 	 -0.4796D-01
6 0.2144D#01 -O.3701D f OI -0.64020-01 -0.1289C-01 0.43440+01 0.1311D+01 0.5131D+05 -0.6476D+04 -0.2253D-02 	 -0.36261)-01
7 0.26660+01 -0.30960+0	 0.5736D+00 -0.14080+00 0.5292D+01 0.5490D+00 0.91680+05 0.9169D#04 0.776OD-01 	 -O.9R13C-01
0 0.2264D#01 -0.1625D#01 0.96589+00 -0.1259D+01 0.6441D+01 0.7405D+00 -0.31320#06 -0.3054D#05 -0.2326D-02 	 0.6236C-02
9 0.1263D#01 -0.22590#CO 0.7935D+00 -0.46500+00 0.7498D+01 0.1109D+01 -0.8049D+05 0.1358D+05 -0.69650-01 	 0.4049[-01
10 0.9930D+00 0.53790+00 0.29070+00 -0.62990-01 0.82900+01 0.3178D+00 -0.8690D+04 O.Ia39D+05 -0.27470-01 	 0.7396D-02
11 0.8213D#00 0.892911000 0.68730-01 -0.22060-01 0.85930+01 -0.8213D#00 -0.16OGD#04 C.1908D#05 -0.2938D-01 	 0.1030D-01
12 0.64980+00 0.95780#00 -0.1238D+00 -0.17970-01 0.84500#01:-0.1996D#01 0.2568D+04 0.1597Dt05 -0.14BBD-01 	 0.4029[-02
13 0.4813D#CO 0.8401D+00 -0.2034D+00 -0.2267D-01 0.7973D101 -0.3097D+01 0.5599D+04 0.1013D+05 -0.31880-02 	 0.26550-02.
14 0.3362D+00 0.6470D+00 -0.2141E+00 -0.2278D-01 0.7265D+U1 -0.4089D+01 0.21030405 0.47380+04 0.9369D-03 	 -0.91560-03
15 0.2295D+00 0.4454D+00 -0.1855D+00 -0.10 11OD-01 0.6455D#01+-0.4973D#C1 0.29590+05 -0.3835D#04 0.8902D-02 	 0.77070-03
16 0.1653D+00 0.2833D+00 -0.13230+00 -0.2641C-02 0.5528D+01 -0.5762D+01 0.3397D#05 -0.95850+04 0.8404D-02 	 -0.7542C-03
17 0.1323D+00 0.1866D+00 -0.6011D-01 0.786OD-02 0.4529.D#01 -0.6456C+01 0.40900+05 -0.8542D+04 0.1354D-01 	 -0.18220-02
18 0. 1127D+00 0:1810D+00 0.1028D-01 0.4561D-02 0.34770+01 -0.7073D+01 0.3762D#05 -0.2570D+04 0.63440-02 	 -0.5375E-03
19 0.841.50-01 0.2245D+00 0.2941C-01 0.87580-03 0.2369D+01 -0.75630001 0.3919D+05 0.6665D+04 0.13700-02 	 0.1125D-02
20 0.4531D-01 0.26790#00 0.2181D-01 -0.7761D-03 0.1202D+01 -0.7877D+01 0.3718D#05 0.11260+05 -0.1331D-02 	 0.1642C-02
21 0 ,.0	 0.2851D#00 0.0	 -0.1572D-02 -0.1989D-15 -0.7985D+01 	 -0.2553D-02	 0.1378&-02
	
REAC^.IONS AT NODE	 RI(LBS)	 PM(LOS)	 RR(IN-LBS)
	
1	 0.150261C#05	 0.0	 0.152230D#05
	
21	 0.369255DtO5	 0.0	 -0.123557D#05
SUBSTRUCTURE	 MST$	 ELI	 SON!	 STA	 TIRE
	
- 1	 0.123908C+00	 9	 2	 1	 0.6000000-03
INTERFACE	 0.9814610-02	 8	 1	 1	 0.8000000-05
SUBSTRUCTURE	 LARGEST ADD. PT . STRAIN	 RLER	 ADD. PT.	 TIRE	 SURFACE
	
1	 0.4883020-02	 20	 1	 0.3840000-03	 I
INTERFACE	 0.2964910.02	 20	 1	 0.200000D-03	 1
SUBSTRUCTURE	 LARGEST MODAL STRAIN	 RODE	 SURF	 •TIMF
	
1	 0.100950[+00	 7	 1	 0.596000D-03
♦tutlrrrtrottl ► o ►rrb srsosorotoo•oor ►•r►►► • ►ro ►torrrtrtrp ptoolrrtrr ► trosr ►rtro•rr ►rl ► r ►oortr►►ro ►t►a►►prr ►►►►►►►►►►►► g4r ►r ►► rr►
THE LARGEST COMPUTED STRAINS FOR EACH SUBST1
SOBSTROCTUNE	 MSTI:	 ELI	 SONF
10.1239080+00	 9	 2
INTERFACE	 0.9414610-02	 •	 1
SUBSTRUCTURE	 LARGEST ADD. PT . STRAIN
10.4803020-02
INTERFACE	 '0.296491[-02
SUBSTRUCTURE .	LAIG*ST NODAL STRAIN
1	 0./00950[#00
TREAT ARE no CARDS PONCRED FOR CONTINNATION
IUCTURE--
	




































7.2 CIVM-JET 5B Example: A Fragment-Impacted, Elastic-Foundation-Supported,
Variable-Thickness, Two-Layer, Partial Ring with One Support Branch
7. 2.1 Problem Description
The geometry of the main structure, as shown in Fig. 12, is a partial
ring composed of an initially-straight portion and a circular portion. The
straight section is 10.0-in long, 1.5-in wide, and varies linearly in thick-
ness from 0.3-in at its pinned end to 0.1-in where it joins the circular
portion. The circular section has a 5.0-in mean radius, a 1.5-in width, a
0.1-in uniform thickness, and consists of a 60 0 arc. The partial ring is
supported by a pinned joint at its left-hand end, a branch connected at the
straight-circular junction, and an elastic foundation located as depicted in
Fig. 12. This foundation consists of arbitrarily chosen normal k  and
tangential k  stiffness equal to 1500 psi and 3000 psi, respectively.
The "main structure" of the partial ring is called substructure one (1)
and is assumed to consist of two layers of material firmly attached to each
other at the interface. The inner layer and the outer layer of the structure
are equal thicknesses of aluminum and steel, respectively.
The main structure has a steel branch attached to its steel outer layer.
The branch is 1.0-in wide, 2.23607-in long, and has a constant thickness of
0.4 in. The branch has a slope discontinuity between its two equal-length
elements. The branch attaches to the steel outer surface of the main struc-
ture at the eleventh node of the ring and is clamped at its other end.
The aluminum material of the main structure's inner layer has a yield stress
of 46,000 psi, an elastic modulus of 10 7 psi, and is represented by a two
mechanical-sublayer model defined by the following stress-strain (a, E)
pairs: 61 , El = 46,000 psi, .0046 and 62 , E2 = 58,000 psi, 0.18000. The
strain-rate constants were chosen to be D = 6500 sec -1 and p = 4. The mass
density is 0.250x10
-3
 (lb-sec2 )/in4 . The steel material used in the main
structure's outer layer and in the branch has an elastic modulus of 29x106
psi, a yield stress of 80,950 psi, and is represented by a three-mechanical-
sublayer model defined by 61 , el = 80,950 psi, .00279; a 2 , E2 = 105,300 psi,
.02250, and o3 , E3 = 121,000 psi, .20000. The strain rate constants for the








The variable-thickness straight portion of the structure is modeled by
10 equal-length finite elements; 6 equal-arc finite elements represent the
constant thickness curved section and 2 equal-length elements represent the
constant thickness branch. This makes a total of 18 finite elements used for
the entire structure.	 v
The elements of the main structure are initially numbered consecutively
from 1 to 16, and the branch elements are initially numbered from 1 to 2; this
is depicted in Fig. 12b. The program will then renumber the elements from
left to right to include the branch elements in the global system; the result-
ing renumbering is shown in Fig. 12c.
The attacking fragment has the following parameters (see Fig. 12a):
radius rf
 = 0.5 in, mass m  = .385610 x 10 -3 (1b-sec2/in); mass moment of
inertia If
 = 0.482014 x 10 4 (lb-sec2-in); initial translational velocity
components: Yf = 2607.96 in/sec, Zf
 = 1482.75 in/sec; initial rotational
velocity 8 f
 = 0.0; initial C.G. position YCG = 6.0 in, ZCG = -?.0 in. The
value of the coefficient of restitution, e, is set at 1.0 to represent a
perfectly-elastic impact reaction, and the coefficient of friction is set to
0.0.
The strain is to be calculated at each of the three spanwise Gaussian
stations and each node of the main structure and the branch. Also, 3 addi-
tional points at which strain predictions are desired are requested. Two of
these are on main structural elements 9 and 11; the point on element 9 is
located near the point of first impact and the point on element 11 is located
near the branch connection (s coordinates 0.53 and 0.05, respectively). The
additional strain point on the branch is located at s = 0.50 of the first
element; this corresponds to the same location as the second Gaussian station
on this element. The strains should be exactly the same at this point since
both the Gaussian station and the additional point are at the same physical
location.
The CIVM-JET 5B program will be used to calculate the structural response
of the ring and the motion of the fragment, using a time step of 2 microseconds.
Printout of structural responses and fragment position data are desired at



















































? DELTAT = 0.200000D-05
Card 6A 3D15.6
g Y(1) = 0.0
Z(1) = 0.0
ANG(1) = 0.0
Additional cards are punched in the same format until all 17 nodes of










Additional cards are punched until all the nodal thicknesses for each




































































NBCB (1) = 2

































































































This is the last data card for this CIVM-JET 5B run.
a
f
'T THIS IS THE INPUT DECK FOR EXAMPLE 7.2
s 16	 a	 2 1	 3	 4 790	 499	 2- ;)
,^	 3
2	 3
00.250003D-:73 00.65:;i:i0(+D+C:4 C0.4.)0 )r)JD+---al b
00.46?OODD-02 00.460`,00D+05 00.180000D+_+U 0:0.5800000+05
00.733385D-03 10.4041'1 01"D+02 01 0.5.!
	 )CID+)1
OJ.279000D-)2 )0. 8095J^rD OS OG.225"+^?0D-:al ^1;.1:+53:),)D OS
009200000D 00 00 * 121000D 06
00.15' 000D+31 OD.2` O')OsOD-n5
00.0 00.0 00 Y) 0 0  JD+O:)
00.100000D+01 D.0 00 0 :jDo29c00 3D+oJ t00.2000ODD+01 010.0 9,1.'! 1^.26^00 )D+00
00.300000D+01 0u.0 0t,?.'1 13 s  24-JJ +::,D+UJ
00.40000DD+01 G').0 220001)D+03
00.50GDODD+01 00.0 OJ. ? ?°:).200XI)D+0 ►
e 00.600000D+O1 O^).t1 i=^.') ;^.180D;a 30+JJ00.7001100D+01 00.0 00	 'F U a. 1600,30D+Oa
00.8000ODD+01 00.0 OC).:? t` 0.1400:,-0D+O)
00.9}0:)(10 }D+01 00.0 0-0.) 1iJ.2^,0:; JD+JJ
00.110000D+02 00.0 0000 00.10000)D+OJ
00.108682D+02 -0.759612D-01 -0.100 00D+ 2 0* l000vUD+D)
00.117101D+12 - ,7).301537D+()O -J.2>101-D0D+°.-'2 IOD+OJ
00.125100D+02 -00669973D+00 -0.300')00D+.)2 00a1v*)0 -a ) D+0 )
00.132139D+02 -U.116978D+01 -0.400000D+02 30.1000UOD40)
00.138302D+92 -0.178606D+01 -J.5:)0 • 10JD+ • '12 10000JD+0
00.143301D+02
-












•	 &j 00.10030 D+OL) 00.100 )0DD+00 t:0*"9;); t)^)D+) + i:). 1 901)0+0D+0? JJ.080000D+0<!
07 Z 00.0800ODD+10 0^!.07 DOD ')0D+00 Oa.'373,1, 00D+--0 T).')60000D+D? 00.060000D +0i,
0 OO.050000D+00 00.050,)o0D+QD ()0.")50'))0D+'j0 '')1.0500 OD+:J^ 100 D5:'IOOOD+D,)
io 00,353000D+30 00.050 s)')OD+3Q :a;1.;.S.Dri"+t7D+:::O ?)^?. 15:it^ ?OD+O) 000 05"j0000+01U09050000D+00 Of.).050 )U0D+07 1)0.^50 "-'•0D+'Q ')0.''5000 .+D+0)
G
<m 3	 00.1; OO;)!D+J1	 0')0733385D-';)3	 0':!	 4''+4'')r:1ilD+`+2 	 ;j.5100D0D+.al









)0.20 ,')000D OJ	 T) 12110 r)D -16












;.. 2	 2	 1
3	 3	 1 (,.
1	 9	 009530J)DOD+ i(}
F 2*
	 1	 a0.5100`)0D+)r; 1
1	 11	 00*590',Y)OD-31
0^.1127016653792585D+ .)	 )Ct.SG,J)ry	 ry U .iO rJJ a 1nn[^+UJ C#0 88729833462'f7415D ♦0 '? a
rt; 00.2777777777777778D+nC0	 uO * 4444444444444444D+00 0002777777777777778D+D-i
r	 ` -3.8611363115940530D+-):)




►04.3478543451374540D+00	 }G.652145154362546i)D+00 00.6521(t5154A625460D+0? 4






9	 2	 13	 3
1	 00.0 C ^019100000D+01
	 - ^ 20.0DOUD+01	 OC) 600'3'OD+D 1	 :i^).3E561_D_D-03._	 0 1.-4A2t314D-04
00.0 'o G)








7.2.3 Solution Output Data for Example 2
The following is the output obtained as a result of a 600 microsecond
CIVM-JET 5B analysis of this two layer partial ring example.
The numbering system for the nodes and elements is listed as well as
^I
an identification of the branch attachment point and the slopes at the branch
connection and at the slope discontinuity. The partial ring initial geometry
(for both layers), boundary conditions, and elastic foundations are defined
as well as all the necessary data pertaining to the impacting fragment. A
reference time step is computed and printed for a comparison against the
user-designated time step of 2 microseconds in this case.
Each impact is recorded (there are 2 impacts during this run) and the
essential data concerning element number, fragment number, time, location
and post-impact fragment energies are output. For each printout cycle, an
update of each nodal position, the fragment position, the strains at each
Gaussian point and each addition strain point (inner and outer surfaces and
interface) and at each node, and the reaction forces are given.
Initial impact occurs on element 9 at 967.796 microseconds after
fragment release; this is computational time cycle 484. During this computer
run the maximum strain reaches 3.360 on the main structure and only 2.73% on
the branch.
Note that for conciseness only a portion of the requested output is
presented here. Included are: all initial problem data, printout at time
cycles 490, 510, 530, 550, 570, 590, ... skip to 770, 790 (last); a record




	 ..	 ..-.:.. ._S_.:.. ^-..4 ..	 ..:	 r.	 w. w._:^... ..	 -.^..	 ^...._:_•,,., 	 .^ ^.. -.^.	 ..,,':	 ..^.	 a::::_	 «.....	 ...,_...	 ..-.	 -_...	 ..	 _,,. ._	 .,c	 n	 ...^Y-......._	 ._.._. .. _..	 ...-.	 ..,.._
THIS IS RUN NUMBER	 1	 FOR THIS CIV M— JET 5B SUBMITTAL
THERE ARE 18	 ELEMENTS AND	 19	 NODES
THERE ARE 1	 BRANCHES AND THFY ARE AT NODES
	
11
TIE GLOBAL SLOPE(RAD) AT EACH BRANCH CONNECTION:	 0.1107150 +01
TKE ATTACHMENT POINT CODE FOR THE 1	 BRANCHES IS AS FOLLOWS:
0
WHFRE -1= INNER AID 0 = OUTER SURFACES. 1.2 9 3	 INDICATE MIUSURFACF OF CORRESPONDING LAYER.
PRESENT ELEM. 40.	 NOUE1	 NODE2 SUBSTRUCTURE SUBST. ELEM. NO.
1 1	 2 1 1
2 2	 '3 t 2
3 3	 4 1 3
4 4	 5 1 4
5 5	 h 1 5
6 6	 7 1 6
7 7	 8 1 7
8 8	 9 1 8
9 9	 in 1 9
16 10	 11 1 10
11 11	 12 2 1
12 12	 13 2 2
13 11	 14 1 11
14 14	 15 1 12
15 15	 16 1 13
co	 16 16	 17 1 14
~	 17 17	 18 1 15
16 18	 19 1 16
TIE UPDATED NODE NUMBERS FOR THE MAIN STRUCTURE, GIVEN IN THEIR ORIGINAL NUMBERING ORDER:
1	 2 3	 4	 5	 6	 7 8	 9	 10	 11 14	 15	 16	 17	 18 19
NOTE:
	 THE ELEMENT NUMBERS REFERRED TO BELOW ARE PRESENT ELEMENT NUMBERS
ELEMENTS THAT CAN NOT BE IMPACTED: 0 4
11	 12 0	 0	 0	 0	 0 0	 0	 0 ;u
0	 0 0	 0	 0	 0	 0 0	 0 25
ADDITIONAL STRAIN POINT	 ELEMENT S	 COORDINATE
1	 9 0.5300000+00 I°:
2	 11 0.5000000+00
3	 13 0.5000000-01
EACH OF THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS HAS A SLOPE DISCONTINUITY AT	 ITS FIRST NODE
12 ...I .^
THE GLOBAL SLOPE (RAD.)
	
AT EACH DISCONTINUITY EQUALS:
0.463648D+00
*********** A SPATIAL FINITE ELEMENT AND HOUBOLT TEMPORAL OPERATOR PROGRAM
USED TO CALCULATE THE NONLIIEAR RESPONSES OF A VARIABLE THICKNESS MULTILAYER
AR31TRARILY CURVED PARTIAL RING WITH THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS
,-
yr
PROPERTIES OF THE MA14 STRUCTURE:
WIJTH OF RING
	 (IN)	 =	 0.1500000101
NUMDER OF ELEMENTS
	 = 16
NUMBER OF SPANMISE GAUSSIAN POINTS
	 = 3
NUMBER OF DEPTHMISE GAUSSIAN POINTS
	 = 4
NUMBER OF LAYERS 2
REFERENCE SURFACE IS THE MIDDLE SURFACE. OF LAYER= L
MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF LAYER	 =	 I.
DF.NSITYILB-SEC**2/IN**41 0.2500000-63




MATERIAL	 IS STRAIN RATE SENSITIVE WITH
0 =	 0.650000D+04 P =	 0.4000000+01
MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF LAYER 	 2
DENSITYILP-SEC**2/IN**4 ► 0.733085D-03






MATERIAL	 IS STRAIN RATE SENSITIVE WITH




PROPERTIES OF BRANCH NUMBER	 I
WIDTH OF RING (IN)	 =	 0.100000D+01
NUMBER OF ELEMENTS 2
NUMBER OF SPANMISE GAUSSIAN POINTS
	 = 3
NUMBER OF DEPTHWISE GAUSSIAN POINTS 4
NU18ER OF LAYERS I
REFERENCE SURFACE IS THE MIDDLE SURFACE OF LAYER= 1
MATFRIAL PROPERTIES OF LAYER	 =	 l
DEASITYILB-SEC* t 2/IN**41	 = 0.7330850-03







MATERIAL	 IS STRAIN RATE SENSITIVE WITH
D =	 0.4040000+02 n =
	
0.5000000+01
HINGED	 DISPLACEMENT CONDITION AT NODE =	 1
CLAMPED DISPLACEMENT CONDITION AT NODE =
	 13
CONSTRAINTS (ELASTIC FOUNDATION/SPRING) AS DESCRIBED BY INPUT
NODE NO	 Y COORO(IN)	 2 COORD(IN) SLOPE 1	 RADI RING THICKNESS(INI
LAYER 1 LAYER	 2
1	 0.0	 0.0 0.0 0.150000D+00 0.150000D+00
2	 O.L000OOD+01	 0.0 0.0 0.140000D+00 0.1400000+00
3	 0.200000D+01	 0.0 0.0 0.130000D+00 0.1300000+00
4	 0.300000D+01	 0.0 0.0 0.120000D+00 0.120000D+00
5	 0.4000000+01
	 0.0 0.0 0.110000D+00 O.II000OD+00
6	 0.50000OD+01	 0.0 0.0 0.100000D+00 0.1000000+00
7	 0.600000D+01
	 0.0 0.0 0.9000000-01 0.90000OD-01
8	 0.7000000+01
	
0.0 0.0 0.8000000-01 0.80000OD-01
9	 0.8000000+01	 0.0 0.0 0.70000OD-01 0.700000D-01
10	 0.900000D+01	 0.0 0.0 0.6000000-01 0.60000OD-01
11	 O.100000D+02	 0.0 0.0 0.5000000-01 0.50000OD-01
12	 0.105000D+02	 0.1000000+O1 0.1107150+01 0.400000D+00 0.0
13	 0.1150000+02	 0.1500000+01 0.4636480+00 0.4000000+00 0.0
14	 0.108692D+02	 -0,7596120-01 -0.1745330+00 0.50000OD-01 0.50000OD-01
15	 0.11710ID+02	 -0.301547D+00 -0.3490660+00 0.500000D-Ol 0.50000OD-01
16	 0.1250000+02	 -0.669873D+00 -0.523599D+00 0.50000OD-01 0.+0000OD-01
17	 0.1321390+02	 -0.1169780+01 -0.6981320+00 0.50000OD-01 0.5000000-01
18	 0.138302D+02	 -0.176606D+l1 -0.872665D+00 0.5000000-01 0.500000D-01













u.c rrr rrrrrarr rrn
0.3478S4M45137454
TX, '2	 =	 -0.439981044584456 TMG	 2	 w- 0.652145154862546
7.X. 3	 •	 C.339981043584856 'TMG	 3	 - 0.652145154862546
TXC 4	 0.861136311594053 TNG	 4	 - 0.341854945137444
SIZE OF ASSEMBLED MASS OR STIFFNESS MATRIX- 510
LUMPEO MASS MATRIK FOR EACH ELCMENT:
O.108385D-03 0.0	 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
p	 0.0 0.1093850-03..	 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0- 0.0	 0.249580D-05 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0	 0.0 - 0.1972310-05 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
,• 0.0 0.0 _	 0.0 0.0 0.1054460-03 . 0.0 0.0 0.0
'	 0.0 0.0
	
040 0.0 0.0 0.1')5436(1-03 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0.	 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2419!00-OS 0.0
0.0. 0.0	 0.0._. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0	
_._.. 0.1947740-05
t	 -0.1010120-03 00.	 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.101.012D-03	 ---0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0	 - 0.0 0.0	 ".
-_	 0.0 0.0 :	 0.2261260-05 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0	 - 0.0
0.0 0.0	 0.0 0.1837140-05 .0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0	 0.0 0.0 0.9806270-04 0.0 o.o' 0.0
f 0.0 0.0	 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.9806270-04 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0	 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0..2142120-05 0.1
0.0 0.0	 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1812S4D-05
0.9363880-04 0.0	 -	 0.0 -0.0 0.0 - 0.0-- 0.0 0.3
0.0 0.9363880-04	 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
'...0.0 0.0.	 .'0.2040160-05 _._0.0.: 0.0 0.0._. _ . _... 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0	 0.0 0.110197D-n5 0.0 0.0 0.0- 0.0
0.0 0.0	 0.0 0.0 0.906896U-04 0.0 0.0' 0.0
`	 m	 0.0 0.0	 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.906696D-04 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0	 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0	 - 0.1971310-05 0.0
0.0	 0.0 - 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 6 7 13 90-0 5.: -
0.86265.10-04 0.0	 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
f	 0.0 0.8626570-04	 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0	 0.1831540-05 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
t	 0.0 0.0	 0.0 0.156679D-05 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.0
0.0 0.0	 0.0 0.0" 0.8331650-04 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0	 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8331650-04 0.0 0.5
-	 0.0 ,0.0:-
	
0.0 0.17- 0.0 0.0 0.1714610-05 0.0
0.0 0-.0	 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0. 0.1542210=05
'	 0.7589260-04 0.0	 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
^	 -	 0.0 0.7889260-04	 0.0	 -
_
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0	 0.163441D-05 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0	 0.0 0.1431620-05 0.0 0:0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0	 0.0 0.0 0.759413U.-b4 0.0. 0.0. 0.0	 -
0.0 0.0	 0.0 0.0 0.? 0.7S94130-04 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0	 0.0 0.11 0.0 0.0 0.1582860-05 0.0
0.0 0.0	 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1401340-03
0:715194D-04 0.0	 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0:0 0.7151940-04	 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0.'...	 _0.1447790-05 0.0.. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0..0
0.0 0.0	 0.0 0.1296440-05 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
' 0.0 :0.0	 0.0 O.n 0.68S702D.-04 '	 0..0 _. 0.0 0.0
`	 0.0 0.0	 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6857020-04 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0	 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1401130-OS 0.0
0.0
t







`	 0.6414630-04. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00.0 0.6414630-04 0.0	 - 0.0 0:0 0.0 0.0 0.0 C
0.0 0.0 0.1270700-05 0.0. 0.0.. 0.0 0.0 0.0 ?.
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1161270-05 0.0 0.0. 0.0 0.0.
E-	 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.611970D-04 0.0 -0.0 0.0
0.0	 - 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.611970D-04 0.0 0.0 Q
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1228450-05 _.0.0
'	 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.113669D-05
0.5677320-04 0.0 -0.0	 - 0.0...,	 _' 0.0 0.0 '0.01 0.0
0.0 0.5677320-04 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 .^100.0 0.0 0.1102180-05 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.:. 0.0
C00 0.0 0.0 0.102609D-05 0.0 0.0 00. 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.518239D-04 0.0 0.0 0.0 r70.0 0.0 0.0 0.0	 - 0.0 0.5382390,0 r 0.0 - 0.0 1^.
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1067840-OS 0.0
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	 0.0	 0.0	 0.62181011006	 0.0	 0.0
0.4d 105B0+06	 0.!1509711001	 0.0	 0.0	 0.91712111+06 -O..19)OID.OL 	 0.1166 )211,0:	 0,0
0.0	 -0.1(/7190-06 -0.9409350+06 -0.1462720+06
	 0.32066)0-07	 0.0	 0.0	 0.295866D.06
0.45911710,06 -0.1706040+0/ -O.ILJ949D+Ob. 0,1064610601	 0.0	 0.0	 -0.45567011+06 .0.2A2R54D+06
-0.1110430006	 0.1/0778D +O1 -0..1624800-01
	
0.2 To430D-07 -0.94604tU+01	 0.7050460605	 0.3286410+06 -0.760TBOD,06
11.182511711.0.	 0.T0S 04!11-01 -0.1412460-07 -0.742/0111006 -0.8177340-06 -0.1757870 006	 0.2570010+07	 0.158!410+06
0.611976111006	 0.2)837511 +Ob 	0.398020 07 -O.IYIl070+07 -0.9.26790005 	 0,652662D006	 0.:197010,06 -0.7703310006
-D.1948SS0006 -0.2613470006 -0.117040+06
	
.0.1477170007 -0.1 SOBTS0101 	 0.2029IlD-07 -0.871.2)0 0 01	 0.65282)0005
0.71208 2J+7M1 -9. 7.3225X.3006	 6. 216 85470.08	 11.617!2 )0005 -0. 113/602+07 -0.5914950+06 -0. 7024)70 006 -0.12S742D+o5
0.2023')0D.07	 0.64760OD-06	 0.5461070+06	 O. 1B91210006	 0.3420191)	 -0.1253420001 -0.83740340005 	 0.6709110-06
0.7607d OD+O •i -0.658916.3+06 -0.31 845211.06 -0.24)X400 006 -0.11704111-06	 O.I25S160 007 -0.17926911.01 0.1872690007
-0.8315970-01	 0.6005970 0 05	 0.60581gD-06 -0.6437370006	 O.IS44770008	 0.6005970005 -0...62900006 -0.46275900116
-0.5962450005 -O.(14.97D♦06 	 0.1561170007	 0.5457606006	 0.42)94011-06	 0.14762.9+06	 0.2697060, 06 -0.10532261007
-0.1019U5U.35	 0.511049D,06	 0.7022580006. -0.5562050-06 -0.2063720+06 -0.2247720006 -0.1170430-06	 O.in54g60007
-0.1276610005	 0.1TI6630:07 -0.71 T 171 D 007	 0.54.3710,05	 0.,07461D 006 -0.585211D+06 	 0.1404520008	 0.5433710005
-0.6750690.06 -0.3535500006 -0.4987560,06 -0.104,4520-116	 0.11755011001	 0.45262411006	 0.321520D , 06	 0.1.126139006
0.241689D-05 -0.870430n.06 -0.5017410005	 0.311!I 35D006 .0.6417170+06 -0.46219811,06 -0.218643D-06 -0.204.2511,06
-0:121 °, 70006	 0.87ZIT1U.06 -0.11605 TD 005	 0.1560570+07 -0.6671450107 	 0.41604511+05	 0.4178060+06 -0.1266940.06
O1Z 64]62+08	 0.49614S0+0' -0.500429U-06 -0.2633250 . 06 -0.4099'1)0+06 -0.940065D+05	 0..593210 0 06	 0.3681920.06
0.237103110116	 0..749610005	 0.19802111+06 -0.70504110+06 -0.4 7159)0001	 0.2876570+06	 0.58521511006 -0.77689611+06
-0.,452660006 -0,1857181)006 -0,.117343U.06	 0.706 
7 
090-06 -0.1044520+05 	 0.21404520+07 -0.596919D 0 07	 0.4437I9Dr05
0.33685611006 -0.468I72U+06 	 0.112361D-OB	 0.443g 19D -OS -0.35887)0+06 -0.1899440-06. -0.729893D .06 -0.8356130+05
0.605869)+06	 0.2924650+06	 0..16094911.06	 0.5989770+05	 0.158106.+06. -O.SS70750*06 -0.372.600605 	 0.1994760-06
0.5266950006 -0.300296D.06 -0.1562420.06 -O.16581ID-06 -0.1170410006	 0.5508160+06 -0.920459D+04 	 0.1248460:07
-0.5266940 r07	 0.3916940.05	 0.264611D+06 -0.4096510+06	 0.9B316LD007	 0.)916940005 -0.24677711+06 -0..1316630006
-0.25X51911+05 -0.73II61D-OS	 0.40RI 72D,06	 0.2254412006	 0.115314U,06	 0.412353D+OS	 0.1237460006 -0.42651.10006
-0.2957440+05	 0.131.892+06	 0.4661120406 -0.232405D:06 -0.1215700+06 -0.1463040+06 -0.1170470006 	 0.4782522.06
-0.8L24111). 04	 O.10 g240D+01 -0.456468U.07	 0.3194680,05	 0.2010690006 -0.35121292 ,06	 0.84271011+07	 0.77946.0+05
-0.1611950166 -0.8573940+05 -0.1959471)+06 -0.626710D005	 0.2592602-06 n. 16 T 12311+06 	 0.7445590:05	 0.26928.".05
0.9313600.05 -0.3133550006 -0.210242D-OS 	 0.8456050+05	 0.409651U,06 -11.17321611-06 -0.9125010+05 -0.1767970006
-0.117,0430-06	 0.315096D+06 -0.696344D+04 	 0.936344D+06 -0.186242D.07	 0.2872420♦05 	 0.1462321) . 06 -0.2726000+06
0.1143100.08	 0:2872420+05 -0.9806460 :05 -0.53431TD+05 -0.14160011+06. -0.40.1690:07 	 0.104TSBU-08	 0.(175080+06
0.4463290.05	 0.1639710+05	 0.66 B7000+05 -0. 121925D+07 	 0.211064 U-05	 0.775.26D+06	 0.3
.
311290+06 -0.1227310+06
-0.65282)11,01 -O,lJT2 tl9D,06	 0.4.ISR 860.06	 0.12691911+07 -0.41349911+05	 0.24852711.01 -0.55707.50+07 -11.!!!4150+03
0.4118070006 -0.11.60570.07
	
0.207"T I p rOB	 0.1188422 :117 -0.544224.006 -0..318999+06 -0.4667040+00 -0.5741170.07
0.66674311-07 -0.6647519+06 	 0.33211 60+06	 0.32663911-06	 0.26094011+011	 0.44566011+06 -0.14655)2+06 0.1107251/.07
0.5 L90250006	 11.1018050.07 -0.3892661)005 -0.43252OD+O6 -0.2321(40+06 -O.M176343D+06 -0.4317210-09	 0.146016D-07
0.0	 0.0.	 0.0	 0.0	 0.I00GOOD-01	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
0.0	 0.0	 0.10000on+01	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
0.0	 0.100000D+01	 0.9284601):06 -0.6961431):06 -0.260940.+00 -0.4125200+06	 0.0	 0.0
0.0	 0.1730080-07 -0.4012520+07 	 0.36I558D006	 0.1799ZBD +Ob -0.2844670+06	 0.0 • 	0.0
0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 O. "0283711007 -0.76152211+06





0.0	 0.614317D-02	 0.2993762006	 0.17992611+06	 0.3669..0-05	 0.1202710-01
0.624843D-05	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
0.0	 -0.34!6210.06 -0.3898890+00 	 O.6TO2330.05	 0.211448011006 -0.1602450+06 -0.62509411.05 -O.N63BSID.OS
0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
0. 302640D-00	 0.2I6R11D+06	 0.1.720TBD+02	 0.6911110+06 -0.40121511-07	 0.3614550-06	 0.1799140+06 -0.2444630006
0.8OZ812U:01 -0.3615560+05 -0.8.24740.05 -0.3670090-05 -0.1602340.06	 0.770013)002	 0.29931NU-06	 0.1194160006
0.3569550005	 0.12020311.01	 0.6247100+05 -0.34162411+06 	 0. 131475D+02	 0.6702760 .OS	 0.2844fl60006 -0.1602710006
0.6250900005 -0. 857929n • 05	 O.11B246G+O1	 0.21680OD-06	 0.1638X70-02	 0.6911290.06 -0.40123311 0 07	 0.!615210,06
0.1799210:06 -0. 284486D-06
1799
	0.!028430007 -0.1621524010: -0, B.1161D:.l -0.7670781)-05 -0.16021BU+06 -0.1252600.01
P'	 0.7994200006	 0.2 OU+06	 0.36696211,05	 0.120209D.07	 0.6248990,05 -0.3416150.06 	 0.23641:D+02	 0.6.102830-05
0.28 +.4 N2D+06 -0. 6027911:06 -0.6250940005 -0.86399211005 	 0.11207611,02	 0.216 B06D+06	 0.23174611+02	 0.690411+06
-0.401 riT0-07	 0.36165111 0 06	 0.17973011,06 -0.28449411-06	 0..02 844 4 0 07 -0.76141.0.06 -O.BD2M1 /011,05	
1.1
-0.167(.40005
OL160230U.05 -0. 328663U:02 	 0.2991630+06	 0.1799210+06	 0.1669160,05	 0.1202130+01	 O.h24.77D • OS -0.7416270006
O.IO 368)0.02
	
0.6702170005	 0.2844740+06 -0.16024711.06 -0.625113"+05 -0..63.6211+05 	 0.595811911-0!	 0.216112011-06
0.20791111,02	 0.6x1(010:06 -0.4012700-07	 0.3614491) 6	 0.17991811006 -0.2844111D006 	 0.802.260+07 -0.1 IS..0006
-0.11 2515D001 -0.3610280+05 -0.1602390+06 	 0.4006TO p+02	 0.2994002.06	 0.1799210+06	 0.36694.D+05	 0.1202011.001
0.62.49110+05 -0.3416Z90-06	 0.1003610-02	 0.6702660-05	 0.2844870+.06 -0.1602730+06 -0.6250.20+05 -0.8638990:05
U.111944D001	 0.2168020+06	 U.166096D+02	 0.691118D+06 -0.4012340037	 0.3615480♦06 	 O.1T9923D+06 -0.2844N11n-06
0.40141711,07 -0.361497.3-06 -0: 61"
,48
  
256811.05 - 0 .36709711+05 -0.16023'111+06	 0.34068011.06	 0.14968911+06	 O. 199921111.06
0.366946D+05	 0.1202090-05	 095D.05 -0.1700140+06 -0.6737990-05	 0.3350660 .OS	 0.2644DOD+06 -0.169240D006
-0.62509.0+05 -0.0638900-05 -0.3079R4U,06 	 0.1084060-06 -0.5500590+05	 0.355550-06
HISHEST NATURAL FREQUENCY IRAD/SECT • 	 0.981252170+06
DELTAF SHOULD BE EQUAL TO OR LESS THAN 0.20000OD-05
TIME STEP SIZE USED INPRUGRAN ISECI • 	0.200000D-05
FRAGMENT PROPERTIES
N0. OF FRAGMENTS	 l





0 'o 000"o'WEIGHTILBS-SEC••2/IN.1	 •	 .38S6IOD-O7
MOMENT OF I'IERTIAIIN-LB-SECA021 	 0.4.2014D-04
CG Y COORDINATE	 IINI	 0:60000DD+01
CG 2 COORDINATE	 IINI	 • -0.200000D+O1
ANGULAR ROTATION (DEG)
	 •	 0.0
VEL IN Y OIR II9/SECT
	
0.2607960+04
VEL IN Z 0 I IIY/SECT	 0.1482750+04.
AYGULAR VEL IOEG/SECI	 0.0
COEFF OF RESTITUTION	 0.1000000-01
COEFF OF FRICTION	 0.0
INITIAL KINETIC ENERGY IIN-LBI
	 •	 0.173525D004.
70 TPAIM FDA EACH FRAGMENT IS:	 0.9600000-03
TAEFOLLOWING IS THE TIME SOLUTION OF THE FRAGMENT- RING IMPACT
OUTPUT MILL. BE PRINTED EVERY	 20 CYCLES USIN50UTPUT OPTION 3.
it :A TI 
ON 
FORCES APPLIED TO THE STRUCTURE WILL BE PRINTED AT EACH OUTPUT CYCLE
F3R NODES AT WHICH BOU4DARY CONDITIONS ARE SPEC IFtE1). D.D. F. THAT ARE
Y3f RCSTR AINF.O AT THAT 'NODE WILL HAVE A REACTION FDACF • 0.0.
ALL 19PACIS WILL PE OESIG9A TED AND. ALL THE FRAGMENT ENERGIES WILL BE




OF POOR Q1I 1-IT T
IMPACT 40.	 I	 TIME	 0.966000D-03
	 DURING CYCLE 464	 ELEM	 9	 FRAG	 I	 DISTANCE	 0.524505D600
F-A0 1 T. O.l76tD•OG Rf• 0.0	 for• 0.1%t0-04	 FMAG
4




ELCMENf	 SI	 STA I	 SO	 $I	 STA 2	
So
	 St
	 ST4 I	 SO
I	 0.745744990-07	 -0.35SIO5190-07
	 0.18297S07D-07	 0.6364087SD-O/'	 -0.219910070-06
	 -0.265669860-07
	
0.19S(1990D-07	 0.0	 0.410691910-07	 0.0	 -0.1270'3'30-06	 0.0
2	 0.102197430-06
	 -0.726017440-06	 -0.2075)6010-06	 0.316999060-07	 -0.2I1O1042D-OS	 -0.124122860-OS
	
-0.111909000-06	 0.0	
-0.079190'2.-07	 0.0	 -0.167376650-03	 0.0
3	 -O.lA)53109D-0S
	 -0.256S3)5S0-OS
	 -0.334778260-05	 -0.324431060-05	 -0.104971150-04	 -0.961871710-OS
	




-0. 16131 TA 80-04 	





	 0.0	 -0.2469614711-04	 0.0	 -0.333183710-04	 0.0	 -„
5	 -0.769181960-04	
-0.6'7086970-01	 -0.100620190-01	 -0.566479520-04	 -0. 155244890-03	 -0..252806120-04
	















-0. I0159575D-02	 0.42511 A420-02	 -0.2629-1411.-02
	
-0 46




0.535109870-03	 -0.159084050-03	 -0.159127270-02	 0. 1998544SD-02
	
0.951910670-03
	 0.0	 0.1118012910-03	 0.0	 0.203655890-07	 0.0
9	
-0.856997720-03
	 0.742579720-03•	 -0.180499020-02	 0:2563392OD-02	 -0.480256340-02	 0.207I6763D-02
	
-0.5715099bD-04
















-0.44870764D-04	 0.127"79320-03	 -0.'6976147D-03	 -0.109153140-03	 -0.62611332D-04
12	 -0.79228070D-04	 0.179)33620-03
	 -0.160510460-Ol	 -0.975546610-04	 -O. TAl20h530-OS	 -0.I3516IVOD-03
l3	 0.10219A93D-02
	 0.131082270-0)	 0.)01454040-01	 0.156510480-03	 0.549235OOD-04	 0.467847510-0)
	
0.6157)5760-03	 0.0	 0.226982260-0)	 0.0	 0.26138)510-07	 0.0
14	 0.271568650-03	 0.451999670-04	 O.I510)0770-03	 0.016327200-04	 0.442046070-04	 0. 10334491D-03
	
0.138184710-03	 0.0	 0.119432550-03	 0.0	 0.777717740-04	 0.0
l5	 0.211202520-OG	 0.)18877170-04	 0.13036570D-O4	 0.153276610-04	 D. 160i9870D-OS	 0.209498870-OS
	
0.268D37420-OL	 0.0	 0.141822!60-04	 U.0	 0.484996570-05	 0.0
16	 0.126779560-05	 0.294419820-05	 -0.482574950-OS	 -0.1475S272D-O5	 -0.347868710-05	 -0.428336510-03
	
0.211639690-OS	 0.0	 -0.46506 ► 830-05	 0.0	 -0.38810261D-OS	 0.0
IT	 -0.209053990-05	 -0.214252090-05	 -0.222618740-05	 -0.231502270-05	 -0.158068590-05	 -0.161924220-05.
	
0.212053040-05	 0.0	 -0.227060300-05	 0.0	 -0.164006400-05	 0.0	 -
J	 18	 -0.9514931 TU-06	 -0.939695210-06	 -0.313310580-06 -0.304911620-06 	 -0.432118660-06	 -0.412927)80-06
	
-0.945594190-06	 0.0	 -0.30911510.-06	 0.0	 -0.43705)020-06	 0.0
• CYCLE •	 490
ST4A14 AT ADUITIONIL POINTS 	 St	 SO	 El	 ED
	
1	 -0.195843900-D2	 0.Z62165SSO-02	 -0.19703802D-02	 0.2618229OD-02
0.263 3759D-03	 0.0
	
2	 0.127679120-03	 -0 '697614YO-03	 0.1278T21SO-03	 -0.569923870-03
	
3	 0.119615160-020.414207410-0)	 0.11954370D-02	 .0.414121690-03
0.605179500-03	 0.0
EVERGY AND WORK AT THE END OF TIME CYCLE 490
.^	 FRAGMENT	 KINETIC ENFRGY
y	 1	 0.1361190.04
J • 190	 TIME ISEC. ► •	 0.9600000-01	 TIME AFTER INITIAL IMPACT •	 0.1400000-04
WORK INPUT INTO RING IIM.-028.1	 0.7740540.0)	 '
41N: KINETIC ENCKGY IIN.-1.6.1	 •	 0.74643OD-O)
	





EMEIt Y STORE, I`. THE ELAS'_: RESTRAINTS IIN.-026.1	 0.6692960.00
1	 V	 W	 PSI	 CHI	 COPY	 CO►L	 L	 N	 STRAIN(INI	 STRAINIOUTI
l 0.0	 0.0	 -O.Sl97D-07 0.17570-07 0.0	 0.0	 0.)9560.00 0.50370-Ol 0.77160-07 	 -0.41250-07
2 -0.21.330-07 -O. LFISD-07 -0.20900-06 -0.26430-06 O-IOOOD-01 -0.!7160-07 -0.46430-00 -0.121660-01 -0.27960-06 	 -0.3384D-06
3 -0.61422-06 -0.14680-06 -0.10950-OS -0.27020-OS 0.20000-0! -0.14680-06 -0.2401D-02 -0.22190.01 -0.21060-05 -0.2690)-OS
4 -0.55050-OS -0.7459D-06 -0.14930-OS -0.13)7.-04 0.30000.01 -0.74S9D-06 -0.16570.07 -0.24190-02 -0.23470-04	 -O.l )040-04
5 -0.3030D-04 -0.35170-05 -0.40410-OS -0.36010-04 0.40000-01 -0.35170-OS -0.1503D•0) -0.3127D-02 -0.)1230-Oi	 -0.50740-04
6 -0.11190-03 -0.19050-04 -0.29)40-03 -0.13100-O3 O.S000D-OL -0.19050-04 0.21410-03 0.25450-02 -0.10450-03	 -0.2106)-03
7 -0.3J8LU-01 -0.86)1D-06 -0.964)0-03 -0.95210-01 0.60000-01 -0.66710-06 -0.2249D.0) -0.16290-03 -0.12270-02 	 -0.212260-03
6 0.67280-03 0.70990-03 0.14141)-01 0.29720-02 0.7001D-OI 0.7089D-03 0.45400-0) -0.598ID-01 0.40120-02 	 0.2702D-O)
9 0.9756D 03 0.2358D-Ol 0.18760-01 -0.10000-02 O.11OOID-OI 0.23560-01 0.75140-04 0.)1850-01 -0.12660-07 	 0.20250-03
l0 -0.39880-03 0.30210-01 -0.14990-OL -0.42500-02 0.90000-01 0.30230-01 0.31240-04 0.92510-02 -0.54'130-02	 -0.96950-04
ll -0.4694D-O7 0.1713D-03 -0.1110-02 O.1129D-02 0.10000-02 0.17130-03 -0.25640-04 -0.26990-0) 0.17360-02 	 -0.47520-03
l2 0.75940-04 -O.(SS10-04 0.17600-0) 0.14710-01 0.10500-02 0.10000-OI -0.14990-04 0.243511-02 0.74760-04 	 0.21940-0)
-0.681 1O-OS O.IISOU-02 0.15000-0213 0.0	 0:0	 0..0262830-0) .2 90-02 0.41580-04	 -0.54210-04
14 -0.12320-07 0.3217D-04 -0.53000-03 0.10850-0) O.IOA7D-O2 -0.7591D-Ol 0.32690-0) O.I0890-G7 O.l /45D-03 	 0.265ID-03
15 -0.72760-OS 0.23920-05 0.22790-04 0.27720-04 0.11110-02 -0.30150-00 0.42320-02 0.16190-01 0.21030-04 	 0.42800-04
16 0.46960-OS 0.70920-06 0.26140-0' 0.49460-OS O.1250D-02 -0.64190-00 -0.17460-02 -0.:494)0-00 0.57020-05 	 0.16710-05
17 0.2449D-O5 0.20590-06 -0.41.9D-O6 -O.""D-11 0:13210-02 -O.1LIOD-01 -0.65760-DI -0.25000-00 -O.L8530-05 	 -0.21790-05
16 0.64010-06 0.22020-01 x0.72 tl10-01 -0.1278D-OS O.11"30-02 -0.17660 ♦O1 -0.90150-00 -0.3335D-01 -0.127GD-05 	 -0.212990-05
l9 0.20120-36 -0.66060-0 n -0.10940-06 -0.61390-06 0.111 .+02 -0.25000-01 	 -0.61160-06 -0.62060-06
FRAG NO. • 	FCGU •	 FCGW •	 ALFR •	 FRUY •	 FR WV•	 FRAV•
	
I	 0.115550100-01 -0.5605460-00	 0.0	 0.2607967-04	 O.S064110-03	 0.0
REACTIG I S AT NODEMVILMS)
1	 -0.1355680-00
13	 -0.1035120-04
SJBSTAUCTURE	 MSTR	 ELE	 SURF	 STA
t	 0.'135500-02	 l02	 l




	 10	 I	 2
SUFST4UCTURE	 LARGEST ADD. Pf. SYRAIM 	 ELEM
1	 0.26-1661)-02	 9
2	 0.1276190-0)	 it
INTERFACE	 0.9S0 123D-03	 9
SJBSTAUCTURE	 LARGEST NODAL STRAIN	 NODE
1	 0.4011690-02
2	 0.2194010-03	 12



















































































SO	 51	 STA 3	 SO
0.448)55'14n-0
 3	 0.196870180-03	 O. S6181015D--4	 0.505020070-0)
32261)060 3	 0.0	 0.260601570-07	 0.0









0.687498000-0!	 0.0	 0.3804263/0-0)	 0.0




0.6348)3210-03	 0.226694140-03	 0.147789420-02	 -0.285561200-03






0.16351576.-02	 0.0	 0.2054868990-02	 0.0
0.19519562 U-02	 -0.455521970-07	 -0.334991750-02	 0.327200140-02
0.748217130-03	 0.0	 -0.18908040D-04	 0.0
-0.12331119U-01	 0.79029S0SD-02	 -0.168326960-01	 0.117747460-01
0.221406440-02.	 0.0	 -O.1529075OD-02	 0.0
0.693278960-02	 -0.1689510OD-02	 0.96)667490-02	 -0..1900R/lOD-Ol
0.262167980-02
	 0.0	 -0.45860674D-02	 0.0
0.910R2726D-03	 -0.159910100-02	 0.872202980-03	 -0.1119P2 /ID-02




0.73723829D-03	 0.0	 0.606369550-03	 0.0
0.(02161790-02	 0.363600010-03	 0.519AMl080-03	 0.4327)9400-03.
0.6931089611-03	 0.0	 0.47630124.-03.	 0.0
0.294557850-03	 0.478878440-03	 0.457215020-03	 0.252656660-03
O. 78611815D-03	 0.0	 0.3549)5040-07	 0.0
0.)4789679.-03	 0.23947460D-03	 0.1434303(0-03	 0.321879110-03
0.193485690-07	 0.0	 0.23265414D-O)	 O.0
0.1177 
2, 
63D-q 3	 0.116460010-03	 -0.655499060-04	 O. 1/4484970-01
0.11809082.-03	 0.0	 0.594675310-04	 0.0
0.180794ITD-03	 -0.3/7355820-04	 0.4237)9760-03	 -0.197611950-03





0.11570263D-07	 0.133018700-02	 O.11563ST 70-02
0.0
ENERGY AND YORK AT THE END OF TIME CYCLE 510
FRAGMENT	 KINETIC ENERGY
1 0' 1361190#04
m	 J• 510	 TINE ISEC.) •	 O.L02000D-02	 TINE AFTER INITIAL IMPACT	 0.5400000-04
WORK INPUT INTO RING (IN.-LB.)	 0.7740540.03
RIND K14ETIC ENERGY IIN.-L0.1 	 0.2219816D.03
RING 
CLAST 
ICENERGY IIN.-L8:l	 +	 0.8758990.02
RI NI. PLASTIC WORK	 IIN.-LB1	 O.S76374Da:2
ENERGY STORE') 14 THE ELASTIC RESTRAINTS (IN.-L1, 	 •	 0.9010860.01
I	 V	 W	 PSI	 CHI	 COPY	 CfiP2	 L	 M	 STRAIN(IN)	 STRAINIOUTI
l 0.0	 0.0	 -0.82770-03 0.73600-07 0.0 	 0.0	 0.24780.04 0.224!0.07 0.878(0-01	 0.28220-03
2 0.39860-03 0.13460-03 0.3949D-04 0.11420-03 0.10000.01 0.13460-03 0.3 Q10+04 0.30430103 0.40060-04 	 0.3365D-03
3 O.B,B00-01 -0.11410-04 0.44770-03 tl.623SD-0) 0.20010.07 -0.77470-04 0.25520.04 0.29460.03 0.6tl380-01 	 O.K360-03
4 O.IJ790-02 -0.16650-04 -0.11840-02 0.23060-03 0.30010.01 -0.16650-04 0.79090/04 0.24160.03 0.218h 50-01	 0.36670-03
S O. Ie05D-1)2 0.13500-03 0.24200-02 0.498(0-03 0.40020.01 0.13500-03 0.12260104 0.217011.03 0.55480-01 	 0.34020-03
6 O.I6440-02 0.99340-04 -0.38960-02 -0.28820-07 0.50020101 0.49740-1)4 0.21160104 0.12010103 -0.50650-03 	 .0.39700-03
7 0.21750-02 -0.43380-02 -0.1748D-02 0.11590-02 0.60020.01 -0.43180-02 0.2643..04 -0.35770100 0..14090-02 	 0.41540-03
B 0.57740-02 0.13790-01 0.51550-01 0.55040-02 G. 70060/01 0.13390-01 0.19970.04 0.28060.01 0.878000-02	 0.10520-02
9. 0.46890-02 0.86430-01 0.6760.-01 -0.4683D-02 0.a005D101 0.8643D-01 0.22710.04 0.6234.103 -0.324hD-02 	 0.18880-03
10 -0.36110-02 0.96580-01 -O.BBD5D-01 -0.1509D-Ot 0.89960101 0.9658D-01 0.47210.04 0.4111D101 -0.14 ^i 70-Ol 	 -0.68960-03
11 -0.7073D-02 0.38930-02 -0.96650-02 0.1484D-02 0.9993D.01 0.38930-02 -0.39940 4 04 -0.97100103 0.28180-02	 O.1928D-02
l2 0.68990-03 0.88290-03 -0.265OD-02 0.2104D-03 0.10500102 0.1DOt0.01 -0.10750104 -0.3667D 103 0.6492D-03	 -0.2213D-03
13 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.4242D-04 0.11500102 0.15000101 0.18580/04 0.52310102 0.10620-03 	 -0.21340-04
t4 -0.61040-02 -0.31690-02 -0.21690-02 0.!2770-02 0. !0860102 -0. 7!020-1)1 0.17950104 0.53510.02 0.14520-02 	 0.76540-03
IS -0.4178D-02 -0.27150-02 0.33990-02 0.35840-03 A.1L700102 -0.30250100 0.11970104 0.'.871D102 0.31620-03 	 0.5084D-03
16 -0.4001D-02 -0.18650-02 0.17850-02 0.45150-03 0.12500/02 -0.66940100 0.599 4.103 0.2412D102 0.47390-03	 0.39110-01
l7 -0.76270-02 -0.11900-02 0.97460-03 0.22810-03 O.I321D 102 -0.11680101 0.34580103 O..l2B7 p102 0.27600-03	 0.20660-03
18 -0.3382D-02 -0.5391D-03 0.9699D-03 -0.53720-04 0.13830.02 -0.1184D101 0.93180102 -0.13350101 -0.89160-04 	 0.5452D-04
19 -0.32000-02 0.17390-04 0.3062D-02 0:3235D-03 0. 1433U102 -0.2497001/	 0.419OU-01	 0.5155D-04
FRAG VO.+	 FCGU +	 FCGW •	 ALFA +	 FRUV +	 FRWV •	 FRAV +
1	 0.9660120/01 -0.5402090100	 0.0	 0.2607960104	 0.5084110.03	 0.0







1	 0.1177470-01	 9	 2	 3
2	 0.25742OD-02	 11	
11IYTERFACE	 0.3092560-02	 10	 l	 2










































































13	 -0.2981917011-03	 O., 3.03653D-02
	





















































































































•• 0. 11904063D-02	 0.822442970-03	 -0.119111870-02
	
0.181807010-02	 -0.756486 a ID 04 	 0.1,87630980-02
0.0




J • S30	 TIME (SEC.) •	 0.106000D-02	 TIME AFTER INITIAL IMPACT •
	 0.940000D-04
WORK INPUT INTO RING IIN.-L5.1 	 0.3740540♦03
RING KINETIC ENERGY	 IN -L 8.1
	 0.1612340+03.
RING ELASTIC ENERGY IIN.-L5.1
	 0.9180410+02
RING PLASTIC WORK	 (IN;-L@.1	 0.1055520.07
ENERGY STORED IN THE ELASTIC RESTRAINTS IIN.-LB.1 •
	 0.1546410+02
1	 V	 W	 PSI
	 CHI	 COPY
	 CUP! -	 L	 M	 STRAIN(INI
	
STRAINIOUT)
1 0.0	 0.0	 -0.4662D-02 O.l0116D-02 0.0	 0.0	 0.34640+04 0.14280+03 O.l 1L4D-02
	 0.44@50-03
2 0.95070-03 -0.2,1470-01 0.3@420-04 0.95880-03 0.10010.01 -0.11470-02 0.46640.04 0.36670+03 0.11400-02
	 0.41Ttl0-03
3 0.1670D-02 -0.14270-03 0.26170-02 0.21380-04 0.20020+01 -0.,14270-03 0. 1(.660+04 0.24690+03 -0.11470-01
	 0.45120-01
4 O.I7fl40-02 0.28fl 31)-01 -0.32660-07 0.79540-03 0.30020.01 0.28@10-03 0.30400404 0.25720+03 Qe9462D-03
	 0.74450-01
S 0.2t03D-02 0. 448 -0 -0. 44D-03 - 	 8
	
I	 D 2	 2l	 0.71 40 03 0.40020 Ot 0.14480-02 0.Il10D 04 0.35280 03 -0.105 10 1 -02
	 0.28110-03
6 0.14010-02 -0.54540-02 -0.12400-01 -0.70770-03 O.SOOID♦01 ^0.54540-0.2 0.14590♦04 -0.3)970+03 -0.39040-07	
11290-03
0.24820-03
7 0.3784D-O2 -O.T@110-02 0.19810-01 0.4528D-02 0.600 yG ♦OI -0.781 t0-02 -0.19640.0.3 0.58560+03 0.62690-07.
	 0.
@ 0..6a]7D-02 0.44650-01 0.8)H BD-Ol 0.40@10.-03 0.70C6D ♦OL 0.44650-01, -0.11190+04 0.)9100401 0.51@.0-02
	 0.13@211-03
9 0.14040-02 0.13620+00 0.73870-OL -0.80620-02 
. SO
	
0.1162 D♦00 -0.2184.•04 0.3ISD+03 -0.6N58D-112
	 -0.62970-03
1,O -0.1066D-01 0.12820.00 
-0 
257D#00 -0.20310-01 0.69890+01 0.128217400 0.14500+04 -0.2058D+03 -0.I113D-01
	
-0.16860-02
11 -0•(69611-01 0.122tl0-01 O. ' I 14D-01 0.54770-03 0.99870401 0.12280-0,1 -0.21330.04 -0.7188D403 0.1840D-02
	 -0.26050-02
12 0.31370-02 0.55580-112 -1),I OIL -01 0.32610-04 0.10500+02 0.10060+01 -0.46943103 -0.13990+04 0.64500-03
	 -0.4175D-03
13 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
	
0.1722U-04 O.Lt50U+02 0.15000+01 -0.19400+04 -0.72160402 0.1256D-02
	 -0.1222')-02
14 -0.17650-01 -0.72640-02 0.15740-01, 0.12171-02 0.10850+02 -0.80050-01 -0..77210403 -C.82L8D+02 0.17690-02
	 9.5.5LG-04
l5 -7.15170-Ol -O./IIID-01, 0.7587D-02 -0.1@66.-03 0.11691)+02 -0.3'368D+00 -0.@0210+07 -0.2789D+02.-0.9430D-04
	 -0.34850-03
16 -0.13910-01 -0.67970-02 0.67110-02 -0.47790-03 0.12400.02 -0.6M1aUD ♦00 -0.62100+0! -O.I018D+02 -0.5208D-01
	 -0.257.0-01
17 -0.13230-01 -0.450@D-02 0.4686D-02 -0.17170-03 0.13200402 -0.11650401 -0.345eD:O3 -0.1549D+02 -0.15260-01
	 -0.185L L'
18 -0.12720-Ol -0.22IOD-02 O.SB3SD-02 -0.11250-03 0.13820+02 -O.L778D+01 -0.13610+03 -0.2422D+01 -0.94020-04 	
-0.9963D-04I
-O.I265D-OI 0.1673D-03 0.46.50-02 -0.9012D-04 0.,14320.02 -0.24B9D401
	 -0.103ID-01	 -0.3929D-04
FRAG W0.•	 FCGU •	 FCGW •	 ALFA Y	 FRUV •	 FRWV •	 FRAV
I	 0.11764440+01 -0.5198730+00 	 0.0
	 0.2607960+04	 0.5084110+03	 0.0
REACTIONS. AT NODE	 RVILBSI	 RMILLIS)	 RM(IN-LOS)
	
1	 -0.3646130+04	 -0.196@940+03	 0.0
	
11	 -0.258809.+03	 -C."2582@D+03 +	 O.I9t1300404






9	 2	 .3	 O.IOS@OOD-02




	 10	 1	 2	 O.IO06000-02
SUBST3UCTURE	 LARGEST AU0. ► T..STRAIN	 ELEM	 ADO. PT.	 TIME	 SURFACE
1	 0.9012270.02	 9	 1	 0.1046000-02	 2
2.	 8.103464D-02	 11	 2	 0.304200 0-02	 1
14TERFACE	 0.1147000-02
	 13	 3	 0.102ZOOD-02	 1	 9
SURSTRUCTURE	 LARGEST. NODAL STRAIN	 NOOE	 SURF	 TIME
1	 0.881166D-02	 8	 1	 0.1022000-02









•.••••rs••r•rrrs•rrrssre••.1s•rss••es••se•r•esrerrrrr•r•err•••rr•rrs♦•r•sss•sess••sess•e•••^•••••s• es••eq • s ••• re•••esesree••e•ee•r
	 '
CYCLE-	 550
ELEMENT	 SI	 STA I	 SO	 SI	 STA 2	 SO	 SI	 STA 3	 SO
l	 -0.191988690-02	 0.721516550-03	 -0.149766530-02	 -0.198469690-03	 -0.45976793D-OS'	 -0.92757927D-03
	
O.10991452D-02	 0.0	 -0.846062490-01	 0.0	 -0.466067470-03	 0.0




	 0.0	 -0.952018730-04	 0.0
1	 0. 10873885D-02
	
-0..146495970-02 	 -0.890253040-03	 -0.16167086D-03	 -0.28631511D-02	 0.947802900-03
-0. 106 
785








































































il.	 0.112191340-02	 -0.439846170-03	 0.833741250-03 - -0.128371020-02	 0.123085390-02	 -0.14422902D-02
12	 0.18086386D-02	 -0.1759T63OD-02	 0.28851906D-02	 -0.29419872D-02	 0.40611546D-02	 -0.41047995D-02
L3	 0.707004460-03	 -O.L307DYL20-03	 0.277341030-03	 -0.280661010-04	 0.11440257D-04	 0.241540650-03
	
0.2801147670-03	 0.0	 0.12463746D-03	 0.0	 0.12749045D-03	 0.0
14	 0.476423600-03	 0.466010870-04	 0.166945600-02	 -0.69456511D-03	 0.281193430-02 -0.140469970-02
	
3.214911'250-03	 0.0	 0.487445440-03	 0.0	 0.703617330-03	 0.0	 5




0.0	 0.419413900-03	 0.0	 0.126703230-03	 0.0
16	 -3.679799390-03	 0.755240590-03	 -0.957796470-03	 0.540215380-01	 -0.146024200-04	 0.35OA0300-03
	
0.377205970-04	 0.0	 0.91209457D-04	 0.0	 0.167468940-03	 0.0
17	 0.175721950-03	 0.134133870-03	 0.184433150-03	 0..13430561D-03	 0.165655970-03	 0.106187910-03	 .^
	
0.15492791D-03	 0.0	 0.1593693BD-03	 0.0	 O.13592194D-03.	 0.0








STRAIN AT ADDITIONAL POINTS	 S 	 S0	 El	 ED
T	 0.16811592D-0 ► 	 0.856802150-02	 0.169SS324D-01	 0,853162720-02
	
-0.447217040-02	 0.0
2	 0.43174125D-03	 -0.12637102D-02	 0.6333939TD-03	 -0.121453520-02
3	 0.801094030-03	 -0.12268431D-03 -	 0.80077340-03	 -0.122691840-03
0.33920486D-03	 0.0
ENERGY AND YORK AT THE ENO OF TIME CYCLE 530
FRAGMENT	 KINETIC ENERGY
l 0.06 119D+04
•g J. 550	 TIME ISEC.) •	 0.1100000-02	 TIME AFTER INITIAL IMPACT •	 O.L340000-03
WORK INPUT INTO RING IIN.-L8.1 	 •	 0.3740540103
RING KINETIC ENERGY IIN.-LB.) 	 •	 0.1216090+03
RIMS ELASTIC ENERGY IIN.-LB.) 	 0.1161160+03
KIN:; PLASTIC WORK	 (IN.-LB.)	 p	 0.1169170+03
.ENERGY STORED IN THE ELASTIC RESTRAINTS ITN.-LB.) • 	 0.1941240+02
I	 V	 M	 PSI	 CHI	 COPY	 CO►2	 L	 M	 STRAINIINI	 STRAINIOUTI
1 0.0	 0.0	 0.36340-03 -0.22330-02 0.0 	 0.0	 -0.58S3D+04 -0.41220+03 -0.27740-02	 -0.601OD-03
	
2 -0.11530-02 -0.3544D-02 -0.41170-02 0.47010-04 0.9988D+00 -0.3544D-02 -0.41360+04 -0.80830+03 0.270BD-03 	 -0.59050-03
	
3 -0.70070-03 -0.32100-02 0.58470-02 0.76130-03 0.19990+01 -0.321OD-02 -0.31980+04 -0.2060D 403 0.12L40-02	 -0.526RD-03
4 -0.1449D-02 0.39380-02 0.29320-02 -0.22700-02 0.29990+01 0.3938D-02 -0.30420+04 0.1476D+03 -0.28520-02 	 -0.4952D-03
	
5 -0.34040-02 -0.20080-02 -0.1379D-01 -0.18520-02 0.39910+01 -0.23080-02 0.40270+04 -0.44150+03 -0.218.30-02 	 0.47390-03
	
6 -0.3555D-02 -0.16420-01 -0.6945D-02 O.1975D-02 0.49960+01 -0.16420-OL -0.2591D+04 -0.96610+03 0.2849D-02 	 -0.54300-03
	
7 -0.37990-03 0.1909D-02 0.50540-01 0.36420-02 0.6000D+01 0.19090-02 -0.22350+04 -0.5'7150+03 0.6679D-02 	 -0.3354D-03
	
8 -0.6795D-03 0.61900-01 0.100101,00 -0.35300-02 0.6999D+01 O.B190D-01 -0.72640+03 0.27100+03 0.20130-02 	 -0.9936D-04
	
9 -0.7533D-02 0.17190+00 0.54030-OL -0.8551D-02 0..79920+01 0.11190+00 -0.1295D+04 0.31330+03 -0.92110-02 	 -.0.587RD-03	 f
LO -0.11530-01 0.1414U+00 -0.118DD+00 -0.20330-01 0.89ROD+01 0.14140+00 0.10470+04 -0.1959D+03 -0.1357D-01 	 -0.1723D-02
11 -0.25960-01 0.1970D-01 -0.22320-01 0.38490-03 0.99740+01 0.19700-01 -0.26110+04 -0.81920+03 O..L924D-07 	 -0.3062D-02
L2 0.64980-02 0.851RD-02 -0.1640D-01 -0.761OD-04 0.1050D+02 0.10100+01 -0.5617D+03 -0.2270D+04 0.77520-03 	 -0.65840-03
1.3 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.12240-04 0.11500+02 0.1500D+01 0.2558D+03 0.3192D+01 0.222LD-02	 -0.21960-02
14 -0.27400-01 -0.2449D-02 -0.l966D-01 -0.1476D-03 0.1094D+02 -0.73620-01 0.58350+03 -0.25680+02 0.2100D-04 	 0.1195D-03.
15 -0.2449D-01 -0.1921D-01 0.1003D-02 0.20310-02 0.1168D+02 -0.31U3D+00 0.6591D+03 -0.7428D+01 0.261(,0-02 	 0.2858D-03
16 -0.2108D-01 -0.11420 .01 0.14920-01 -0.49810-03 0.12480+02 -0.66920+00 0.5870D+03 0.39820+02 -0.51150-01 	 0.16780-03
17 -0.1979D-01 -0.62620-02 0.70790-02 0.1129D-03 0.13190+02 -0.11620+01 0.44850+03. 0.15670+02 0.14720-01 	 0.19000-03
18 -0.1883D-01 -0.32590-02 0.75180-02 O.ItI5D-03 0.13820+02 -0.17740+01 0.12550+03 0.41970401 0.1524D-03 	 0.10160-03
19 -O.LB540-01 0.28030-03 0 -7220-02 -0.1462D-04 0.14120+02 -0.2484D+01 	 0.33430-05	 0.50750-04
FRAG NO.-	 FCGU •	 FLGM •	 ALFA s	 FRUV •	 FRWV •	 FRAV s J
1	 0.8868760+01 -0.4995360+00	 0.0	 0.2607960+04	 0.5084110+03	 0.0
REACTIONS AT NODE	 RVILBS)	 RWILBSI	 +	 RM(IN-LBS1.	 ..
	
1	 0.5643480+04	 0.834679D+03 -	 0.0
	
13	 -0.3693740+03	 -0.205052D+04	 0.3417510+04
SUBSTRUCTURE	 MSTR	 ELF	 SURF	 STA	 TIME
I	 0.12724ID-0I	 9	 2	 3	 O.IOSBOOD-02
2	 0.4061150-02	 12	 1	 3	 0.1100000-02
INTERFACE	 0.109256D-02	 LO	 1	 2	 0..1006000-02 I
SUBSTRUCTURE	 LARGEST ADD.. PT. STRAIN	 ELEM	 ADD. PT .	 TIME	 SURFACE
1	 0.9072270-02	 9	 l	 0.1046000-02	 2
2	 0.1034640-02	 it	 2	 0.10420DO-02	 l
INTERFACE	 0.1347000-02	 13	 3	 0.1022090-02	 l _
	
!.
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CYCLE;
	 S70
ELE NEN(	 SI	 STA I	 SO


















































































































































































TIME ISEC.1 •	 0.114000D-02	 TIME AFTER INITIAL IMPACT •	 0.174000D-03
WORK INPUT INTO RING IIN.-L8.1	 •	 0.3740540+03
RIMS KING TIC ENERGY IIN..-1,8.)	 •	 0.9779680+02
RING ELASTIC ENERGY IIN.-18.1	 •	 0.1277480+03
RIN3 PLASTI C. WORK	 IIN.-L8.)	 0.126400Df O3
ENERGY STORE) IN THE ELASTIC RESTRAINTS (IN.-LB.) • 	 0.221( O1D+02
1	 V	 W	 PSI	 CHI	 COPY	 COPZ	 L	 M	 STRAIN .IINI	 STRAINIOUTI
l 0.0	 0.0	 0.2260D-02 -0.13460-02 0.0	 0.0	 -0.3801D+04 -0.2636D+03 -0.1657D-02 	 -0.4016D-03
2 -0.76420-03 -0.1317D-03 -0.7320D-03 -0.1547D-03 0.99920+00 -0.13170-03 -0.34080+04 -0.4329D+03 -0.56440-04	 -0.44830-03
3 -0.98580-03 0.43950-03 0.15700-02 -0.37340-03 0.1999D+0.1 0.43950-03 -0.3552D+04 -O.1L520+03 -0.32980-03 	 -0.4991t;-03
4 -0.21250-02 -0.766OD-04 -0.52960-02 -0.19630-02 0.29980+01 -0.76600-04 -0.42580+04 -0.71720+02 -0.24280-02 	 -0.50380-03
5 -0.3811D-02 -0.12220-01 -0.1729D-OL -0.(2120-02 0.39960+01 -. 0.1222D-01 -0.3834D+04 -0.79270+03 -0.12180-02 	 -0.59240-03
6 -0.24730-02 -0.214OD-01 0.92900-02 0.3729D-02 0.49980+01 -0.21400-01 -0.37T4D+04 -0:11090+04 0.53290-02 	 -0.8692U-03
7 0.39010-03 0.21450-01 0.761140-01 0.80730-03 0.6000D+01 0.21450-01 -0.46610+04 -0.40560+03 0.52610-02 	 -0.74290-D3
8 -0.3305D-02 0.11750+00 0.10210+00 -0.63500-02 0.6997D+O1 0.11750+00 -0.36210+04 0.25520+03 -0.13120-02 	 -0.53990-03
9 -0.11430-01 0.1947D+00 0.30010-01 -0.811320-02 0.79-90+01 0.19470+00 -0.26000+04 0.16370+03 -0.10700-01 	 -0.12720-02
10 -0.23410-01 0.14556+00 -0.1423D+00 -0.20050-01 0.8977D+O1, 0.14550+00 -0.66960+03 -0.2928D+03 -0.12210-01. 	 -0.22520-02
11 -0.30340.01, 0.22270-OI -0.26270-01 0.1663D-03 0.99700+01 0.22270-01 -0.14420+04 -0.10470+04 0.1.8910-02 	 -0.3517D-02
12 0.69450-1)2 0.92450-02 0.L8700-01, -0.7099D-04 0.10490+02 0.101OD+O1 0.5419D+03 -0.25890+04 0.12400-02 	 -0.10320-02.
13 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.71620-04 0.1150D+02 0.1500D+01 -0.25140+04 -0.11220+05 0.22760-02 	 -0.2133D-02
14 -0.32850-01 0.87110-03 -0.18100-01 -0.16640-02 0.10840+02 -0.69390-01 -0.21920+04 -0.10450+03 -0.16990-02 	 -0.89790-03
IS -0.31530-01 -0.1946D-01 -0.80810-02 0.6892D-03 0.11670+02 -0.30900+00 -0. 1885D+04 -0.12650+01 0.11850-02 	 -0.66620-03
16 -0.27460-01 -0.19770-01 0.1653D-01 0.60S20-05 0.12.470+02 -0.67330+00 -0.1367D+04 -0.4824D+02 0.31121D-01 	 -0.5757D-01
17 -0.2569D-01 -0.7856D-02 0.15400-01 -0.1431D-02 0.13L9U.02 -0.11590+01 -0.87940+03 -0.15850+02 -0.1602D-02 	 -0.43860-03
LB -0.253OD-OL.-0.4177D-02 0.8056D-02 0.10390-03 O.l39LD+02 -0.1769D+01 -0.23040+03 -0.1384D+02 0.24210-03 	 -0.18090-03
19 -0.24980-01 0.2715D-03 0.10160-01 -0.33250-03 0.1432D+02 -0.2478D+01	 -0.3229D-03	 -0.14680-03
FRAG V0.-	 FCGU •	 FCGW •	 ALFA •	 FRUV •	 FRWV •	 FRAV -
I	 0.69730.70+01 -0.4792000+00	 0.0	 0.2607960+04	 0.5084110+03	 0.0
REACTIONS AT NODE	 RVILBS)
	
RWILRSI	 R14ITH-LOS1




SUBSTRUCTURE	 RSTR	 ELE	 SURF	 , STA
	
TIME
1	 0.12724LO-01	 9	 2	 3
	
0.10560OD-02





0.309256D-02	 10	 L	 2
	
0.1006000-02






























ELCNENT	 SI	 STA I	 SD
1	 -0.464119499-'^14	 0.154251OTD-04
	
-0.54 9 332050-05	 0.0




































































SI	 STA	 2	 SO	 S1.	 STA 3	 SO
	
-0.59671976D-03	 0.393695690-03	 -0.116238110-02	 0.687956161)-03
	
-0.101512040-03	 0.0	 -0.2372)5460-03	 '0.0
	
-0.25396419U-02
	 0.751979960-02	 -0.331650500-02	 0.201828210-02
	
-0.505421170-03.	 0.0	 -0.649111480-03	 0.0
	
-0.184367840-02
	 O.1L61289OD-02	 -0.669796150-03	 0.410643660-01
	
-0.341194730-03	 0.0	 -0.129576250-03	 0.0
	
0.214077550-02






0.53450025D-02	 -0.31 !498063D-02	 0.605360380-02	 -0.363714940-02
	
0. 997598100-03	 0.0	 0.120872720-02	 0.0
	
0.61221422D-02.
	 -0.388318820-02	 0.588112340-02	 -0.352613930-02
	
0.11194T70D-02









	 0.0	 -0.28685169D-03	 0.0
	
-O.N32152370-02
















	 0.0	 -0.32145821D-07	 0.0
	
0.947641651)-02


















	 -0.552820510-03	 -0.268067260-03	 -0.927319670-04
	
0.32640823D-03

























































ENERGY AND YORK AT THE END OF TIME CYCLE $90
FRAGMENT	 KINETIC ENERGY
1	 0.1361190004
J• 590	 TIME (SEC.) •	0..1180000-02	 TIME AFTER INITIAL IMPACT •	 0.2140000-03
WORK INPUT INTO RING IIN.-18.1	 •	 0.374054D.03
RING KINETIC ENERGYIIN.-LB.1	 •	 0.1033890.03
RING ELASTIC ENERGY (IN.-18.)	 •	 0.1158380403
RING PLASTIC WORK	 IIN.-ti.0.1	 0.1319660.03
ENERGY STOKEJ IN THE ELASTIC RESTRAINTS ( IN.-L8.1 •	 0.22859604,02
I	 Y	 N	 PSI	 CHI	 COPY	 COPZ	 L	 M	 STRAIN(IN)	 STRAINIOUTI
1 0.0	 0.0	 0.87290-02 0.2433D-04 0.0	 0.0	 0.16260.03 0.18450003 0.86390-04 	 -0.94SBD-05
2 -0.387OD-03 0.76970-02 0.53130-02 -0.8206D-03 0.99960.00 0.7697D-02 -0.94070.02 0.58230.03 -0.10790-02 	 0.11650-04
3 -0.1894D-02 0.66580-02 -0.96880-02 -0.21470-02 0.19960.01 0.665BD-02 0.18240.03 0.39330.03 -0.2R07D-02 	 0.31693-04
4 -0.31660-02 -0.1067D-01 -0.2171D-01 -0.45350-03 0.29970.01 -0.10670-01 -0.4534D.02 -0.37000.03 -0.2?120-03 	 0.26g2D-05
5 -0.2063D-02 -0.2781U-01 -0.66930-02 0.26600-02 0.3998D+01 -0.21810-01.-0.3797D+03 -0.79810.03 0.3589D-02	 -0.22570-04
6 0.97620-03 -0.15200-OI 0..3471D-OI 0.3191D-02 0.5001D+01 -0.15200-01 -0.47250+03 -0.67LZD.03 0.50960-02 	 -0.94110-04
70.26144-02 0.4606D-01 0.87370-01 -0.3096D-03 0.6003D+O1. 0.46060-01 -0.46950.03 -0.8118D+0'1 0.4690D-02 	 -0.4095D-04
8 -0.16360-02. 0..14610.00 0.98330-01 -0.6569D-02 0.6g9BD+01 0.14610.00.-0.63100 . 03 0.4638D+03 -0.2334D-02	 0.14910-03
9 -0.90660-02 0.21090.00 O.I306D-01 -0.77580-02 0.79910+01 0.21090.00 0.329'60.03 0.2703D+11 -0.99650-02 	 -0.6776D-03
10 -0.23680 .01 0.1484D+00 -0.15130.00 -0.2063D-01 0.89790.01 0.1484D+00 0.1908D+04 -0.2055D+03 -0.1135D-01	 -0.18340-02
11 -0.27320 .01 0.208513-01 -0.2319D-01. 0.61580-03 0.9973D.01 0.2055D-01 -0.30320 4 04 -0.90940.03 0.23880-02 	 -0.34650-02
12 0.69550- OZ 0.91IlD-02 -0.1735D-01 -0.51630-04 0.1049D+02 0.10100+01 -0.8292D+03 -0.24011).04 0.81560-03 	 -0.61790-03
13 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.55270-04 0.11500.02 0.15000.01 0.32020.03 -0.2304D+02 0.24540-02 	 -0.2343D-02
14 -0.29040-01 0.5587D-02 -0.77790-02 -0.77670-03 0.1084D+02.-0.65420-01 -0.3604D+03 0.4.530.01 -0.90840-03	 -0.25910-03
15 -0.29140-01 -0.10960-01 -0.15570-01 -0.24560-03 0.11680 .02 -0.30190000 -0.5506D+03 -0.74260.02 -0.1106D-03 	 -0.16600-03
1.6 -0.25250-01 -0.2234D-01 0.78830-02 0.18520-02. 0.1247D+02 -0.67660.00 -0.64940.03 -0.5349D+02 0.25330-02 	 -0.6114D-04
17 -0.22180-OL. -0.9243D-02 0.20660-01 -0.12350-02 0.13190.02 -0.11630.01 -0.4652D+03 0.1332D+02 -0.12900-02	 -0.21310-03
18 -0.22110-01 -0.1662D-02 0.73150-02 -0.43540-03 0.1381U+02 -O.L770D+01 -0.77820.02 0.98870000 -0.50330-03 	 -0.124411-03
19 -J.2209D-01 -0.32830-03 0.563OD-02 -0.44130-04 0.14320+02 -0.2491U+01 	 -0.74350-05	 -0.9084U-04
FRAG VO. •	 FCGU •	 FCGW •	 ALFA	 FRUV •	 FRWV n 	 FRAV
1	 0.9077390.01 -0.458663D+00	 0.0	 0.260796D+04	 0.5004110003 0.0
REACTIONS AT NODE	 RV(LBSI	 RWILBSI	 RM(.IN-LBS)
L	 -0.9867'390.02	 -0.344694D+03	 0.0
t	 13	 -0.5399010+03	 -0.2248710.04	 0.363887U+04
SUBSTRUCTURE	 MSTR	 ELE	 SURF	 STA	 TIPE
1	 0.1272410-01	 9	 2	 3	 0.10580OD-02
2	 0.440869D-02	 12	 1	 3.	 0.11B000D-02.
INTERFACE	 0.3092560-02	 10	 1	 2	 0.10060OD-02
SUBSTRUCTURE	 LARGEST ADD. PT . STRAIN	 ELEM	 ADD. PT .	 TIME	 SURFACE
I	 0.9072270-02	 9 •	 I	 0.10460OD-02	 2	 i.
2	 0.1299430-02	 It	 2	 0.1150000-02	 1.
IIJERFALE
	
0.13470OD-02	 13	 3	 0.10220OD-02	 I
-	
SUBSTRUCTURE	 LARGEST NODAL STRAIN	 NODE	 SURF	 TIME
3	 0.6811660-02	 0	 I	 0.1022000-02
2	 0.2453SBD-02	 13	 1	 0.1180000-02
•rarrasroeoeearsouaaroroteeea^ritoroatoueioasoesaootorrorapoaaarroroeriearerurroora»rrrtaesa.eareruasaaroetorieoseoarr000asae
1-PACT .40.	 7	 TIME	 0.121.8000-02	gihG C""iCLE 610	 ELEM	 10	 FRAG	 L	 DISTANCE	 0.271972D+00
F+AG l TC • 0.1239D+04 RE- 0.0	 TOE.. 0.12390+44' FRAG
rw erer rrrrrrN err qe ♦+eoerrerrrrrrN orrrrrrerrorereHr ger Barra•err+rrrrsrrerrrrrrrrrrK+.erreerrrrre.rrrrrrrrerrsorerr+rrre.rFrr
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1°TALI N0.	 3	 TI"C	 0.1296000-02	 DURING CYCLE 649	 ELEM	 10	 FRAG	 I	 DISTANCE	 (1.4920541).00
11AG 1	 TI • 0.12190.04 RC+ 0.0	 TOE+ U.t 21'10+04 	 FRAG
rHt•N•q •r••i•••ir Nti••H tilt/•Nri•itt NiN•i•trN•titirNrit.ta7HtN•N HitttNrtNi•r•t•NbtlN tttlr ttt• •rttttt• ttttNNHH
CYCLE;	 770
ELEMENT	 SI	 STA 1	 S0	 SI	 STA 2
	 SO	 SI	 STA 3	 SO
1	 -0.461911T3D-01	 0.280059730-03	 -0.455693440-01	 0.23514265D-01	 -0,196279640-03	 0.445064720-03
	
-0.909560000-04	 0.0	 -0.110275400-01	 0,0	 0.124392540-03	 0.0













0.1280573OD-02	 0.0	 0.12290001U-02	 0.0	 0.1087156OD-02	 0.0
4	 0.54554BOTD-02	 -0.320165060-02
	 0.6.76183110-02	 -0.366809700. 02	 0.726299070-02	 -0.400825410-02
	
3.112691900-02	 0.0	 0.1346R671D-02	 0.0	 0.16371723D-02	 0.0




3.141196560-02	 0.0	 0.91780187,3-03	 0.0
	 0.215329920-03	 .0.0





	 -0.695910810-03	 0.0	 -0.855470,080-03	 0.0


















.16402953D-02	 0.0	 -0.817476420-03	 0.0	 -0.26692146D-04	 0.0



















II	 -0.634150930-03	 0.25197642D-03	 0.1287.R320D-03	 0.12683762D-03
	 0.099197470-03	 -0.4026220100-03









	 0.0	 0.28309124U-03	 0.0
14	 0.68990861D-04	 0.51077605D-03	 0.924578930-03	 0.12931563D-03	 0.1481144OD-02	 -0.560241040-03
	
0.269838460-03	 0.0	 0.526947280-03	 0.0	 0.460441500-01	 0.0
15	 0.12160668D-02	 0.107003970-03	 0.12569392D-02	 -0.352321680-03	 0.17778288D-02	 -0.3300907OD-03
	
0.661535190-03	 0.0	 0.452308770-03
	 0.0	 0.723869050-03	 0.0



























	 0.0	 0.311S7446D-03	 0.0
CYCLE-
	 770
STRAIN AT ADDITIONAL POINTS	 ST	 50	 El	 ED
	










3	 -0.267622930-04	 -0.74360704D-03	 -0.26262628D-04	 -0.74368312D-03
	
-0.384934660-03	 0.0
ENERGY AND WORK AT THE END OF TIME CYCLE 770
u	 FRAGMENT	 KINETIC ENFRGY	 ORIGINAL' PAGE IS,
	
1	 0.1210660+04	 OF POOR QUALITY
J . 770	 TIME ISEC.) •	 V.L54000D-02	 TIME AFTER INITIAL IMPACT •	 0.574000D-03
WORK INPUT INTO RING IIN.-LB.)	 .0.5165820#03
RING KINETIC ENERGY (IN.-L8.)
	
0.8311070+02
RING. ELASTIC ENERGY (IN.-1.8.1 	 •	 O.119100D#d3
BINS PLASTIC WORK	 TIN.-_',.)	 0.297690D+03
ENEAGY STORED-IN THE ELASTIC RESTRAINTS IIN.-L8.) 	 0.1667370+02
1	 V	 W	 .PSI	 CHI	 COPY	 COPZ	 L	 M	 STRAIN(IN)	 STRAIN(OUTI
l 0.0	 0.0	 -0.17020-01 -0.38570-03 0.0 	 0.0	 -0.32100#03 0.98760+02 -0.3216D-01	 0.57040-04
2 -0.3'139D-03 -0.19030-01 -0.20200-01 -0.1204D-03 0.99960+00 -0.190313-01 0.65990+03 -0.1957D+03 0.63430-04 	 0.14400-03,
3 0.14090-02 -0.3357D-01 -0.37610-02 0.33490-02 0.20010+01 -0.33570-01 0.34900+03.-0.8537D+03 0.4390D-02	 0.25010-03
4 0.4568D-02 -0.20RTD-01 0.2963D-01 0.26740-02 0.30050+Ot -0.20870-01 0.238RD+03 -0.9668D+03 0.4152D-02	 0.80650-05
5 0.71070-02 0.2902D-01 0.73240-OL 0.19870-02 0.4007D+0.1 0.29020-01 0.27340+03 -0.30120+03 0.61460-02	 0.225ID-03
6 0.5165D-02 0.11990+00 0.98.74D-01 -0.512OD-02 0.5005D+01 0..1199(3+00 0.1735D+02 0.49360+03 -0.32850-03	 0.5809U-04
7 -0.75OtD-03. 0.20810+00 0.6918D-01 -0.56850-02 0.59990+01 0.20810+00 0.74370+03 0.72600+03 -0.4437D-02	 0.208RD-03
8 -0.6255D-02 0.24390+00 -0.69750-02 -0.5803D-02 0.69940+OL 0.2439D #00 0.1186D+04 0.4003D+03 -0.7409D-02	 0.38140-03
9 -O.LJ36D-01 0.20090+00 -0.64B1D-01 -0.25360-02 0.79900+01 0.20090+00 0.3256D+04 -0.5614D+02 -0.55840-03	 -0.5560D-04
10 -0.169OD-Ot O.IL50D+00 -0.1285D#00 -0.12870-01 0.89R3D+01 0.11500+00 0.9820D+03 -0.3379D+02 -0.57260-02	 -0.34560-03
11 -0.19300-01 0.1519O-01 -0.13400-01 -0.46910-03 0,9981D+01 0.15190-01 O.2641D+04 -0.77910+02 0.49320-03 	 -0.31490-02
12 0.53980-02 0.7823D-02 -0.1284D =01 0.96500-04 0.105OD+0Z 0.10080+01 0.4133D+04 -O.LT77D+04 0.40100-03	 -0.3919D-04
13 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.60770-03 0.11500+02 0.15000+01 0.16100+04 0.55170+02 0.28100-0' 	 -0.16541)-02
L4 -0.20STU-0L 0.15500-02 -oCltl0D-Ol -0.14330-03 0.1045U+02 -0.70660-01 0.17580.04 0.30850.02 -0.1461D-03 	 0.1204U-03
15 -0.19160-01 -0.10820-OL -0.43360-02 0.10240-02 O.lt69D+02 -0.30520+00 0.74980+01 -0.41710+01 .9.12440-02 	 0.40ZL0-03
16 -0.16100 ••01 -0.12380-01. 0.97030-02 0.14290-02 0.12480+02 0.6725D+00 0.10070+04 0.5564D+02 0.14L90-02 	 0.451LD-03
L? -0.1419D---01 -0.4769D-02 0.17800-02 -0.16760-02 0.11200#02 -0.11640+01 0.8511D.03 0.36290+02 -0.2281D-02 	 0.14980-01
18 -0.13220-01 -0..12260-01 -0.2396D-03 O.L7570-02 0.13810+02 -O.L784D+01 9.2218D+03 -0.41550+02 0.226OD-02	 0.2539D-03
l9 -0.10740-01 -0.33870-02 0.2147D-01 0.35010-03 9.14320+02 -0.24920+01	 0.7286D-03	 0.13670-03
FRAG NO.-	 FCGU •	 FCGW •	 ALFA .	 FRUV •	 FRWV •	 FRAV -
	
1	 0.99759LO+01 -0.563363D+00 	 0.0	 D.2466310+04 -0.487898D+03	 0.0
	
REACTIONS AT NODE' 	 RY1L8S1	 RWILBS)	 RM(IN-L8S1
1	 0.1068780+03	 -0.2S70t60+03	 0.0
13	 0..3917450+04	 -0.1277640#04	 0.203428D404
SUBSTRUCTURE	 MSTR	 EI:E	 SURF	 STA	 TIME
1	 0.1793420-01	 9	 2	 3	 0.1264000-02
2	 0.7900800-02	 l2	 1.	 3	 0.1334000-02
INTERFACE	 0.S29821D-02	 l0	 l	 2	 0.1226000-02
SUBSSAUCTURE	 LARGEST ADD. PT . STRAIN	 ELEM	 ADO. PT .	 TIME	 SURFACE.
1	 0.1074660-01	 9	 1	 0.1254000-02	 2
2	 0.1855450-02	 It	 2	 0.12740OD-02	 I.
INTERFACE	 0.1617170-02	 13	 1	 O.L25200D-02	 I
SUBSTKUCTURE	 LARGEST NODAL STRAIN	 NODE	 SURF	 TIME
1	 0.8811660-02	 B	 1	 0.1022030-02
2	 0.4947560-02	 13	 I	 0.1314000-02
•riirttrtr NrritrtrrrttrttiN•N^•ttt Nittr Ni•iiN tt•t NttNHritt N ir•t•N ttN•iiiN NitiirrrittiN NtttiN •ttttr N•ri•• ♦ N•N Nr
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P	 -.1 .6P)/R4n'1 02	 C. 140175290-02
	
-0.17OU14400-1)J	 1).0





10	 0.7911411 fu-03	 -0.743136Tio-03
	
0.24Or,7454U-04	 0.0
:1	 -'1.11/1)7160-92	 -f+, I92621IOU-01






74	 0. 811975d9U-0:	 -U.:e137778D--2
	
-U,40J'IU09511-01	 n.1)
l5	 0.151529110-02	 -0.1 P12(19420-02
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ENERGY AND YORK Al THE END OF TIME CYCLE 790
FRAGMENT	 KINETIC ENERGY
I	 0.171866D.04
J • 790	 TIME ISEC.1
	 0..1580000-02
	 TIME AFTER INITIAL IMPACT •
	 0.6140000-03YORK INPUT INTO RING 3104.-48.1
	 0.5165820+07
At N3 KIVEIIC ENERGY IIN. -L6.1
	 0.5029190.02
BIN. CL ASIIC ENERGY IIN.-L0.1
	 0.1264560.01A IN- PL ASTIC YORK	 1114.-L8.1
	 0.32463ID.03
ENERGY STORED IN THE ELASTIC RESTRAINTS IIN.-48.1
	 0.1520120.02
I	 V	 W	 PSI	 CHI
	 COPY	 COP2	 L	 N	 STRAINI/N1	 STRAINt9UTI1 1).0	 0.0
	 -0.9'04D-02 0.152511-03 0.0
	 0.0
	 1.71060.03 0.}2940.01 0.21340-07
	 0.17560--32 0.24390-04 -0.92620-112 -0,98170-02 0, 940OD-04 0.10000.01 -0.92620-02 0.802!0.03 0.2547..03 U.1189D-01
	 0.71210-033 0.84010-01 -0.17200-DI -0.44750-02 0.i2IS0-02 O.2003D•01 -0.172oD-01 -0.44110.02 -0.69040.03 0.l543D-02
	 O.2739D-034 0.34630-02 -0.11090-01 0.2256D-OI 0.78920-02 0.3O03U.U1 -D.1I09D-01 -0.l508D.07 -0.1.1270.04 D.S524U-02
	 0.4Sl4d-045 O.6 5i20-02 0,l586O-01 0,724lD-01 0.18150-02 0.4007U.O1 0.)S86D-01 -0.1074.104 -O.42D3D.O3 O.S9I60-02
	 O.d44AD-046 0.46760-02 0.12590.00 0.9866D-01 -0.49340-02 0.50050.01 0.1259D+00 -O.1959D+04 0.5077D+03 O.I2IOD-04
	 -0.25560-037 -0.21400-02 0.21730.00 0.62270-01 -0.791aD-02 0.5998D.01 0.2133U.00 -O.i750D.04 0.5247D103 -0.790ID-02
	 -0.192tb-038 -0.8104D-02 0.21450.00 -0.17700-01 -0.46540-02 0.69920.01 0.23450.00 -0. I423D104 0.177fin.n3 -0.57051)-02
9 -0.(2580-01 O.Ifl?3D100 -0.69090-01 -0.4797D-02 0.791170.07 0.1183U.00 -0.119 4 20.03 -G, 12710.07 -0.29000-02
	 -0.71510-0310 -J.IiJ9D-Ol 0.99470-01 -0.11310.00 -0.88460-02 0.89910101 0.99470-01 -0.34P90.04 -0 172602 2 029D-02
	 -0.80207-010I1 -0.21760-OI 0.17020-OI -0.1478D-01 -0.72541)-1)2 0.9979(1) Ol 	 .17021) -DI 0.35110.04 -0.72470 sD2 -0.74970-0;	 -0 24860-0212 0,6133D-02 0.85560-02 -0.14250-01 -0.12890-03 0.1050()+02 0.1009D.01 0.32400.04 -0.1')730.04 0.20170-01
	
-0.25641)-0113 0 A	 0.0
	 0.0
	 0.46040-01 O. 1150D102 0.15000+01 -0.21800.04 -0.69240.02 0.2963)-02
	 -0.204),0-0214 -0.21290--1 -0.59080-02 -0.27220-OI -0.18220-01 0. I0 R4n102 -0.77740-0: -0.1671D.04 -0.11890.07 0,2987D
-01
	-0.5161U-0315 -0.2040D-01 -O.1991D-Dl 0.1537D-02 0.70920-n3 O.IL68D.02 -0.31130.00 -0.13470.04 -0.10581).0! 0.11400-02
	 -0.57ROD-0316 -0.77300-01.-0..10370-01 0.258SD-01 -O.L64800-03 o.t24.o.n2 -0.61o1D.0o -0.1145..04 0.32510.02 n.35A10-01
	 -0.4057;1-o311 1.184 JO-Ol -0.39550-04 -0.10150-Ol -0.76400-02 O..I17.00.02 -O.1I58U101 -0.5029p.0; -0.316flD.72 -0.46480
-0?
	-0.38460-73l8 -0.1517 U-01 0.20150-01 -0.76201)-02 0.15030-02 0.11000102 -0.17061)+O1 -0.17100.01 -0. 1062D
. 03 0.465811-02
	 O.S9771)-0419 -0.11060--1 -0.14100-02 ..406540.-01 -U.6649D-03 0.141720102 -0,24M4n+01
	 0.211590-1)1	 -0.22490-03T,AG VD. •	fCGU •	 -FCGY. •	 ALFA .	 FRUV •	 FRYV •	 FKAV









	 MSTR	 ELE	 SURF	 STA	 TIME1	 0L179342D-01
	
9	 2	 3	 0.121,4000-02
2	 0.7900800-02	 12	 I	 3	 0.1334000-02INTERf ACE	 0.52911210-02
	 l0	 1.	 2	 0.1226000-02
SUBSTRUCTURE	 LARGEST AUU. PT . STRAIN	 ELEM	 ADD. PT .	 II MC	 SURFACEl	 0.1074660-01
	 9	 l	 0.1254000-02	 22	 O x 1 . 5450-02
	 11	 2	 0.1274000-o2
	 IINTERFACE
	 0.16.x770-02	 13	 7	 0.12520OD-02	 I
SJOSTAUCTU 14E	 LARGESTNODAL STRAIN
	 NODE	 SURF	 TIMFI	 0.8811660-02
	 8	 t	 0•l02200D-022	 0.4947560-02.
	 13	 1	 2.L 11400D-U2
.• •.♦.. a.. N N. H.1..... N.. a..Y N............ N...L.+..N...1...N• 1']..J t.O....1 f.y ..N. N.i 1... tq.y.. $ CCCp..!.......•.........
THE LARGEST COMPUTED STRAI4S FOR EACH SUBSTRUCTURE--





	 SURF	 STA	 TIMEI	 0.179342.-01
	 9	 2	 3	 0.1264D OD-022	 0.7900A00-02
	 12	 1	 3	 13.1134DOU-1)2INTERFACE
	 0..529A210-02	 10	 1	 2	 0.122600D-02
SUBSTRUCTURE
	 LARGEST ADO. PT . STRAIN	 ELEM	 AOD, PT.
	 TIME	 SURFACE1	 0.1074660-01
	 9	 I	 0.1254ODO-02	 2	 :)2	 0.1855450-02	 11	 2	 U.127400D-021INTERFACE
	 0.1617770-02	 13	 1	 0.125200"-07	 I
S:flST(UCTWE
	 LARGEST 4DUAL STRA14
	 NODE	 SURF	 TIMc1	 1) Ai lfi6'1-02
	 R	 1	 0,1022000-022.	 0.4747560-02
	 11	 1	 0.1334000-02
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REACTIONS AT NODE_1 REACTIONS AT NODE 21 LARGEST STRAINS FOR EACH SUBSTRUCTURE
PROGRAM SYSTEM COMPILER J TIME
(SEC) RV RW RM P.V RW RM NUBS. MSTR ELE "SURF STA TIME
(LBS) (LBS) (IN-LBS) (LBS) (LBS) (IN-LBS) (SEC)
JET 5A IBM G EXTEN 150 0.000600 15026.1 0.0 15223.0 36925.5 0.0 -12355.7 1 0.123908 9 2 1 0.000600
370 AT MIT
IBM H EXTENb 150 0.000600 15026.1 0.0 15223.0 36925.5 0.0 -12355.7 1 0.123908 9 2 1 0.000600
360
EXTEN" 150 0.000600 15026.1 0.0 15223.0 36925.5 0.0	 - -12355.7 1 0.123908 9 2 1 0.000600
t
H
TSSa,b 150 0.000600 9304.59 0.0 -15939.1 38072.8 0.0 -11465.6 1' 0.124536_ 9 2 1 0.000600
UNIVAC 150 0.000600 5044.37 0.0 16854.9 0.0 -12119.5 1 0.124189 9 2 1 0.000600
1100/42
IFOR.Va,b,,
ASCIIa.b 150 0.000600 12396.0 0.0 15788.8
33919.1
29090.4 0.0 -11940.2 1 0.123941 9 2 1 0.000600
REACTIONS AT NODE 1 REACTIONS AT NODE 13
-816.222 -345.116 0.0 2688.15 -1584.27' 2405.03CIVM-	 - IBM G EXTEN 790	 0.001580 -1' 0.0179342 9 2 3 0.001264
JET 5B 370 AT MIT
IBM H EXTENb 790 0.001580 -816.222 -345.116 0.0 2688.15 -1584.27 2405.03 1 0.0179342 9 2 3 0.001264
360 H EXTEN a,b 790 0.001580 -816.222 -345.116 0.0 2688.15 -1584.27 2405.03 1 0.0179342 9 2 3 0.001264
TSSa,b 790 0.001580 -585.535 -321.497 0.0 2767.64 -1642.0 2477.13 1 0.0177578 9 2 3 0.001262
1100/42 ASCII a'" b 790 •0.001580 -237.605 -344.243 0.0 3269.89 -1635.11 2522.31 1 0.0178627 9 2 3 0.001262
a:	 NASA-Lewis elimination of nested indices.
b:	 NASA-Lewis addition of special-symbol for index retention in subprogram PRINT.
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LOCAL SYSTEM	 CARTESIAN REFERENCE
COORDINATES	 Y, Z:	 GLOBAL COORDINATES
s l	 J
y^ W ,^	 DISPLACEMENTS	 y, z:	 LOCAL COORDINATES
ql , q2 , ... q8s	 ELEMENT GENERALIZEDDISPLACEMENT&
t
FIG. 3	 NOMENCLATURE FOR GEOMETRY, COORDINATES, AND DISPLACE-










b SIMILAR SUPPORT x
BRACKET AT END A}
(c)	 Schematic of a Bracket-Supported Fragment Containment/
Deflector Structure	 -
r



































(b)	 Bladed-Disk Type Fragment












VELOCITIES IMPARTED TO , POST-COLLISION
i
RING IMPACT AFFECTED . ( VELOCITIES OF FRAGMENTI	 SEGMENTS
CALCULATION OF MOTION
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FIG. 9_ INFORMATION FLOW SCHEMATIC FOR PREDICTING RING AND
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(a)	 Illustrative Fragment C/D Structure with Slope Discontinuities
WF







v, w -- GLOBAL DISPLACEMENT




(b)	 Exploded View of Node '6 -- Angle Definitions
Li
FIG. 10 DEFINITION OF SLOPE -DISCONTINUITY ANGLES FOR AN
4
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APPENDIX A
GOVERNING EQUATIONS ON WHICH JET 5A IS BASED
A.1	 Formulation for Variable-Thickness Arbitrarily-Curved Multilayer Beam
Elements and Structures
The'geometry and nomenclature of a typical curved multilayer beam discrete
element are shown in Fig. 3, where the deformation plane is fl,^
	
and the coordi-
nates fl along and ^ normal to the centroidal axis of a conveniently-chosen layer
are employed as the reference coordinates of the multilayer-beam element. 	 The
slope, ^, of the reference circumferential axis, which is the angle between the $
tangent vector and the _y-axis of the-local-reference Cartesian coordinate may be
approximated by a second degree polynomial in r1 as follows:
(	 ) = bo t b^	 t b2 'Z	 (A.l)
where the constants bo , bl , and b 2 can be determined from the known initial geo-
metry of the curved beam element.	 Assume that the change in element slope between
;d
nodes i and i+l is small so that
J
._	 I	 (A.2a)






This restricts the slope change within an element to,^ 15 degrees. 	 The arc -'
length, pi , of the element is approximated to be the same as the length of a
k
circular arc passing through the nodal points at the slopes^i and ^i+l
	 ni












the initial Y and Z coordinates, respectively, of the ithand Y and Z are
i	 i
node. The three constants in Eq. A-1 are then determined from the relations
(P (T=0)
sin	 4
From Eq. A.4, the constants in Eq. A.1 are found to be
bo
1 z	 (A. 5),
b,	 3 (0 +1 + OL )/(??j)
Accordingly, the radius of curvature, R, of the centroidal axis may be expressed
as R	 (d^/9TI)	 (b + '2b TI)	 and the coordinates Y(Tl) + and Z (TI) of the
1	 2
centroidal axis are given by





+	 sin[	 + 0(]	 (A.'6b)
where	 ta
+1
The thickness variation of each layer is approximated as being linear
between nodes; thus
(A.7)
where subscript P, is used to denote quantities pertaining to the kth layer.
Employing the Bernoulli-Euler hypothesis, the displacement field v, w
of the beam may be specified by the reference plane displacements v and w,
317
yand the rotation,	 as follows:





To account for the strain-inducing modes and the rigid-body modes, the assumed
displacement field takes the form:




sin	 cos(o +a) +(Y-Y) sin (¢ +,W)
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r	 The generalized displacements {q} are selected so that there are four degrees










cos	 p	 ^'	 O	 t7	 ! 0	 O
	
o	 o	 O	 0	 0	 o	 !II I	 ..^.	
^A^_ o	 0	 0	














Cos	 A63	 O	 ^?	
3	 O	 o
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- (Y + 'L / Sin( i♦ ±o() -( ♦^ `) ces^T` +i+S3	 c+ 1
(A. 10b)	 a
Y _Yi3^ `	 ) cos(O +Oo +(Z. 	 1 sin (O•c + ♦ ofA	 )	 ,c+i	 ^	 itl	 c+1	 % 	 ^	 ^a
Corresponding to the assumed displacement field Eq. A.9, one finds	 j




x=! O o O I	 R 2^► ^ ^^ `l Gx J{^^	 (A.11b)
Under the Bernoulli-Euler hypothesis, the only nonvanishing strain com-
ponent and corresponding stress component are the axial strain, e, and axial -




^.^ 1 av +w ,+^ aw} w 2 + I a W
 
R^ 2^a` R/
;a_ I 1 Q	 j 
_ L 6, Jf uj + LuJIB^1I BXtAj +2 L uJf - 110, ^f }	 (A.12a)
.I
d w _. V =
	 U	
?
Combining Eqs. A . 9 through A.12, one obtains
ul
II
and	 1	 1s	 LD,J f^-^+iL^afA, ID, 1fg}+.2 LOML J
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In the process of solution, it is necessary to evaluate the strain incre-
f
ment A	 from time tm`l
 to time tm.	 Using Eqs. A.12 and A.14, one has
where
,a „,=[p , 1f4A.+ I 	 JM { D,} LD^1[aj},1 +1 -J,„fD2}Lv=^f°^^,„
141	 fDj1D.JfAjj (A.15a)
QX,=LDJ[A Fj
' The consistent mass matrix of the ith discrete element may be obtained
from the expression for the kinetic energy, T i , as follows:
P V + w Z J dV c iff[o- ^+ w J ciYJ (A.16)
Vi
where Vi is the volume of the ith discrete element.
	 The integration extending
G. over the whole multilayer beam element is now performed by a summation of the
integrals extending over each individual layer.	 Thus, one has














and b is the width of the ring, hQ (n) is the thickness of the tth layer, XR(n)
	
rj
is the p-dependent ^-location of the centroidal axis of the Zth layer, and pt
a
is the mass per unit volume of the Kth layer. All quantities pertaining to
z	
^.the kth layer are denoted with subscript Z, and the summation extends over the
L number- of layers. Equation A.16b applies for ^/R negligible compared with
r	 °i
unity.
With the assumption that the velocity field is of a form which is con	 a.
sistent with the displacement function, Eqs. A.9 and A.11, one has
V U(J)
P	 N^^)	 N J1
Substituting Eq. A.17 into Eq. A.16a, one has
-1 T 	 T
	 [Alf • jf	 [B][Nld-i
o
or	 j
T. _ ' L ^ J f ^ { } (A.18a) ,
E	 .
€	
!	 where:the consistent mass matrix [m] of the element is
l









The equivalent generalized nodal forces which correspond to the extern-
ally-applied loading can be obtained from the variational statement of the work
of.the externally-applied loading, 6W
S W = f I FV (1, 0 9v + F (71) t) s w dn (A.19)0
9.
321
where the components Fv and Fw of the force vector F are given by
Ry,t) — FOy,0 t F (y, t) n (A.19a) c
Ot f (t	 + XW (I) fW( t)
'I
The quantity F(q,t) is the.externally-applied time-varying forcing function.
Substituting the assumed displacement function, Eqs. A.9 and A.10 into








r	 (	 r	 cy 
`F - LA ' < O , ` Gv Ov d Ty + JoG"i^ (^vv(w
element generalized nodal load vector 	 (A.20a)	
j
The effective stiffness matrix supplied by the elastic restraints may






 I '^ v V 6
*v t o w 6w +A
	
SLY) dl	 (A:.21).




-Sw f LE A 9w ^V 1Lc] W d^ (A: 21a)
where









   
h 
and , and kw, respectively, are the linear elastic spring constants and k*
 is
the torsional elastic spring constant.
Substituting the assumed displacement function into Eq. A.21, one has
W - [ J[A ]
	 [NJ [CI[N]d [A 1f
I d J [ ,,L , f I	 (A.22)
^F	
where
p, 1	 _^ T ^^	 T
`^1C5 J — [ A ] [NI[C][N I d TLA_]
 0	 (A. 22a)
= effective element stiffness matrix supplied by
the elastic restraint
The variation of the internal work SU i of the axial stress, 6, may be
expressed in terms of displacements and plastic strains, wherein the large
deflection and plasticity effects are taken into account through the use of





-Employing the strain-displacement relations given by Eqs. A.12 and A.14, Eq.A ► 23
becomes	 a +,
d U. — S J (^ 1	
NL _ L _ ^ N 
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where,' assuming that C/R is negligible compared with unity;*
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and in the above, EQ is the modulus of elasticity of the kth layer, and e p is
the plastic strain.
Note that in the present analysis the integrations along the beam span




y y 	 qua ature k.hich requires the





l	 each spanwise , station, the integration of the plastic strain, ep , through thef	
thickness of each individual layer, also requires evaluating "up at selected
G
	
	 Gaussian points across the thickness of each layer and the corresponding weight-








<	 a + A
and J = J	 (A.25a)
and J denotes the number of Gaussian points that have been used for the thick-
wise integration through the cross section of each beam layer; 	 and W. are
the numerical values of the jth Gaussian station and weight, respectively.
Since the strain-hardening behavior of the material is accounted for by
using the mechanical sublayer model in which the material at each Gaussian sta-
tion is treated as consisting of equally
-strained sublayers of elastic,-perfectly-
plastic material with each sublayer having the same elastic modulus but an appro-
priately different yield stress, the plastic strain at any station is calculated
from the plastic strain of each mechanical-sublayer at that station. Let K mech 
_	
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where Ck, the mechanical sublayer weighting factor, is defined by
ccC =	 (.L.	 (A.26a)
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iS the kth slope of the polygonal approximate stress-strain diagram. The
quantities c3k , ek represent the coordinate defining the piecewise-linear
approximation of the uniaxial stress-strain curve.
An illustration of the method of computing the axial stress and plastic
strain increment of any mechanical sublayer of the material model at any span-
wise or depthwise Gaussian station, is presented as follows. One begins by
knowing he sublayer stress (Qjk)^-1 at time tm-1 for the kth sublayer of theg	 Y	 Y
jih depthwise Gaussian station, and the strain increment (ec.) m at station j
at time tm (that is, the strain increment from time tm-1 to time tm). One then
takes a trial value (superscript T) of(a. k)m which is computed by assuming an
elastic path:




L ((j;	 C ^- then (Q'	 ^	 Oand ^Q a 1 =K	 _	 :
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`	 ^.k)rn
	
o.,^	 r,k),M	 o.^	 ^,^ m	 E
If	 )	 Q then l 1 — — Q"	 and (Ad —	 —
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If desired, the sublayer yield stresses may be treated as strain-rate
dependent. Since the strain increment at the jth Gaussian station and hence
the strain rate is known at this stage of computation, then the rate-dependent
yield stress csyk of this kth sublayer at station j is
a-	 ^-	 I	 QE/ Qt	 p	 (A.29)
YA oh 	 D
I	 where D and p are empirically-determined constants*for the material and may,
in general, be different for each sublayer, ais the static uniaxial yield
ok
stress of the kth sublayer at any jth Gaussian station and is defined by
ok - E Ek.
See the footnote on page 39
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3Finally, by employing the standard finite-element assembling procedure,
the resulting equations of motion for the "complete discretized structure" are
f
"* +[K*]+ Ks *l_ F +FNSJ,.[^ +IFNt	 30
where the nomenclature of each term is explained in Subsection 2.3.	 T
A.2 Solution Procedure for JET 5A
The Houbolt operator is a 4-point backward difference implicit operator
and is chosen to solve the equations of motion expressed in the conventional
form, Eq. 2.2. In this solution scheme, the {q*} at any instant of time m+1
r
are approximated by a 4-point backward -difference expression: 	 -
..^
	 Z,^Y J,n+t	 ^^jm	 ^0 ^,n-1	 ^ ^^m-2	 2	 ,i	 i
{	 O(AO 	 3
1
EmployingE A.31, the conventional form of the dynamic equations of a ui-
 q • 	 Y	 q	 q 
librium, Eq. A.30, becomes









Y	 5	 p	 s)'	 and {F }	 (which may be due to large-deflections and elastic- lastc effect
'	 depend on the displacements (or stresses, strains) at the time instant tm+1''
but these remain to be determined; thus, linear extrapolation by using the
generalized nodal load vectors at two previous time steps is employed to
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	 This estimation should be reasonably good for very small At but will deterio-
rate with increasing At.
In order to apply the calculation method represented by Eqs. A.32 and
A.33, one must take into account the prescribed initial conditions, {q*}o,
{
	
	 {q*}o, and {F *} 
0
.
 The following "starting procedure for this method provides
the generalized displacements {q*} at t i
 = lAt, and {q*} -1
 at a negative
(fictitious) time instant t l - lAt.
By employing the following approximations:
f	 1	 r	 Z
- (A. 34)
and








+ 2*JO 	 01	 .(A.36)c C
}	 o	 o
	.Z	 (A.37)
Substituting Eqs. A.36 and A.37 into Eq. A.32 for m 0 and approximat-
ing the generalized nodal load vectors due to large-deflections and elastic
	 <,.
plastic effects at time step tl by their values at time zero, one obtains
#	 ^E-1 . ^, Z	 k	 2	
jL iPK+[ KS (at^ I F I +f N +fF +{^ }
^	 o	 0
o 	 a (A.38)_
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swhere {q*}	 can be calculated from u0
IK ^ +^KS^ ^^}oe
f +	 cNl + ^ L	 +{FNS




Since the right-hand side of Eq. A.38 is known, one can solve for {q*} l.
r After the {q*} 1 have been determined, {q*}
-1 can be computed from Eq. A.36.












GOVERNING EQUATIONS ON WHICH CIVM-JET 5B IS BASED J
The governing equations for CIVM-JET 5B are similar to those discussed
-for JET 5A in Appendix A, except that (1) prescribed initial velocities and/or
prescribed externally-applied forces acting on the containment/deflector ring
structure are not accommodated, 	 (2) a diagonal lumped rather than a consistent'
mass matrix is used, and (3) ring/fragment impact and interaction must now be
t taken into account.	 The new matters pertinent to CIVM-JET 5B are discussed
in the following subsections, whose headings identify the principal subject
matter.
z At this point it is useful to recall the general flow of information
and computations in CIVM-JET 5B as depicted in Fig. 9.	 The key aspects of
that process are discussed in the following subsections.
B.1	 Equations of Motion of the C/D Ring Structure
The equations of motion for the finite -element representation of the
containment/deflector (C/D) ring structure are represented by Eq. A.30 except
that now fF *} = 0 and a diagonal lumped mass matrix is to be used; all other
` formulation and discussion in Appendix A prior to Eq. A.30 also apply to
CIVM-JET 5B.
The rationale for employing a diagonal lumped -mass representation for
- the C/D ring structure which is to be subjected to fragment-impact attack has
been discussed in Subsection 2.3, page 11.
	
For the present multi .layer, multi-
material curved.-ring element, a diagonal lumped-mass matrix is constructed
from • the consistent mass matrix (m e, Eq. A.18b) according to the following
-
rules (chosen for their convenience):
C	 C
rn^^ 
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This insures that (m	 )	 + (m	 )	 _ (m	 )	 + (m	 )	 = the total mass of the11 L
	
55 L	 22 L	 66 L
a` element; these quantities pertain to the "translational degrees of freedom
vi, w ' vi+1' and Wi+i'	 The remaining terms refer to the degrees of freedom
1pi'- Xi' ^i+l' and Xi+l' Exploratory calculations indicate that the predicted
structural response of an impulsively-loaded structure'(a simple beam, for
example) is rather insensitive to the type of mass lumping applied* to these
i
degrees of freedom and compares well with that obtained by using the consis-
tent mass matrix.	 It turns out also that the Eq. B.l mass lumping produces
a .(perhaps advantageous) smaller 
aiax than does the consistent mass or the
footnote-cited {*) diagonal mass lumping.
B..2= Collision-Interaction Analysis, Including Friction
In the present collision-interaction analysis, the curved variable-thick-
j
ness multilayer containment/deflection ring is represented by straight-line seg-
ments (Fig. B.1):
	 (a)	 to identify in a simple and approximate way the space
ra occupancy of the beam segment under imminent impact attack and (b) to derive the
impact equations.
	 The inertia effects of the impacted beam segments are taken
into account by means of lumped-mass collision model; that is, the ring is
treated as having only point masses lumped at each nodal station as indicated in
Fig. B.2.	 Other simplifying assumptions which are invoked in the present analy-
sis are described in Subsection 2.2.
y That is the lumping given by Eq. Bcl wherein (m33) '	(m44 ) i,'	 (m17 _L'khatand (m	 )	 are computed in a fashion analogous to 	 1nAcated in Eq. B.188 Lfor (mll ) L'	 (m22 ) L'	 (M55c) L and (m66 ) L'
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I	 For the lumped-mass collision model, the impact-affected beam segments
are represented, as depicted in the exploded-line schematic of Fig. B,2, by con-
centrated masses ml , m2 , ..., mj+l ,	 , mk
 (or i+k-1), respectively, where the,,,
ring-fragment collision point is encompassed by the jth segment which is bounded




collision analysis, it is convenient to resolve and discuss impulses, velo-
	 ► '"
cities, etc., for both of the fragment and the ring impact-affected nodes in
directions normal (N) and tangential (T) to the straight line segment j; the
positive normal direction is always taken from the inside toward the outside of
p	 the ring, while the positive-tangential direction is along the straight line
s
from node j toward node j+l (see Fig. B,2a), Consequently, the lumped-mass
t
	
	 velocities for each of the impact-affected nodes and the idealized-fragment
	 I
velocities are expressed with respect to this local N,T inertial coordinate
system as (V, V ), (V	 V ) ---- (V , V ), and (V , V ) in the
p°	 IN IT	 2M 2T
	 kN kT	 fN fT
exploded schematic shown in Fig. B.2a.
It is assumed that the instantaneous collision process results in a
normal-direction impulse pN
 and a tangentially directed impulse p T
 aplied to
the"ring and in equal but anti-parallel impulses to the fragment. The impulses
applied to the ring are assumed to be distributed over the impact-affected
r	 ;,	 nodes (see Fig. B, 2b) as
^N/ N	 a 1NH	 C eff	
_	 i= 1,2,•	 (s.2)
	
PT 	dLeff
-where (see Fig. g,2b) the effective length
	
bounds the impact-affected
i	 zone of the ring, which is the fraction of the ring that responds with momentum
	 ',z
`
changes due to the collision of a fragment, s i
 is the distance measured from the
G	
rimpacted point to the ith impact-affected node, and the constant, C, is deter-
mined by assuming that the sum of the impulse applied to each impact-affected '
node equals the total impulse imparted; thus,
., One estimate for Leff (called EFLN in the program} is Leff ^t(E/p) 1/2 where
At is the finite-difference-calculation time increment and ( E/p) 1/2 is the
largest longitudinal rod wave speed of the layers in the layered structure;
t is the elastic modulus and p is the mass per unit volume. Another estimate
from through-the-thickness stress wave propagation considerations is Leff - nh
where h is the total thickness of the layered structure and n is some number,




p	 rN	 Co1^	 ^?	 rT	 (B.2a)
i .1 `N
Therefore, one has
f	 15&r	 /"	 f	 = f '	 a	 (B. 2b)
Leff
	
C . J	 ;kx
The impact-affected nodes are those nodes located within the impact affec-
ted zone; that is Isi11Leff' However, it is assumed that the two-mass nodes j
?	 and j+l of the segment j which encompasses the impact point always respond to
R	
impact with momentum changes, even if the distance from the impact point to
one or both of the two nodes (j and j+1) is greater than LLet a and Y be
eff'
the distances measured from the "point of fragment impact" to masses m 3 and
respectively, as indicated in Fig. B.2. The distribution of the impulsesmj +1,
is estimated ,in the following manner:




b	 pT C « p	 swhere	 pI T	 I	 -i-
O(/ _	 and	 /	 CX	 (B. 3a)
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(2) If R < Leff and Y Leff' then (Fig. R. 2d):
PA N	 ^(, +I^ N	 C (	 pN 	 (B.4)
hh	 X




of -	 aC	 and C = ^^^ O(,	 (B. 4a)
' 
(3) If S Leff and Y a Leff' then (Fig. B.2e) 	 j
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It should be emphasized here that the determination of which mass nodes
fall within the impact-affected region is a discrete process in the sense that
only mass node locations are considered instead of considering the true volume
of mass included in the impact -affected region of the structure. 	 Such an
approximation is made necessary by the use of a lumped -mass model in the
collision-interaction analysis.	 In essence, the use of a lumped-mass model
implies that the nodal mass represents the mass distribution in a region of
the structure surrounding the node, and, thus, by including a mass node in
the impact-affected region, one is automatically including, in the impact-
affected region, that portion of mass in the region of the node.
	
It is clear #
that, in general, this approximate technique will result in having more or
less structural mass included in the impact-affected region compared with the
-true structural mass within Leff.	 However, in an average sense, this discre-
pancy is within the overall approximate nature of the impact -interaction
analysis.	 In addition, the calculation of Leff, which defines the distance
the collision-imparted impulse "signal" travels in the structure during a
finite time interval, is based on the global increment in time, At. 	 This
implies that the collision occurs at the beginning of a time step, and that
the "signal" travels for a length of time equal to At.	 In actuality the
time of impact may occur at any moment within a At.	 However, as detailed
in Subsection B.5, the impact interaction solution assumes that all impacts
occur at the beginning of a time step. 	 This approximation of Leff counter-
balances the discrete process of determining which mass nodes fall within l
the-impact-affected region. 	 It is believed that these calculations, although t
approximate, will yield reasonable results for the fragment-impact-induced
structural response.
4 Denoting by primes the "after -impact" translational and/or rotational
v
velocities, the impulse-momentum law may be written to charao %erize the
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mass of the fragment
If.
	 mass 
moment of inertia of the fragment
T..	 the radius of the circular disk model
of the fragment
PU
pN _ normal-direction impulse
-p	 = tangential-direction impulseT
ai = proportional constant which is equal to (Cai) as defined
*B.5c.by Eqs. B.2 through
The relative velocity of sliding S o and the relative velocity of approach A'





segment j (at C) are defined by
=[ V i r i	 '1 j	
^	 ^	
7
S T-wf f J Lai V t 2 2T +... + ^,^ V' T J
A' = ^/ N -- (°!^ VIN t OSZ V N -f- , . + o f ^/ N ^]!.	
,J
Substituting Eqs. B.6 through 8.j0 into Eqs. B.11 and B.12 s one obtains
(B. 11)
(B. 12)
N5 = so -- B,
 PT	 (B. 13)
A	 A	 g2
 pN 	 (B•.14)
e-
where the initial (pre-impact) relative velocity of sliding So, the initial
relative velocity of approach A, and the geometrical constants B 	 and B	 are1	 2-0
given by
r
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where in Eqs. B.15 and B.16 by definition Ao
	
0; otherwise, the two bodies
will not collide with each other. 	 Also, if So .2:0, the fragment slides initi- 1
' all	 .alon	 the ring segment.	 It perhaps should be noted that sliding of they	 g	 =
bodies on each other is assumed to occur at the value of "limiting friction"
F which requires that p 	 = lup.1, and when pT
<IupN I ' only rolling (i.e., no
sliding) exists.	 For a given value of a and a given value of u which, respect-
ively, describes the degree of "plasticity" of the collision process, and ac-
counts for the frictional properties (roughness) of.the contact surfaces+,
s +	 equations	 s	 ) can be solved to ob-B	 - B 1	 and Eqs. B.13 - B.142 k+l	 3 	 on 	 E	 6	 0(	 q
tain the post-impact quantities (VIN' VIT^' (V2N' V2T), ..`	(VkN' kT)'"
ti	 ti
(VfN' VfT) and wf as well as pN andPT; these are the 2 (k+l) +3 "unknowns".
+For u and a effects, see pages 335 and 336.
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The graphic technique which provides a convenient way to obtain the
values of p  and PT at the instant of the termination of impact as described in
Ref. 5 is employed in the present collision -interaction analysis. In this tech-
nique, the trajectory of an "image" point P in the plane formed by the impulse
coordinates pN and pT (Fig. B,3) represents the state of the colliding bodies
atieach instant of the contact interval.. The image point P which is initially
located at the origin and is denoted by P0,= 0, pT = 0) will always proceed
in the upper half -plane with increasing pN . The locations of the line of no
sliding S' = 0 and the line of maximum approach A' = 0 are determ -Imed by the
system constants B1 and B 2 . From Eqs. B.13 through B.lg, it is noted that B1
and B 2 are positive always; also the lines S' = 0 and A' = 0 are parallel to the
pN axis and the pT axis, respectively, and intersect with each other at point P3
ti ti
in the first quadrant of the pN, pT plane as shown in Fig. B . 3. Depending on the
V
alues of the coefficient of sliding friction u, the coefficient of restitution
e, the system constants B 1 and B2 , and the initial conditions So and Ao , several
variations of the impact process may occur and will be discussed in the following.,
First, the cases in which the coefficient of sliding friction u`ranges
from 0<u<- will be considered; the two special cases with u 0 (perfectly-	 `.
smooth contact surfaces) and u = (completely rough surfaces) will be-discussed
shortly thereafter.
r	
Case I; If 0<11<-, the friction angle v and the angle A formed with the










Initially, the image point P travels from point P along the path P L which
°	 °
subtends an angle v with the P  axis because the limiting friction impulse
pT	 N
P is developed during the _initial stage of impact. Subsequently:
(a) if u = tan v < tan A (Fig. •B.3a), line Po will intersect
`	 the line of maximum approach A' = 0 at point P l , before






point P1 represents the state at the instant of the termina-
tion of the approach period. 	 This is followed by the resti-
tution period; the impact process ceases at point P' (path
Po - P1 - P').	 The coordinates of P" are+
pN - (^ ♦ e) PNI
(5.21)
_	 b _	 b/u T	 — ^L( (^ + t°^ r (B.22)	
.cN	 N I
where	 the ordinate of point P	 is determined f rompNl .	 P	 1
the simultaneous solution of equations pT = upN and
AO = 0, and is given by
P	 - A_{,	 o
rN I	 BZ (B.23)
'
(b)	 However, -if u	 tan v ? tan A (Fig. B.3b),line P L will0
intersect the line of no sliding S' = 0 first at the
intersection point P2
 which marks the end of the initial
sliding phase.	 The image point P then will continue to
proceed along the line of no sliding S' = 0 through the
intersection point P 3
 with line A' = 0 to the end of
impact at point P^ (path Po - P2 - P3 - P').	 The final
E values of p 	 and PT are: ;.
r — (^ + e





where pN 3 is the ordinate of point P3 which represents
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The above solution process can be specialized to re-
, f present the cases with u = 0 and u = ^.
Case II: If u,= 0 (perfectly smooth contact surfaces), line P L coalesces
r with the	 axis. 	 The image	 P	 the	 to the end ofpN	point	 will move along	 pN axis













for the impact-affected nodes of the ring and for the fragment so that the time=
wise step-by-step solution of this ring/fragment response problem may proceed.
' Note that these post-impact velocity components are given in directions Nand T n
at each node of the idealized impact-affected ring segments; as explained later:,
these velocity components are then transformed to (different) directions ap-
propriate for the curved-ring dynamic response analysis.
Y
B.3
	 Prediction of Containment/Deflector Ring Motion and Position
The timewise solution of the resulting equations of motion for the
"complete assembled discretized structure", Eq. A.30; may be accomplished by
? employing an appropriate timewise finite-difference scheme.
	
The Houbolt`opera-
tor which is a 4-point backward difference implicit operator is chosen for use
in the present analysis.
	 In this solution scheme, the {q*} at any instant of
time t




*	 2 { D' ^^*^m-t + 4	 ^m-x	 0 * rn-3	 (B. 35)
am	 2(At)
Employing Eq. B.35, tq. A.30 +
 becomes F Ni
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It should be noted that the generalized nodal load vectors {FqL}m,
 {Fp
}m, and {F'p}m
which may be due to large-deflections and elasi:ic-plastic effects) depend on
,
the displacements (or stresses, strains) at that time instant t , but these
m





remain to be determined; thus, linear extrapolation+by using the generalized
nodal load vectors at two previous time steps is employed to estimate these
force values. Thus, one has 	 *	 NL
2 M* +(at)Z
 C K + K	 — (L^t }2 {F " Lf+{F I+{F ^^
(B.37)2	 NL	 L	 NLJ)
Itjollows that one can salve for {q * }m, since all of the quantities on the
right-hand side are known. However, a fragment ring collision may occur be 	
x
tween time instants tm_1 and tm; this would require a "correction" to the




Next, the collision inspection and correction procedures, which will be des
Y
crbed in Subsection B:6, are performed to 'determine the actual displace-
ment increments {Oq }m . Then, the actual displacement at the tm is given by
No such trial-and-correction procedure is needed if only prescribed external
F	 forces were applied to the containment/deflection ring.
In order to apply the calculation method represented by Eqs. B.37, one
_y
must takeninto account the prescribed initial conditions. {q}o, {q}o , and, if -
resent,	
vi
p	 {F*}o. The following "starting procedure" for this method provides f
the generalized displacements {q*} at t i
 lAt, and {q*}_l at a negative
(fictitious) time instant t
	 - lAt.
By employing the following approximations:
P,
r	 f	 fj




0 *^1	 2 t ^J o + l 0 *^= 1¢	 (B.41)
(at)Z
ecause of this extrapolation (aside from impact considerations themselves) the
maximum time step which will lead to results of suitable engineering accuracy re-
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f ej	 f	 30 (B. 4 3)_ Z o o	 ,
Substituting Eqs. B.42 and B . 43 into Eq. B.37 for m = 1 and approximat-
in' the generalized nodal load vectors due to large -deflections and elastic-
plastic effects at time step t l by their values at time zero, one obtains
NL
C^CM* 1	 ^^ [K*J + [K* J) {^ 	 _	 ,at e 	 F	 l + ^-tCat	 )	 J p^ fF
N }o1
lS	 p ;
where{q}o can be calculated from
MTj M * ^j 2*r =	 — r ^*	 } ^*f
	 }	 J	 15] f`	 ,	 _C (B.45) t
B.4	 Prediction of Fragment Motion and'Position
s
In the present analysis, the fragment is assumed (see Refs. 3,4) to.be un- f
deformable and, for analysis convenience to be circular; hence, its equations of
motion for the case of no externally-applied forces are:
..






where (Yf ,Zf) and (Yf, Zf) denote, respectively, the global coordinates
and acceleration components of the center of
gravity of the fragment (see Fig. B.2).'
6	 represents the angular displacement of the
fragment in thetwf direction (Fig. B.2).
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Cap Y 1 _ ( 1/ 1	 (B.49)
T	 5
_ (a	 >	 (B. 50)f m
(
T ).
Q 	 Ca e)	 (8.51)
 .
where overscript "T" signifies a trial value which requires modification, as
explained later, if ring-fragment collision occurs between tm-1 and tm.
p'	 By an inspection procedure to be described shortly, the instant of ring
fragment collision is determined, and the resulting collision-induced velocities
7	 which are imparted to the fragment and to the affected ring segments are de-
termined in accordance with the analysis of Subsection 8.2,
i
B.5 Collision Inspection and Solution Procedure
B.5.1 One-Fragment Attack
The collision inspection and solution procedure will be described first
for the case in which only one idealized fragment is present. With minor modi-
fications, this procedure can also be applied for an n-fragment attack as
discussed in Subsection B.5.2.
Equation B.37 can be rewritten as follows
<?-	
}[M* 










in order to solve for a trial value of displacements at time step m+l, knowing
the quantities at time step m.
e
The following procedure, indicated in the flow diagram of Fig. 9, may be
employed to predict the motions of the ring and rigid_ fragment, their possible
collision, the resulting collision-imparted velocities experienced by each,
and the subsequent motion of each body:
f
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LStep 1: Let it be assumed at time tm that the displacementsE
{a*}
	
(Y	 and an  (Z f )	 and displacement increments
m'-	 m
{pq*}mk (AYf ) m , and (AZ f ) m are known.	 one can then
calculate the strain increments	 (AC) at all 'Gaussian
m
-
stations along and through the thickness of the ring.
Step 2: Using a suitable constitutive relation for the ring material,
the stress increments MY) m and the plastic strain increments =
(A4) at corresponding Gaussian stations within each finite
element can be determined from the known strain increments
(AE)m.	 This information permits determining all quantities on
€ the right-hand side of Eq. 52.
€ T
Step 3: Solve Eq. B.52 for the trial ring displacements	 q* M+11 thenT
solve for the trial displacement increments, {Aq*}m+l, by using
Eq. B.38, and use Eqs. B.49 through B.51 for the trial frag-T.	 T
ment displacement increments (AY) 	 (AZ )	 and (AW)F m+l	 .f m+l	 m+l' ?
The ring node velocities
	 {q*}	 at time t	 are calculatedM	 m
by the following Houbolt expression:
ff	 f	 t	 f	 ?
.+
2 ^jQ_ a( o31 &	 -	 -
-	
2 at	 (8.53)
if an impact has not occurred in the previous time step
(post-impact corrections will be described below),
,I
1"
It'is,assumed that the fragment velocities, 
-(Yf ) m'	 (Zf)m' and j0 ) -at time tm are known.m
Since one or more ring-fragment collisions may have occurred
between tm and tm the following sequence of steps may be
+1'
employed to determine whether or not a collision occurred and,
if so, to effect a correction of the displacement increments




(	 Step 4:	 In the present scheme, several collisions may occur during
t
a given global time step At = (tm+l tm). This can be
	 3
accommodated by repeating these checks until no further
impacts can be found and corrected. Because the impact'in-




coordinate system, one first transforms the nodal displace-
	 I
ment vector at time tm+1 {q*}m+1' into the global Y,Z co-
ordinate system; note that {q*}m+1 is the trial value ob- 	 -"
tained from Eq. B.52. The fragment information is already
in the global Y,Z system and the values at time tm+1 are
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Having completed these initializations, the following sequence
of substeps may be employed to determine whether or not a col-
	 {
lision occurs within the At.
Step 4a:	 To check for the possibility of a collision between the frag-
ment and ring element j (approximated as a straight beam) as
T
depicted in Fig. B.5, compute the trial projection (pj)m
+1
of the line from ring node j to point C f at the center of
the fragment, upon the straight line connecting ring nodes j
and j+1, as follows, at time instant tm+1'
f	 p	 Y' - Y cos
Zi — f^ sill	 y)m+,	 (B.55)y	 T	 /	 0
where (d,)	 is the angle measured counterclockwise from the
r	 7 m+1
global Y axis to the vector from node ,j to node j+1 and where







m+l' I )m+l etc. Now, examine (pj ) m+l , three cases are
u	 illustrated in Fig. B.5a.
Step 4b:	 If 
(pj ) m+1 < 0 or if (pj) m+l > kj where Rj > 0, a collision
between the fragment and ring element j is impossible. Proceed
to check ring element j+l, etc., for the possibility of a colli-
sion of the fragment with other ring elements. Note that k j is
the length of the jth element at time tm+l.
x
Step 4c:	 If 0 < (p.)	 < k , a collision with ring element j is possible, 	 a.
a	 —	 m+1
and further checking is pursued. Next, calculate the fictitious
"penetration distance' (aj)m+1 of the fragment into ring element
j at point Cr by (see Fig. B.5b):
T	 f
\	 L	 `	 f	 L	 J	 (B.56)
y^  , 4
where
1[4(h
lj + h2 j )] average distance from the reference surface
to the inner surface of the ring element
which is approximated as a straight beam in
this "collision calculation".
rf radius of the fragment
d = — T T
	







the projection of the line connecting node _j
a	
_
with the center of the fragment upon a line
perpendicular to the line joining nodes j and
j+1
TNext, examine (a^)
m+l which is indicated schematically in











Step 5: The impact with the largest penetration is corrected first.
The fragment and nodal position are returned to their loca-
g	 g	 p, i.e., time t	 Then,tion at the beginning of the time step, ?iM'
the impact is always assumed to occur at the beginning bf a
time step regardless of when the "actual" time of contact i
occurred.
.i
Based on the collision -interaction analysis developed in w„
Subsection B.2, the post-impact velocities of the impact-
i
affected ring nodes and the fragment are now calculated.
That is, the pre-impact nodal -velocities ( {q*} at time t = tom)
{
{ and fragment velocities (if , Zf# 6f at time t-+ t ) are
updated to their post-impact values. using Eqs. B.31 through
B.34.
i
(Note that Eqs. B.31-B34 are written in terms of an N,T coordi-
r
note system, as defined in Subsection B.2.	 Thus, the nodal
_ and fragment velocities, assumed to be in the global Y,Z co-
ordinate system prior to the collision -interaction analysis,
must be transformed into 	 the N,T system at the start of the
collision-interaction analysis ., and the resulting post-impact
velocities, . calculated in the N,T system via Eqs. B.31-B.34, 	 _ s
must then be transformed back to the global Y,Z system after }
completion of the collision-interaction analysis.)	 - ;!
L
}For convenience,	 the post-impact velocity information, in the
global Y , Z coordinate system, is assumed to "replace" the pre- F'
4. impact velocity information.	 Thus, the quantities {q*} , (y )
m	 f m '
(Zf)M, and (0) now refer to the post-impact velocity of thef M
:• _	 f ,^	 "ring nodes and fragment at the time o	 assumed contact " , tm.
Step 6: A new trial displacement {q*}m+l is now calculated using





Step 7: A decision must now be made concerning whether or not to con-
tinue on to another collision inspection.
	
The collision inspec-
tion/correction process is repeated if the number of collision
a
inspection/corrections within the current At has not exceeded a
specified maximum
	 (equal to 5 per fragment	 	  in the present^
analysis). If this condition is violated, the program will
-
' Immediately proceed to Step 8.	 Otherwise, the program
proceeds to Step 4. ..
Step 8: The delta quantities are now calculated for both the nodal and
fragment displacements (i.e., {Aq** I = {qm+ll- {qml; this Y	 '!
calculation occurs regardless of whether or not an impact.
occurred during the time step).	 The program now returns to
the MAIN subprogram.
Step 9: The nodal velocities at time tmare now calculated. 	 If no 11
+1
impact occurred during the previous time step, then Eq. B.53
is used to calculate{q*1mHowever, if impact occurred in
+1'
the previous cycle, then Eq. B.53 is modified for all of the
_ translational velocities++ only.	 To find fq*lm from Eq. B.53,
+l
4	 - it is necessary to know fq*lm-1'	 This quantity, as previously
` stored by the program, has no meaningful value because impact
has occurred since tm-1.	 To approximate {q*lm-1 a definition
4 is given for the post-impact velocity {q*l	 as follows:M
{ ►r1 f	 IfJ "-1 (B.58)
rn	 2 d t
Solving Eq. B.58 for fq*}mand substituting this value into
-1
Eq. B.53, the following expression for the updated translational
The specified maximum has been included to prevent the program endlesslyf.	
a	 looping at this point due to the use of a large At by the user and the fact
`	 that 'internal forces ({FNI'}, {FL
	
and {FNLI) in Eq. B.52 are extrapolated rt•'
q	 p,	 p
quantities, not updated within a At.
+
Velocities associated with D.O.F.'s 4) and x_ are still calculated using




At this point, a new set of strains is calculated and used
to find the internal forces. 	 With this quantity and the
velocity at t	 1 , a trial value of ' {q*	 can be obtainedM+	 1m+2
from Eq. B.52 and the program returns to Step 4.
This solution procedure may be carried out for as man time steps as de-
sired or may be terminated by invoking the use of a termination criterion such
as, for example, the reaching of a critical value of the strain at the inner
surface or the outer surface of the ring. 	 Appropriate modifications of this
approximate analysis could be made, if desired, to follow the behavior of the
ring and the fragment-after the initiation and/or completion of local fractur-
ing of the ring has occurred; however, this has not been done in the present
program.
Finally, note that it is possible for the fragment to come in contact
with two ring elements simultaneously.	 In this situation, a correction would
be l made for the lowet-numbered element first as noted in Step 5. 	 A "flag"
is set to indicate a simultaneous impact and these corrections are made
before Step 6 is executed.	 A similar situation occurs when multiple fragments
impact the ring simultaneously, as will be discussed in the next subsection.
B.5.2	 N-Fragment Attack
In the case of "attack" by n idealized fragments, each with its individual
Mf! If f rf o, (Jif , V	 , and	 a similar procedure is used.	 During each At, the.VfTfN
collision-inspection procedure is carried out for every fragment; none, some,
or4ll of these n fragments may have collided with one or more of the ring seg-
ments.	 If any positive penetration distances are computed, the calculation of
ring-fragment contact time will follow for each element and each of the n
fragments in turn. 	 This calculation sequence will identify the first ring-
fragment contact within At, and the fragment number and element number involved




Note that it is possible for two or more fragments to impact the ring
structure simultaneously. This plausible situation is accommodated in the
present scheme. Because of the "flagging" scheme discussed in the previous
	 -
subsection, the collision involving the lower fragment number will be corrected
for first. Corrections will be made for all fragments involved in the simul-
taneous impact, before Step 6 is executed. In essence, the ring structure and
fragment positions remain unaltered while a series of corrections is made,
corresponding to all of the fragments which impact simultaneously.
Finally, it should be noted that no provisions have been made for col-
lisions (or interactions) between the fragments themselves. Thus, all collisions
(and subsequent interactions) are assumed to be between a fragment and the ring
structure.
B.6 Ring-Fragment Collision on or Near a Constrained Node
The impact-interaction analysis presented in Subsection B.2 is based on
the assumption that all nodes within the impact-affected region are free to
respond with velocity changes as a result of ring-fragment collision. If
any of the nodes within the impact-affected region are constrained, then the
analysis of Subsection B.2 must be modified slightly.. These modifications,
and their subsequent application to the present analysis, are described in
the present subsection.
For the present analysis, assume that one of the nodes within the impact
affected region is constrained such that no normal or tangential motion is
permitted. Denote this node number by the subscript "c". At node c, the	 ;>
constraint will contribute a reaction force (or reaction impulse) so that
the translational impulse-momentum relations (Eqs. B.7 and B.9) at node c
riust now be written as
350',
3 ..v -,	 s.v	 Lei. Ar.x.tiw-_e Y
Yom:
will be made, and the process will be repeated. The same fragment or a differ-
ent fragment may collide with the ring structure; the appropriate corrections
will then be made for this collision. This process is repeated until (1) more
than 5 ring-fragment collisions occur for a given fragment, or (2) no more ring
fragment collisions are found within the global time step, At. After all of
the corrections have been carried out for the present at time intervals, the
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Where the additional terms p R and pB are the reaction impulses at node c in
N	 T
a
the normal and tangential directions, respectively. 	 The pre-impact veloci-
ties, VCN and Vim , must be zero and because of the constraint, the post-
impact velocities must also be zero, thus Eqs. B.60 state that the restraint
I
"absorbs" all of the impulse associated with the constrained node.
The analysis developed in Subsection B.2 can be followed exactly if the





This is equivalent to introducing equations of the form of Eq. B.60 and
immediately solving for the reaction impulse, which yields a total value of
Zero on the right-hand side of Eq. B.60. 	 In practice, the use of Eq. B.61
allows one to treat the special case of impact on or near a constrained node
within the framework and equations developed in Subsection B.2.
E. It should be noted that the quantity a' for the constrained node is not
set equal to zero.	 This quantity defines the relative portion of the total
imparted impulse which is associated with a given node which lies within the J
impact-affected region, and is calculated by using Eq. A.31 whether or not
•'
the node is constrained. 	 In general, the constrained node may fall anywhere
^
within the impact-affected region. 	 Because of the character of the present
impact interaction analysis in which only translational (not rotational)
(	 - -motion of the ring is considered (both translational and rotational motion
are included in the global timewise solution), it is difficult to include
"f the effects of impulse propagated past the constrained node. 	 For the case
where the node is ideally clamped, no information can propagate through the
constraint.	 But if the node is pinned-fixed, rotational information could




effects would have to be included in the analysis of Subsection B.2. 	 An	 -
alternate, interim measure is taken in the present analysis, and is described
next.
Assume that the point of contact and the effective length,'L eff , are
i such that the constrained node and nodes beyond the constrained node fall
within the impact-affected region.
	 Because the analysis of Subsection B.2
cannot predict the propagation of impact information past the constrained
node, the effective length, Leff, is, in the present scheme, artificially
reduced (for the current At only) in such a way that the constrained node
falls within the impact-affected region but no nodes past the constrained
node fall in the impact-affected region.
	
Having redefined Leff in this
fashion, the equations of Subsection B.2 are then followed exactly with Eq.
B.61 being employed at the constrained node.	 This approach has the effect
of concentrating the impact-induced impulse at those ring nodes on the
impacted side of the constraint, with a portion of the impact-induced impulse
being absorbed by the constraint, and no impulse being felt at nodes beyond
the constrained node.	 However, it should be recognized that., although no
-	 impulse information is passed through the constrained node by the impact
interaction analysis, the impact information will propagate through thez
constrained node, if physically possible, in the global timewise structural 	 -:
response solution.
For the case where impact occurs directly on a constrained node, only
that constrained node is assumed to lie within the impact-affected region.
Following the equations in Subsection B.2 and employing Eq. B.61, the frag-
merit-will simply rebound (as if impacting a rigid wall) and the ring struc-y-
ture will experience no momentum changes for this impact.
Finally, it should be noted that the present approach is an interim
measure, and further effort is required to develop a more comprehensive
approach for treating impact near a-constrained node. 	 However, the present
method is believed to be sufficiently general, within the current overall
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APPENDIX C
SUMMARY OF THE CAPABILITIES OF MIT-ASRL COMPUTER CODES FOR PREDICTING
TWO-DIMENSIONAL LARGE-DEFLECTION ELASTIC-PLASTIC TRANSIENT
RESPONSES OF RING STRUCTURES
This description is intended to provide for the reader a convenient 	 ;.
tabular summary of the principal features and capabilities of the two-
dimensional transient large.-deflection elastic-plastic structural response
ring codes JET 1 (Ref. 1*), JET 2 (Ref. 2), JET 3A-3D (Ref. 3), CIVM-JET 4B
e (Ref. 4), and JET 5A and CIVM-JET 5B (Ref. 5) developed under NASA NGR 22-
009-339; the status of code availability is also indicated.
;a
The JET 1 code of Ref. 1 pertains to single-layer complete, uniform-
thickness, initially-circular rings of either temperature-independent or
temperature dependent material properties. 	 These rings may be subjected
i
to prescribed:	 (a) initial velocities, 	 (b) transient mechanical loading,
and/or (c) steady nonuniform temperatures.	 The finite-difference method
` employed in this code had been shown previously (Ref. 6) to provide reliable
predictions for the case of temperature-independent material properties.
The JET 2 code was written in order to extend this finite-difference
analysis capability to treat multilayer rings -- cases anticipated to be
of future concern. 	 In the interests of efficiency and the minimization of 	
£^
computer storage requirements, temperature-dependent material properties a
and thermal loading features were omitted from JET 2; if these omitted
features should turn out to be needed, they could be added later.
Since the JET l and JET 2 codes pertained to initially-circular,
complete rings of uniform thickness whereas there was interest also in
variable-thickness, arbitrarily curved, partial as well as complete rings,
the JET 3 series of codes was developed.	 To accommodate these latter
features as well as a variety of types of (1) boundary conditions, _(2)
elastic-foundation supports, and (3) point elastic supports, the more
versatile finite-element analysis procedure was developed and employed.
i
*.	 r
These references are identified in the reference list at the end of
Appendix C.
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For efficiency and user convenience, four versions of the JET 3 program
were developed; each version accommodates both complete rings and partial
rings.	 JET 3A and JET 3B pertain to uniform-thickness, initially-circular
_rings,  and employ, respectively, the central-difference and the Houbolt
finite-difference time operator; for certain cases, the latter finite-
difference time operator may permit more economic converged transient
response predictions than the former.
	 The codes JET 3C and JET 3D are
i
corresponding codes which accommodate variable-thickness, arbitrarily-curved
rings.
In most of these codes (JET 1 through JET 3D, and JET SA), the stimuli:
(1) initial velocity or impulse conditions and/or (2) transient mechanical
loading must be prescribed by the user or analyst.
	
The externally-applied
forces experienced by a complete or a partial ring from fragment impact are
not provided within these codes.
	 The user must supply his own estimate of
the distribution and time histories of these forces.
	 However, in the
t
CIVM-JET 4B and CIVM-JET 5B codes, fragment/ring interaction and response
effects are handled internally automatically for the idealized single-
fragment and n-fragment cases- provided and discussed in the Appendices of
Refs.	 4,	 5, and 7.
t The CIVM-JET 4B code (Ref. 4) was developed from a modified version
of the JET 3C code, using the central difference timewise operator. 	 The
CIVM (collision imparted velocity method) handles a fragment-structure
r impact as a series of quasi-static momentum transfers between the attack-
ing fragment and the local-impact-affected portion of the impacted structure.
The solution proceeds as though a series of impulses has been applied to the
impacted region of the structure. 	 This code provides strain output at each
Gaussian station, nodal location, and designated "additional points" for
user convenience, and calculates the reaction forces at each constrained
degree of freedom.	 Another feature of this code is the ability to accommo-
date branches which are used as additional structural supports.
	 These
branches can have material properties either the same or different from
those present in the main structure.
r The JET 5A and CIVM-JET 5B codes (Ref. 5) were written in order to
extend the capabilities of the JET 3D and CIVM-JET 4B codes to multilayer
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structures which are assumed to be hard
-bonded and to deform in the
f
Bernoulli-Euler fashion.
	 Both codes (JET 5A and CIVM-JET 5B) contain the
Houbolt timewise operator as well as the additional strain and reaction
force output and structural support capabilities utilized in the CIVM-JET 4B
code. ^.
G In convenient tabular form, the principal features and capabilities
of the codes JET 1, JET 2, JET 3A-D, CIVM-JET 4B, JET 5A, and CIVM-JET 5B
are given in the tabular summary on the following pages.
With respect to predicting ring structural response to fragment impact,
r' note that codes CIVM-JET 4B and CIVM-JET 5B apply. 	 The former pertains G,
only to single-layer rings and employs the central-difference time operator,
"t
while CIVM-JET 5B applies to hard-bonded multilayer Bernoulli-Euler rings
(including single layer rings) and utilizes the Houbolt finite-difference .'
time operator.	 Thus, for single layer rings one could use either CIVM-JET 4B
or CIVM-JET 5B, whereas only CIVM-JET 5B applies to multilayer rings. :-
With respect to deciding which of these two codes should be chosen to
analyze fragment-induced structural response of single-layer rings, the
following can be taken into consideration.
	 CIVM-JET 4B utilizes the very
r
compact and efficient unconventional formulation of the ring's equations
of motion and hence involves minimum computations and storage per time step
of calculation; on the other hard, this code utilizes the central difference
r time operator whose maximum time step size is limited to about At




where w is the highest frequency of the linear elastic behavior of the
max
`. structural model employed, unless impact-interaction convergence dictates
a smaller value -- a condition not encountered thus far in calculation
z examples explored.	 Since CIVM-JET
 5B uses the conventional form of the
ring's equations of motion, more computations and storage per time step of
calculation are needed than in CIVM-JET 4B; however, CIVM-JET 5B employs
the Houbolt finite-difference time operator which permits one to use a
time step size At larger by a factor of perhaps 3 to 10 or more than
permitted by CIVM-JET 4B's central-difference operator unless the impact-
interactions and convergence impose a more stringent limit.
	 Because of }:







efficient one for obtaining reliable converged predictions of impact-induced
structural response of single-layer rings; it appears that further computa-
tional experience on various example problems will be needed before a clear
.4
choice can be made.	 However, on an equal-cost basis, experience td date
indicates that one must use for CIVM-JET 5B a At at least 5 times as large
as,the maximum time step size permitted in CIVM-JET 4B to be competitive.
In one example a 10-times larger At resulted in a CIVM-JET 5B prediction
that failed to converge.	 Thus, until further computational experience has
accumulated sufficiently, it would be advisable to begin with CIVM-JET 4B 4
for analyzing "new problems" unless an intolerably small At is encountered,
since this code exhibits usually a dramatic warning (computational blow up)
when the chosen At is too large, whereas CIVM-JET 5B does not usually afford
clear telltale signs of ill-behaved computations.	 With this CIVM-JET 4B
starting point as guidanceone could explore the utility of employing
CIVM-JET 5B with a time step-size of perhaps 5 to 10 times larger.
For the analysis of ring response to prescribed external transient
loads or to prescribed distributions of initial velocity (rather than
fragment impact-induced response), similar considerations to those just
discussed apply concerning the analysis of single-layer rings by JET 3C
(which uses the central difference time operator) versus JET 5A (which
employs the Houbolt ope:^ator); for these kinds of problems, experience
to date indicates that response predictions of a given accuracy can be
obtained more efficiently by using JET 5A's larger allowable At (i.e. by
a factor of perhaps 6 to 10 or more than permitted by JET 3C).	 Finally,
even for the analysis of single-layer rings for this class of (non7impact)
problems, the use of the more recent and versatile JET 5A computer program





Feature JET 1 JET 2 JET 3A JET 3B JET 3C JET 3D CIVM-JET 4B JET 5A CIVM-JET 5B
(Ref.l) (Ref.2) (Ref.3) (Ref.3) (Ref.3) (Ref.3) (Ref.4) (Ref.5) (Ref.5)
Type of Spatial
Analysis Formulation
Finite Difference x x - - - - - -
Finite Element - x x x x x x x
Type of Finite-Difference
Time Operator
Central Difference x x x - x - x
Houbolt (Backward
Difference) - - - x - x — x k
Ring Geometry
Complete Ring x x x x x x x x x
Partial Ring - - x x x x x x x
Initial Configuration
Circular x x x x x x x x x
Arb. Curved - - - - x x x x x
Constant Thickness x x x x x x x x x
Variable Thickness - - - - x x x x x
Single Layer x x x x x x x x x
Multilayer Hard-
Bonded (1 to 3 x - - - - - x x
layers)
Boundary Conditions
Ideally Clamped - - x x x x x x x
Hinged Fixed - - x x x x x x x
Symmetry - - x x x x - x -
Free - - x x x x x x x
Other Support Conditions
Distributed Elastic
Foundation - x x x x x x x
Point Elastic Springs - - x x x x x x x




Feature JET 1 JET 2 JET 3A JET 3B JET 3C JET 3D CIVM-JET 4B JET SA CIVM-JET 5B
Material
Single Material x - x x x x x x x
Different for Each Layer - x - - - - - x x
Homogeneous x x x x x x x x x
Initially Isotropic x x x x x x x x x
Temperature Independent x x x x x x x x x
Temperature Dependent x
EL x x x x x x x x x
EL-PP x x x x x x x x x
EL-LSH x x x x x x x x x
EL-SH x x x x x x x x x
EL-SH-SR x x x x x x x x x
Stimulii
Initial Velocity
Arbitrary x x x x x x - x -
Half-Sine over each




Arb. Time History - x x x x x - x -
Half-Sine over each
of Selected Regions x x x x x. x x
Triangular Time
History x x x x x x x
Arbitrary Time










Single - - - - x - x
N'ulti le - - - x - xp
Friction	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 x	 -	 x
Feature JET 1 JET 2	 JET 3A JET 3B JET 3C	 -JET 3D CIVM-JET 4B JET 5A	 CIVM-JET 55
Deflections: Bernoulli-Euler
—Type Only
Small X x X x' x X x x X




Amount x x X z X X x x X
Nodal Station Data
Locations Y,2 x X x X z x X x X
Displacements - - X X X X X x x
Moment Resultant x X X x x X X X X
Circum. Force
Resultant X X X z x x X x z
Circumferential Strains
Inner Surface z x X X X x x x X
Outer Surface z X X z X X X x x
Location where Pre-
scribed Value is
Exceeded - z x X z X - - -
Strain at Gaussian _ - - ' X X z
Stations -




Support Reaction Forces - - - - - X x X
At Certain Other Times
Time of First Yielding X X - - - - - -
Time when Strain First
Exceeds a Prescribed
Value - z x X x X - - -
Time, Location, and
Value of Largest
Strain Reached Dur- (For Each Substructure)
ing Run - - x X X x x x X
CAPACII! INFORMATION
Maximum No. of Finite-
Difference Stations* 100 100 - - - - - - -
Maximum No. of Finite
Elements* - - 50 50 50 50 50 50 50
•
These limits can be circumvented by altering the dimnsions of appropriate







STRUCTURAL RESPONSE COMPUTER CODE STATUSc
f
Code	 Capability	 Status	 Availability
Fk=
JET 3	 2-D Single-Layer Beams and
	 Complete	 a
r	 }
Rings Subjected to Prescribed	 (Ref. 3)
Transient Loads or Initial
Velocity Distributions (NOS
Fragment Impact)
CIVM-JET 4B	 2-D Single-Layer Beams and	 Complete	 "b
Rings Subjected Only to	 (Ref. 4)
Fragment Impact
JET 5A	 2-D Multilayer Bernoulli -Euler 	 Complete	 b
Beams and Rings Subjected to 	 (Ref. 5)
Prescribed Transient Loads or
Initial Velocity Distributions
•	 CIVM-JET 5B	 2-D Multilayer B-E Foams and	 Complete	 b
Rngs , Subjected Only to_	 (Ref. 5)	 d
Fragment Impact
PLATE and	 3-D Single-Layer Initially- 	 In Progress	 --
CIVM-PLATE	 Flat Panels Subjected, Respec-
tively, to (1) Prescribed
Transient Loads and/or Initial
Velocity Distributions or (2)
`	 Fragment Impact Only
a Available from COSMIC, Barrow Hail, University of Georgia,
Athens, GA. 30601; contact MIT for errata.
k	 be Available under a copyright licensing agreement from MIT.
Contact Prof. E.A. Witmer, Room 41-21J, MIT, Cambridge,
MA. 02139.;
s
c JET1(Ref. 1) and JET 2 (Ref. 2) have riot been maintained and
are available only from the listings in the cited references;
in 'turn, 'these references are available only from the National
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APPENDIX D
SUMMARY OF GAUSSIAN NUMERICAL INTEGRATION OR QUADRATURE
Gaussian numerical integration (or quadrature) is a convenient and
efficient method for the numerical evaluation of line, surface, and/or volume
integrals. For one-dimensional (or line) integration, Gaussian numerical
n-station integration is of the form [14, Ch. 8]:
where
Hl# H 20'	 H n are tabulated weighting factors associated with
F(x	 represents the value of F(x) at prescribed unequally-
spaced "san%Aing stations" x. (or a
	 x.) for
For n-station Gaussian quadrature, polynomials of degree 2n-1 and smaller are
integrated exactly [141.. Sampling locations a and weights H. follow for the
Gaussian numerical integration evaluation [14-171 represented by Eq. D.1 for
Station	 Weight
	























98459 38664 0.23692 68850 56189	 `I
0.' ;53846 93101 05683 0.47862 86704
j	 a
99366
0.00000J 00000 00000 0.56888 88888 88889
n_6
0.93246 95142 03152 0.17132 44923 79170
0.!66120 93864 66265 0.36076 15730 48139
0,23861 91860 83197 0.46791 39345 72691
n = 7
0.94910 79123 42759 0.12948 49661 68870	 {
0.74153 11855 99394 0.27970 53914 89277
0.40584 51513 77397 0.38183 00505 05119
0.00000 00000 00000 0.41795 91836 73469
ff
l n = 8
;. 0.96028 98564 97536 0.10122 85362 90376
0,79666 64774 13627 0.22238 10344 53374
0.52553 24099 16329 0.31370 66458 77887
0.18343 46424 95650 0.36268 37833 78362
n = 9
r 0.96816 02395 07626 0.08127 43883 61574
0.83603 11073 26636 0.18064 81606 94857
..
0.61337 14327 00590 0.26061 06964 02935
x
0.32425 34234 03809 0.31234 70770 40003
0.00000 00000 00000 '0.33023 93550 01260
{
n = 10
0.97390 65285 17172 0.06667 13443 08688
0.86506 33666 88985 0.14945 13491 50581
x 0.67940 95682 99024 0.21908 63625 15982
v
0.43339 53941 29247 -0.26926 67193 09996
0.14887 43389 81631 0.29552 42247 14753













Rx) dx =	 Wy Ftx)	 (D.2)
For Eq. D.2 `, the "new" W. and xj for given'Hj and a. become:
W. _ Q + b
X	 _ I^.I +161 ^^+ ^,^
?	












_ ^ Z /	 y 1
For the 3-station case (n=3), for example, one obtains:
j aj Fij x j W 
1 -.77459... 0.55555... 0.11270166... 0.277777...
2 0 0.88888... 0.50 0.44444...
3 +.77459 0.55555... 0.8872983... 0.277777...
Similarly, one may perform Gaussian quadrature in two and three
dimensions by, respectively,
	
+ 1 +1	 n	 m
>1 d5 d>e	 H ` H F (f, ) .)	 (D.5)
	
+^ +1 .,. 1	 p	 $	 r
t	 Conversions similar to those given by Eq. D.2a may be employed for other
limits of integration.
For quadrature over . triangles, cones, tetrahedra,, etc., see Refs. 14,
15, and 17.
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